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1 Overview 

UPSTREAM is designed as a complete storage management solution for corporate data 
distributed across a heterogeneous network. Originally designed to use an z/OS system 
exclusively as its data storage server, UPSTREAM now allows you to use your Windows, UNIX, 
Linux and z/OS systems interchangeably.  With compatible tape data formats, you can now utilize 
UPSTREAM in mixed z/OS, Windows, UNIX and Linux environments or entirely non-z/OS 
environments. 

The facilities of UPSTREAM provide companies with completely automated operations for 
backup/restores, and storage management operations. UPSTREAM offers several unique data 
reduction techniques to minimize the amount of data to be transmitted, while offering low 
resource and system utilization.  

Utilizing direct SCSI or fibre access (using the UPSTREAM Tape Manager), StorageTek’s 
ACSLS, IBM TotalStorage 3494 Tape Libraries, or UPSTREAM is capable of supporting virtually 
any tape drive or library available. 

Restores can be performed and controlled from a JAVA interface (named the Director and 
End-User Restores). The JAVA interface provides an easy to use, graphical user interface that 
fully utilizes the UPSTREAM storage management functions especially for restores, and can be 
used from a PC or X Terminal. 

 

Requirements 

 Windows Server 2008/2012 or Windows 7/8, AIX 5.3 or higher or Linux 2.6 Kernel or 
higher (64 bit Intel, or 64-bit z/Linux). 

 If you are planning backups to tape: native SAS, SCSI, iSCSI or Fibrechannel tape 
drive(s) and (optionally) a tape changer with the UPSTREAM Tape Manager.  Also 
supported are IBM tape and changer drivers for Windows, AIX and Linux, Microsoft’s 
Removable Storage Manager, ACSLS, 3494 capable tape drive(s) or libraries. 

 

1.1 System Overview  

What is UPSTREAM? 

UPSTREAM is an unattended Backup and Recovery product for Personal Computers, LAN 
File Servers and UNIX systems. Currently supported platforms are Novell ® NetWare ® , Windows 
XP/2003/2008/2012/Vista/7/8 ® , Linux (x86, x64 and zSeries), AIX/6000, HP/UX, UNIX Systems 
Services for OS/390, Digital Tru64®, and Sun Solaris. 

 

How Does UPSTREAM Work? 
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UPSTREAM was created to accomplish the following design goals: 

 

Compatible with FDR/UPSTREAM 

Tape files can be fully compatible with FDR/UPSTREAM on z/OS.  That means that tapes 
generated with FDR/UPSTREAM can be used on your Reservoir system and tapes generated on 
your Reservoir system can be used with FDR/UPSTREAM.   

 

SAN Express Direct 

The UPSTREAM client software can write directly to a SAN attached tape drive, bypassing the 
LAN for the bulk of the data – a LAN free backup – the UPSTREAM SAN Express Direct (see 
section 4.2) 

 

SAN Express Passthru 

The UPSTREAM client software can write to a specially formatted disk visible to the Reservoir 
machine to pass data to the machine for storage on disk or tape, bypassing the LAN for the bulk 
of the data – a LAN free backup – the SAN Express Passthru (see section 4.3).  This uses the 
same technology as the UPSTREAM/SOS product, and the same client facilities, but without the 
requirement of an EMC Symmetrix array – any vendor’s storage array can be used. 

 

Broad Based Device Support 

By supporting StorageTek’s ACSLS, IBM TotalStorage 3494, or direct SCSI or fibre support 
(using the UPSTREAM Tape Manager) UPSTREAM can take advantage of virtually all tape 
devices (libraries, drives and virtual tape) available on the market today and in the future. 

Support for IBM changer and tape drivers for Windows, AIX and Linux gives Reservoir failover 
and load balancing available through their drivers. 

 

Unattended Operation 

Through the use of its integrated scheduler (the UPSTREAM Dispatcher) or your own client 
based job scheduler, you can configure UPSTREAM to run system functions at any combination 
of times. Backups and restores can be timed to run daily, weekly, monthly, or in virtually unlimited 
numbers of combinations. 

 

Centralized Management 

You can centrally manage UPSTREAM using the UPSTREAM Director graphical user 
interface or via program or scheduler control using the centralized command line based 
USTBatch initiation facility. 

 

Merge Backups 

The Full Merge Backup facility drastically reduces the elapsed time of full backups, by utilizing 
already existing backups of files which have not changed. Instead of transmitting all files from the 
remote system, it uses sophisticated techniques to construct a complete full backup without 
having to process or transmit the vast majority of the files. This results in extraordinary 
performance for full backups. 

 

Secure 
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UPSTREAM interfaces to your existing Windows or UNIX security system; you use your 
existing user name and password information and protect your data using the security system 
already in place on the Reservoir system. 

Vaulted tapes can be encrypted using AES encryption (a separately licensed feature). 

 

Best Use of Disk and Tape 

UPSTREAM allows you to perform backups to disk and then later migrate those backups to 
tape.  You can coalesce prior disk and tape backups onto a new tape to allow you to migrate to 
new higher capacity media or better utilize the media you have.  You can also make vaulted 
copies of your backups for off-site storage. 

The UPSTREAM Reservoir allows you to stack multiple backups for multiple machines on a 
single tape thus taking advantage of the very large capacity of modern tapes and minimizing the 
number of tape changes. 

 

Automatic Drive to Library Association 

If you are using Direct SCSI/Fibre to access your library and tape drives, Reservoir will 
automatically associate the drives to the correct elements in the library by using the common 
serial numbers.  Even if Plug-and-Play were to re-arrange your drives and libraries the system will 
properly reassociate the drives to the correct elements. 

 

Drive and Library Load Balancing and Failover 

If you are using 64-bit Linux, Windows or AIX as your Reservoir server and are using an IBM 
library, a full implementation of the LINTAPE (or ATAPE for AIX) interface allows Reservoir to 
take advantage of the fail-over and load balancing features of that interface. 

 

De-Duplication Support 

UPSTREAM has a large variety of options for de-duplication: 

 The full merge backup allows you to only have to send changed files and older files 
are copied from prior backups saving on transmission and file open and read time.  

 Segmentation internally breaks up large files into smaller ones allowing the full merge 
to process parts of files, thus allowing the transmission of only changed segments of 
a file. 

 Reservoir fully supports Data Domain filers as back-end storage with full support for 
their proprietary de-duplication facilities. 

 Reservoir has its own duplicate file facility which detects duplicate files, creates a 
database of them and either copies them to storage or points to the database and 
stores them only in the database saving substantially on transmission and storage.  
Since this process is entirely automatic, there is virtually nothing for you to do other 
than define the range of sizes you wish to support and the files you wish to exclude. 

 

1.2 Overall Architecture 

UPSTREAM is a dual component system.  The UPSTREAM Storage Reservoir is the central 
repository for all of your data and can be run on z/OS, Windows or UNIX.  This manual discusses 
the Windows or UNIX version of the repository. 
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The UPSTREAM Client software runs on your systems to be backed up.  There are versions 
of the UPSTREAM Client for Windows (NT/2000/XP/2003/2008/7), NetWare, Solaris, AIX, HPUX, 
Tru64, Linux (Intel and S/390), OS/390 Unix and OS/2. 

The following diagram shows how UPSTREAM is typically used in a tape library environment: 

Tape drive

Tape drive

Tape drive

Tape drive
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Tape

Tape
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Or somewhat more generically: 
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The following sections describe how you can also backup to disk and mix your disk and tape 
backups. 

 

1.3 System Component Overview  

The UPSTREAM system consists of a number of components: 

 UPSTREAM Reservoir components 

 UPSTREAM Reservoir Client components. 

 

1.3.1 UPSTREAM Reservoir Components 

UPSTREAM Service or Daemon 

The UPSTREAM service or daemon (usserver) is a safe and secure process that starts up 
when your system comes up and listens for requests from remote systems.  When requests are 
received they are processed by an instance of the UPSTREAM task program (ustask). 

 

Configuration File 

The UPSTREAM service program is controlled by a configuration file (usserver.cfg) which 
defines overall system information like the work path, listening ports, and the like.  

 

Backup Profile 

The Backup Profile is used to describe and govern the capabilities enabled and storage rules 
to be used by UPSTREAM when processing product function requests. For each backup profile, 
there is a configuration file (<profile>.PRF) which contains information like backup retention, tape 
pools, security and the like.  The Backup Profile is the entity used to define backup rules.  Backup 
Profiles can be combined into Profile Sets to allow multiple Backup Profiles to be written on a 
single tape.  Backup Profiles can be combined into Groups to allow a number of profiles to be 
migrated or copied to tape in a single request. 

 

Logging File 

The UPSTREAM logging file contains all the messages that have been issued by the 
UPSTREAM components while it has been operating. This file is named “usserver.log” and is 
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located in the directory that UPSTREAM is started from by default.  Logging is performed on both 
the client and reservoir sides. 

 

Message File 

This file contains all the UPSTREAM system messages that it can issue. The messages have 
a specified format and can be modified, if so desired, by the customer to include additional 
information. This information will then be displayed when the system message is issued and 
logged to the logging file. 

 

Database Files 

UPSTREAM maintains databases so that it can provide quick inquiry and restore facilities.  
These database files are stored in a subdirectory Backups, under the defined work path, by 
backup profile name.  Each backup consists of three index database files.  The database is 
entirely proprietary, designed specifically for backup providing the best mix of performance, size 
and minimal user management. 

Vault backups are stored in a similar directory structure in a subdirectory with the prefix of 
Vault and the suffix of the vault number.  Thus vaulted backups have their own indexing system 
but can share tapes from the common pools. 

 

Disk Backups 

Disk backups are stored in the same directory as the databases unless the 
DISKBACKUPPATH is specified in the profile that is used to create this backup.   

You can now vault to disk and vaulted backups are also stored in the same directory as the 
databases unless you specify a DISKBACKUPPATH in the vault profile definition. 

 

Tape Set Files 

Groups of tapes are managed in a tape set file, which is in a subdirectory Tapes under the 
defined work path, by backup pool.  Each tape set is named using the version date and type of 
the first backup in the set.   

 

Registered Name Facility 

The UPSTREAM Registered Name Facility allows for the assignment of a logical name to the 
UPSTREAM client Process on a given machine. This specification takes the place of the actual IP 
Address and TCP Port Number in function requests. This makes the request independent of the 
actual network address and allows these values to dynamically change such as when using 
DHCP or a similar scheme. 

This facility is enabled by either a UPSTREAM client configuration file setting or via a manual 
entry of the required information via the UPSTREAM Director Interface. 

 

Centralized Control (ustbatch and Route Via Host) 

A command line program, ustbatch allows all UPSTREAM facilities to be requested directly 
from the Reservoir machine with full logging and result checking on both sides.  For centralized 
requests, ustbatch supports a number of very useful features.  These include preauthorized 
security which keeps you from having to store user names and passwords.  Also, ustbatch 
requests initiate all communications from the Reservoir machine which avoids many firewall 
issues. 
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To perform these same functions from the user interface you can use the Director Route Via 
Host option which causes the request to be initiated from the Reservoir server, again avoiding 
firewall issues.  See the UPSTREAM Client manual for details on this option. 

 

Backup Copy, Migration and Vault (uscopy) 

A command line program, uscopy allows you to copy backups to tape for off-site storage 
(vault) or migrate backups from disk or other tapes to tape to more completely utilize the tape 
systems you have on site. 

 

Data Domain Back-end Deduplication 

Since each profile can optionally write to a defined directory, what you do is configure each 
profile you wish to write to Data Domain back end storage, to write to the directory where it is 
mounted.  There are a number of steps to the entire process, see the Backups and Restores 
section for details on setting this up. 

 

Duplicate Files 

Duplicate files are files, usually detected from disk backups during maintenance, and defined 
in the Director.  They are used automatically during full merge backups, and during incrementals 
if you specify the Duplicate File option during the backup for the client.  This is a complex facility 
internally, but quite simple to implement and maintain.  See the Duplicate Files chapter for 

details on implementing this feature. 

 

 

 

1.3.2 UPSTREAM Client Based Components 

 

UPSTREAM Director 

Written as a Java application, the UPSTREAM Director is a management interface that 
provides a user friendly “Windows” like graphical user interface that can run on any platform that 
provides a Java Virtual Machine and TCP/IP support – covering almost every substantial 
operating system in use today.  The UPSTREAM Director is capable of: specifying backups and 
restores, checking the status of all Client UPSTREAM systems, managing your UPSTREAM 
stored backups, Defining, modifying and deleting UPSTREAM stored backup profiles and more.  
This is the recommended administrative tool. 

 

End User Restore Interface 

The End-User Restore Interface of UPSTREAM is separate program, written as a Java 
application, which provides a Windows Explorer-like interface for the selection and monitoring of 
restores for administrators, help-desk operators and most other end users. This facility greatly 
reduces training and administrative configuration tasks when you wish to allow for user specified 
restores.  This is recommended only for end-users. 

 

Web Server 

Using a standard web server (like Apache or WebSphere) the UPSTREAM Web Server can 
be installed to allow client distribution, configuration and simple restores across your entire 
enterprise.  See the UPSTREAM Client User’s Guide for a full description. 
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Centralized Scheduler (the UPSTREAM Dispatcher) 

A centralized scheduler (the UPSTREAM Dispatcher) is built into the UPSTREAM Client 
software and is configured and controlled with the UPSTREAM Director.  However, the scheduler 
knows about the Reservoir server software and will use ustbatch.  This allows all of the features 
of ustbatch including security preauthorization and centralized communications requests for 
firewalls. 
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1.3.3 Backup Strategies 

 

There are virtually an infinite number of ways to integrate UPSTREAM into your backup 
strategy. The merge backup facility is the easiest to use and the most powerful. 

Merge backups allow the UPSTREAM client system to send a fraction of the total data on a 
disk (only slightly more than an incremental backup) and still end up with a complete full 
backup.  Using a sophisticated technique, the client system sends a “picture” of the drive(s) to 
be backed up to the Reservoir software which uses prior backups plus changed files to 
construct the fulls.  

Advantages: 

 A full backup is created with the UPSTREAM client only having to send a tiny fraction 
of the total data. 

 Easier to use, understand and manage.  The beauty of a merge backup is that all the 
complexity is behind the scenes; it is actually as easy or easier to use than non-
merge backups.   

 If you are using tapes for incremental backups, you use fewer tapes. 

A single backup profile name is used for full and incremental backups.  It is recommended 
that this single profile represent a single, unchanging group of file specs (a single server, a 
single workstation disk, etc.).  The facility is flexible enough for you to be able to add or 
remove drives, however it is not recommended that you use a profile for more than one entity. 

The technique requires that you perform a first-time baseline full backup of the file 
specifications that you wish to maintain.  In this backup you do transmit all the files.  Once you 
have this full backup, you only perform incremental merge and full merge backups.   

Incremental merge backups are backups where only the changed files are transmitted to 
the UPSTREAM server.  The first incremental merge backup after a full backup begins a new 
tape or disk file; subsequent incremental merge backups to tape can be appended to previous 
incremental backups.  Subsequent incremental merge backups to disk create new server disk 
files. 

Full merge backups are appended to the end of the incremental backup file (if the backup 
is on tape), or a new file is created (if the incremental backups are on disk).  The UPSTREAM 
client sends all the changed files as well as the directory entries for all files which it does not 
believe have been changed.  The UPSTREAM Reservoir then examines this list of files, 
retrieves from old backups (the last full or any of the prior incrementals) files which haven’t 
changed, and requests from the UPSTREAM client files which it doesn’t have.   

Before UPSTREAM will use a file from a previous backup, it will verify a match of the 
complete, qualified file name, the last modified date and time, and the file size.  If any one of 
these conditions do not match, the UPSTREAM server software will request a transmission of 
the file from the UPSTREAM client.  The result is a complete full backup without the 
UPSTREAM client software having to read or send the vast majority of the data, and deleted 
files are properly reflected. 

Note that merge backups will not be of help in certain database, software or hardware 
environments (Oracle, DB/2, VMWare, NDMP, etc.).  See the UPSTREAM Client User’s 
Guide for a description of environments where the merge is inappropriate. 

The following scenarios should help you understand the process. 

 
1.3.3.1 Scenario #1: Full and Incremental Backups to Tape 

The figure below shows a diagram of how a tape only system would work.  This scenario’s 
advantages are : 
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 No intermediate disk requirements.  Data goes directly to tape without having to be 
staged through disk.  This saves on UPSTREAM server disk space. 

 Good for large volumes of data. 

 Only one tape is created per backup cycle (usually weekly).  This saves on tape 
management. 

 

When you run your first-time full backup, a new tape is created which holds all the data on 
your workstation or server (tape 1 in the figure).  The first incremental after a full creates a 
new tape (tape 2 in the figure).  Subsequent incrementals are appended to the end of the tape 
volume. 

After your first-time full backup, subsequent full volume backups are merge full backups.  
In a merge full backup the UPSTREAM client sends up all the files changed since the last 
incremental as well as a directory listing.  The tape holding the prior full backup is mounted  
(tape 1) as well as the tape holding the incremental data (tape 2). 

Any files that have not been changed will be copied from tape 1 to tape 2 unless they are 
in the incremental on tape 2 already.  The files which were in the prior incrementals on tape 2 
are recorded as being part of both the full and incremental backups.  The UPSTREAM server 
software then requests any files which could not be matched.   

Note that if you are using retention periods for tapes, the period begins with the first 
incremental.  You will want to allow for this in your planning. 

The result is a new full backup tape which will be used as the source for the next full 
backup. 

 
1.3.3.2 Scenario #2: Full Backups on Tape and Incrementals on Disk 

The figure below shows a diagram of how a system where full backups are stored on tape 
and incremental backups are stored on disk would work.  You may want to choose this option 
if you have sufficient UPSTREAM server disk space and do not wish to mount the backup 
tapes each day.  In addition, recovery is quicker for incremental data. 
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When you run your first-time full backup, a new tape is created which holds all the data on 
your workstation or server (tape 1 in the figure).  The first incremental creates a file on disk 
(file 1).  Subsequent incrementals create new files on disk. 

When you run a merge full backup, the tape holding the prior full backup is mounted (tape 
1) as well as the new tape for output (tape 2).  The UPSTREAM client sends up all the files 
changed since the last incremental as well as a directory listing. 

The UPSTREAM server software then copies the files which were requested in the 
directory listing from the incrementals or its most current backup on the last full (tape 1) to the 
new full (tape 2).  The UPSTREAM server software then requests any files which could not be 
matched.  

The result is a new full backup tape which will be used as the source for the next full 
backup. 

 
1.3.3.3 Scenario #3:  Full and Incremental Backups on Disk 

The figure below shows a diagram of how a disk only system would work.  You may want 
to use this scenario for small backups or where restore speed is important. 

 

 

When you run your first-time full backup, a new file is created on the UPSTREAM server 
which holds all the data on your workstation or server (file 1 in the figure).  Each incremental 
afterwards creates a new file (file 2 and file 3). 

When you run a merge full backup, the UPSTREAM client transmits the changed files and 
they are written to the new full backup file (file 4).  Then the UPSTREAM server software 
takes the directory listing transmitted from the UPSTREAM client and copies from the 
incrementals (file 2 and file 3) and the last full (file 1) all of the unchanged files. 

The UPSTREAM server software then requests any files which could not be matched.  The 
result is a new full backup file which will be used as the source for the next full backup. 
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1.3.4 Profile Sets 

A Profile Set is a single definition for a number of backup profiles.  Profile Sets let you 
define the complexities of a backup profile a single time, add Backup Profiles to that Profile 
Set definition and then store all of the tape backups for that profile set on a single tape.  This 
simplifies configuration and allows you to be able to take full advantage of today’s high 
capacity tape drives. 

The backups that comprise a Profile Set follow the rules described above for merge 
backups.  The first incremental backup after a full for any profile in the profile set begins a new 
tape.  Similarly, a full backup immediately after a full backup for any profile in the profile set 
will start a new tape as well.  Otherwise all backups are appended to the existing tape. 

 

1.3.5 De-duplication using Segmentation 

 

When very large files are up dated regularly, they are generally updated in place, with only a 
small percentage of the file actually changing. Typically some parts of the beginning, some parts 
of the end (usually making it larger) and perhaps some amount in the middle. 

The segmentation option takes advantage of this by breaking up a file into a number of equal 
sized segments (except the last one may be a little smaller) which appear to the storage server 
as separate files. Thus it can then use the full merge technique to merge forward the vast majority 
of the parts of the file that do not change. 

To enable segmentation during the backup, in the Director, go into the Backup tab, specify a 
file spec, press the Add as Include button to have it put in the Include(s) list. Then on the right 
side of the window, press the General tab, scroll down, check the Segmented File checkbox. It 
will automatically set the Segmented File Size, which is the minimum size that a file must be to be 
segmented, at 1 GB. And it will also automatically set the Segment Size, which is the number of 
bytes per segment at 1 MB. 

 

Incrementals become very small because only the segments that represent changes are 
backed up and stored. If even one byte in a segment is changed, the entire segment is backed 
up.  Where in an unsegmented file, if even one byte in a full file is changed the entire file is 
backed up. 

We remember the “signature” of every backed up segment in the internal incremental  data 
base (INCRDB, which is automatically enabled with segmentation). During consequent 
incremental backups for every segment we compare the remembered signatures with the current 
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actual ones, and backup only segments with a changed signature, thus reducing the amount of 
data sent and stored during incremental backups. During full merge backups the most current full 
set of segments not backed up gets copied to the new full backup. 

We implement a “once segmented - always segmented” concept which means that if the file 
was segmented, it will keep being segmented even if you change the segmented file size 
parameter or the size of the file goes below the segmented file size. The only way to change the 
set of segmented files (or stop segmenting) is to run a “first time full” backup after changing the 
segmentation parameters. 

During restore if you restore the whole directory, or perform other common wildcard restores, 
the segments get included in the restore automatically. When you use the Director and select a 
segmented file from the explorer view of the backed up files, the RESTORESEGMENTS 
parameter is set automatically for you. If you restore only selected files, and those files happen to 
be segmented, and you are not using the Director, you have to specify the repeated parameter 
“RESTORESEGMENTS Y” that will instruct UPSTREAM to create a special file spec that will 
include segments in the restore. 
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1.4 System Environmental Requirements  

The UPSTREAM Reservoir requires Windows Server 2008/2012, or Windows 7/8 (64 bit 
version), IBM AIX 5.3,  Linux kernel 2.6 (Intel, or Z series) or higher.  64-bit systems are always 
recommended for their performance and addressability advantages (64-bit is required for AIX and 
zLinux). 

We recommend a powerful (i.e. fast) system if you intend to have Reservoir managing 
backups for a large number of systems or if the systems have a large number of files.  
UPSTREAM performs a number of tasks in memory so we recommend a fairly large amount of 
real memory in the system.  

If you are performing backups to tape you will need a tape subsystem with a direct SCSI or 
fibre attachment (recommended), Windows Removable Storage Manager drivers, StorageTek’s 
ACSLS, or IBM TotalStorage 3494.. 

If you wish to import/export tapes to the mainframe, the tape subsystem should be media 
compatible with your mainframe tape subsystem. 

 

1.5 System Storage Requirements 

Each backup, even if it is to tape, requires a certain amount of storage be available on the 
Reservoir system in the work path.  Reservoir uses its own proprietary indexing system, not a 
conventional database so there is no database maintenance necessary.  You should plan on 
something on the order of 1% of the data to be backed up in indexing space to be available in the 
Reservoir work path.  The faster that disk is, the more responsive the Director screens will be. 

The space for the backup data itself, when stored to disk, depends heavily on the 
effectiveness of client compression as the data is stored as compressed by the client.  The profile 
definition determines the directory on the Reservoir server where backups are stored for a given 
profile so that you can spread them across one or more disk systems.   

Special support has been developed for Data Domain de-duplication devices thanks to our 
partnership with EMC. 

 

1.6 System Restrictions  

The following items outline the main limitations in support between the UPSTREAM Reservoir 
and FDR/UPSTREAM: 

 Deferred merges. 

 File transfer 

 There are no special (client) migration features; migrations are handled from the 
server side as regular backups and only simple migrations are supported. During 
restores you must select the option to restore migrated files. 

We have found that USB attached disk and tape do not support the high performance features 
that are used in UPSTREAM (both client and server) so USB attached devices are not supported 
except as specifically documented (in disaster recovery for Windows for example), otherwise they 
should not be used. 
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2  

 

2 Installation  

 

See section 2.1 if you are installing the Windows version of the Reservoir.  See section 2.2 on 
page 2-6 if you are installing a UNIX or Linux version.   

Please note that before you can begin installation of Reservoir, you must have installed 
version 3.8 or higher of the UPSTREAM client and the client should be configured to use the IP 
address of 127.0.0.1 and the port number that the server will use.   

Note that it is acceptable to use the default of 1972 for both input and output port as the IP 
address of 127.0.0.1 will identify this as the local Reservoir system. 

 

2.1 Installing or Upgrading Reservoir on Windows  

The installation of UPSTREAM consists of running the UPSTREAM installation program.  This 
program will: 

 Verify that you have already installed v3.8.00 or higher of the UPSTREAM client.  
This version of the client or higher is a requirement for the Reservoir. 

 Setup the UPSTREAM Reservoir service named usserver. 

 Since you will need the Director for a number of functions, we recommend installing it 
on the Reservoir machine, when possible 

If you need to upgrade any of the components follow the regular installation procedures.  By 
default it will move all installed programs into the recommended directories.  If you wish to install 
them into different directories (which may be your existing directories), you will need to use the 
Advanced option and install each feature separately.  Note that during upgrades, some of the 
questions will not be asked. 

Note that when the installation program moves your existing installation into the recommended 
directories, it will move all settings and data with it. 

To begin the installation, run the installation program by Innovation sales or tech support.  To 
help you install it for the first time and to upgrade it to a newer version, the installation program 
performs a number of steps that are cumbersome to perform manually, so you will want to use 
the installation program to install or upgrade UPSTREAM.   

The program name is something like:  

 Reservoir-<version>.<build>-windows-installer.exe 

For example: 

 Reservoir-3.8.0a.1188-windows-installer.exe 
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Note that to repair or uninstall UPSTREAM you should use the Add Remove Programs applet 
in the Control Panel. 

To begin the installation, simply begin the installation program: 

 

Press the Next> button to continue: 
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This is the Innovation Reservoir license agreement.  If you accept this agreement, press the I 
accept the agreement radio button and press the Next> button.  

The Windows programs are automatically installed into directories which follow the Microsoft 
naming conventions in: c:\Program Files\Innovation Data Processing\UPSTREAM, for the client 
and in the USSERVER directory either beneath the UPSTREAM directory (and or beside it). 

If this is an upgrade you should schedule the upgrade during idle times as any active 
processes will be killed; you must stop the usserver (Reservoir) service before pressing the 
Next> button. 
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If this is an initial installation, it will copy the files and you will see the following notice: 

 

Press the Ok button to start the configurator.  If you are doing an upgrade all of this process 
will be skipped as you already have a configuration and license file. 

In the Reservoir configurator, most uses can use the TCP/IP defaults, but many users will 
need to specify the Tape Library type.  So press the Tapes tab. 

Note that in the Windows configurator, ToolTips are available by hovering the mouse over the 
input control.  If you don't understand a control, we recommend that you review the tooltip and 
then if you still have questions, contact Technical Support. 
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 No tape library.  Check this option if you are using disk exclusively for backup 

storage. 

 Microsoft Removable Storage Manager (RSM).  Only supported for legacy 

systems. 

 UPSTREAM Tape Manager (Direct SCSI or Fibre).  Check this option if you are 

connecting to a library on a Windows system which is SCSI, iSCSI or fibre connected 
and you do not wish to use a 3rd party library manager.  See UPSTREAM Tape 
Manager, section 3.1 on page 3-1 for more details on configuring to use direct SCSI 
or fibre.  Most users using tape select this option. 

 Storage Tek ACSLS.  Check this option if you are connecting to an 
Oracle/StorageTek library with ACSLS or HSC.  See Oracle/Oracle/StorageTek’s 
ACSLS on page 3-4 for more details on configuring to use ACSLS. 

 IBM MT3494: Check this option if you are connecting to an IBM 3494 library or some 

other library running in IBM 3494 emulation mode.  See IBM TotalStorage 3494 Tape 
Libraries on page 3-6 for more details on configuring to use a 3494 library. 

Note that the Direct SCSI tape access and Use SCSI Locate checkboxes are checked by 

default (even if you were not using those options previously).  This bypasses the features and 
limitations in the vendor’s tape driver and has Reservoir contact the tape drive directly using the 
SCSI pass-through facility provided by the driver vendor.  Thus a driver will still be connected to 
the tape drive, using the plug-and-play facility.  We recommend that you use the correct vendor 
driver, but if you check this box, any driver will work.  It will also enable the Use SCSI Locate 
option, which is many times faster than the method available through the Windows API.  It is 
recommended that you check both options.   

Most users will press the Save button to save to the default configuration file, and the Exit 

button to continue the installation and configuration.   
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Again, only for new users you will be prompted to install the license file in the Reservoir 
directory: 

 

Press the Ok button to complete the installation. 

In Windows, Reservoir runs as the usserver service and can be started and stopped using the 
Windows system service facilities.   

If you need to uninstall Reservoir, use the Add/Remove Programs facilities in Windows. 

By default, Reservoir runs under the Local System account, which allows full administrative 
authority to the local machine, but allows no LAN access.  If you wish to use Microsoft Networking 
for storage of your backups (use of a Data Domain server requires this for example), you need to 
define a user which has access to the system you wish to write your data to and configure 
Reservoir to run as this user.  You do this in the Services or Server Manager applet in 
Administrative Tools in the Log On tab.  Windows provides help in setting this up (for the user 

you typically specify domain\user).  Note that you should use UNC names in defining your 
storage paths rather than drive letters for portability. 

 

2.2 UNIX/Linux Installation. 

Before installing UPSTREAM UNIX Reservoir you have to go through regular UPSTREAM 
client 3.8 or higher installation (Installation in the UPSTREAM Client User’s Guide).  In the 
UPSTREAM installation, or separately you will find a single file that facilitates Reservoir 
installation: 

 Reservoir-<version>.<build>-<OS>-installer.run 

For example, the versions you might be given may include (for Intel Linux, z/Linux and AIX 
respectively): 

 Reservoir-3.8.0a.1188-linux-x64-installer.run 

 Reservoir-3.8.0a.1188-linux-s390x-installer.run 

 Reservoir-3.8.0a.1188-aix-installer.run 

These are executable files, so they need the execute bit on (if you received the files over FTP 
you will need to do a chmod 755 on the received file). 

The UPSTREAM client should be installed by a root user, so you run the installer as root too. 
If you are upgrading Reservoir you must wait until the system is idle and take the running 
Reservoir down.  

If you are running in a graphical environment you will be presented with an install similar to the 
installation for Windows (see the section above).  Note even in graphical mode, the configurator 
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is the character mode configurator.  If running in a character based environment you will see a 
session similar to the following, sample Intel Linux installation. 

An upgrade from a 3.8 version of Reservoir to a higher version is done by starting the same 
executable, but it asks fewer questions, does not require configuration or copying of the license 
file. 

 

As prompted press the ENTER key.  This license agreement will be displayed.  You will need 
to press ENTER a number of times to get through it.  When you have reached the bottom it will 
say: 

 

Press y and ENTER to accept the license to proceed.  The installer will detect the existing 
UPSTREAM installation and offer to install Reservoir in the subdirectory usserver beneath that.   

 

For AIX, it will use /usr/lpp/fdrupstream.  Since this is the required directory, you should press 
y and ENTER to continue the installation. 

 

The directory will be created, the files extracted into it and you will be asked if you are ready to 
enter the configurator.  Press the ENTER key to begin configuration. 
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Most users will be satisfied with the default TCP/IP values but will need to set the tape 
settings.  For details on configuration, see.  Note that most users will press the Tapes button 
(either by tabbing to the field and pressing the space bar, or on some terminal emulators, using 
the mouse). 

 

Many users will accept the default UPSTREAM Tape Manager.  If you do not have a tape 
library, use the arrow key to arrow up to the No tape library option.  If you are unsure or have an 

ACSLS or IBM MT3494 library see section 3 Detailed Reservoir Configuration. 

When you are satisfied tab to the Ok button and press the space bar (or on some terminal 

emulators, use the mouse) or the ENTER key to return to the previous screen.  When you are 
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satisfied there, press the ENTER key to press the Ok button to exit the configurator and see the 
Save dialog: 

 

Press the ENTER key or the Ok button to save the configuration file.  The configurator will 
notify you that you need to restart the daemon for the changes to take effect.  Press the Ok 

button to exit the configurator. 

Once you have exited the configurator new users will be asked to copy in their license files: 

 

At this time you can start another session and copy the usserver.lic file provided by your 
salesman into the default Reservoir directory (/opt/fdrupstream/usserver or 
/usr/lpp/fdrupstream/usserver for AIX). 

Once the license file is copied (or the default one is used), the installer will create the daemon 
and uninstall scripts and terminate. 

 

2.2.1 Starting and Stopping the UNIX Daemon 

When the system starts, it will automatically start the Reservoir daemon.  If you need to 
manually stop the daemon, you should wait for the system to be idle and run the shutdown script: 

/etc/init.d/reservoir stop 

You can shut down the daemon in the Director – see the Client Users’ Guide for instructions 
on stopping the Reservoir from the Director. 

To start the daemon: 

/etc/init.d/reservoir start 

In prior versions, for AIX you needed to manually add the daemon script to inittab – this is no 
longer necessary; there is a start and stop script for AIX as well as all other operating systems. 

You should now proceed to section 3 to perform full configuration. 
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3  

 

3 Detailed Reservoir Configuration 

 

There are a number of steps in configuring the UPSTREAM Reservoir in preparation for your 
first backup: 

 If you are using tape, configure UPSTREAM for your tape environment (if you are not 
configuring for tape, continue to the next bullet): 

o Configure UPSTREAM for the UPSTREAM Tape Manager access if you are 
using UPSTREAM’s built-in library manager (described below). 

o Configure UPSTREAM Reservoir for ACSLS if you are using StorageTek’s 
ACSLS (section 3.2 on page 3-4) 

o Configure UPSTREAM Reservoir for IBM TotalStorage 3494 Tape Libraries 
(section 3.3 on page 3-6) 

 Configure UPSTREAM Reservoir Overall parameters (section 3.5 on page 3-8) 

 Start UPSTREAM Reservoir (section 3.6 on page 3-8) 

 Run maintenance to have Reservoir initialize itself. 

 Configure UPSTREAM Reservoir Backup Profile specific parameters (section 3.7 on 
page 3-8) 

 

NOTE: Any time you make a change in the hardware environment of the Reservoir, after 
making all necessary configuration changes, you should restart the Reservoir so that the 
Reservoir “parent” program can read the changes. 

 

3.1 UPSTREAM Tape Manager 

A tape drive or tape library which is directly connected via SCSI or Fibre can be accessed by 
UPSTREAM directly without using ACSLS or any other library manager, by using its own tape 
manager.  This method is recommended as it avoids the unnecessary overhead of a third-party 
driver and manager. 

Note that this method only works with stand-alone drives or UPSTREAM certified libraries with 
bar-code readers and bar-coded tapes.  It does not work with auto-loaders without bar code 
readers. 

The configuration steps are: 

1. Install and configure the hardware.  If you are using a library that includes bar-coding 

tapes and inserting them into the library, UPSTREAM can be used to insert and eject 
tapes through the import/export port (also named a CAP), but it is usually faster to insert 
tapes in bulk by opening the library.  In some environments (Windows, AIX) for drives in 
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the library or stand-alone drives, the drives must have an operating system driver 
installed and (for Windows) the drives visible in Device Manager.  For other operating 
systems you do not have to install a driver for the device or the drive as it will use the 
generic SCSI interface; you know if the devices are seen correctly if there are entries for 
them in the (Linux only) /proc/scsi/scsi file. 

 

WARNING:  (Windows) Most tape drive drivers are not Microsoft certified.  
Thus you must make sure to install the correct drivers, ignoring warnings 
during the installation.  If there is a problem with your machine, the operating 
system may revert to incorrect drivers rather than use the correct (but 
uncertified) drivers.  If you are having problems with your tape drives, make 
sure in Device Manager that you are using the correct drivers for your tape 

drives. 

 

2. Prepare the library (if any): 

a. (Windows Libraries only) Set up the Device Driver for the Library.  Only 
necessary for libraries, go into the Device Manager (available in the Control 
Panel, Administrative Tools, Computer Management), and expand the 
Medium Changer list.  If there is no Medium Changer element, then your 
computer does not see your library and that needs to be addressed first by your 
hardware administrator. 

 (Windows 7 or Windows Server 2008 R2 or above) Make sure that either an IBM 

Medium Changer device driver is installed (if you have an IBM library) or the 

Unknown Medium Changer device driver is specified.  If there is another one there 

(even if it is the correct one, unless it is an IBM Medium Changer device driver), you 

should manually specify the Unknown Medium Changer device: 

 Right click the device 

 Select Properties 

 Press the Driver tab 

 Press the Update Driver… button 

 Press the Browse my Computer for Driver Software button 

 Press the Let me pick from a list of device drivers on my computer button. 

 Select either the appropriate IBM Medium Changer device driver or the 

Unknown Medium Changer driver.  In some cases, you may need to uncheck 

the Show Compatible Hardware checkbox and select the manufacturer 

GenChanger. 

 Press the Next button and the Close button to complete the process.  You must 

leave this driver enabled for it to operate correctly. 

 (Earlier Windows Systems) Disable the library for RSM.  RSM only exists for 

systems before Windows 7 or Windows Server 2008 R2. In Device Manager, right 

click the device and select Disable to disable the library.  It is important that the 

library not be accessed via Removable Storage Manager.   

 

Disable RSM itself.  In the Services list in Computer Management, Stop the 

Removable Storage service and set the Startup Type to be Disabled. 

 

Removable Storage Manager MUST be disabled on any machine zoned to see 
the tape drives or tapes may be generated which are corrupt. 

Do not disable the tape drives in the library or stand-alone drives (unless you 
have duplicates, see below).  Reservoir will access the tape drives via the tape 
drive entries, even if it is using direct SCSI. 
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(Windows, non-IBM) If you have duplicate tape drive or medium changer 
entries in the Device Manager caused by multi-pathing and are not using IBM 
medium changers and tape drives, it is required that you disable all but one 

device entry for each tape drive and medium changer. 

 

b. (AIX IBM Drives and Libraries only) If you have an IBM library or drive, follow 

the instructions that come with the library or drive to install the Atape software for 
the drives and the library.   

 

NOTE: (AIX) UPSTREAM Tape Manager in AIX uses the ATAPE interface so 
only IBM drives and libraries are supported with the UPSTREAM Tape 
Manager.  If you have another vendor’s library, use ACSLS, 3494 or emulate 

any of these protocols. 

 

c.  (Linux Libraries only) Make sure that the library is visible as a medium changer 

in the /proc/scsi/scsi file and that the drives are visible as tape drives in that file.  
If you have an IBM library with IBM tape drives and multiple paths you should 
enable the LINTAPE interface.  See chapter 12, Advanced Configuration. 

 

NOTE: (Linux) Verify that there are sg* devices in /dev.  There is a known bug 
where ‘sg’ devices are not created correctly by the OS.  To verify this, run, as 
root, “modprobe sg”.  If this creates the “sg*” devices in /dev, then you can 
make this permanent by creating a file /etc/modules-load.d/sg.conf as a text 
file with the single line “sg” as its contents.  When you next reboot, the sg 

devices should be configured. 

 

3. Configure Reservoir: In the Reservoir configurator (see Advanced Configuration on 
page 12-1) in the Tapes tab, press the UPSTREAM Tape Manager radio button. 

4. Start the UPSTREAM Service/Daemon.  See Starting the UPSTREAM Reservoir 

Service/Daemon on page 3-8). 

5. Run Maintenance.  This causes UPSTREAM to initialize itself, detect visible tape drives 

and libraries and to do auto-association.  Do this in the Director, Open System Console 

(by pressing this icon: ) and then pressing the Perform Maintenance button.  See 

section Open System Console on page 6-1. 

6. Add Tapes.  If you have a library the easiest way is to add tapes using the Director's 
ability to add a range of tapes. 

If you are using stand-alone drives you must physically label tapes and then add them to 
the scratch pool.  See Backups and Restores and Tapes on page 4-1. 

If you are using a tape library, you should verify that the drive associations in the library 
are correct.  See Library Configuration and Management on page 4-8. 

 

When you have completed these steps you are ready to begin performing backups and 
restores.  
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3.2 Oracle/StorageTek’s ACSLS 

Oracle/StorageTek's Automated Cartridge System Library Software (ACSLS), allows a 
number of systems to share all models of StorageTek silos (including the 9310 Powderhorn and 
8500).  

UPSTREAM works with ACSLS Servers (AIX) and HSC with Library Station (z/OS) allowing 
the Reservoir to share the silo with other applications on open systems or IBM mainframes. An 
ACSLS UPSTREAM Reservoir system can run in either Windows (with StorageTek's Library 
Attach) or on an AIX, or Linux system. 

To configure a Reservoir machine to attach to an ACSLS capable silo, you must have: 

 StorageTek's Library Attach (required to access ACSLS in Windows only, there is no 
StorageTek software required for UNIX systems) 

 A direct connection (SCSI or Fibre) to tape drives attached to the StorageTek silo. 

 A silo management station. It can be either an AIX system running ACSLS Server or 
an IBM mainframe running HSC and Library Station or an AIX system running as an 
ACSLS server. 

Once the StorageTek software has been installed and configured the process is: 

 1. Partition the library: Create a separate tape pool dedicated to the Reservoir, and 
add tapes to that pool. Before you start doing tape backups you will have to create a 
scratch pool using Media tab in the Director, and add these tapes to that pool. 

 2. Establish communication with ACSLS:  

- For Windows install LibAttach 1.3 or higher on the Reservoir machine and configure it 
to talk to the ACSLS server. StorageTek provides a test program that verifies 
accessibility of the ACSLS server – query_server.exe. If using the default installation 
directory you can find it in C:\Program Files\StorageTek\LibAttach\Bin directory. 
Apply PTF 814134 for LibAttach version 1.3. 

- For UNIX there are 2 helper programs that assist Reservoir with communications to 
ACSLS: ssi and mini_el. Reservoir starts these programs at initialization stage, and 
stops them when terminating. If for any reason these programs – especially ssi – go 
down, you will lose communication with ACSLS and are not able to control tape 
mounts/dismounts. You can try to re-establish communications and restart these 
programs by running the script start_ssi.sh without restarting Reservoir. In this case 
you will have to run stop_ssi.sh script after you stop Reservoir to stop these 2 helper 
programs. In case there are communication issues between Reservoir and ACSLS, 
you can check event.log file created by these helper programs.  

 

 3. Configure Reservoir: In the Reservoir configurator (see Advanced Configuration 

on page 12-1) in the Tapes tab: 

o StorageTek ACSLS: Check this radiobutton to use ACSLS.  

o Library Manager IP Address: Enter the IP address of the ACSLS Server or 
Library Station (z/OS). The default is localhost (127.0.0.1). This field is only for 
UNIX Reservoir (for Windows it is configured in the LibAttach configuration). 
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 4. Establish the relationship (association) for tape drives between ACSLS and 
the Reservoir. Go into the UPSTREAM Director, Media tab to do that. Under ACSLS 
from Tape Libraries you’ll see all tape drives installed in your STK silo. Under Tape 
Devices you’ll see all tape devices that were configured and recognized by the 
operating system. If you click on Tape Devices, you will be able to “drag and drop” 
the correct OS device from the right pane to the appropriate silo tape drive on the left 
side; you can obtain tape location and configuration information from the staff that 
installed and configured the silo. 
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 5. Run a test: after you finish the Reservoir configuration, start up an instance of 

UPSTREAM client configured to work with the Reservoir and run a small tape 
backup. Verify the backup by restoring data (to a different location). Then delete the 
backup and verify that the tape was released to the scratch pool 

Go to section 3.5 on page 3-8 to continue your configuration. 

 

3.3 IBM TotalStorage 3494 Tape Libraries 

Once you have your tape library connected to the Reservoir machine (SCSI or Fiber) and the 
TCP/IP connection to the 3494 library established, you can start configuration process: 

 Partition the library. You have to dedicate a general tape category (in the range from 
0x0001 to 0xFEFF) to UPSTREAM and populate it with some number of scratch 
volumes (optional). 

 Install and configure tape drive(s) and changer software according to your 
TotalStorage Tape Library documentation. For 3494 library edit /etc/ibmatl.conf 
(c:\WinNT\ibmatl.conf on Windows) file to set the name and IP address of the library. 

 Configure Reservoir to work with IBM TotalStorage libraries. Start Reservoir 
configurator, go to “Tapes” tab and enable “IBM MT3494”. Specify the dedicated 
UPSTREAM category in hex here. If you have multiple libraries, all must use the 
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same category number.  If you have a SCSI Total Storage tape library, check 
“Emulation” box. Save the configuration. 

 

After you successfully finished these configuration steps, you can start the Reservoir. 

From a machine where you have is installed, start the Director, connect to running Reservoir 
and go to Media tab. Here in Tape Library Management window you can verify your library 

details: 

 The name and the IP address of the library; 

 The number of tape drives and their status; 

 The current contents of the UPSTREAM category. 

From this window you can: 

 If you don’t want Reservoir to use some of the tape drives, you can push Un-Assign 
Drive From Element. You can later enable this drive for Reservoir by pressing Re-
Assign Drive To Element button. Both of these operations are allowed only while 
the tape drive is not in use. 

 From the Content view you can eject a tape (for vaulting, for example) by highlighting 
it and pressing Eject Tape button. In this case tape will be moved to the convenience 
eject category (0xFF10), but the Reservoir will still keep information about it in its 
pools. 

 If you want to return a previously used UPSTREAM tape back into the library, insert it 
into the library so it goes in the insert category (0xFF00) and then press Inject Tape 

button. Reservoir will scan insert a category and take ownership of the tapes it has in 
its inventory. 

 

The Tape ReGen window gives you a view of all UPSTREAM tapes.  At first there are no 
tapes in any of these pools. You have to press the Scratch radio button in the Pools frame and 
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create a scratch pool. Specify the pool name (we recommend SCRATCH) and the first tape 
volume to go to the scratch pool. After you created a scratch pool, you can add tapes to it using 
Add Tapes to Scratch Pool button. Reservoir will scan insert category (0xFF00) for the volumes 
specified and move them to UPSTREAM category.  

During the backup the Reservoir will draw tapes from the scratch pool and move them to the 
allocated pool. After you delete all the backups on a tape, it will return the tape to the scratch 
pool.  

If you highlight a scratch tape and press the Delete Tape(s) button, the tape will be deleted 

from the scratch pool but be left in the UPSTREAM category. 

In the Media tab, Tape Library Management Window, Contents view you can use the right 
mouse button menu to mount or dismount a tape.  You can also drag and drop a tape from the 
Contents list onto a tape pool in the Tape Regen window to quickly add tapes to pools. 

 

3.4 UPSTREAM Overall Parameter Configuration 

The UPSTREAM overall configuration parameters are maintained in the file usserver.cfg in the 
UPSTREAM default directory.  This file is created and modified with the UPSTREAM Server 
Configurator (usservercfg).   

For information about running the UPSTREAM Server Configurator see section 11, Advanced 
Configuration on page 12-1. 

 

3.5 Running the Reservoir Service/Daemon 

The Reservoir service or daemon will be started normally when your system restarts.   

For all systems the service or daemon definition is part of installation.  The installation section 
describes how to start and stop the service. 

The UPSTREAM Reservoir maintains a log usserver.log in the UPSTREAM Reservoir 
directory.  All messages written to the service pane are also written to this log and we 
recommend that you check this log whenever you have problems with UPSTREAM.   

You can read the log with a text file reader like wordpad in Windows or vi, tail or less in UNIX.  
You can also get the log in the Director, Host Reports, Repository Log.  The advantage of that 
method is that it sorts all messages for a given task together; normally messages are saved to 
the log in the order they are received (see page 11-3 for a description of Director Host Reporting). 

In Windows, the UPSTREAM Reservoir process is typically started as a service with the 
default name USSERVER.  If you need to change the service definition (to run as a specific user, 
remove the user interface, etc.) you can run the USTPCFG.EXE program.   

 

 

3.6 UPSTREAM Backup Profile Configuration 

In UPSTREAM, backup profiles define characteristics about how backup files and tapes are 
created, maintained and released.  Each server, database or other entity that you are backing up 
will need its own backup profile.  For initial testing, this section can be skipped entirely and 
UPSTREAM will use its defaults.  However, for real world environments where backups run 
repeatedly, you will need to verify that the settings here meet your needs.  This is particularly true 
for those settings concerning releasing tapes and disk resources and those involved with 
combining multiple backups on single tapes. 
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The UPSTREAM backup profile definition parameters are maintained in the file <Backup 
Profile>.prf in the UPSTREAM WorkPath directory. 

If you do not have a definition for a given backup profile, but you do have defined a definition 
for the GLOBAL profile, then the characteristics from that profile are used. 

If you wish to have one definition for a number of profiles and these profiles are associated in 
that they will normally be run at the same time, use the same tape, etc., and then you can create 
a Profile Set (described on page 3-16). 

If you have a number of profiles which use identical definitions, and have the same starting 
letters, you can create a Profile Prefix.  With a profile prefix (typically used for database parallel 
sessions where the prefix is the database name or abbreviation and the extra character is a 
number assigned by the database agent) each profile is actually run as if it was a separate profile 
definition, so unlike a profile set, multiple backups running at the same time will not be written to 
the same tape. 

You create/modify/list these profile configuration files in the UPSTREAM Director.  Typically 
run in Windows, to start the UPSTREAM Director from the Windows Start menu, select the FDR-
UPSTREAM Director program group and the UPSTREAM Director item.  It will display a banner 

screen and ask you to sign in.   

 

The Profile field is only required if you have SECLEVEL 2 security enabled and is used to 
initialize the first backup profile you will see in the Restore window.  Any value up to 8 characters 
will generally work unless security is enabled, in which case you’ll need to enter a valid User 
Name/Password on the system you are connecting to. 

For the Storage Server field, most users will enter the <IP Address>:<Port Number> of the 
server system, which for initial testing on the local system, it will usually be 127.0.0.1:1972; 

otherwise, enter the IP address or DNS name of the system you installed Reservoir on.  Press 
the Ok button when you’re ready to proceed. 

When you enter the Director, press the Profiles tab.  To begin entering profile definitions, 
press the Definitions, button in the Profile List window. 

This will display the Defined Profile List window which will be empty.  When it is full, it can be 
very useful (see 

Press the Add button to add a profile: 
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The fields are: 

 Name:  Enter the backup profile name you wish to create.  This name is up to 8 

characters and is not case sensitive.  Note that the profile name GLOBAL is reserved 
for when a profile name is not defined so you may choose to create one of these.  
There is no default and this field is required.   
 
The profile name will be used in file names so you should not use names which will 
cause problems in the file system of your Reservoir machine.  For example, for 
Windows Reservoir machines, any profile which starts with prn, lpt, com and other 
device prefixes will result in failures so do not use those names.  Use of special 
characters like | < > / \ or other characters may cause problems in your file system 
and should similarly not be used. 

The Tape Usage tab describes parameters that are used for backups/restores to tape: 

 New Tape For Full Backups:  If you check this box a new tape will be allocated for 
all full backups to tape.  If you do not check the box, the full will be piggy-backed to 
the last incremental (if any); otherwise a new tape will be allocated.  The default is 
not checked. 

 New Tape For Incremental Backups:  If you check this box a new tape will be 

allocated for all incremental backups to tape.  If you do not check the box, the first 
incremental after a full will allocate a new tape; subsequent incrementals will be 
piggy-backed to that tape.  The default is not checked. 

 Wait for Scratch Tape:  This is the action to be performed if a scratch tape is 

needed and there are none immediately available in the UPSTREAM pool.  If you 
check this box, UPSTREAM will wait for a scratch to be made available.  Similarly, 
this checkbox indicates whether an operator is available for mounting tapes which 
have been written on.  If Use Un-recognized Tapes (below) is checked as well, 
scratch tapes can be taken from the unrecognized pool.  If you do not check the box 
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and there is no scratch tape available, or a tape needs to be mounted and is not 
available (in the library or for stand-alone tapes, in the drive) the operation will fail 
which is best for unattended backups.  The default is not checked. 

 Use Un-recognized Tapes  or Un-cataloged Tapes Go to SCRATCH  If you check 

this box, and there are no free tapes available in the tape pool, UPSTREAM will look 
for unrecognized tapes.  This is particularly useful when there may be an operator 
present during the backup and a new tape (one not previously cataloged or in the 
pool) can be mounted manually.  If this is checked with UPSTREAM Tape Manager 
and you have a library, when the Reservoir is started, all un-cataloged tapes will be 
put into the SCRATCH pool.  The default is not checked. 

 Append 1st-Time Full to Incremental:  Check this box if you wish first-time full 

backups to be appended to the end of incremental backups (just as full merge 
backups are appended to incrementals).  Otherwise a first-time full backup will start a 
new tape.  The default is checked. 

 Do Not Re-Copy Incremental Data:  Check this box if you have any plans at any 

time to exchange tapes with FDR/UPSTREAM z/OS.  If you do not check this box, 
tapes will still be generated in z/OS format, but files in profile sets backed up both in 
incrementals and fulls will be noted on the full as being on the incremental (rather 
than being recopied) which saves tape, but is not compatible with FDR/UPSTREAM 
z/OS.  Since this saves both tape and transmission time we recommend that you not 
check this option if you are using tapes which will never be regenerated into 
FDR/UPSTREAM.   
 
Also, by not checking this option, UPSTREAM can support long file names; files with 
fully qualified file names of more than 255 characters.  . 

 Write Fixed Sized Blocks:  FDR/UPSTREAM z/OS uses variable sized blocks, so 

for compatibility with FDR/UPSTREAM z/OS we always recommend not checking 
this box.  However, a number of tape drives perform very poorly on restores with 
variable sized blocks (in particular LTO drives) or perform dramatically better with 
large blocks.  So for best performance with these drives, you should check this box.    

 Block Size:  The block size in bytes to use.  We recommend that you use the largest 

block size supported by your tape hardware for best performance.  The default is 
262144 which works well with many drives. 
 
If you are using fixed blocks we generally recommend a power of 2, such as 65536, 
131072, 262144, etc.  262144 works with almost all drives and provides adequate 
performance; when looking for performing improvements, increasing this value can 
often make a major difference in performance. 
 

Increasing the block size to at least 262144 can improve performance 

significantly! 

 Use Logical Positioning:  Only used by Windows, uses logical positioning for tape 

blocks rather than physical positioning.  Only required for a few tape drives.  The 
default is checked. 

 Never Hold Tape Mount:  Check this box if you do not want UPSTREAM to leave 

tapes mounted when it knows it will need the tape immediately.  The default is not 
checked. 

 Hold Tape Mount Timeout (seconds):  Enter the number of seconds a tape is held 
in the drive until it is either used, or dismounted.  The default is 60 seconds.  This 
field is grayed is you checked Never Hold Tape Mount. 
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 Eject Tape:  If you check this box, the tape will be ejected from the library into the I/O 

slot(s), or if a drive, it will be ejected from the drive after a backup has completed.  
The default is not checked. 

 Tape Pool:  The destination pool for allocated tapes. The default is UPSTREAM and 

it is required for tape backups. 

 Scratch Pool:  Only required for the UPSTREAM Tape Manager and 3494, the 

scratch pool to take tapes from.  The default is blank, which uses the pool: 
SCRATCH. 

 DSN Prefix:  The DSN prefixed added to tapes.  Specify the value which will be 

acceptable to your tape management system if you wish to import Windows tapes to 
your z/OS storage management system.  The default is blank which causes 
UPSTREAM to use the profile name.  

 VolSer Prefix:  A prefix character used to distinguish UPSTREAM labeled tapes.  
The default is A. 

 Location:  An optional parameter, a descriptive text usually indicative of where the 

tape is at a given time (on-site, off-site, etc.).  The initial value is specified here, the 
value can be modified at vault/migrate/copy time. 

If you press the Disk Usage tab, you will see the parameters that are used for 
backups/restores to and from disk: 

 

 Disk Path:  Where disk backups for this profile are stored.  If you do not specify a 

value, directories are created in the configuration file defined WORKPATH.  You may 
choose to change this if you wish to store your disk backups for a given profile on a 
larger drive.  The default is blank. 
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 Overflow Path:  If the Disk Path does not contain enough space, based on the 

estimate for the backup to fit, UPSTREAM will attempt to put the backup in the 
Overflow Path specification, if you have set one.  If the backup is written to the 
Overflow Path, you must leave it there (or copy it to the Disk Path and then do a 
complete Regen of the backup). 
 

WARNING: If you are using a Data Domain device to store your data, to avoid 

data corruption you must be at OS 4.7.4.x or higher. 

 

WARNING: In Windows, your Disk Path or Overflow Path must be on a local 
drive unless you configure your service to run under a user account.  The 
default SYSTEM account does not allow network access.  See Services 
Configuration (Windows only) on page 12-9 for details on configuring the 

Reservoir service as a user account. 

The Backup Retention tab defines how backups are aged from the repository to free disk 
space and/or release tapes.  The default is to release backups prior to the 5 th oldest full backup.  
Note that if a backup is deleted (manually with Profile Management or automatically through 
these settings), the database information will be released immediately.  However, if a non-deleted 
backup is on the same tape set, then the backup is still recoverable using the Regen utility.  See 
Importing Tape Backups on page 7-3 for more information. 

 

 Count of Backups:  Select this option if you wish backups to be deleted, when the 

count exceeds the value you specify here.  Incrementals and fulls are treated as 
independent backups, regardless of tape piggy-backing.  The default count is 5. 
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 Count of Days:  Select this option to delete a backup when it has exceeded the 

number of days specified.  Incrementals and fulls are treated as independent 
backups, regardless of tape piggy-backing.  The default value is 30 days. 

 Count of Tape Sets:  Select this option to delete all backups contained on the oldest 

tape sets which exceed the specified count, which defaults to 5.  If there are disk 
backups, and ff the number of tape sets are exceeded, disk backups older than the 
oldest tapeset are deleted.  If there are only disk backups, then the number of tape 
sets is never exceeded and they'll pile up infinitely.  So this option should be carefully 
used if you are creating disk backups.  This is the default option for Profile Sets. 

 Count of Full Backups:  Select this option to delete all backups which are older than 

the number of fulls in the specified count, which defaults to 5.  This is the default 
option for single profiles. 

 Delete Incrementals After Specified Number of Fulls:  Check this box if you wish 

older incrementals to be deleted after a given number of fulls to save space.  If you 
check this box, you must also enter a number of fulls. 

 Delete Last Full When It Expires:  By default, the last full is never deleted 

automatically, so as to preserve at least one backup for each profile.  However, if you 
wish to have all of the backups expire in a profile, check this box. 

Note that if you do differentials (with NDMP for example), a differential counts the same as a 
full, with the exception that a full that is required for the differential is never deleted until all of the 
differentials that would require it are also deleted.  For example, if you set the retention as the 
Count of Full Backups (say 3) and there are 3 differentials and a full, the oldest differential would 
be deleted and the full preserved until all differentials requiring that full are no longer needed. 

The Duplicate File(s) Control tab is described in the Duplicate Files chapter (chapter 10). 

In the Other tab: 
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 Single Tape/Disk on Full Merge – No Copy from Previous Full:  Check this box if 

for a full merge backup, you do not wish to copy from the previous full backup.  This 
is useful if the previous full backup can’t be copied from (it’s off-site or you only have 
one tape drive), but you still want to use a full merge backup to piggy-back the full on 
the incremental tape and to reflect the incrementals which are already on the tape.  
Reflecting incrementals on the tape allows you to not have to transmit files for the full 
which are already on the tape.  The default is not checked as most users will be able 
to access prior full backups. 

 Profile Prefix:  If you check this box, any profiles which don’t have explicit profile 

definitions but match all of the characters of the profile name specified here will use 
the attributes of this profile. 

 Use Simple % Complete Calculation – Bytes Received vs. Total Estimated:  

Used by the Open Systems Console, changes the way the percent completed is 
calculated from a complex formula involving estimates to a simple percentage 
complete based on bytes received.  Checking this box can provide a more accurate 
number in environments where the estimates are difficult to obtain. 

 Fail Merge Backup if Prior Full Missing/In-accessible:  Check this box if you have 

very long running backups and can not afford a backup to take an unexpectedly long 
time if the prior full is not available.  The default is not checked. 

 Vault one time only:  Allows you to limit the number of times a given backup is 

vaulted (regardless of the vault number specified) to once. 

 Create Incremental on Full Fail:  If the full backup fails, and it is not restartable or 

past a restart point, then convert it to an incremental.  This allows a backup which 
contains valuable data that you want to save to be preserved and still allows a full 
merge to work effectively. 

Groups are used in UPSTREAM Reservoir vaulting, migration and copying to allow you to 
move multiple backups in a single request (see Copying, Migrating and Vaulting on page 5-1 for 
using Groups).  Use Profile Sets (described below) to combine multiple backup profiles on a 
single tape during regular backups.  In the Groups tab: 
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 Group:  Enter the name of a group to add to this profile.  Group names can include 
any character including spaces and excluding commas.  Press the Add button to 
have the group name added.  To remove a group name, highlight the group in the list 
and press the Remove button.  To remove all groups, press the Select All button 
and then press the Remove button. 

In the Description tab, there is a large edit field to allow you to enter any text which will help 
you remember this profile definition. 

Press the Add button to have the profile written to disk on the server.  The settings take effect 
immediately; you do not need to restart the UPSTREAM service.  This will return you to the 
Defined Profile List, where there are buttons to View (browse) existing profile definitions, Update 
existing profile definitions, or Delete existing profile definitions. 

 

3.6.1 Defining a Profile Set 

A Profile Set is a single definition for a number of backup profiles.  Profile Sets let you define 
the complexities of a backup profile a single time, add Backup Profiles to that Profile Set definition 
and then store all of the tape backups for that profile set on a single tape.  This simplifies 
configuration and additionally allows you to be able to take full advantage of today’s high capacity 
tape drives. 

Because of the elegance of the single definition for any number of similar profiles, profile sets 
are effective for both disk and tape.  Profile sets can be used as a single definition for all of the 
profiles contained in it for reporting, copying, migrating or vaulting. 

If you are using tapes, the backups that comprise a Profile Set follow the rules for merge 
backups.  The first incremental backup after a full for any profile in the profile set begins a new 
tape.  Similarly, a full backup immediately after a full backup for any profile in the profile set will 
start a new tape as well.  Otherwise all backups are appended to the existing tape.  
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You define a Profile Set in the Director in the Profiles tab.  To begin entering profile set 
definitions, press the Definitions, button in the Profile List window which displays the Defined 

Profile List and Defined Profile Set window which will be empty.  In Profile Sets side of the 
window press the Add button to add a new Profile Set.   

 Name:  Enter the Profile Set name you wish to create.  This name is up to 8 

characters, is not case sensitive and can not be used as a regular backup profile 
name.  There is no default and this field is required. 

All of the tabs and their fields are the same, except the Groups tab is replaced by a Profile(s) 
tab: 

 

 Profiles:  Enter the name of a backup profile to add to this Profile Set.  Backup 
Profile names are up to 8 characters, are not case sensitive and must be unique.  
Press the Add button to have the backup profile name added.  To remove a backup 
profile, highlight the backup profile in the list and press the Remove button.  To 
remove all backup profiles, press the Select All button and then press the Remove 
button. 

Press the Add button at the bottom of the dialog to have the Profile Set added. 

 

3.6.2 Profile List 

The Profile List window can be very helpful when you have a large number of profiles in your 
system.  Initially, the window may be initially a little small, with a horizontal scrollbar in the 
Profile(s) list.  But once you expand the window to show all of the columns you can see how 
helpful it can be in finding profile definitions. 
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At the bottom of the Profile(s) window is a Lookup: edit box.  If you enter a value in there, the 

profile will be brought to the top of the list and highlighted as you enter characters.  You need not 
press a button or do more to have the profile displayed. 

There are columns of checkboxes which show whether a profile uses duplicate files, is a 
member of a profile set or is defined by a profile prefix. 

 

3.6.3 Profile Definition Files 

The profile definition files are simple text files in title=value form stored in the Reservoir work 
path with the file name <Backup Profile>.prf.  The table below lists the valid parameter titles: 
 

 

 

Parameter Default Req. Description 

BLOCKINGSIZE 65536 No The size of blocks written to tape.  If you 
specify fixed blocks, this exact value will 
be written.  If you specify variable blocks, 
then a number less than this but as close 
to it as possible will be written.  The 
maximum size is determined by the tape 
hardware.  Do not specify a value less 
than 32768. 

DELETEEXPIREDLASTFULL N No N: The last full is never deleted 
automatically, so as to preserve at least 
one backup for each profile.   

Y:  If you wish to have all of the backups 
expire in a profile. 

DESCRIPTION None No Any text to help you remember this 
definition. 

DISKBACKUPPATH The config No Where disk backups for this profile are 
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Parameter Default Req. Description 

workpath stored. 

DSNPREFIX The profile 
name 

No The DSN prefixed added to tapes.  
Specify the value which will be 
acceptable to your tape management 
system if you wish to import Windows 
tapes to your z/OS storage management 
system. 

DUPNUMBER None No If this profile uses a duplicate database, 
the duplicate database number.  Must be 
a number starting at 1.  See chapter 10 
for a description of duplicate files. 

EXPIREINCRFULLS 0 No If non-zero, the number of fulls where all 
incrementals are preserved.  When the 
number of fulls exceeds this value, the 
incrementals are deleted to save space. 

FAILEDFULLTOINCR N No Y: A full backup that fails is converted to 
an incremental if it is not restartable or 
past the restart point.  This allows the 
data to be made available without having 
incomplete restores or subsequent poor 
full merges by having an incomplete full in 
the system. 

N: A full backup that fails is left as an 
interrupted full.  You can convert it later to 
an incremental if necessary. 

FAILMERGENOPRIOR N No Y: A merge full backup is failed if there is 
no prior full or there is an error reading 
the prior full. 

N: A merge full backup continues 
regardless of the accessibility of prior 
backups. 

FIRSTFULLAPPEND N No Y: A first-time full will be appended onto 
an incremental tape, if any exist. 

N: A first-time full always is written to a 
new tape. 

FIXEDBLOCKING Y No Y: UPSTREAM will read and write fixed 
blocks on tape.  This is incompatible with 
FDR/UPSTREAM 

N: UPSTREAM will read and write 
variable blocks on tape. 

GETTAPEPOSLOG N No Only used by Windows, if set to Y uses 
logical positioning for tape blocks rather 
than physical positioning.  Only required 
for a few tape drives. 

GROUPS None No A list of comma separated group names 
that this profile belongs to. 

HOLDTAPETIMER 60 No By default, UPSTREAM will leave a target 
backup tape mounted if: 
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Parameter Default Req. Description 

   The backup profile is a member of a 
profile set and there are pending backups 
in the same profile set. 

   The client application set HOLDTAPE 
Y; this is done typically in Oracle and 
DataTools backups. 

The tape is left mounted for the timeout 
specified; the default is 60 seconds.  If 
you specify 0, tapes are not left mounted. 

NEWTAPEINCR N No Y: A new tape will be allocated for all 
incremental backups to tape. 

N: A new tape will only be allocated for 
the first incremental after a full.  Others 
will be piggy-backed onto the existing 
tape(s). 

NEWTAPEFULL N No Y: A new tape will be allocated for all full 
backups to tape. 

N: The full will be piggy-backed to the last 
incremental (if any); otherwise a new tape 
will be allocated. 

NOCOPYPRIORBACKUPS N No Y: UPSTREAM will not copy prior full or 
incremental backups when performing a 
full merge (files will be requested).  Most 
useful in single tape environments. 

N: Files are copied as needed from the 
prior full and incrementals. 

NOSORTINQFILES N No If Y, then file inquiries are not sorted.  
This saves memory and improves 
performance for file inquiries at the 
expense of display of duplicate entries. 

NOTAPESPACE N No N: UPSTREAM will use high speed tape 
searches to reach a given tape block. 

Y: UPSTREAM will use reads to reach a 
given tape block. 

OVERFLOWDISKPATH None No For disk backups, if set, and the 
estimated size of the backup (as 
calculated and/or modified with 
DASDOVERRIDE on the client) does not 
fit in the DISKBACKUPPATH, this path 
will be used instead. 

PERCENTTRANSFER N N If set to Y, used by the the Open Systems 
Console, changes the way the percent 
completed is calculated from a complex 
formula involving estimates to a simple 
percentage complete based on bytes 
received.  Checking this box can provide 
a more accurate number in environments 
where the estimates are difficult to obtain. 
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Parameter Default Req. Description 

POOL UPSTREAM No The tape pool where this backup profile 
will obtain tapes from. 

POPULATEDUP N No Whether a profile should be used to 
populate the duplicate repository 
specified in DUPNUMBER. 

Y: Use the backups in this profile to 
populate the duplicate repository. 

N: Do no use the backups in this profile to 
populate the duplicate repository. 

PROFILE None Yes The backup profile name or profile set 
name of this definition. 

PROFILEEJECTTAPE N No Y: The tape will be ejected after a 
backup. 

N: The tape is not ejected after a backup. 

PROFILEPREFIX N No Y: This is a profile prefix definition. 

N: This is not a profile prefix definition. 

PROFILESET N No Y: This is a profile set definition. 

N: This is a regular backup definition. 

RETAINCOUNT 5 No Valid when RETENTIONTYPE is not 1, 
the number of backups retained before 
old backups are deleted.  0 indicates that 
no backups are deleted. 

RETAINDAYS 30 No Valid when RETENTIONTYPE is 1, the 
number of days before old backups are 
deleted.  0 indicates that all backups are 
retained. 

RETENTIONTYPE 3 No The method used to automatically expire 
backups.  Note that the last full is always 
retained unless you specify 
DELETEEXPIREDLASTFULL Y: 

0: Delete when the maximum count 
defined in RETAINCOUNT is exceeded 

1: Delete when the maximum number of 
days specified in RETAINDAYS has been 
exceeded. 

2: Delete when the maximum number of 
tape sets defined in RETAINCOUNT is 
exceeded.  If you have disk backups, if 
the number of tape sets are exceeded, 
the disk backups older than the oldest 
tapeset are deleted.  If there are only disk 
backups, then the number of tape sets is 
never exceeded and they'll pile up 
infinitely.  Be careful when performing 
disk backups with this option. 

3: Delete when the maximum number of 
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Parameter Default Req. Description 

full backups defined in RETAINCOUNT is 
exceeded. 

RSMUSEUNRECOGNIZED N No Action to be performed if a scratch tape is 
needed and there are none available in 
the UPSTREAM pool: 

N: Use only tapes in the appropriate 
scratch pool 

Y: Look in the unrecognized pool.  If there 
is a tape available there, then put a free 
label on it, move it into the appropriate 
scratch pool and use it. 

RSMVOLSERPREFIX A No A prefix character used to distinguish 
UPSTREAM labeled tapes. 

RSMWAITFORTAPEALLOC N No Action to be performed if a scratch tape is 
needed and there are none immediately 
available in the UPSTREAM pool: 

N: Fail the operation 

Y: Wait for a scratch to be made 
available.  If RSMUSEUNRECOGNIZED 
is set to Y, scratch tapes will be 
automatically taken from the 
unrecognized pool. 

SCSIRECHECKTIME 3 No How often stand-alone drives using 
UPSTREAM Tape Manager will be 
rechecked for tape changes. 

SCSISCRATCHPOOL SCRATCH No (SCSI direct only) The scratch pool where 
tapes will be taken from. 

TAPELOCATION Not defined No If defined, specifies the initial location for 
a given tape.  The copy/migrate/vault 
function allows you to modify the location 
to indicate a change. 

UPSTREAMMVSTAPES Y No Y: All tapes are compatible with 
FDR/UPSTREAM.   

N: Tapes will still be generated in z/OS 
format, but files in profile sets backed up 
both in incrementals and fulls will be 
noted on the full as being on the 
incremental (rather than being recopied) 
which saves tape, but is not compatible 
with FDR/UPSTREAM.  Since this saves 
both tape and transmission time we 
recommend that you set this option as 'N', 
if you are using tapes which will never be 
regenerated into FDR/UPSTREAM.  
Setting it as ‘N’ also allows you to set 
MAXFILENAMESIZE up to 1023 in the 
backup. 

USEDUPS N No Whether duplicates should be used if a 
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Parameter Default Req. Description 

duplicate number is defined. 

Y: Use duplicates if a duplicate number is 
defined. 

N: Do not use duplicates, even if a 
duplicate number is defined. 

VAULTONCE N No Y: A backup can be vaulted to only one 
vault number. 

N: A backup can be vaulted to any of the 
vault numbers. 
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4 Backups and Restores 

 

This Section covers the key issues regarding the running of backups and restores with 
UPSTREAM Reservoir.  
 

 Section 4.1 looks at the general subject of backup and restore, covering the 

utilization of UPSTREAM Tape Manager attached tape drives (4.1.1) and the 
Windows Removable Storage Manager (4.1.2). 

 Section 4.2 looks at our LAN-free backup option which allows UPSTREAM clients to 
write directly to tape drives over the SAN - the UPSTREAM Reservoir SAN Express 
Direct. 

 Section 4.3 looks at our LAN free backup option which allows UPSTREAM clients to 

communicate with the Reservoir server through a shared disk.  This is a LAN free 
backup which allows backups or restores to disk or tape – the UPSTREAM Reservoir 
SAN Express Passthru. 

 Sections 4.4 and 4.5 look at the automation of UPSTREAM Reservoir operations 

(including backups and restores) utilizing the USTBATCH facility. 

 Section 4.6 looks at Tape and Disk file management. 

 Sections 4.7 to 4.9 cover various other subjects, including tape performance   

 

4.1 Backups and Restores and Tapes 

UPSTREAM can directly access stand-alone tape drives or libraries without a 3rd party library 
manager (using the UPSTREAM Tape Manager), or using a standard library manager 
StorageTek’s ACSLS or IBM’s TotalStorage 3494.  For the UPSTREAM Tape Manager see the 
following section.  

 

4.1.1 Backups and Restores and Tapes with the UPSTREAM Tape 
Manager 

4.1.1.1 Tape Libraries and Stand-Alone Drives 

Tape libraries and stand-alone drives are viewed in the UPSTREAM Director, Media tab, 

Tape Library Management window: 
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 Tape Libraries:  The top high level tree contains the list of tape libraries and stand-
alone drives.  Most maintenance is done at this level. 

 Tape Devices:  This list is used to populate libraries where the drives are not 

properly assigned automatically by UPSTREAM.  See Library Configuration and 
Management on page 4-8 for using this feature. 

 

 
4.1.1.2 Adding Scratch Tapes 

UPSTREAM requires that a scratch pool have tapes whenever a new tape is required.  The 
name of the scratch pool is configured when you configure the backup profile (the default is the 
pool named SCRATCH).   

If you have multiple tape drive types (LTO and DLT) for example, we strongly recommend that 
you have multiple scratch pools and that you segregate your scratch pools by type.  However, it is 
not required. 

If you have multiple media types in a single library we recommend that you partition the library 
so that you can segregate the tapes for the correct drives.  Then you can have a single instance 
of Reservoir see each partition as a separate library. 

Scratch pools are not related to allocated pools.  Thus you can have scratch and allocated 
pools by the same name. 

 
4.1.1.2.1 Labeling New Tapes 

If you have a tape library, you must use bar-coded labels on the tapes.  Label names must be 
no more than 6 characters, and comprise letters or numbers and upper and lower case are the 
same.  UPSTREAM will automatically write the label from the bar code onto the tape when it 
writes the first backup onto the tape.  Thus for tape libraries you do not need to pre-label tapes. 

If you have a tape library, after inserting bar-coded tapes into the library, you can proceed to 
the section Creating a Scratch Pool below.  If you want to inject or eject tapes using the 
import/export port (also called the CAP), see Library Maintenance on page 4-6. 
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For stand-alone tape drives, you must write a label on the tape.  We strongly recommend that 
the tape have a matching label written on the edge of the tape. 

After deciding the name of the tape, insert the tape into the drive.  In the UPSTREAM Director, 
Media tab, Tape Library Management window, highlight the drive you wish to use.  In the edit field 
next to the Label Tape in Drive button (which is gray), enter the tape label you wish to use.  Tape 
labels must be 6 characters or less and contain only English letters or numbers.  Press the Label 
Tape in Drive button to have the label written on the tape. 

 
4.1.1.2.2 Creating a Scratch Pool 

There are a number of ways to add scratch tapes to a scratch pool.   

 Check the Use Un-recognized Tapes option in your profile definitions.  This will 

cause all tapes which are not in a pool to be added to the profile’s scratch pool.  If 
you are only using UPSTREAM for your backups, are using a library with bar-coded 
tapes, have a single pool, and do not need to import tapes this is the fastest easiest 
way to add scratch tapes.  In this case you do not need to create the pool before 
doing your first backup, as it will be created if there is an unassigned tape in the drive 
or library.  See UPSTREAM Backup Profile Configuration on page 3-8 for setting 
up your profile.  However, since it moves tapes automatically, it is not the default, nor 
is it the recommended setting.  We recommend that tapes be added using one of the 
other methods below. 

 Drag and drop tapes from the contents of a library to the scratch pool in the Director.  
This can only be done once you have created the scratch pool.  This method is highly 
recommended because it can be very fast.  

 Manually specify the tapes to be added to the pool.  Since the Director allows you to 
add whole groups of tapes if they have sequential numbers, this method often works 
quite well. 

In the second and third cases above, the scratch pool must be created in advance. 

To create a scratch pool in the Director, press the Media tab and highlight the Tape Regen 
window. 
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Pools are only created when a tape is added to them.  Note that when the last tape is 
removed, the pool remains.  Thus to create a pool, you must first choose a tape to add.  When 
you have done that, press the Create Scratch Pool button. 

 

 Name:  Enter the name of the scratch pool.  The default name for profiles is 

SCRATCH so it is highly recommended that you have a scratch pool named 
SCRATCH.  If you have multiple tape drive types, you may choose to name the 
scratch pool the name of the drive type (like LTO). 

 First VolSer:  A VolSer to add to the scratch pool.  It is not required that the VolSer 
be physically in the drive or library.  The tape will only be called for when it is 
physically present. 

Press the Create button to create the pool and have the first VolSer added to it.  In the Tape 

Regen window, the scratch pool will be created and visible when you press the Scratch radio 
button and select the pool name in the list. 
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4.1.1.2.3 Dragging Tapes from the Inventory to the Scratch Pool 

You can easily add tapes which are not in a pool but are in a library’s inventory to a scratch 
pool.  In the Media tab of the Director, in the Tape Regen window, press the Scratch radio button 

and select the scratch pool you wish to add to.  Then highlight the Tape Library Management 
window, moving it so that you can see the Tape Regen window beneath it.   

Using the mouse, expand the library you wish to work with and highlight the Contents item.  
Highlight the one or more tapes you would like to add.  Press the mouse button on the items you 
wish to move, and while keeping the button pressed, drag the tape list to the Tapes table in the 
Tape Regen window.  Release the mouse button and the tapes will be added to the pool and the 
pool name will be assigned in the Contents list. 

 

 
4.1.1.2.4 Manually Adding Tapes to a Scratch Pool 

If you do not have a library or wish to add tapes which are currently not loaded in a library you 
will need to manually add them to the scratch pool.  Note that if you have a stand-alone drive you 
will need to label the tapes before they can be used (see 4.1.1.2.1 above). 

In the Director Media tab, Tape Regen window, press the Scratch radio button, select the 
scratch pool to add to and press the Add Tapes to Scratch Pool button. 
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If you wish to add one tape to a pool, enter the 6 character VolSer to the VolSer edit field in 
the Add Single VolSer to List frame, press the Add>> button to have it added to the Add List. 

If you wish to add a range of tapes to the pool, use the Add Range of VolSers to List frame.  
For example, if you have a range of VolSers, like 00001 to 00020, you would enter: 

 Prefix:  Any leading characters.  In this example there are not any, so leave it blank. 

 From:  The starting point of the range.  In this example enter 1. 

 To:  The ending point of the range.  In this example enter 20. 

 Postfix:  Any trailing characters.  In this example there are not any, so leave it blank. 

 Zero Pad Numeric Portion Size:  Most bar codes are full 6 character fields, so for 

this example enter 6. 

Press the Add Range>> button to have the list of tape VolSers generated and added to the 

Add List.   

Once VolSers are in the Add List, you can highlight a single VolSer and remove it by pressing 
the Remove button, or remove all of the tapes in the list by pressing the Remove All button. 

Once you are satisfied with the list, press the Add List of VolSer(s) to Pool button to have 

the list of VolSers added to the pool. 

 
4.1.1.3 Library Maintenance 

There are a number of library maintenance functions controlled with the Director including 
injecting and ejecting tapes through the import/export port (or CAP). 

There is no drive cleaning function in UPSTREAM; that function is usually provided by the 
library manufacturer with a dedicated cleaning slot for the cleaning cartridge and the library will 
clean the drive when it detects that it needs cleaning. 

 
4.1.1.3.1 Injecting Tapes 

You can always put tapes in a library by opening the cover and bulk adding tapes.  
UPSTREAM provides the ability to add tapes to the library via the import/export port (or CAP). 
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In the Director Media tab, Tape Library Management window, expand the library you wish to 
inject the tape into and highlight the Contents item.  In the right hand window, the contents of the 

library will be displayed along with action buttons on the bottom.   

 

To inject tapes or unlock the import/export port, press the Inject Tape… button. 

 

If you have a library that has a door that must be unlocked, press the Unlock button.  
Otherwise, insert the tape(s) and press the Inject button; UPSTREAM will automatically move the 
tape(s) into free slot(s) in the library. 

 
4.1.1.3.2 Ejecting Tapes 

To manually eject a tape, highlight one or more tapes in the Tape Library Management 
window, Contents item and press the Eject Tape button.  If you eject multiple tapes with a single 

tape CAP, then the tapes will be ejected one by one; if you have a library with a multiple tape 
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CAP, all of the tapes will be moved one by one into the CAP.  If you have a library with a door 
that needs to be unlocked, use the Inject Tape button to access the Unlock button. 

The uscopy program can automatically eject the output tapes created during a copy, vault or 
migrate.  See Copying, Migrating and Vaulting on page 5-1.  A tape can also be automatically 
ejected after a backup.  See UPSTREAM Backup Profile Configuration on page 3-8. 

 
4.1.1.3.3 Mounting and Dismounting Tapes 

To setup the SAN Express you will need to be able to mount a labeled tape in a drive which 
can be seen by the SAN systems.  To mount or dismount a tape, highlight the tape in the Tape 
Library Management window, Contents item, right-click the mouse on the tape and select either 
Mount Tape or Dis-mount Tape, depending on whether the tape is currently mounted in a drive 

or in a slot.   

 
4.1.1.4 Notification for Mounting Tapes, or Clearing the CAP 

Typically you or the library operator should monitor the UPSTREAM Open System Console for 
any requests which require user intervention (see page 6-1).  However if you or your operator 
need additional notification for user intervention required events, you can enable email 
notification.  See Tapes on page 12-4 for a description of enabling email notification in the 
Reservoir Configurator. 

 
4.1.1.5 Library Configuration and Management 

When UPSTREAM does daily maintenance, it checks for newly added tape libraries and 
drives.  If you enter the Director and there are no drives or libraries, you may need to use the 
Open System Console to run maintenance. 

When it discovers a tape library, it attempts to assign drives to it on the assumption that the 
drives in the library will be on the same host bus adapter and have subsequent target and LUN 
numbers.  However, this may be incorrect.  So you can use the Director to associate and 
deassociate tape drives with a given element in a tape library and to delete tape library definitions 
that are no longer used. 

 
4.1.1.5.1 Associating Drives with Libraries 

When using the UPSTREAM Tape Manager tape drives are automatically associated into their 
correct location within the libraries whenever Reservoir is started or Maintenance is run.  You do 
not need to do this process manually.  If you have problems with association, see Problems with 
Automatic Association on page 13-3.  If it suggests that you disable automatic association, you 
will need to perform the steps listed here. 

For ACSLS and MT3494 (and UPSTREAM tape manager, though it will be rearranged when 
next maintenance is run), drives are associated and deassociated with libraries in the Director, 
Media tab, Tape Library Management window. 
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In the example above, in the ADIC Scalar 24 library, tape Element(257) is currently 
unassigned.  If you wished to assign Tape 3 (adapter 3, target 5, Lun 3, directly above the library) 
to this element, highlight the Tape Devices tree heading.  It its right hand window, use the mouse 
to drag the selected tape drive to the element you wish to assign it to.  You will then be prompted 
to verify that this is the assignment that you want.  If you press the Yes button, the tree is then 
redrawn and the tape drive is assigned to the element.  It can be used immediately without 
recycling the Reservoir or running maintenance. 

Determining which drive reflects a given element is different for each operating system.  Often 
they’re simply in order and you can just use that order to associate the drives to the elements.  
But sometimes the operating systems will arrange them differently and you’ll have to experiment.  
Each operating system gives you tools.   

Windows gives you the device manager, which shows the tape drive path target and LUN 
along with the logical name for the drive. 

In Linux, Reservoir uses the generic SCSI interface to address the drives.  In the 
/proc/scsi/sg/device_strs is a list of generic SCSI devices.  If you count lines from 0, you will be 
able to identify the generic SCSI number of a given drive.  If you manually mount a tape on a 
drive, there is a sample program on our FTP site for Intel Linux, tur, which when given the device 
number of a generic SCSI drive, will tell you if a tape is mounted on the drive.  Thus this will allow 
you to associate the element number (used when manually mounting the tape, to the OS number 
(used on the command line to the tur program). 

 
4.1.1.5.2 Deassociating Drives from Libraries 

To deassociate a drive from a library because it has been removed or mistakenly assigned, 
click the element you wish to deassign in the tape libraries tree.  In the right hand pane, you can 
then press the Un-Assign Drive From Element button.  Once a drive has been deassociated 
from a library it appears as a stand-alone drive.   

 
4.1.1.5.3 Deleting Drives or Libraries 

A drive or library will appear when the system first detects is during maintenance.  If the drive 
no longer exists, the drive or library will continue to exist in the system until it is deleted.  But in 
the Director it will display bolded and italicized with the text (Not Present).  You can delete a drive 
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or library marked in this way by highlighting it and pressing the button in the right hand frame 
Delete Configuration.  Only drives or libraries marked (Not Present) can be deleted. 

 
4.1.1.5.4 Other Drive or Library Management 

Some other things you can do in the right hand pane of the Tape Library Management window 
when you highlight a library: 

 Update: Allows you to change the descriptive name.   

 Default:  Allows you to set this as a default library.  Not currently used. 

 Enable:  Press this button to enable a disabled drive; Disable to disable an enabled 

drive. 

 Get Reserve:  Only press this button if you are NOT using the SAN Express and 

having problems with other system interfering with UPSTREAM’s exclusive use of the 
library. 

 Buffer Size:  Specified in 1024 byte ‘K’, defaults to 32, which works on most libraries.  

However, if your library have more than 500 slots you may need to increase this 
value to have all of the tapes in the library made visible.  It takes something like 58 
bytes for each tape in a library.  Thus if you have 5,000 tapes in the library you will 
need 290,000 bytes, so to be safe you may set this to 512.  To change this value, 
press the Set Buffer Size button next to the edit field to activate and save the value. 

 VolSer Index:  If the bar codes show up incorrectly in the inventory, you may need to 
change the way that UPSTREAM converts the 36 character VolSer identifier into the 
6 bytes used by UPSTREAM.  By default, UPSTREAM will take the last readable 6 
bytes of the name.  However, some systems use the last byte or two to indicate the 
media type, thus losing some significance of the real bar code.  By checking the Use 
VolSer Index Method and specifying an index value from 0 to 30 (usually it’s left at 
0) and pressing the Set button, you can adjust the way that UPSTREAM interprets 
the name, and thus adjust the way bar codes are interpreted. 

 Do ‘Allow/Prevent Media Removal’ function during Eject:  By default UPSTREAM 

does no additional functions during the eject of a tape into the I/O port (or CAP).  
However, there is an additional SCSI call (hex 1e) which is occasionally used to 
unlock the port.  Checking this box causes UPSTREAM to perform this function after 
putting a tape into the port. 

When you highlight a stand-alone drive or a drive in a library: 

 Enable:  Press this button to enable a disabled drive; Disable to disable an enabled 

drive. 
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4.2 SAN Express Direct 

When a tape drive is on the same fibre SAN or SCSI chain or iSCSI LAN as both the 
UPSTREAM client and Reservoir system, UPSTREAM can write directly to the tape drive on the 
SAN, bypassing the LAN for the bulk of the data - a LAN Free backup - the SAN Express Direct. 

If you wish to go to disk or can’t access the tape drive from a client system, you may be able 
to use a common storage array and the SAN Express Passthru. 

This is enabled by the very powerful architecture of SCSI (and even more powerful 
architecture of fibre SANs and iSCSI networks), where a device can be seen by multiple hosts 
(computers) at the same time. It is up to the hosts to synchronize the actions between them. 

In the UPSTREAM SAN environment, the Reservoir system is responsible for allocating, 
freeing, mounting, dismounting, and labeling all tapes. The client system becomes responsible for 
reading, and writing of all data and detecting end of file or media on the tape. Only the Reservoir 
system is responsible for library (changer) access. The UPSTREAM client systems are 
responsible for reading and writing all data (it reads and writes data to the tape drives but doesn't 
mount tapes). 

 

The primary requirement is that the UPSTREAM client system must be able to see all of the 
tape drives that the Reservoir system would want to mount a tape on. Thus if the Reservoir 
system has a library of 9840 tapes and a library of LTO tapes, and you want to use the LTO tapes 
for the given client system, you must use a backup profile which uses the LTO tape pool and then 
make sure that the client can see all of the LTO drives that the Reservoir system can use. 
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The visibility is enabled by your fibre switch or director (for fibre SANs). No special 
configuration is required for SCSI other than making the hosts and tape drives visible to the SCSI 
chain. 

Direct SAN backups are supported today on Windows, AIX, and Linux systems. 

 

WARNING: When installing tape drive drivers, IBM and other vendors offer 
Exclusive and Non-Exclusive drivers.  You must use the Non-Exclusive drivers 
on the Reservoir and all systems that access the tape drives to avoid a system 
putting a RESERVE lock on the drive and making it inaccessible to all 

machines. 

 

4.2.1 The UPSTREAM Client Mapping File 

Since both the UPSTREAM client and Reservoir systems must be able to see the tape drives, 
they must have a common way to address them. The Reservoir view of the tape drives is the 
common view. Thus, on each UPSTREAM client, you must create a mapping file which maps the 
client view of the tape drives to the Reservoir view. 

The mapping file can be created automatically at registration time with the Reservoir.  You 
must enable this feature in the Reservoir Configurator, Tapes tab or button: 

 

 SAN Direct Negotiation: Check this box to enable Reservoir auto-negotiation with 

clients.  We strongly recommend that you check this box if you are using the SAN 
Express Direct. 

The file name is <Reservoir IP Address>.sandrives. and is just a text file which you can 
examine to verify that all of the drives have been assigned.  
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4.2.2 Doing SAN Backups and Restores 

Once the configuration has been done, to request a direct-to-tape backup or restore over the 
SAN, there is a single option that needs to be specified. 

In the UPSTREAM Director, in the Backup or Restore tabs, press the Options... button and 
then the Miscellaneous tab. 
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 SAN Backup: If you check this box, backup and restore data will be written to or read 
from the tape drive directly.  You must either be running on the Reservoir machine or 
have configured a sandrives.txt. The default is backups and restores across the 
network unless you check this box. 

This same option is available in the UPSTREAM client interface, More... button in the Reservoir 

only frame. 

The UPSTREAM parameter file parameter is SAN which needs to be specified as 'Y' to enable 
the facility.  
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4.3 SAN Express Passthru 

If you have a storage array or other disk which is common to both the UPSTREAM client 
system and the Reservoir machine, you can use some of this disk to pass data, bypassing the 
LAN for a LAN-Free backup – the SAN Express Passthru. 

The UPSTREAM client software writes to a specially formatted disk visible to the Reservoir 
machine to pass data to the machine for storage on disk or tape.  It uses the LAN just to keep the 
Reservoir machine informed where on the disk valid data is stored.   

The client writes to the disk while the Reservoir machine follows closely behind reading the 
data just written, taking full advantage of the cache in advanced disk systems.  The data can 
wrap through the disk multiple times, thus allowing you to use a small disk for very large data 
transfers.  The facility works for both backups and restores and supports restart. 

This uses the same technology as the UPSTREAM/SOS product, and the same client 
facilities, but without the requirement of an EMC Symmetrix array – any vendor’s storage array 
can be used. 

With the SAN Express Passthru, all data moves through the SAN.  The common disk can be 
smaller than data transmitted as the data wraps through whatever space is available.  This takes 
advantage of cache on storage arrays, which results in very high speed backup or restore with 
low LAN utilization 

To use this facility you must: 

 Use your SAN software to zone the SAN so that the storage array can be seen by the 
UPSTREAM client and the UPSTREAM Reservoir. 

 Use your storage array software to create one or more disks or disk partitions which 
can be seen by the UPSTREAM client systems and the UPSTREAM Reservoir.  We 
recommend that this disk be at least 1GB and usually 8GB.  Larger disks do not 
substantially improve performance.  Disks smaller than 1GB degrade performance.   
 
For performance, you should have at least one disk for each simultaneous backup or 
restore, and we strongly recommend that these logical disks be separate physical 
disks to avoid disk head contention.   

 Format the disk (see below). 

 Specify FDRSOS Physical Disk Local Backup for your backup or restore jobs 

(UPSTREAM client parameter LOCALBACKUP 2).  You need to specify the client 
specific name of the disk (UPSTREAM client parameter LOCALBACKUPDIR).  We 
strongly recommend the use of the local backup disk wildcard commands whenever 
possible: 

o ‘&’: Most empty disk 

o ‘!’: First empty disk 

o ‘*’: First disk found 

See the UPSTREAM/SOS chapter in the UPSTREAM client manual for instructions on 
specifying local backup disks for backups and restores and for performing maintenance on the 
disks. 

 

4.3.1 Formatting a SAN Express Passthru Disk 

The shared disk for the SAN Express Passthru uses a special format which is proprietary to 
Innovation (and thus allows multiple, parallel system access).  To use the disk it must be 
formatted.  Formatting is done with the UPSTREAM Director logged on to the Repository 
machine you wish to use.  Then press the SAN Express Passthru Management tab, and select 
the SAN Express Passthru Management Repository window.   
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Note that this window may take a few seconds to a few minutes to be populated with disks if 
some of the disks in the system are off-line. 

 

Highlight the disk you wish to use.  The example above is for a Windows system, the second 
number is the number of the disk in Windows Disk Management. 

 

The example above is for an AIX system.  Again, the component after the comma is the 
operating system name for the disk. 

To format a disk, highlight the disk in the list and press the Format Disk button.  You will be 

asked twice to confirm the format of the disk as all data on the disk will be destroyed. 
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WARNING: Format Disk destroys all existing data on the disk.  If you are 
unsure which disk to format, contact UPSTREAM technical support. 

 

The format of the disk is usually performed in a few seconds.  The disk is automatically named 
by UPSTREAM, with an all numeric name starting with 000001.  The defaults are automatically 
set by UPSTREAM and include: 

 Maximum Backup Size is set to half of the available space on the disk 

 Minimum Free Space required is 20%.  Note that the Reservoir will never request 
less than 100MB of space for a backup for performance reasons. 

 Backups are not retained.  The SAN Express Passthru does not allow backups to be 
retained; they are automatically deleted after completion. 

 Backups may wrap 

Note that a disk formatted with FDRSOS on the mainframe can be used by the SAN Express 
Passthru.  However a disk formatted with the SAN Express Passthru can not be used by 
UPSTREAM/SOS because it lacks the z/OS VOLSER data written to the CE track. 

All expired backups are deleted at Reservoir maintenance time.  Thus if you need to restart a 
backup or restore you must do it before maintenance is run. 
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4.4 Reservoir Initiated Requests (ustbatch) 

UPSTREAM Reservoir requests can be initiated by command line requests using the ustbatch 
program.  If you setup the UPSTREAM client Dispatcher to run on the same machine as the 
Reservoir, then the Dispatcher will automatically use ustbatch.  Use the UPSTREAM Director 
from any machine to point to the Reservoir’s copy of the UPSTREAM client to setup this 
schedule. 

ustbatch provides a number of useful advantages: 

 Centralized requests.  Just about any UPSTREAM request can be made from the 
Reservoir machine. 

 Execution of local and/or remotely defined parameters and exclude definitions.  
Parameter and exclude definitions can be stored either on the system being backed 
up, on the Reservoir machine or you can use the definitions on the remote machine 
and override them from the Reservoir machine. 

 Single outbound conversation reduces firewall issues.  Conversations are initiated 
from the Reservoir machine, even for most backups.  This means that in many cases 
firewalls can be setup to allow requests to initiate from the “safe” side of the firewall.  
This same function can be performed from the Director using the Route Via Host 
option.  See the UPSTREAM Client Manual for details on this option. 

 Requests are run from a secure environment so no security information needs to be 
stored.  ustbatch requests must be run under an Administrative user account so 
passwords are ignored for SECLEVEL security.  UPSTREAM secondary 
conversation security introduced in v3.3.0 for DB2, Exchange, and Oracle is also 
supported. 

 All log entries for the initiation of the request and the request itself including backup 
and restore log entries are returned to the request and written to standard output.  
This means that they can be redirected to files or other locations for ease of 
management 

 UPSTREAM Registered Names and TCP DNS names can be used to locate remote 
machines, allowing execution in DHCP environments. 

 ustbatch events are written to the USSERVER.LOG file assuring reliable auditing. 

 Automatic retries of connections or backups. 

ustbatch is a command line program, which operates using space separated title=value pairs 
which can be specified either on the command line or the environment.  Command line 
parameters which are not recognized as ustbatch parameters are passed to the target system. 

You must specify either TCPTARG or TARGNAME to address the system you wish to connect 
to.  And you must specify adequate command line parameters to perform a task or sufficient 
parameters in either a LOCALPARAMETERS parameter file (stored on the Reservoir machine) or 
WSPARM (stored on the target machine). 

ustbatch specific parameters are: 

 

Parameter Default Description 

LOCALEXCLUDEFILE None An UPSTREAM exclude file stored on the 
Reservoir machine.  Starting in column 1 of 
the file is the exclude specification, a space 
and a Y or N to indicate subdirectories.  If you 
use quotes to surround the specification, the 
target machine must use the ans2atoe.tab 
and ans2etoa.tab translation tables.  The 
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Parameter Default Description 

contents of this file are added as SPECS 
exclude overrides at the end of the job stream. 

LOCALPARAMETERS None An UPSTREAM parameter file, stored on the 
Reservoir machine. 

MAXRETRY 0 The number of times that the connection with 
the specified remote computer will be retried. 

MVSCOMMENTS N Y: you can use a '*' after 2 or more spaces to 
indicate in-line comments. 

N: comments are not allowed on the 
command line or in a command file on the 
same line as a parameter.  However, any 
unrecognized parameter will be ignored 
including lines which begin with a star '*'. 

MVSJCL N If set to Y, UPSTREAM z/OS JCL can be 
used as a Reservoir parameter file. 

NODATAOK N Specifies whether there will be a succeeding 
conversation.  Some functions (such as run 
jobs) may not generate a subsequent 
conversation and specifying Y, suppresses 
errors when the subsequent conversation is 
missing. 

OUTPUTBITMAP 255 The types of messges that are written to 
standard output.  Managed as a bit map (add 
the values you want): 

1: local messages 

2: local warnings 

4: local errors 

8: details of the request 

16: server messages 

32: server warnings 

64: server errors 

128: return code 

RESTART 0,10 Count,[Interval]  You can specify the number 
of times that a restartable backup or restore 
will be restarted.  The default count is 0 times 
(not restarted).  If you wish you can specify 
the interval (in minutes) between restarts; the 
default if not specified is 10 minutes. 

SOLO N This task will not run until all other tasks have 
completed.  It will wait an additional 
USSOLODELAY (environment variable, 
default 300) seconds with no other tasks 
running to allow Dispatcher tasks to start 
before executing the requested task.  

TARGNAME None Specifies the UPSTREAM registered name of 
the system to send the request to.  Can not be 
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Parameter Default Description 

used with TCPTARG. 

TCPPORT 1972 Only used when you specify TCPTARG, the 
port number of the listening remote 
UPSTREAM client process. 

TCPTARG None The IP address (either as a dotted decimal 
number or as a logical DNS name) of the 
listening remote UPSTREAM client process to 
target.  Can not be used with TARGNAME. 

WSPARM None An UPSTREAM parameter file, stored on the 
target client machine. 

 

For example, to target an UPSTREAM client machine at 192.168.150.18 and execute the 
parameter file c:\upstream\18full.dat stored on the Reservoir machine, specify: 

USTBATCH TCPTARG=192.168.150.18 LOCALPARAMETERS=c:\upstream\18full.dat 

Or you could setup a script which specifies all of the commands on the command line.  For 
example, to perform an incremental backup of the full machine on target system TEST, you could 
specify (on one line): 

c:\upstream\usserver\ustbatch targname=test merge=1 action=1 backupprofile=test files=\\. 

userid=~job password=~job>>test.log 

This would perform the backup to tape, using prevalidated security (see below).  The output 
from the job would be appended to the end of the file “test.log” 

USTBATCH - Program entry Tue Dec 02 18:01:37 2003 

Tue Dec 02 18:01:37 2003 

   Msg #Srv8755D Entering USTBATCH, sending to test 

Connecting... 

Sending to registered name: test 

Send parameters: 

   merge=1 

   action=1 

   backupprofile=test 

   files=\\. 

   (Prevalidated security) 

   PASSWORD &JOB 

Request sent 

Remote message: Tue Dec 02 18:01:37 2003 Addr: 127.0.0.1 Task ID: 1071 

Remote message:    Msg #Srv8878I USTBATCH request to registered name test 

(127.0.0.1/1972) 

Remote message: Tue Dec 02 18:12:48 2003 Addr: 127.0.0.1 Task ID: 1071 Profile: TEST 

Remote message:    Msg #Srv9650D Backup request 

Remote message: Tue Dec 02 18:12:48 2003 Addr: 127.0.0.1 Task ID: 1071 Profile: TEST 

Remote message:    Msg #Srv9657D Beginning backup, Profile US, Version Date 031202181248 

Remote message: Tue Dec 02 18:17:06 2003 Addr: 127.0.0.1 Task ID: 1071 Profile: TEST 

Remote message:    Msg #Srv9479I Allocating tape.  VolSer: 000029, Media: {76f7b0c8-732e-

4e21-998f-941dc0c2fe95} 

Remote message: Tue Dec 02 18:19:11 2003 Addr: 127.0.0.1 Task ID: 1071 Profile: TEST 

Remote message:    Msg #Srv9677I Updated tape label.  VolSer: 000029 

Remote message: Tue Dec 02 18:19:17 2003 Addr: 127.0.0.1 Task ID: 1071 Profile: TEST 

Remote message:    Msg #Srv9839I Creating tape set: 

c:\upstream\USServer\Tapes\UPSTREAM\UPSTREAM.TEST.D031202.T181248 

Remote message: Tue Dec 02 18:20:49 2003 Addr: 127.0.0.1 Task ID: 1071 Profile: TEST 

Remote message:    Msg #PC9652D Backup successful, received 659 files, 36 directories, 

84,250,258 bytes (69,288,739 transmitted) 

Remote message: Tue Dec 02 18:20:49 2003 Addr: 127.0.0.1 Task ID: 1071 

Remote message:    Msg #Srv8882D Requested function succeeded 

Tue Dec 02 18:20:49 2003 

   Msg #Srv8756D USTBATCH function successful 

USTBATCH - Successful program exit Tue Dec 02 18:20:49 2003 

Final return code: 0 

0 
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4.4.1 USTBatch Return Codes 

To allow programs to properly act on USTBatch success or failures, it returns a program 
return code.  This code is also written to the standard output (if OUTPUTBITMAP includes 128) in 
text.  The very last line is the program return code as a single text line, if for some reason you 
can’t extract the program return code directly from execution. 

 

Value Description 

0 Operation succeeded without warnings or errors 

4 Operation succeeded but warnings occurred 

8 Operation failed, but the request was failed after being sent to the remote 
system. 

12 There was an error contacting the Reservoir or the remote system. 

16 There was a parameter error in your request. 

 

 

4.4.2 USTBatch Prevalidated Security 

To avoid having to store passwords in UPSTREAM parameter files or USTBatch command 
line scripts, UPSTREAM requires that USTBatch commands be run as a member of the 
Administrators group on the Reservoir machine or under the Local System account.  Since this 
user has access to all directories on the machine and is thus authorized access to all data (see 
Security on page 8-1), UPSTREAM is safe in allowing the subsequent request(s) to run without 
additional security verification. 

USTBatch will generate a single outgoing conversation from the Reservoir to the UPSTREAM 
client machine.  This conversation remains open after the request has been sent to allow the 
subsequent request to be serviced without having to open a secondary conversation or to 
revalidate security. 

However, in some cases (particularly database agents implemented as run jobs, such as the 
DB2, Exchange 5.5 or Oracle database agents) a secondary conversation is required due to the 
API considerations of the interface.  If you have UPSTREAM Client v3.3.0 or higher, you can use 
prevalidated security even for these secondary conversations.  To use it with USTBatch, you 
must specify for the USERID and PASSWORD parameters either &JOB or ~JOB.  You cannot 
use &JOB for command line parameters as the ‘&’ character is reserved, so use ~JOB. 

In Windows, if you are not using the local system account for USTBatch requests, we 
recommend that you follow the procedures for creating a special UPSTREAM account as 
described in the Windows chapter of the UPSTREAM User’s Guide. 

 

4.4.3 ustbatch with UPSTREAM z/OS 

Since ustbatch in the Reservoir has many of the same keyword names as USTBATCH in 
UPSTREAM z/OS there are situations where USTBATCH on UPSTREAM z/OS, running ustbatch 
in the Reservoir as a client job will not work correctly.  This problem can be resolved using lower 
case for the common ustbatch keywords such as TARGNAME (targname), TCPPORT (tcpport), 
TCPTARG (tcptarg) and WSPARM (wsparm), on the FILES command line. 
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4.4.4 Converting UPSTREAM z/OS USTBATCH jobs to Reservoir 
ustbatch jobs 

To converts UPSTREAM z/OS USTBATCH jobs to run as Reservoir ustbatch jobs (to be 
integrated with open systems scheduling packages or even UPSTREAM z/OS’s scheduler) 
following these procedures: 

 
1. File transfer the USTBATCH jobs to the UPSTREAM Reservoir directory and given them a .dat 

extension.  For example, if the batch job name was SERVER1I, then rename is SERVER1I.dat. 

2. For each batch job, you’ll need to create a command line to run with your scheduler.  You can either 

create a script for it or just run it directly.  Either way, you should plan on testing it manually.  The 

command will need to run ustbatch, specify targname=<upstream target>, localparameters=<parameter 

file name> and the command mvsjcl=y to indicate that the parameters are JCL parameters.  For 

example, on a Linux system, all as one line: 

/opt/fdrupstream/ustbatch localparameters=SERVER1I.dat targname=server1 mvsjcl=y 

 

4.5 Automating Backups and Restores 

Backups and restores can be automated using client automation facilities, including the 
UPSTREAM Dispatcher as well as any existing client scheduler including UNIX cron and 
Windows AT.  See the UPSTREAM Client User’s Guide for a description of client based 
scheduling.  Note that the client based scheduler can call ustbatch (above) so that you can 
centralize the scheduling of UPSTREAM functions. 

 

4.5.1 Full Merge Backups and Tapes 

If you are performing full merge backups to tape, you must have a minimum of two available 
tape drives so that files from the prior fulls or incrementals can be copied to the new full so your 
scheduling of backups and restores should reflect this. 

If you only have a single tape drive available, it still may make sense to perform full merge 
backups, the primary advantage being that incremental files will not have to be recopied to the 
tape (as the full is appended to the end of the incremental tape).  If you choose to do this, check 
the Single Tape/Disk on Full Merge – No Copy from Previous Full option in the Backup Profile 

Definition (see section 3.7 on page 3-8). 
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4.6 Tape and Disk Management 

Tape and Disk Management is controlled by the parameters setup in the profile definition files 
(see section 3.7 on page 3-8).  Whether backups go to disk or tape is setup when you define the 
backup.  However, the source of tapes, the retention of backups and the cycling of resources is 
defined in these files on the Storage Reservoir. 

If you are running backups to disk, each backup (full or incremental) is placed on one disk file 
per backup in the <workpath>\backups\<backup profile> directory with the file name 
<versiondate>’f’ (full) or ‘i’ (incremental)>.backup.  You can adjust this destination by specifying a 
DISKBACKUPPATH in your profile definition file; then backups will be written to this path with the 

backup profile as the first dotted component of the file name.  If there is insufficient space in the 
DISKBACKUPPATH (based on the size calculation from the client as modified with the client 
parameter DASDOVERRIDE), your backups can be written to an OVERFLOWDISKPATH which 
can also be specified in your profile definition.   

Backups to tape come from the pool defined in the POOL parameter of the profile definition.   

The UPSTREAM Storage Reservoir will automatically delete backups and release their 
associated tapes or disk storage based on values defined in the backup profile configuration.  
This cleanup is performed whenever you do a backup for this profile or daily during system 
maintenance.  Note that the last full is always retained unless you specify 
DELETEEXPIREDLASTFULL.  The controlling parameter is RETENTIONTYPE.  If set to: 

 0, UPSTREAM will maintain the number of backups defined in the RETAINCOUNT 

parameter.   

 1, UPSTREAM will maintain a backup for the number of days specified in the 
RETAINDAYS parameter.   

 2, UPSTREAM will maintain backups up to the number of tape sets defined in the 
RETAINCOUNT parameter.  For disk backups, if the number of tape sets are 

exceeded, the disk backups older than the oldest tape set are deleted.  If there are 
only disk backups, then the number of tape sets is never exceeded and they'll pile up 
infinitely.  Be careful using this option if you use disk backups. 

 3, UPSTREAM will maintain RETAINCOUNT number of full backups.  When a full 

backup is deleted, the incrementals that occurred before it are also deleted. 

To allow more efficient utilization of tapes UPSTREAM can place more than one backup on a 
tape.  If you specify NEWTAPEINCR N (which is the default), UPSTREAM will append 
incrementals after the first incremental onto the same tape set as the first incremental.  If you 
specify NEWTAPEFULL N (which is the default), UPSTREAM will append the full onto the same 
tape set as the incrementals.  The first incremental after a full always starts a new tape. 

The scenario has a number of advantages.  It utilizes tapes more efficiently as multiple 
backups are stored on a single tape.  When the full is performed, if a file was backed up on an 
incremental and has not been changed at the time of the full, UPSTREAM will not recopy the file, 
but will note it on the tape and in the database, saving tape and improving performance. 

Whenever a backup is expired the index files for the backup are deleted, if the backup is to 
disk then the backup file is deleted.  If the backup is to tape UPSTREAM will delete the index files 
for any expired backups.  However the tape will not be freed until all of the backups on the tape 
have been deleted.  You can recover any backups which are stored on a non-deleted tape using 
the Regen facility (see page 7-3). 

If you wish to delete incrementals associated with older fulls, you can set the parameter 
EXPIREINCRFULLS.  This will count backwards from the current full and delete incrementals 

which precede the ‘n’ full.  This is particularly useful when backups are stored on disk. 

Automatic garbage collection (which is when space is freed and backup tapes released) is 
performed whenever a backup requires a new tape or during system maintenance time, typically 
at 3:00 AM each day. 
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When planning for tape based backups, you must be sure to have sufficient free tapes 
available.   

If UPSTREAM inadvertently leaves a tape allocated but has no internal record for it, 
UPSTREAM will log at system maintenance time the tape number and recommend that you 
manually deallocate the tape.  We recommend that you examine the usserver.log file from time to 
time to see if any messages of this type have been logged. 

For example, If you are backing up 20 machines all to tape, holding onto 5 weeks worth of 
backups, each machine runs on one tape and you are appending incrementals and fulls onto the 
same tapes, you will need a minimum of 100 tapes in the UPSTREAM pool.  However, to allow 
for growth, it is reasonable to add some additional tapes as well. 

Thus you would specify in the GLOBAL.PRF or in separate backup profile definition files, 
RETENTIONTYPE 3 (number of full backups), RETAINCOUNT 5 (5 fulls).   

Disk based backups are never appended.  Each disk backup is a separate file placed in the 
UPSTREAM WORKPATH directory, in a subdirectory named for the backup profile, or in the 
DISKBACKUPPATH directory with the backup profile as the first component of the file name, in a 
file with the backup’s version date and the extension .backup. 

When planning for disk based backups, you will need to allow sufficient disk space for all 
backups. 

 

4.6.1 Profile Set Tape and Disk Management 

If you are using Profile Sets and you are writing to tape, all backups in the profile set are going 
to use the same tapes.  This has a large effect on tape retention.  If you miss a user’s backup, 
and you retain based on the number of full backups, you will retain an extra tape after the other 
backups for the profile set have aged off, resulting in a condition where it is quite possible that 
you will run out of tapes.  This is particularly true when you miss systems on an irregular basis. 

To help limit the problem of excessive tape use, the default tape retention type for Profile Sets 
is to use the number of tape sets rather than the number of full backups.  To protect against the 
loss of backup data due to automatic garbage collection, UPSTREAM will never automatically 
delete the last full backup nor free the tape with a last full backup on it unless you set it that way 
in the profile definition. 

This means that if you wish to remove a profile from a profile set, you must manually delete 
the backups to free the tape or disk space. 

Thus when using profile sets we strongly recommend that you closely monitor backups (email 
notification is recommended) and that you retry any fulls that fail before the next incremental 
(which starts a new tape set). 

We recommend that you schedule all backups for all backup profiles in the Profile Set to run at 
the same time.  UPSTREAM will automatically sequence the backups so that the tape drive is 
kept busy and it will avoid tape contention. 

 

 

4.6.2 Manual Backup Deletion 

If you wish to delete a backup before it would otherwise expire, we recommend that you use 
the UPSTREAM Director, Profiles tab, Delete button or the UPSTREAM Local program, Profile 
Management.   

Deleting backups in this way assures that all of the relevant tapes are released (and tapes 
which are still used are preserved) index files are deleted and all other relevant space is freed.  
Do not use Removable Storage Manager to deallocate tapes as index files will still point to them.  
If you try to delete a tape using the UPSTREAM Tape Manager (in the Media) tab and the tape 
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still has valid backups on it, it will refuse to do so and give you an error message indicating that 
you need to delete the backups first. 
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4.7 Performance 

Reservoir Performance can be broken down into performance (from the backup perspective) 
of receiving data:   

 For that we have high performance in networking: 

 Hipersockets in zLinux 

 Gigabit and 10 GB TCP/IP 

 TOE adapters (TCP/IP Onboard Engine) 

 SAN Express Direct  

 SAN Express Passthru 

And performance issues writing data, to either tape or disk.  The sections below describe 
performance tuning for each: 

 

4.7.1 Tape Performance 

Blocking type (fixed or variable) plus block size is a big performance determiner for tape.  
Blocking type and size are set in the Profiles tab, Definitions button in the Director. 

Some tape drives do not work well with mixed sizes or types on them.  Thus we strongly 
recommend that if you are changing block type or size, you start new tapes with the changed 
types (usually by performing a first-time full). 

Many tape drive types are not subject to performance impact due to blocking type (fixed or 
variable) such as STK 9840.  However, we have seen reasonably high performance for writes 
(backups) but extremely poor performance for reads (restores or merges) or locates (high speed 
searches) with HP LTO type tapes.  Thus the default for tape blocking type is fixed to give the 
best possible performance in most environments.  Note that for z/OS compatibility you will need 
to use variable blocking, however, z/OS capable tape drives don’t suffer the cost of poor 
performance in variable blocking. 

It is generally safe to say that the larger the block size (in bytes), the faster the tape 
performance.  However, there are limits on what most tape drives can support for block size.  We 
default to 65536 as it seems to work with all tape drive types but often does not get the best 
performance.  We strongly recommend that you try larger block sizes when doing performance 
testing until you reach the capacity of the drive or a reasonable size for Reservoir (say, 1MB).  

Thrashing the tape in and out of the drive between backups or restores for profile sets puts 
undue wear and tear on the device and adds load and unload time to the total amount of time of 
the operation.  We recommend setting the HOLDTAPE parameter for all jobs which will use the 
same tape.  You can find Hold Tape in the Director, Backup tab, Options button, 
Miscellaneous tab. 

Setting a Record Size in the Miscellaneous tab to a number close to, but not as large as the 

Packing Size (typically 32000 when the Packing Size is 32700) seems to generate the largest 
amount of data in a tape record, which can improve performance. 

Besides the tape performance options above, you can also set, in the Reservoir Configurator 
(usservercfg), Tape specifications: 

 Direct SCSI tape access.  A Windows only option, Direct SCSI tape access is 

recommended in all cases as it will allow the highest performance possible for the 
tape device, as well as remove all limitations of the Windows tape device interface.  It 
will also enable the option below: 

 Use SCSI Locate.  In UNIX this is available in all environments.  In Windows it is 
only available if you have specified Direct SCSI tape access.  Using SCSI Locate 
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dramatically improves performance in tape merges, restores and any other situations 
where high speed access to a specific block is needed. 

 

4.7.2 Disk Performance 

You can control the blocking size used when accessing disk files for reading disk backups.  
You control this using the Disk I/O Buffer Size specified in the Miscellaneous options in the 
Reservoir configurator, usservercfg (which defaults to 1MB).  In Windows you can also enable 
asynchronous I/O for reads and writes.  See page 12-7 for more information. 

Also in the Miscellaneous options in the Reservoir configurator, is the option for the Simple 
Disk Format.  The Simple Disk Format is effectively the same as the regular disk format, except 
the information which makes the disk file z/OS compatible has been removed.  This reduces the 
size significantly only if you have a large number of very small files. 
 

4.7.3 Data Domain De-duplication Device Support 

There is extensive support in Reservoir to get the best possible de-duplication when using a 
Data Domain device.  But to get this support there are a number of things you have to do. 

 
4.7.3.1 Configure the Data Domain device 

The Data Domain device needs to have a CUSTOM marker defined in it to identify the 
information written by the Reservoir server to indicate data that is true file data versus control 
data that can't be de-duplicated.  Your Data Domain administrator must configure the following 
information: 

system.CS_MARKER_ALGO = custom1 

system.CS_MARKER_CUSTOM1_HEXPATTERN = d3e4d4c9d5c5 

system.CS_MARKER_CUSTOM1_LEN_BEFORE_PATTERN = 8 

system.CS_MARKER_CUSTOM1_MARKER_SIZE = 40 

system.CS_MARKER_CUSTOM_MARKER_SIZE = 40   

 
4.7.3.2 (Windows) Configure Your Service to run as a User Account 

If you have a Windows Reservoir, and you run as a service, you must create a User Account 
with local and network privileges, and then modify the Reservoir TP and Service Configurator to 
use that specific user account.  See Services Configuration (Windows only) on page 12-9 for 
details on configuring Reservoir to run under a user account. 

 
4.7.3.3 Mount the Data Domain Device 

The method you use to mount the Data Domain device disk paths depends very much on the 
type of system you have.  In Windows you can specify a Domain account for the Reservoir 
service and then use a UNC name to access the disk path, bypassing drive letter mounting (UNC 
names are recommended methods of accessing network resources).  In UNIX you can use the 
auto-mounter or you can add it to mnttab (with the mount command).   

Whichever method you use, you should know that NFS is faster than SMB (Microsoft 
Networking) so we recommend NFS whenever possible.  Also since your data is going over the 
network we strongly recommend you follow all Data Domain recommendations for performance. 

 
4.7.3.4 Configure Reservoir to Write the Data Domain Format 

To write data that de-duplicates using the formats specified in the custom marker, you must 
configure Reservoir to write in Data Domain custom disk format.  You do this in the Reservoir 
Configurator, Miscellaneous tab (Windows) or button (UNIX).  In the Disk Formatting frame, 
check the Data Domain Format radio button.  Once you save the configuration file, all tasks 
starting from that time forward will write in this format; you do not need to bounce the Reservoir 
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service/daemon.  This format is only very slightly less efficient than standard format so it is 
reasonable to leave this on for all backups. 

 
4.7.3.5 Configure Profiles to Write to the Data Domain Device 

By default, Reservoir will write its data to the system work path.  Since the Data Domain 
device is a network resource and since most of the work path indexes and other items will not de-
duplicate well, we strongly recommend that your work path be on a local (or SAN) device.  Only 
the backup data should be written to the Data Domain device.   

Thus you must configure each of your profiles for which you wish to write to the Data Domain 
device, to write to a path on the Data Domain device.  You do this in the Director: 

 Profiles tab,  

 Profile List window,  

 Definitions button,  

 Press the Add button to create a profile or highlight an existing profile and press the 
Update button.   

 This will display the Profile definition window;  

 Press the Disk Usage tab.   

 Enter the Data Domain device path in the Disk Path and/or the Overflow Path.  Press 
the Add or Update button to save and exit the profile definition.  We recommend that 

each profile use a separate path on the Data Domain device so that you can use the 
tools (described below) to check out effectiveness of de-duplication. 

 
4.7.3.6 Optimize Your Backup Definition 

There are some things you can do to make sure that you will get the best de-duplication 
performance with Reservoir on your Data Domain device: 

 Turn off compression.  While compression will improve performance and save space 
in most cases, in will impede the best performance with a Data Domain device.  Let 
the Data Domain device do the compression. 

 Set the Record Size for 32000.  A small record size will cause multiple records to be 
written for large files and result in poor de-duplication. 

 
4.7.3.7 Test Your Configuration 

When all is ready, perform a backup to the Data Domain disk.  You should see a 
<Profile>.<Version Data>.backup file appear in the path you configured for the given profile.  If 
you use a terminal emulator like PuTTY to SSH to your Data Domain device, once you login you 
can get statistics on how successful de-duplication is: 

filesys show compression <path> 

If your Data Domain path is /backup/Res, you would enter: 

filesys show compression /backup/Res 

Which might show stats like these: 

Total files: 4;  bytes/storage_used: 706.8 

       Original Bytes:       42,237,518,384 

  Globally Compressed:          487,770,371 

   Locally Compressed:           58,838,946 

            Meta-data:              918,448 

 Original Bytes: the amount of data written to disk and shown in directory listings. 
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 Globally Compressed: The amount of storage used after de-duplication.  In this 
example, de-duplication was very successful as it shows a ratio of nearly 100 to 1. 

 Locally Compressed: The amount of storage used after compression.  In this 
example, compression was very successful as it shows a ration of nearly 1000 to 1. 

 Meta-data: Internal Data Domain data. 

 

4.8 Other Recommended Backup and Restore Parameters 

Some other recommended Backup/Restore Parameters include: 

 Skip build backup file:  Not available in all environments (for example, Windows 
VSS), this option is particularly useful when backing up a large number of files. 

 Use Incremental Database Facility:  Strongly recommended in UNIX environments, 

maintains a database of files and thus detects new and deleted files with much more 
accuracy than using the modification date. 

 Hold Tape:  Mentioned above to hold the tape between operations, can be 

particularly helpful in improving performance. 

 Solo:  Only available in the Dispatcher, has the Reservoir parent program only run 

the program when it is the last running program in the system.  Particularly useful 
when you wish to close out a running set of vaults. 

 Maximum file name size:  The default is set for UPSTREAM z/OS at 255 and 

should be set to 1023 when using the Reservoir. 

 Route Via Host:  Use this option when the client system can’t contact the Reservoir 

either because of a firewall issue, or because the client is not configured to contact 
the Reservoir you are using - but the Reservoir can contact the client system.  This 
option uses ustbatch internally so it allows you to activate the automatic restart 
options. 

 Segmentation:  In the main Backup Specifications window, General tab, the 

Segmented File frame allows you to segment (break up) really large files so that you 
can take incrementals of only the changed parts of these files.  An excellent form of 
de-duplication at the cost of CPU and I/O time at the client system. 

 Database Agents:  They result in much better performance and are the 
recommended methods of backing up the databases in which we have agents for. 

 Duplicate Files:  When duplicate files are enabled you can avoid transmitting a very 

large portion of the system’s disk by using the Reservoir controlled database.  See 
chapter 10 for more details. 
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5  

 

 

5 Copying, Migrating and Vaulting 

 

UPSTREAM provides a utility to copy, migrate and vault backups to new tapes or disk.  You 
might want to use this when: 

 You wish to make a simple backup of a disk or tape backup for off-site storage 
without pre-indexing or retention management.  Use the copy option to copy the 
backups onto new disk files or a new tape set and then regen them into UPSTREAM 
at the off-site location.  See section 5.3 The /copy Option below. 

 You wish to store multiple backups for multiple profiles on a single tape or tape set 
and do not wish to use Profile Sets.  Using the migration option you can coalesce a 
number of backups on disk or tape onto a single tape set allowing you to get the 
most from your tapes.  See section 5.4 The /migrate Option below. 

 You wish to run a large number of backups at the same time.  In this case you would 
run these backups to disk.  When the backups complete, use the migration option to 
migrate them to a single tape set.  See section 5.4 The /migrate Option below. 

 You wish to move data from one media type to another.  For example, to take 
advantage of a new tape drive technology or from an old disk system to a new one.  
See section 5.4 The /migrate Option below. 

 You wish to create a backup copy of your backups for extra security.  See section 5.5 
The /vault Option below. 

 You wish to create a backup copy of your backups for off-site storage.  See section 
5.5 The /vault Option below. 

uscopy is a command line program, which is used to perform these functions.  It can operate 

in three modes:  

 Copy simply makes a copy of one or more backups onto disk or tape.  Using the 
/copy feature, UPSTREAM marks the tapes as allocated to the tape manager, but 
does not catalog either the tapeset or the data within the backups.  You might use 
this method to create an off-site copy which would be imported into another Reservoir 
or FDR/UPSTREAM system. 

 Migrate one or more backups to disk or a new tape set, regenerating the database to 
point to the new tape.  The old backup disk files are deleted or prior tapes are 
scratched (if emptied).  This is the /migrate feature and it is usually used to either 

move backups from disk to tape or combine a number of separate tape backups on a 
single tape. 

 Vault one or more backups to a new disk or a tape set, creating separate indexes 
and retention periods for these backups.  This is the /vault feature and is a very 
powerful feature allowing off-site storage and multiple copies of backups. 
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Typically you decide the uscopy function you wish to implement, test the command line 
function and then integrate it into a scheduler.  Or an administrator may use it for a single 
function.  uscopy is not intended to be a user initiated facility. 

Note that while the current Director does not support saving or reading the commands to a 
FILE=<file name>.uscopy (a command which has all of the remaining commands obtained from a 
file you build), you can use the Director in helping you build your FILE, by cutting and pasting 
from the saved data generated from the Director.  Note that in a FILE, you must have each space 
separated command on a separate line.  Also note that you can add comments by having lines 
that begin with a star ‘*’. 

When you use uscopy to move a group of backups to new tape, they get coalesced onto a 
single tapeset.  However, if you move them to disk, then each backup goes to a separate disk file.  
The location of the disk file depends on the operation.  If you are using copy, then the profile or 
the OUTPROFILE is used.  If you are using migrate, then the current profile name is used.  If you 
are vaulting, then the VAULTxxx profile is used (where the ‘xxx’ is the vault number). 

 

5.1 Director Copy/Migrate/Vault 

You can specify UPSTREAM Reservoir copy, migrate and vault functions in the UPSTREAM 
Director rather than having to define the uscopy command line manually. When you create a 
definition, it will create the uscopy command line which can then be run as a job for unattended 

functions. 

Press the Vault/Migrate/Copy tab in the UPSTREAM Director: 

 

 Operation: In this frame, press the radio button of the USCOPY operation to perform: 

o Set Checkpoint:  Press this radio button to set a checkpoint (which will delete 
the current checkpoint).  The next APPENDCHECKPOINT will append to the 
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same tape set which was written to the checkpoint file by the first 
APPENDCHECKPOINT after the Set Checkpoint.  A set checkpoint must be 
run alone (with no other operations). 

o Vault: Press this radio button to create a copy of one or more backups, typically 
used for off-site storage.  When you select this option, you must specify the 
Output Vault Number, which references the vault profile number which must 
be pre-created in profile definitions. 
 
Vaults can be encrypted if you purchase the encryption license.  See chapter 9 
for more information on encryption. 

o Migrate: Press this radio button to create a copy on tape of one or more 
backups.  If the original backup is on disk, the backup will be copied to tape, 
deleting it from disk. 

o Copy. Press this radio button to create an uncataloged copy of any set of 
backups.. If you press this radio button you can specify an Output Profile which 
defines the characteristics (pools and other characteristics) used to create the 
tape copy. 

o Output Profile:  Allows you to specify the attributes of a specific backup profile 
to be used during the operation. 

 Output Type: Where you wish the output of the operation to go.  Options include: 

o Tape:  All backups in this operation are written to a single tapeset.  This is the 

default option. 

o Disk:  Each backup is written to a separate disk file.  The location depends on 

the operation.  If you specify a migration or the output is vault #0, then it uses 
the location specified in the profile definition for each profile.  If the output is to a 
vault, then it’s the vault profile for that operation.   

 Perform Append Operation:  In this frame you can specify whether you wish to 

append to an existing tape or create a new tape.  Note that appends can only be of 
tapes of the same vault number.  Grayed and unavailable if the output is to disk.  

o No:  Press this radio button to create a new tape. 

o Last:  Press this radio button to append to the last tape (by vault and tapeset 

file date).   

o Hours Old:  Press this radio button to append to the last tape (by vault and 

tapeset file date) which is less than a specified number of hours old.  Thus if a 
tape is older than the given number of hours, a new tapeset is created. 

o To Checkpoint:  Press this radio button to append to the last tape set of the 
last job for the same vault with this option on.  Running a Set Checkpoint will 

cause the next operation with this option to start a new tape. 

 Select Input Type(s) and Source(s): In this frame you specify which backups to include 
in the operation: 

o Input Media Type: A source definition can only come from one type of media, 
either Disk or Tape.  If you need it to come from both, you will need separate 
specified outputs. 

o In put Vault: If you choose, you can use vault tapes as input to an operation by 
checking Tape Input From Vault and specifying the vault number. 

o Input Source. Specify the selection methodology to use. Note that once any of 
these are added as an input source, you can modify the name with wildcards. 

o Profile: Select the backup profile name. If you press the Selected radio 
button below, you can also select a specific version. 

o Profile Set: Select the Reservoir profile set. 
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o Tape Set: Select the existing pool and tape set (tape source only) 

o Refresh Profile List:  When you press this button, the Director goes to the 
Reservoir server and updates the displayed list. 

 Backups Versions to Include. This frame will change slightly with the Input Source 
selected. 

o Selected: Only available for the Profile Input Source, allows you to select a given 
version date. 

o All: Selects all backups for the profile, group, profile set or tape set. 

o Last: Selects the last (most recent) backup. 

o To Full: Selects the last (most recent) and all backups going back to and 
including the full. 

o Full(s) To Skip:  If you checked To Full, you can include versions starting 

with a given number of fulls back from the latest.  For example, if you 
specify 2, only those incrementals and the full before the most recent 2 full 
backups will be included. 

o Incrementals to Full: Selects the last (most recent) and all backups going back 
to and NOT including the full. 

 Filters:  Some additional filters to apply to the inputs. 

o Include deleted (Tape only): The only checkbox in the frame, includes all 
backups, including deleted backups on a tapeset.  This is the only way that 
vault/migrate/copy works now. 

o Date Constraint:  When you check this box, you must then also select either 
backups generated Before (earlier) or After (later) the number of days that you 

specify.  This can be useful, for example, to migrate old backups to tape 
(specify Before and say 30 days). 

o Only Fulls (no incrementals):  After all of the other selections have been 
made, only fulls will be included. 

o Only Incrementals (no fulls):  After all of the other selections have been 
applied, only incrementals will be included. 

 Add Selected Input Source to the Output List Below: This button is grayed until you 
have completed all of the requirements for an input selection, moves it to the 
Selections list. 

 Selected Output List: This is the list of selected sources. You can modify many of the 
parameters to add wildcards.  With an output selection highlighted, you can press the 
Remove button be low the list to remove the highlighted selection.   
 
If this list is too small to see the lines, do not maximize the window – use the window 
restore option and then grab the top, move the window down, then grab the edge and 
size it up. 

 You can press the New button to clear our all selections, the Save or Save As button to 
save your selections. 

 Create Argument File:  This will allow you to save your specifications in a file which 
can then be used with the command line uscopy program, FILE parameter. 

 Set Location:  When the tapeset is created, this allows you to change the location 

which is originally defined in the profile definition.  The Location is only used for 
Reporting and general informational support. 

 Eject Tape Upon Completion:  Several of the tape managers allow the output tapes 

to be ejected automatically when the operation completes successfully by checking 
this button.   Grayed and unavailable if the output is to disk. 
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 Options: Lets you specify Job, Mail Notification and other non-repeated options to go 
with the USCOPY request. 

 Start Vault/Migrate/Copy: Begins the operation. Status is displayed in the Open 
Systems Console and Output is displayed in the Messages window. 

 

 

5.2 uscopy Syntax 

The format for the uscopy command is: 

USCopy: Copies backups to tape 

Form: Specify space separated groups of comma separated clauses: 

   USCopy [FILE=<command file name>[.uscopy]] with 

             A '*' in column 1 is a comment line 

             One command per line 

             OR all on the command line (space separated): 

          [OUTPROFILE=<profile>] [OUTVAULT=<vault number>] [APPEND[=HOURS OLD]] 

          [TODISK][SETCHECKPOINT] [APPENDCHECKPOINT] 

          [ALLSKIPOK] [ALLSKIPWARNING] [LOCATION=<location>] 

          DISK|TAPE,[INVAULT=<vault number>] followed by: 

             [PROFILE=<[Wilcarded]BackupProfile>]| 

             [GROUP=<GroupName>]| 

             [PROFILESET=<ProfileSetName>]| 

             [POOL=<PoolName>,TAPESET=<[Wildcarded]TapesetName>], and 

          VERSIONDATE=<[Wildcarded]VersionDate>] or 

          [LAST|TOFULL[=<fulls to skip>]|INCRSTOFULL|FULLONLY|NOFULL| 

           BEFORE:<days>|AFTER:<days>] and 

          [ENCRYPT={A|M}{128|192|256}: 

           [MASTER|PUBLIC|<master key>][:<cipher_key>]    

     /Migrate|/Vault|/Copy 

          [/Eject] 

 

For example: 

uscopy DISK,PROFILE=BOB,TOFULL TAPE,POOL=UPSTREAM,TAPESET=UPSTREAM.DAN.*,TOFULL 

/Migrate or 

uscopy OUTVAULT=2 TAPE,INVAULT=1,PROFILE=*,VERSIONDATE=* /Vault /Eject 

uscopy OUTVAULT=2 TAPE,INVAULT=1,PROFILE=*,BEFORE:20 /Vault /Eject 

All parameters are case insensitive. 

 FILE=<command file name>[.uscopy]  Allows you to point to a file (with the suffix 
.uscopy if no suffix is specified) filled with uscopy commands.  This eliminates the 
need to fit all of the commands in one command line.  Also, since a ‘*’ in column 1 
indicates a comment line, it allows you to comment the file.  In the file, there must be 
no more than one command per line (commands are space separated entities 
below).  If you specify FILE, you can not specify any commands on the command line 
– all commands must be in the file.  We recommend that the file name be fully 
qualified. 
 
You can use the Director to create a FILE with the Create Argument File button 
when creating an operation in the Vault/Migrate/Copy tab. 

Or 

 OUTPROFILE is used to force the output of the copy to use the characteristics of a 

given profile (pools, DSNs, etc.).  By default, UPSTREAM will use the characteristics 
of the vault profile (for vaults) or in the input profile (for copies and migrations).  If 
you’d like to specify a different set of characteristics specify them in a profile and then 
use OUTPROFILE to force the change.   

 OUTVAULT should only be specified if you’re vaulting, specifies the vault number 

that the vault should be sent to.  See Vaulting below for more information about 
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vaulting.  Note that if you specify OUTVAULT=0, then the data is not vaulted but put 
back into the non-vaulted data group. 

 APPEND allows you to append to an existing tape set.  It will only use tape sets 
which match the vault number.  If you use the optional HOURS OLD parameter (a 
number), then if the latest tape set was modified more than the specified number of 
HOURS OLD, then a new tape set will be created.  This allows you to use the 
APPEND parameter even if your intention is not necessarily to append to a very old 
tape.  For example, if you set APPEND=48, and if the latest tape was created more 
than 2 days ago, then a new tape set will be created. 

 TODISK allows you to specify that the output of the operation is single disk files for 

each backup rather than one tapeset for all backups.  The default has the operation 
writing to tape rather than disk. 

 SETCHECKPOINT:  If set, then you are setting a checkpoint at the current date and 

time, which causes the next job running with APPENDCHECKPOINT to start a new 
tapeset.  No copy/migrate/vaulting can be performed at the time you set a 
checkpoint. 

 APPENDCHECKPOINT:  If set, then this copy/migrate/vault is appended to the last 

copy/migrate/vault for the same vault number since the last checkpoint.  If no 
copy/migrate/vault has been performed since the checkpoint, then a new tape is 
used. 

 ALLSKIPOK:  If set, then if all backups are skipped, the program will still return a 

zero return code (success). 

 ALLSKIPWARNING:  If set, then if all backups are skipped, the program will return a 

4 return code (warning). 

 LOCATION=<location>:  Allows you to set a location which is different from the 

location specified in the input or output profile. 

The DISK or TAPE commands can repeat and are space separated.  After DISK or TAPE you 
can optionally have one instance of: 

 INVAULT:  Only used for vaulting, the input vault number.  Typically used to copy or 

vault a vault. 

Each DISK or TAPE command contains comma separated selection sub-parameters.  These 
can be: 

 PROFILE.  Can be a wildcarded or non-wildcarded backup profile name, always 8 

characters or less. 

 GROUP:  A group name.  Groups are specified in Backup Profile definitions (see 

UPSTREAM Backup Profile Configuration on page 3-8).  A group name can not be 
wildcarded. 

 PROFILESET:  A profile set name.  Profile Sets are specified in the Backup Profile 

definitions (see Defining a Profile Set on page 3-16).  A profile set can not be 
wildcarded. 

 POOL: (Tape backups only) The tape pool to select the TAPESET from.  Must be 

accompanied by TAPESET 

 TAPESET:  (Tape backups only) The wildcarded or non-wildcarded tape set name to 

select.  Must be accompanied by POOL.  Typically tapesets are in the form: 
<Prefix>.<Profile>.D<YYMMDD>.T<HHMMSS> 

 VERSIONDATE:  A wildcarded or non-wildcarded version date in 12 digit form 

(YYMMDDHHMMSS).  You must specify either a VERSIONDATE or one of the other 
date selection criteria such as LAST, TOFULL, etc. 
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 LAST:  Selects the last (most recent) of a given backup for the profile. 

 TOFULL:  Selects the last (most recent) backups back to and including the full.  You 

can specify TOFULL=<fulls to skip> which allows you to migrate older backups. 

 INCRSTOFULL: Selects the last (most recent) backups back to but not including the 

full. 

 FULLONLY:  Can be combined with any other set of parameters, but only fulls will be 
copied to the new tape set. 

 NOFULL:  Can be combined with any other set of parameters, but only incrementals 

will be copied to the new tape set. 

 BEFORE:<days> or AFTER:<days>:  An optional parameter, allows you to limit the 

backups to those created before (earlier) or after (later) than the specified number of 
days ago.  You must specify VERSIONDATE with BEFORE or AFTER. 

You must always specify either the /Migrate /Vault or /Copy switch with all USCopy requests.  
Below are detailed descriptions and examples of each of the options. 

 /Migrate indicates that you wish to have the backups migrated to new tape media or 

appended to existing media.  The old media will be released if emptied and the new 
media fully cataloged. 

 /Vault indicates that you wish to have backups copied to a separately managed 

tapeset.  The old media is retained and is managed independently. 

 /Copy indicates that you wish to have the backups copied onto new media.  The old 

media will remain the primary media for restores.  The new media is a copy of the 
data, but only the tapes are cataloged and only within the tape manager. 

The /Eject option can only be used when accessing a directly connected SCSI library or drive.  

If specified, all output tapes will be ejected into the I/O ports of the library, or if a drive, the tapes 
will be ejected from the drive.  if the operation is successful when it completes.  Note that if you 
have a library and the I/O ports are full, the operation will wait until they are emptied so you 
should arrange to have the ports emptied periodically if you select this option. 

If you select UPSTREAM Tape Manager notification during configuration, full I/O ports will 
generate an email message. 

Note that the characteristics of the operation, including POOL and DISKBACKUPPATH will 
use the values defined in the profile USCOPY unless overridden with the parameter 

OUTPROFILE.  Thus if you are using non-default options (especially POOL or 
DISKBACKUPPATH), you must either specify an OUTPROFILE or define a USCOPY backup 
profile. 

There are additional parameters which can be defined for encryption of vaults.  See page 9-5 
for a description of these additional parameters. 

The output from uscopy simply displays the number of specifications and whether the function 
worked or not.  You need to examine the usserver.log file for details about the backups which 
were copied or migrated and the success or failure of each.   

If the copy or migration was successful, uscopy returns a program return code of 0; if there 
were errors the program return code is 1 and you will need to examine usserver.log for failure 
details. 

 

5.2.1 uscopy commands in a file 

Because the command line has a limited length, uscopy commands can be put into a file.  The 
rules for the use of a uscopy command file are: 
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 You can specify command line parameters or FILE=<file>.  You can not mix the two; 
its command line or FILE. 

 The default extension for the file (which is used if no extension is detected) is 
".uscopy" 

 In the file leading spaces are ignored and can be used for readability. 

 A '*' in column 1 indicates that the line is a comment.  Comment lines can appear 
anywhere. 

 Only one command or directive can be specified per line.  A command or directive is 
anything that is space separated in the command line (embedded commas do not 
count as separators). 

   For example: 

* Comment 

tape,profile=bobrst,versiondate=* 

* Comment 

disk,profile=bobrst2,versiondate=* 

   /m 

   Append 

*Comment 

Below are some examples with explanations for using uscopy. 

 

 

5.3 Operations to Disk 

If you specify the option to go to disk (TODISK on the uscopy command line) there are some 
differences than going to tape: 

 Each backup goes to a separate disk file.  uscopy operations to tape are all written to 
the same tapeset. 

 The location of the disk file depends on the operation.  If you are using copy, then the 
disk path or overflow path of the specific profile or the OUTPROFILE is used.   

 If you are using migrate, then the current profile’s defined disk path or overflow path 
is used.  If there is no disk path or overflow path, then the 
<workpath>/Backups/<profile> directory is used. 

 If you are vaulting, then the disk path or overflow path of the VAULTxxx profile is 
used (where the ‘xxx’ is the vault number).  If there is no disk path or overflow path, 
then the <workpath>/VAULTxxx/<profile> directory is used. 

 If there is already a backup in the directory where the backup would otherwise be 
written, this backup is skipped.  This will not fail the operation unless no backups 
could be written. 

 

5.4 The /copy Option 

The /copy option in uscopy indicates that you wish to have the backups copied onto new 
media.  The old media will remain the primary media for restores.  The new media is a copy of the 
data, but only the tapes are cataloged and only within the tape manager. 

One of the most important reasons for copying backups is to make a copy for off-site storage 
which can be used for recovery.  This is typically called vaulting.   
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UPSTREAM has a more comprehensive vaulting facility (see /vault option later) which 
maintains already built indexes and manages retention.  It is recommended whenever possible.  
However if you are going to an FDR/UPSTREAM system or a Reservoir system which can’t take 
advantage of the pre-build indexes, the /copy option may be the best method for you. 

We recommend that you create a separate pool of tapes for backups which are to be copied.  
This way, these tapes can be cycled in and out of UPSTREAM’s use without affecting the regular 
backups. 

All parameters to uscopy (except file names in UNIX) are case in-sensitive – they will work 
regardless of case. 

 

WARNING: During maintenance, for operations written to tape, since copied 
backups are not cataloged as containing live UPSTREAM backups, they will 
appear as empty and they will be deleted and the tapes freed for reuse unless 
you check the Maintenance configuration option: In maint do not delete 
tapesets with no backups.  If written to disk they will be logged as orphaned 

disk backups. 

 

 

5.4.1 A /copy Example 

As a simplified example, if you wished to copy the most recent disk backup for the profile 
PROFILE1 you might specify: 

uscopy OUTPROFILE=COPY1 DISK,PROFILE=PROFILE1,LAST /COPY 

 OUTPROFILE=COPY1  This tells UPSTREAM to take the tapes from the definition 
specified in the backup profile definition COPY1 (which you must have previously 
defined).  It is within this definition that you can specify the pool.  We recommend that 
copied tapes come from a separate pool. 

 DISK,PROFILE=PROFILE1,LAST  This will take the most recent disk backup for the 
profile PROFILE1.  If you wished to combine backups from other profiles or groups or 
to add tape backups they would follow this clause. 

The /COPY switch causes UPSTREAM to create an uncataloged copy of the backups 
specified above to an entirely new tape.   

When the copy has completed, you will be able to see the tape(s) created in the Media panel 
of the Director. 

 

5.5 The /migrate Option 

/Migrate indicates that you wish to have the backups migrated to new media.  The old media 

will be released and the new media fully cataloged.  Migration is used for a number of useful 
features including: 

 Storing multiple backups for multiple profiles on a single tape or tape set when you 
do not wish to use Profile Sets.  Using the migration option you can coalesce a 
number of backups on disk or tape onto a single tape set allowing you to get the 
most from your tapes.  See the example in section 5.4.1 below. 

 Performing backups to disk and then moving them to tape.  Because of limitations in 
available tape drives, you may wish to perform your backups to disk and then later 
migrate them onto a single tapeset.  See the example in section 5.4.2 below 
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 Moving to a new media type.  If you wish to move your data from an older technology 
media type to a newer one, migration is the tool which will do this.  See the example 
in section 5.4.3 below. 

 

5.5.1 Example: Using /migrate to coalesce backups 

You wish to store multiple backups for multiple profiles on a single tape or tape set and do not 
wish to use Profile Sets.  Using the migration option you can coalesce a number of backups on 
disk or tape onto a single tape set allowing you to get the most from your tapes 

Assume that you had two backup profiles, PAYROLL which went to disk and LEGAL which 
went to tape.  To coalesce all of the backups back to the full onto a single tape, enter: 

uscopy DISK,PROFILE=PAYROLL,TOFULL TAPE,PROFILE=LEGAL,TOFULL /MIGRATE 

There are two sets of specifications: 

 DISK,PROFILE=PAYROLL,TOFULL  This will take all disk backups from the profile 
PAYROLL from the most current back to and including the full. 

 TAPE,PROFILE=LEGAL,TOFULL:  This will take all tape backups from the profile 
LEGAL from the most current back to and including the full. 

The /MIGRATE switch causes UPSTREAM to copy the disk and tape backups specified 
above to an entirely new tape and then delete the original disk backup and free the original tapes. 

 

5.5.2 Example: Using /migrate to move backups from disk to tape 

We recommend that when migrating a large number of backup profile’s data from disk to tape 
that you specify a Group in the profile definitions for all of the profiles and then use the group 
name in the uscopy specification.  See the UPSTREAM Backup Profile Configuration section on 
page 3-8 for a description of how to add groups to profile definitions. 

For example: 

uscopy DISK,GROUP=STAGED,LAST /MIGRATE 

 DISK,GROUP=STAGED,LAST  This will take the most recent disk backups from all 
profiles which have defined the group STAGED. 

The /MIGRATE switch causes UPSTREAM to copy the disk backups specified above to an 
entirely new tape and then delete the original disk backups. 

If you didn’t want to use a group, you could put multiple specifications on one line: 

uscopy DISK,PROFILE=LEGAL,TOFULL DISK,PROFILE=PAYROLL,TOFULL DISK,PROFILE=ADMIN,TOFULL 

/MIGRATE 

There are three sets of specifications: 

 DISK,PROFILE=LEGAL,TOFULL  This will take all disk backups from the profile 
LEGAL from the most current back to and including the full. 

 DISK,PROFILE=PAYROLL,TOFULL:  This will take all disk backups from the profile 
PAYROLL from the most current back to and including the full. 

 DISK,PROFILE=ADMIN,TOFULL  This will take all disk backups from the profile 
ADMIN from the most current back to and including the full. 

The /MIGRATE switch causes UPSTREAM to copy the disk backups specified above to an 
entirely new tape and then delete the original disk backups. 
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5.5.3 Example: Using /migrate to move backups to a new media 
type 

When you wish to move your backups to a new media type, you must: 

 Attach the new hardware to your system. 

 Add media to your media pool. 

 Using the UPSTREAM Director, change the profile definitions for the profiles you 
wish to use the new media.  Once you have done this, UPSTREAM will begin using 
the new media for new backups. 

 Use uscopy to move your existing backups to the new media. 

For example, if you have the profiles LEGAL and PAYROLL (all on one line): 

uscopy TAPE,PROFILE=LEGAL,VERSIONDATE=* TAPE,PROFILE=PAYROLL,VERSIONDATE=* 

OUTPROFILE=LEGAL /MIGRATE 

What this does is migrate with the following conditions: 

 Take all of the existing tape backups (VERSIONDATE=*) for the backup profile 
LEGAL (PROFILE=LEGAL) and 

 Take all of the existing tape backups (VERSIONDATE=*) for the backup profile 
PAYROLL (PROFILE=PAYROLL) and 

 Use the characteristics of the backup profile LEGAL (OUTPROFILE=LEGAL), which 
point to the new pool including retention and pools.  If you wanted to move the old 
backups first, you could create a backup profile to point to the new pool first and then 
specify that one here. 

Or if you wish to move your disk backups to different storage, once you have created and 
attached the storage, you must change your profiles to point to the new storage.  Then you can 
use the /migrate option to move them to the new storage.  For example, using the profiles LEGAL 
and PAYROLL (again, all on one line): 

uscopy TODISK DISK,PROFILE=LEGAL,VERSIONDATE=* PROFILE=PAYROLL,VERSIONDATE=* /MIGRATE 

What this will do is move all of the data from the old profile defined directories to the new 
ones.  If you did not change one of the profile definitions, then those backups will be skipped. 

 

5.6 The /vault Option 

One of the most important reasons for copying backups is to make a copy for off-site storage 
which can be used for recovery.  This is typically called vaulting. 

UPSTREAM has a sophisticated vaulting facility.  When a vault copy of a backup is made, it is 
fully cataloged on the source system, in a vaulting directory.  You can have as many vaults as 
you wish in a vaulting directory; the only requirement is that a backup can only be vaulted to a 
given directory one time.   

To allow for multiple vaults, UPSTREAM supports a virtually unlimited number of vaulting 
directories.  Vault #0 is the default backup directory; segregated vaults begin at 1 and count 
upwards from there. 

Vaulted copies of backups have their own separate tape pools and retention settings.  They 
use the reserved backup profile name VAULT<vault number>, where <vault number> is a number 
from 1 to 999.  This allows the use of vaults as a way to maintain extended retention for selected 
data.  Since they can be in separate tape pools, you can use different media types for vaults 
which may facilitate recovery at the disaster site. 
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Vault number 0 is reserved for moving backups back into group of regular (non-vaulted) 
backups.  You can vault to OUTVAULT=0 to put backups back into production (for example, if 
you wished to do production backups at your disaster site). 

Since UPSTREAM maintains catalogs of vaulted copies, you can perform inquiries of vaults 
and immediately know what data will be available at the remote site.   

You can immediately switch between the local and remote copies of backups.  As a fast 
method of data recovery, for example, you could mirror the Reservoir machine with a remote site 
(using EMC’s SRDF for example), and then switch between local and remote copies of tapes 
immediately without an intermediate recovery step. 

Cycling of tapes between the local and vault sites is easy as UPSTREAM will maintain a list in 
the tape manager of allocated and available tapes.  When a tape becomes available to the tape 
manager, you can simply request it from the vault site. 

Vaults can be used for many purposes: 

 Off-site data retention.   

 Multiple local copies of backups 

 Long-term local and remote retention of backups. 

We recommend that you create a separate pool of tapes for backups which are to be vaulted.  
This way, these tapes can be cycled in and out of UPSTREAM’s use without affecting the regular 
backups. 

To create a vault directory: 

 With vaults, it is recommended that you use a separate output pool of tapes from 
your regular tapes (the scratch pool is often the same).  For example, VAULT1 in 
your profile definition for Tape Pool. 

 Use the UPSTREAM Director, Profiles tab, Definitions button to create a backup 
profile definition VAULT<vault number> - for example: VAULT1.  Note that many of 
the other profile parameters are used such as: 

o Backup Retention Settings:  Specify the separate tape pool and set the 
retention setting appropriately for the use of the vault.  By setting these to the 
rotation period of your vaults, when automatically UPSTREAM deletes backups 
and frees tapes, you can use this as a list of tapes to recycle from the vault site. 
For example, if this is an off-site vault with a weekly rotation and you have 4 
sets of tapes, then set the Backup Retention Settings to be Count of Tape Sets 
and set it to 4.   

o Tape Pool:  This allows you to keep your vault media separate from your 
regular backups.  It also allows you to use a different media type for vaults. 

o Other tape attributes.  These include fixed blocking and whether tapes are 
taken from the unrecognized pool. 

 When you run the uscopy program, specify the OUTVAULT parameter with a vault 
number, 1 or greater.  The number can only be 1 larger than the current largest vault 
number on file.  Thus the initial OUTVAULT parameter number can be 1.  But once 
you have created vault number 1, you can add additional vaults to vault number 1 or 
create a vault number 2. 

It is legal to make a vault of a vault.  You may want to do this to make an extra local copy of a 
backup or to take a copy home.  To make a vault of a vault, specify INVAULT=<vault number> 
with the disk/tape specs on the command line to uscopy. 

There are additional parameters which can be defined for encryption of vaults.  See chapter 9 
for a description of these additional parameters. 
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5.6.1 Accessing Vaulted Backups 

To inquire, restore and delete vaulted backups, you must tell UPSTREAM to use the vaulted 
copy and specify the vault number.  Note that you must be running an UPSTREAM client version 
of 3.3.1 or higher to restore from a vault. 

In the UPSTREAM Director, pull down the Options menu and select Version View or press 

the  icon button. 

 

 

To select a vaulted copy, check the View Vault checkbox and select a number.  Both vaulted 
disk and tape backups will appear.  The Director will only let you select active vault numbers.  
You may need to press the Refresh button in various windows to reflect the changed viewpoint. 

To select a vaulted copy in UPSTREAM executable (us.exe or us in UNIX), there is a Vault 
Number field in the backup/restore More… button.  The default is 0 (the regular backup copy); 
here you can specify a vault number for inquiries restores and profile management.  This value is 
ignored for backups. 

 

5.6.2 Example: Using /vault for off-site retention 

As a simplified example, if you wished to vault the most recent disk and tape backups back to 
the full for the backups in the profile set SET1 you might specify: 

uscopy OUTVAULT=1 DISK,PROFILESET=SET1,TOFULL TAPE,PROFILESET=SET1,TOFULL /VAULT 

 OUTVAULT=1  This tells UPSTREAM to use the tape pool and retention 
characteristics defined in the profile VAULT1 and to store the vaulted data with all of 
the other data in vault #1.   
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 DISK,PROFILESET=SET1,TOFULL  This will take the most recent disk backups for 
all of the profiles in SET1 back to and including the full (if any). 

 TAPE,PROFILESET=SET1,TOFULL  This will take the most recent tape backups for 
all of the profiles in SET1 back to and including the full (if any). 

The /VAULT switch causes UPSTREAM to create a cataloged copy of the backups specified 
above in vault #1 to an entirely new tape.   

When the copy has completed, you will be able to see the tape(s) created in the Media panel 
and perform inquiries and restores if you set the vault number to be 1. 

 

5.6.3 Example: Using /vault for long-term retention 

If you wished to make a copy of a recent backup and retain it for 10 years, you could create a 
new VAULT profile (say VAULT2) in the UPSTREAM Director, create a new pool for it (say 
VAULT2 as well) and set the retention type to be Count of Days and set its value to 3650.  Then 
you could perform the vault: 

uscopy OUTVAULT=2 TAPE,PROFILE=BACKUP1,LAST /VAULT 

 OUTVAULT=2  This tells UPSTREAM to use the tape pool and retention 
characteristics defined in the profile VAULT2.  

 TAPE,PROFILE=BACKUP1,LAST  This will take the most recent tape backup for the 
profile BACKUP1. 

The /VAULT switch causes UPSTREAM to create a cataloged copy of the backups specified 
above in vault #1. 

After the process completes, you can preserve the tape in long-term storage.   

 

5.6.4  Example: Using /vault to Vault a Vault 

If you wished to create a secondary vault copy (to move it to a different media type for 
example), you could vault an existing vault backup: 

uscopy OUTVAULT=3 TAPE,PROFILE=BACKUP1,LAST,INVAULT=1 /VAULT 

 OUTVAULT=3  This tells UPSTREAM to use the tape pool and retention 
characteristics defined in the profile VAULT3.  

 TAPE,PROFILE=BACKUP1,LAST,INVAULT=1  This will take the most recent backup 
in VAULT #1 for the profile BACKUP1. 

The /VAULT switch causes UPSTREAM to create a cataloged copy of the backups specified 
above in vault #2. 
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6 Managing the Reservoir 

 

6.1 Open System Console 

You can remotely monitor and control UPSTREAM Reservoir functions using the Open 

System Console facility in the UPSTREAM Director, accessed with the status  icon. 

 

You can also access it in the Director by pulling down the View menu and selecting System 
Status. 

Each function that is currently executing in the Reservoir is one line in the Running Tasks 
table.  When a task is started by a ustbatch job, you will get a line for the ustbatch job and a 
second line for the function that is executing. 

The columns in the table include: 

 Task ID:  This is the task number, starting from 1 (when usserver was last started).  

You can look in the usserver.log to relate Task ID to process ID if necessary. 

 Profile:  The current backup profile 

 Description:  The function being performed. 

 Elapsed Time:  The amount of time that the function has been running.  If the 

function is available, this will typically be updated every 3 seconds.  However, if the 
function is locked on a system call, it will not be updated. 
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 Status:  The condition of the function running.  This often includes requests for user 

action like mounting tapes or emptying the CAP. 

 Percent Complete:  How far the function has progressed.  In some cases the 

percent complete may be based on a number of files rather than bytes, so that the 
percent complete may hang for a long time on a given number.  It is not intended to 
indicate a percent complete in time, but in some number which helps you know 
where you are. 

 Total Size:  In bytes.   

 Current File:  The current file number out of the Total Files. 

 Total Files:  The total number of files in the operation. 

 User:  The logged in user performing the function. 

 Reg. Name/IP Addr:  The registered name/IP address. 

 VolSer In and VolSer Out:  If this is a tape operation, the input tape and the output 
tape. 

 Hold Tape Profile Set:  If this is a backup or restore and is a member of a profile set, 

the name of the profile tape, for deferred tape dismount purposes. 

 Transmit CPS:  The number of characters per second transmitted, after 

compression. 

 Merge CPS:  The number of characters per second of the phase 2 merge process.  
The Transmit CPS and Merge CPS can be compared to indicate whether merge full 
backups make the most sense or whether you should be doing first-time fulls.  In 
most cases merge backups perform substantially better, but these values let you 
know for sure in your environment. 

 Received Bytes:  The number of bytes received or processed. 

On the right side of the Open System Console is the Task Log.  This is a running list of events 
which pass through the Running Tasks table.  Many users use the right arrow in the border 
between them to have this frame completely removed.  Do not use this as a substitute for a full 
examination of the usserver.log as the Task Log does not show error messages. 

When you highlight a task (line) you are presented with a row of items you can select.  At a 
minimum it will consist of the following items: 

 Trace On:  Select this only on request of UPSTREAM technical support. 

 Pause:  Allows you to pause the current function if you wish to keep it from taking 

additional resources (CPU, memory, tape drives, etc.).  The button will change to 
Resume to allow you to resume the process where it left off. 

 Terminate:  Allows clean termination of the function from the UPSTREAM Reservoir.  

There may be some delay before it can be serviced.  If the Elapsed Time (above) is 
not being updated, most likely Terminate will not function.  It is still the recommended 
form of user termination, but it’s common for a hung task to not respond to a 
terminate. 

 Kill:  Use only when all other means of termination have failed as it causes the 

UPSTREAM parent task to kill the child task without giving it a chance to release its 
resources.  In particular, this may result in damaged index files which UPSTREAM 
will delete and may cause tapes to be left allocated without any owning processes.  
You will be asked twice before a kill can be accepted. 

Tasks shown in the Running Tasks Table will be made bold when they terminate, with their 
termination status.  You can affect how they are managed in this list after termination with the 
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following options.  Note that these buttons affect only how messages are maintained in the Task 
Log. 

 Keep:  Keeps the terminated highlighted entries in the Task Log. 

 Keep All:  Keeps all of the terminated entries in the Task Log. 

 Remove:  Removes all of the terminated highlighted entries in the Task Log. 

 Remove All Ended:  Remove all ended entries in the Task Log. 

 Remove All Ended Ok:  Remove all ended entries in the Task Log which terminated 

successfully. 

The other buttons on the screen relate the options which affect the Reservoir service as a 
whole: 

 Reject new Tasks:  If you press this button, all new tasks (backups, restores, 

inquiries, etc.) will be rejected by the Reservoir service.  You may wish to do this if 
you wish to service the hardware, but want to keep the service running so as to 
complete existing tasks and to log when remote requests are made.  Note that when 
tasks are being rejected, even new console tasks will be rejected, so do not close 
your console or you may have to restart the Reservoir service to re-enable it. 

 Accept Tasks:  If tasks are being rejected, the Reject Tasks button text will change 

to Accept Tasks to allow you to re-enable the system. 

 Perform Maintenance:  Schedules a run of system maintenance as soon as the 

system is idle.  See below for a description of maintenance. 

 Shutdown:  If you press this button UPSTREAM will reject all new tasks, allow the 

running ones to complete and terminate when the system is idle. 

 Shutdown Term:  If you press this button, UPSTREAM will reject all new tasks, and 

send termination requests to the running ones.  When the system is idle the service 
will shutdown. 

 Shutdown Kill:  If you press this button, UPSTREAM will send a kill to all tasks.  If a 

task has kill disabled, then the shutdown will stop.  Otherwise when the tasks are 
killed, the service will shutdown. 

 

6.1.1 User Intervention 

User Intervention is required: 

 With a tape library when a tape is not in the library. 

 When there is no on-line available tape and you need an available scratch tape for a 
new backup or a migration or new backup. 

 When there are no free slots in a library. 

 When the I/O ports are full and you are trying to eject a tape from a library.  

 There are no available tape drives. 

 Pretty much all of the time when you have when you have a stand-alone tape drive to 
change tapes and do all other tape maintenance. 

If you specify for your profile definition Wait for Scratch Tape, Reservoir will put up a message 
whenever user intervention is required in the Open Systems Console.  If you do not check Wait 
for Scratch Tape, almost all of the events above will cause the operation to fail with a fatal error 
as it assumes that there is no operator to handle events which require user intervention. 
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6.1.2 Intervention Script 

The purpose of an intervention script is to allow the ability in the Reservoir to run a script when 
a given significant event occurs that would normally require a user to answer a question.  
Intervention scripts can only be run when you are using the UPSTREAM Tape Manager.  Some 
of these questions include: 

 A particular input tape is not available. 

 A scratch tape is not available. 

 An output tape is not available. 

 A tape drive is not available 

 A library is not available 

 A slot is not available 

 All I/O ports are full 

A script is something that you are required to write as they are not provided in Reservoir. You 
write a script to: 

 React in a way that is not available in Reservoir today.  Within Reservoir there are 
only two ways to handle these events:  

o Check Wait for Scratch Tape in the Profile definition, which then has 

Reservoir wait forever to satisfy the request (assuming a user is monitoring 
the Open Systems Console or will receive and respond to a notification as 
specified in the configurator).   

o Or the user will Not check Wait for Scratch Tape and then the operation is 

failed.   

 Wait sometimes and fail other times (perhaps based on time of day). 

 Wait for a given amount of time. 

 Do a special type of notification.  Perhaps you like to use your server's notification 
system.  Or wish to use SNMP.   

 ... or anything that might make sense in your environment. 

An intervention script is a script (written in the local batch language) or a program (written in a 
higher level language and then compiled or interpreted) which follows the intervention script rules. 

An intervention script has 10 parameters (11 if you include the program name itself - often 
named parameter[0]) which are: 

1. Tape Event Code.  See below for the list of the codes. 

2. Profile name. 

3. Task function (backup, restore, etc.). 

4. Library OS name (2, IBMChanger2, 2.3.0, etc.) 

5. Drive OS name (3, IBMTape3, 2.3.1, etc.) 

6. Allocated pool name 

7. Tape volume name (up to 6 characters if to tape, '0' if not to tape or not known). 

8. Process ID. 

9. Reservoir Task ID. 

10. Tape event text.  This is quoted so as to appear as a single parameter. 

In parameter #1, Tape Event Code, the codes are: 
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1. The input tape that is required is not available. 

2. An output tape is not available from a given allocated pool. 

3. An output tape is not available from a given scratch pool. 

4. A tape drive is not available. 

5. A library is not available. 

6. No slots available. 

7. I/O port is full. 

8. Output tape is not writable (read only). 

To have Reservoir run an intervention script when one of the above events occurs, you must: 

 Check Wait for Scratch Tape in the Profile definition in use at the time. 

 Check the Run "intervention" script option in the Reservoir configurator 
(usservercfg), Tapes tab/button. 

 Have installed the script/program named intervention in the Reservoir  

When Reservoir runs the script it does it using: 

 (UNIX) The interpreter specified in the SHELL environment variable.  If there is no 
SHELL environment variable, it uses /bin/sh. 

 (Windows) The interpreter specified with the ComSpec environment variable.  If there 
is no ComSpec environment variable, cmd.exe is used. 

Using an interpreter allows you to write the script using the batch language of the system.  Or 
it can be a standard program in the system as well. 

When the script terminates the return codes are critical to having Reservoir process the data 
in a way that complements the activity of the script.  Return codes are: 

 0: Wait forever.  The script will not be called again, and Reservoir will wait for the 
event to be satisfied. 

 1: Fail.  A message will be logged stating that the script requested that the operation 
fail. 

 2: Retry:  The Reservoir will wait a second and then retry the access again.  If there 
continues to be a situation which would cause the intervention script to be called 
again, it will be.  This is a dangerous return code because it could lead to an infinite 
loop. 

 3: Attempt to Continue, with error.  This is effectively the same return code as Retry. 

 4: Retry Once:  The intervention script will be called one time.  If the wait condition 
occurs again, the system will deal with it as fatal.  For many users, this may be the 
best option. 

In Windows, the script can be "intervention.bat", "intervention.cmd" or "intervention.exe".  In 
UNIX, the script must simply be named "intervention", it must have the execute bit on and the 
type of executable is determined within the script itself. 

A sample intervention script in Windows (intervention.cmd) that simply writes the info about 
itself to a log named "intervention.out" and then returns a return code of 3 follow: 

 

echo Entering Intervention >> intervention.out 

date /t >> intervention.out 

time /t >> intervention.out 

echo Parameter[0] (Pgm name)    :  %0 >> intervention.out 

echo Parameter[1] (Event Code)  :  %1 >> intervention.out 
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echo Parameter[2] (Profile)     :  %2 >> intervention.out 

echo Parameter[3] (Function)    :  %3 >> intervention.out 

echo Parameter[4] (Library Name):  %4 >> intervention.out 

echo Parameter[5] (Drive Name)  :  %5 >> intervention.out 

echo Parameter[6] (Pool)        :  %6 >> intervention.out 

echo Parameter[7] (VolSer)      :  %7 >> intervention.out 

echo Parameter[8] (PID)         :  %8 >> intervention.out 

shift /8 

echo Parameter[9] (Task ID)     :  %8 >> intervention.out 

shift /8 

echo Parameter[10](Event)       :  %8 >> intervention.out 

rem A this point you would do something, like notify someone. 

echo Set return code to wait(0).  Also could be 0: wait, 1: fail, 2: retry, 3: Continue 

(with error) >> intervention.out 

exit /b 0 
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6.2 Maintenance 

Reservoir requires that it go through a regular period of maintenance so that it can do a 
number of functions when the system is idle.  Maintenance can only start when the system is idle, 
and will hold (not reject) any requests made during maintenance – they will be serviced as soon 
as maintenance has completed. 

During maintenance the following functions are performed.  With each function is an 
environment variable which can be used to skip the function if you are not using that function and 
it is adding unnecessary time to your maintenance.  These environment variables can be put into 
a file, usenv.dat in the Reservoir execution directory.  Maintenance functions are performed in the 
following order 

 Garbage Collection – Deletion of expired backups.  The system will go through all 
backups and determine if they can be deleted.  Note that the last full backup is never 
deleted automatically.  If you wish to skip this function, specify any value for the 
environment variable USNOMAINTGC.  Note that this function can be time-
consuming. 

 Log cleanup.  The usserver.log would grow forever, unless maintenance was done, 
reducing the size of the log based on the value specified in the configurator.  To skip 
this function, specify any value for the environment variable 
USNOMAINTLOGCLEAR.  The default is 30 days. 

 History file cleanup.  The USHistory.xml file would grow forever, unless maintenance 
was done, reducing the size of the XML file based on the value specified in the 
configurator (default 365 days).  To skip this function, specify any value for the 
environment variable USNOMAINTHISTORYCLEAR. 

 Check for orphaned disk files.  These are disk files which have no index files pointing 
to them.  This search can take time because we search the DISKPATH for every 
profile and search in there as well as exhaustively through the workpath.  You can 
disable this search with the environment variable USNOMAINTORPHANEDDISK. 

 Check for orphaned tapes.  These are tapes which have been moved into an 
allocated pool but do not have an associated tapeset.  If you have orphaned tapes, 
they will be written to the usserver.log, so if you are running short of tapes, you 
should check the log.  To skip this function, specify any value for the environment 
variable USNOMAINTORPHANEDTAPES. 

 Check for orphaned tapeset.  These are tapesets which have backups which are all 
deleted.  If you have orphaned tapesets they will be deleted and the tapes freed.  To 
skip this function, specify any value for the environment variable 
USNOMAINTTAPESETS. 

 Tape maintenance.  As appropriate for the tape subsystem type.  If you are using the 
UPSTREAM tape manager, tape drives and libraries will be discovered and the 
.library files created.  Tapes that are left mounted are dismounted.  If you specify any 
value for the environment variable USTAPEMAINTONLY, then only tape 
maintenance will be done.  If you specify any value for the environment variable 
USNOMAINTTAPE the UPSTREAM tape manager maintenance will be skipped. 

 Library maintenance.  As appropriate for the library subsystem type.  If you are using 
the UPSTREAM tape manager, tape drives and libraries will be discovered and the 
.library files created.  Auto-association between tape drives and libraries will be 
performed unless you have the USTAPELIBNOAUTOASSOC environment variable 
defined.  Tapes that are left mounted are dismounted.  If you specify any value for 
the environment variable USTAPEMAINTONLY, then only library maintenance will be 
done.  If you specify any value for the environment variable USNOMAINTTAPE the 
USTAPEMAINTONLY test will be skipped.  To skip library maintenance all together 
specify the environment variable USNOMAINTLIB. 
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 Check for orphaned disk backups.  These are .backup files which have no associated 
indexes.  If an orphaned disk backup is found, it is logged and you have the 
opportunity to regen it.  It is never deleted.  You can skip this function by setting any 
value to the environment variable USNOMAINTDISK. 

 SAN Express Passthru maintenance.  All disks are checked to see if they are SAN 
Express Passthru disks.  If they are, all allocated backups are removed from them.  
To disable this function, set any value to the environment variable 
USNOMAINTDISKSOS.  You will want to disable this function if you are using these 
disk for concurrent UPSTREAM z/OS or SAN Express on another system use or if 
you find the overhead of the process to high, or if you are not using the SAN Express 
Passthru. 

 Cleaning up any left over workfiles.  Any left over workfiles (*.lock files for example) 
are deleted at this time.  You can disable this function by setting the environment 
variable USNOMAINTWORKFILES to any value. 

 Cleaning up any expired registered name files.  If a registered name is not used for 
the number of days specified in the configurator, it is deleted at this time.  You can 
disable this function by setting the environment variable USNOMAINTREGISTRY to 
any value. 

 If you have a history file in the binary directory of Reservoir and one in the work path 
(caused by a bug in an older version of Reservoir), a check will be made and the two 
files merged.  If you wish to suppress this check set the environment variable 
USNOMAINTMERGEHISTORYFILES to any value. 

 If you have duplicate files defined and automatic duplicate file population or de-
population defined, then the disk backups for the appropriate profiles will be 
examined.  If you wish to suppress this check, set the environment variable 
USNOMAINTDUP to any value. 
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6.3  Making Changes 

As you use the Reservoir, from time to time you may need to make changes.  This section will 
help you understand the impact of some of these changes. 

 

6.3.1 Changing Retention 

The retention scheme is the current values which can be displayed in the Director definitions 
for the profile or vault profile.  Thus, to change retention type or count, merely change the 
retention type or count in the definition for the profile or vault profile. 

When you change the retention type or the count within the Profile definition, the change is not 
immediately applied.  It will be applied during the next backup or the next maintenance time, 
whatever comes first.  For backup deletions, UPSTREAM uses the definitions set for the profile at 
the time of maintenance not the original values.  Note that entire tape sets are not deleted until all 
of the backups on the tape set have been deleted, either automatically or manually. 

If you want to monitor the impact of this change, you can simply run maintenance from the 
Director Open Systems Console and backups may be deleted and tapes may be freed.  
Remember that the last full for a backup profile will never be automatically deleted. 

If you have a single backup you wish to extend the expiration for, but still allow the other 
backups in the profile to cycle, we recommend that you vault the backup and then set an 
extended expiration for the vault. 

 

6.3.2  Recovering Lost Disk Backups 

If you inadvertently delete a disk backup you wish to keep, the only solution is to restore the 
backup and index files from an UPSTREAM backup.   

For example, to recover the backup for the backup profile BOBSUN2, for February 23, 2004, 
recover the index files by recovering the files with the name 040223*.* in the directory 
c:\upstream\usserver\backups\bobsun2.  This will restore the index files which have the 
extensions: *.inf (file information), *.fil (file list), *.dir (directory list), and if the profile uses the 
default directory for Disk Path, it will restore the *.backup (actual backup files).  If you have a 
custom directory set for Disk Path you will need to recover the files into that directory as well. 

 

 

6.3.3  Recovering Lost Tape Backups 

The first step in recovering a lost tape backup is to verify that you still have all of the tapes in 
the tape set and they haven’t been written over.  So you’ll need to identify the tapes.   

WARNING:  This procedure can be dangerous.  Follow the recommended procedure 
carefully. 

 Using UPSTREAM, restore the tape set to an alternate directory for a pool that does 
not contain tapes in production; create the pool if you need to in the tape manager. 
 
For example, if you know that that backup you’re looking for occurred on March 18 
and was in the pool UPSTREAM and in the tapeset TAPEPROD, and an 
UPSTREAM backup of the tapesets was performed after that backup, you can 
restore from the backup of March 18, the files in: 

o c:\upstream\usserver\tapes\upstream\upstream.tapeprod.* into  

o c:\upstream\usserver\tapes\temp\ 
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 You can then go into the Media tab of the UPSTREAM Director, enter the Pool 
TEMP and press the Refresh button at the bottom of the Window.  You can then 
alternate between the pool UPSTREAM and TEMP to compare the contents of tapes. 

 When you see a tape that is a potential match: 

o For ACSLS: verify that the tape(s) are NOT allocated. If you find it in another 
pool, you must assume that the tape was reused. 

o For The UPSTREAM Tape Manager: verify that the tape(s) are either in a 
scratch pool or no pool.  If they are in a scratch pool, you must delete them 
from the scratch pool.  If they are in another pool, you must assume that the 
tape was reused. 

 Copy the tapeset file to the correct pool.  For this example, copy the tapeset file from 
the TEMP pool into the UPSTREAM pool. 

 Restore the index files.  For example, to recover the backup for the backup profile 
BOBSUN2, for February 23, 2004, recover the index files by recovering the files with 
the name 040223*.* in the directory c:\upstream\usserver\backups\bobsun2.  This will 
restore the index files which have the extensions: *.inf (file information), *.fil (file list), 
*.dir (directory list). 

 Delete the contents of the TAPES\TEMP directory. 

You can then use the tapes for restores.  Note that as tapes are used, they are moved into the 
UPSTREAM pool and marked as allocated.  Also note that only those tapes used in a restore are 
moved; tapes in the tape set which are not directly used in a restore are not.moved and remain 
available.   

Note that unless you change the retention in the profile definition, the backups will be deleted 
and the tapes freed at the next maintenance.  When they are freed, any unallocated tapes will be 
moved from the TEMP pool into the UPSTREAM pool and made available.  If you wish to 
preserve the backups, increase the retention in the profile definition. 

 

6.3.4 Moving to a New Disk or New Machine 

The UPSTREAM Reservoir uses the path names defined in the Work Path UPSTREAM 
Server configurator (defaulting to the usserver directory under the UPSTREAM directory) and the 
Disk Path defined in the Profile definitions.  Whenever possible, we strongly recommend that you 
move to a new machine which will allow you to use the same drive letters or directory entries for 
these paths.  If you can do this, then moving to a new machine is a matter of: 

 1. Install your tape hardware (if any). 

 2. Install UPSTREAM and the Reservoir on the new machine, but do not start it yet. 

 3. Copying to it the contents of the Work Path and the Disk Paths. 

 4. Shutdown the Reservoir on the old machine and start the Reservoir on the new 
one.   

If you cannot install to the same drive letters, then: 

 Perform steps 1-3 above.  Run the Reservoir configurator (see: UPSTREAM Server 
Configurator, section 11, on page 12-1), and in the Message Logging and Status tab 
set the Log File Name to point the correct drive.  Press the Miscellaneous tab and 
set the Local Work Path to point to the correct drive as well.  Press the Save As 
button to save the configuration file to your newly installed directory. 

 Shutdown the Reservoir on the old machine and start the Reservoir on the new one. 

 For disk backups, modify the Disk Path settings in the Profile definitions to point to 
the new Disk Paths. 
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6.3.5 Moving Just the Work Path 

If you have a new hard disk and wish to take advantage of its higher capacity or speed but 
don’t wish to move the software, you can move just the Reservoir data files. 

We recommend that you create a directory on the new drive (i:\usserver) and use it as the 
base for your new WorkPath. 

The files you will need to move are: 

 All subdirectories beneath the UPSTREAM\USSERVER directory.  This will include 
Backups, Tapes, and VaultXX.  These subdirectories need to be copied, along with 
all of their subdirectories to the new WorkPath.  For example: 

XCOPY c:\UPSTREAM\USSERVER\Backups\*.* i:\USSERVER\Backups\*.* /s 

XCOPY c:\UPSTREAM\USSERVER\Tapes\*.* i:\USSERVER\Tapes\*.* /s 

XCOPY c:\UPSTREAM\USSERVER\Vault1\*.* i:\USSERVER\Vault1\*.* /s 

 

 All Registration files (*.reg), Profile files (*.prf), and Profile Sets (*.set). 

XCOPY c:\UPSTREAM\USSERVER\*.reg i:\USSERVER\*.* 

XCOPY c:\UPSTREAM\USSERVER\*.prf i:\USSERVER\*.* 

XCOPY c:\UPSTREAM\USSERVER\*.set i:\USSERVER\*.* 

 (ACSLS or The UPSTREAM Tape Manager) All of the pool files 

XCOPY c:\UPSTREAM\USSERVER\*pool i:\USSERVER\*.* 

 (UPSTREAM Tape Manager) All library files and inventory files: 

XCOPY c:\UPSTREAM\USSERVER\*.library i:\USSERVER\*.* 

XCOPY c:\UPSTREAM\USSERVER\*.inventory i:\USSERVER\*.* 

 Once you have copied the files, change the WorkPath in the UPSTREAM Storage 
Server Configurator (USServerCfg described on page 12-7) and stop and restart the 
Reservoir program.   

 Delete the originals and test to verify that backups and restores still work. 

 

 

6.4 Recovering the Reservoir from a Vault 

This section discusses the procedures for recovering the Reservoir machine from a vault of a 
full backup.   

 

NOTE: We recommend that you set write protect for all media before 
beginning this process. 

 

 

6.4.1 Recovering from a Vault using UPSTREAM Tape Manager or 
ACSLS 

 1.  Install the machine and the operating system.  We strongly recommend that you 
install the same operating version and type to similar hardware. 

 2.  Install UPSTREAM and the Reservoir.  Again, we strongly recommend that you 
use the same version as was used from the backup.  Do not use an older version.  
Start both the Reservoir and the UPSTREAM client services. 
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 3.  Follow the procedures for Importing Tape Backups using The UPSTREAM Tape 
Manager or ACSLS on page 7-3 to import and regen the vault tape. 

 4.  Restore the data.  To restore the Reservoir database, restore the \upstream 
directory and all subdirectories.   If you are using the UPSTREAM Tape Manager and 
already have defined your tape environment correctly, exclude the *.library files.   
 
To have the Director properly note vaulted backups, exit the Director and reenter it 
after restoring the Reservoir data.  Vaults are detected by the existence of the 
Vaultxxx directory. 

Once you have restored the Reservoir database you can begin to restore other systems.  The 
tape sets should be restored automatically. 

 

6.4.2 Recovering a Reservoir to a Different Operating System 

  It is strongly recommended that you recover the Reservoir to the same operating system that 
it previously was running on.   

Reservoir is tolerant to most everything that can be done to an operating system, including 
moving from 32-bit to 64-bit (though you won't be able to take advantage of the new feature until 
you upgrade your software to the 64-bit version of our software). 

However, if you need to move to a new operating system, what you can count on is that the 
media - the backup itself will work across operating system changes which include OS type 
(Windows to Linux/UNIX or visa-versa).  However, you will need to follow the instructions given in 
the section "The Regen Command Line Program" on page 9-4. 

The advantage of using the regen command line program for tapes is that you can create a 
whole tapeset just by knowing the order that the tapes are in the source tapeset.  If you don't 
have that information on hand you can use the Read Label Info option in the Media tab, Tape 
Regen window of the Director. 

For disk backups, if you copy them into the directory you wish to use for that profile and you 
have setup the profile to point to that directory, you can use the Disk Regen window in the Media 
tab to quickly regen a number of backups.  You may need to press the Refresh button to have 

the list updated with disk backups you have just copied to their directories. 

Note, however that you cannot move disk backups between UPSTREAM z/OS and Reservoir, 
however, tape backups can be moved between these systems.  See "Exchanging Tapes with 
FDR/UPSTREAM z/OS" in chapter 7.  But you can move both disk and tape backups between all 
operating system types supported by Reservoir. 
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7 Exchanging Tapes with FDR/UPSTREAM z/OS 

 

The tapes generated with the UPSTREAM Reservoir are logically interchangeable with the 
tapes generated with FDR/UPSTREAM assuming that the media is compatible.  For example, if 
you have a 3590 tape drive on your Windows, UNIX or Linux system and on your z/OS system, 
FDR/UPSTREAM can use the tapes generated with UPSTREAM Reservoir.  Similarly, tapes 
generated with FDR/UPSTREAM can be imported into the UPSTREAM Reservoir. 

However, there are some important rules you must follow, particularly when importing tapes 
on UPSTREAM z/OS that were created on Reservoir.  In the profile definition, these include: 

 NOT check Write Fixed Size Blocks 

 Recopy Incremental Data 

In your backups you must not use file names greater than 255 bytes or more than 16 million 
files in a merge backup.  It is recommended that you not exceed more than 8 million files to avoid 
exceeding the available memory to UPSTREAM z/OS. 

 

A tape set is one or more tapes which are generated by an UPSTREAM Reservoir system 
which can comprise one or more backups for one or more profiles. On z/OS these are maintained 
in your z/OS tape management system.  In the UPSTREAM Reservoir, these are maintained in 
tape set files.  The first step is to get the system you’re importing into, to recognize this set of 
tapes. 

Once the tape set is cataloged, you then must import into the UPSTREAM backup and file 
catalog the contents of the tapes. 

 

7.1 Importing into FDR/UPSTREAM 

To import into FDR/UPSTREAM you must know the following: 

 The tapes in a given tape set and their order.  You can get this information from the 
UPSTREAM Director or the FILEINFO program (both described below) to obtain the 
list of tapes, by VolSer. 

 The data set name imprinted on the tapes.  Again, the Director or the FILEINFO 
program can help you obtain this information. 

To use the UPSTREAM Director to display the list of tapes bring up the UPSTREAM Director.  
Select the Media tab and highlight the Tape Regen window. 
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In the bottom frame (labeled Tape Set(s)), the Name is the z/OS data set name (DSN) to use 

when cataloging these tapes.  The subsequent columns are the z/OS VolSer’s to use.  Note that 
their order is significant as data must be identified in sequence. 

When you highlight a Tape Set, the Backup Information frame to the right of the Tape Sets 
frame is updated to display the known backups in the tape set.  The columns include the Profile, 
Version date, Type (Incremental, full, etc.), whether the backup has been Deleted (is no longer 
cataloged in the UPSTREAM database), the backup version DSN, the DSN sequence number 
and the Vault number. 

If you wish more detail on a tape set, in the UPSTREAM storage Reservoir directory (usually 
C:\UPSTREAM\USSERVER), there is a set of directories, headed by the subdirectory TAPES 
which lists the storage pools.  Typically you have at least one subdirectory for the UPSTREAM 
storage pool: TAPES\UPSTREAM.  In this directory there is a set of files which are used to store 
the information about tape sets.  They have the format:  

<DSN Prefix>.<Backup Profile>.D<date>.T<time> 

For example: 

UPSTREAM.AGKNT.D030901.T160034 

Once you have identified the tapes you wish to export, you will need to physically remove 
them from the storage library.  If the tapes are about to expire and reenter the scratch storage 
pool, you may need to manually delete the backups and remove the tapes from the scratch 
storage pool.  

You will then need to use z/OS tape facilities to make the tapes available to your tape 
management system.  Once you have done that you can use the FDR/UPSTREAM regen 
program to regenerate the tapes into FDR/UPSTREAM.  Then you can use standard UPSTREAM 
facilities to perform restores. 
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7.2 Importing into the UPSTREAM Reservoir 

Importing into the UPSTREAM Reservoir can consist of importing tapes from 
FDR/UPSTREAM, another UPSTREAM Reservoir (from a regular backup or a vault) or from a 
prior backup.  If you are importing tapes, see Importing Tape Backups (below) section 7.2.1 on 
page 7-3.  If you are importing disk backups from another system or from backups of this system, 
see Importing Disk Backups, section 7.2.2 on page 7-5. 

 

7.2.1 Importing Tape Backups 

If you have a tape or tape set generated by FDR/UPSTREAM, another UPSTREAM Reservoir 
or a tape which needs to be recovered into this UPSTREAM Reservoir the following is the 
procedure for importing (regen) these tapes. 

First, make sure that the device driver for the tape drive on the target machine supports the 
block size (in bytes) of the tapes generated on the source machine.  We have seen cases when 
UPSTREAM z/OS can write tapes with a larger block size than the tape drive driver can support.  
You should be aware of the maximum size in advance.  If unsure, use 65536, which appears to 
work on most of the systems we have tested. 

 
7.2.1.1 Importing Tape Backups using The UPSTREAM Tape Manager or 

ACSLS 

 Insert the tape(s) into the library or the tape drive.  If this is an UPSTREAM Tape 
Manager controlled library, you can use the Inject button in the Director to add the 

tape via the import/export port (CAP). If it is an ACSLS controlled library use the 
ACSLS console or HSC commands to insert the tapes. 

Bring up the UPSTREAM Director.  Select the Media tab and highlight the Tape 
Regen window.   

 

 

 
Press the Allocated radio button.  If the pool that you wish to add the tape to exists, 
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select that pool; otherwise it will use the displayed pool; if there is no displayed pool it 
will use the UPSTREAM pool.  Press the Create Update Tape Set… button. 

 

 
 

 In the Name field, enter the tape set name.  The format is: 

<DSN Prefix>.<Backup Profile>.D<date>.T<time> 

The components must all exist, but the contents are not verified other than the full 
name must be unique.  Most users will enter something like: 

UPSTREAM.UPSTREAM.D010101.T010101 

 If you see the first tape you want to add in the Tapes list, highlight the tape which will 
fill the edit field.  Otherwise enter the tape in the edit field and press the Add>> 

button.  Continue the process until all of the tapes have been added.  Note that the 
order is crucially important as the tapes will be processed in this order. 

 When you have completed entering the tapes, Press the Create/Update button.  The 
tape set name will appear in the Tape Sets list below.  Press the Done button to 
return to the pool view. 

 Once you have created the tapeset you can enter them into UPSTREAM and build 
the indexes by performing a Regen.  If you wish to regen your tapes into a Vault, pull 
down the Options menu select Version View and select the vault number you wish 
the tape to be generated into.  It does not need to be the original one, and if you do 
not specify a vault, it will be regenerated into the primary backup group.  Highlight the 
tapeset in the Tape Set(s) list and press the ReGen button. 

 
The Regen will be performed in the background.  You will need to display the 
UPSTREAM Open System Host Console to determine if tape mounts are required or 
if the process is complete. 
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7.2.2 Importing Disk Backups 

If you have a disk file containing a backup generated by this or another UPSTREAM Reservoir 
which needs to be recovered, the procedures are below.  You can not interchange disk backups 
between UPSTREAM Reservoir and FDR/UPSTREAM. 

 Copy your disk backup file into the UPSTREAM Windows Storage directory for the 
given backup profile if the file is not already there. 

 Bring up the UPSTREAM Director.  Select the Media tab and highlight the Disk 
Regen window. 

 

 You can optionally determine if this backup contains the data you wish to regen by 
reading and displaying the header.  Highlight the backup profile in the Active 
Profile(s) list and the version date in the Profile Version(s) list and press the Get 
Backup Info button to display a list of the original file specification definitions. 
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 Once you have validated that the backup contains the information that you’d like to 
import into UPSTREAM, you can reenter them into UPSTREAM and rebuild the 
indexes by performing a Regen.  Highlight the backup profile in the Active Profile(s) 
list and the version date in the Profile Version(s) list and press the ReGen button. 
 
The Regen will be performed in the background.  You will need to display the 
UPSTREAM Open System Host Console or Removable Storage Manager to 
determine if tape mounts are required or if the process is complete. 
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8 Security 

The UPSTREAM Reservoir takes advantage of the security facilities provided by the 
underlying operating system.  So when you enable UPSTREAM security, you are activating the 
security system for UPSTREAM that you already have on your Windows or UNIX system. 

Security comes in 3 distinct levels, determined by the SECLEVEL parameter set in the 
UPSTREAM Reservoir configuration (see section 10.1.5 on page 114): 

 0:  No security checks are performed. 

 1: User ID and password are validated against the database in your Windows 
system.  Note that the password is case sensitive. 

 2: Access to the <work path>\Backups\<Backup Profile> directory is checked for the 
user ID specified for backups and restores.  

We recommend strongly that initial testing be performed with security disabled (SECLEVEL 
0).   

Note: In Windows, if you are not using the local system account for USTBatch requests, we 
recommend that you follow the procedures for creating a special UPSTREAM account as 
described in the Windows chapter of the UPSTREAM User’s Guide. 

 

8.1 SECLEVEL 1 Security 

Security level 1 simply requires that all UPSTREAM client users have a user ID and password 
that is defined on your Reservoir System.  If you are using Windows and your Windows system is 
part of a domain, then client users must have a security definition in that domain.  If you are using 
UNIX, your users must be assigned to the local security system. 

 

8.2 SECLEVEL 2 Security 

The idea behind SECLEVEL 2 is to give users backup and restore capabilities to certain 
backup profiles only. They will not be able to see the data that belongs to other systems. This is 
done using directory level security on the Reservoir machine.  

To allow administrative functions to be performed (profile definitions for example) you also 
need to define users that have full rights to the UPSTREAM system.  These are discussed below. 

Several user accounts, or groups, need to be created on the Reservoir machine. These are 
NOT the user accounts that the UPSTREAM service, daemon or NLM runs under, but rather the 
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user account that UPSTREAM administrators use to log into the UPSTREAM system via the 
Director or UPSTREAM local interfaces.  

There are certain “Backup Profiles” which are reserved for the system and have a specific 
meaning.  You create these directories manually and then apply security as described below.  
Their effects will be specific to their name.  These include: 

 OPER Profile.  The UPSTREAM Reservoir will use the predefined OPER backup 
profile for some operations including the status console.   

 USTREPT Profile.  The UPSTREAM Reservoir will use the predefined USTREPT 
backup profile for access to host reporting.   

 USTTAPE Profile.  The UPSTREAM Reservoir will use the predefined USTTAPE 
backup profile for access to tape library functions just as inject and eject.   

 USTROUTE Profile.  The UPSTREAM Reservoir will use the predefined USTROUTE 
backup profile for all requests which use the Director Route Via Host option to avoid 
firewall problems. 

 

8.3 Security In Windows 

This section will describe security issues specific to Windows.  The subsequent section 
(section 8.4, Security In UNIX and Linux) will describe security issues specific to UNIX and Linux 
type systems. 
 

8.3.1 Granting the Logon Privilege (Windows only) 

To allow a user to be able to login and validate security using the Windows security system, 
any users who will be logging in must be granted the Logon as a batch job privilege.  This is 

required for both SECLEVEL 1 and 2. 

This is done in the Control Panel, Administrative Tools, Local Security Policy.  In the 
Security Settings tree, expand Local Policies and highlight User Rights Assignment.  In the 
right hand pane, double-click on Logon as a batch job.  In this dialog you can then add user(s) 

or group(s) which you wish to have the privilege of logging in. 

If you have enabled SECLEVEL 1, this is all that must be performed.  If you have enabled 
SECLEVEL 2, continue on to the next section. 

 

8.3.2 SECLEVEL 2 Security 

In Windows, security level 2 requires that the UPSTREAM Reservoir system be run on a drive 
that supports NTFS so that you can set security at the directory level.  You must also be logged 
onto a domain so that you can set security at the directory level. 

 

8.3.3 Limited User 

A limited user will be able to do backups and restores of only certain systems and can do no 
UPSTREAM administrative functions.  A limited UPSTREAM User can not: 

 Create or delete unauthorized backup profiles, or even see them. 

 Perform a backup without using a profile they have rights to (no global). 

 Restore or even see data from other profiles, including vaulted copies. 

 Delete registry entries. 
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You may choose to allow pre existing user accounts for your UPSTREAM users or you can 
create new accounts.  The choice usually depends on your environment; if your Reservoir system 
has security in place, most administrators will use the existing security.  If you do not have an in-
place Windows security system, most administrators will create a security system custom for 
UPSTREAM 

If you’re using an existing security system, it’s possible that these accounts have some rights 
to the UPSTREAM directory and child objects already. If so, you'll need to explicitly deny access 
at the UPSTREAM directory level, and then add full control to the backup profile level for the 

profiles which they are responsible for.   

For Windows, regardless of which method you use, it is the most secure to not allow limited 
users the right to login locally at all.  If the user account belongs to a group that can log on locally, 
then you'll need to set the deny logon locally privilege (setting privileges is discussed above) to 
restrict the user or group from doing so. 

The most secure way to create Limited Upstream Users is to create new user accounts that 
are not part of any pre-existing groups, as they will not have any inherited rights. You can then 
give them only enough credentials to do their job. 

In Windows, to define a Limited UPSTREAM user, give users Full Control on the backup 
profile directories, and no access at all on all other directories in the Reservoir path.   

To do this, you’ll need to understand the directory structure of the UPSTREAM Reservoir 
system. If you accept the default install location, it looks like this: 

<work path>\Backups\<backup profile name>. There will be one directory for each backup 
profile in the system.  

The key to defining a limited user is to disallow, by default, all users (except UPSTREAM full 
users described below) access to all files in the <work path>\Backups directory and all of its 
subdirectories and then specifically enabling access to the <work path>\Backups\<backup profile 
name> directories for the backup profiles you wish the user to be able to access.   

It’s the <backup profile name> directory that you give the user ‘full control’. If you want a user 
to work with more than one profile, you’ll need to give him ‘full control’ for each directory.   

For example, to make the user Bob a limited user and then grant him backup and restore 
access to the BOBXP backup profile, go into the Windows Explorer, highlight the <work 
path>\BACKUPS\BOBXP directory (you can create it if it’s not already there), right click on the 
directory, select Properties and press the Security tab.  Select the user you wish to grant 
permissions: 
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Highlight the user or group and press the Ok button.   

Highlight the user and press the Allow checkboxes for the options you wish to grant the user 
or group.  In the example below, we will grant the user Bob both backup and restore access. 
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To allow backups but deny restores and inquiries, allow the user or group read access and 
deny write access to the backup profile directory. 

 

8.3.4 Full Upstream User 

If you’re running SECLEVEL 2, you need at least one user with full control over the entire 
UPSTREAM system.  It is not necessary to have full administrative control on the server to have 
full UPSTREAM authority. However, you will need to be logged on as an Administrator in 
Windows to install UPSTREAM and the UPSTREAM Reservoir.  

The Full UPSTREAM User will need to have full control permissions starting at the 
UPSTREAM directory and work path levels and allow propagation to all child objects. For 
Windows, it also will need the Restore files and directories privilege.  Use the Windows Explorer 
(as described above) to grant authority to this user.  Verify that you have denied authority by 
default to all other users. 

We highly recommend that you test both limited and full users before putting the system into 
production.  Call UPSTREAM technical support with any questions you may have. 

 

8.3.5 Notes for Windows 

 The users you create using the procedures above do not have to be able to log on to 
the machine locally or remotely.  

 For easy administration of users, it is recommended to create groups with the 
detailed permissions and add users into those groups.  

o Create a group for Administrative UPSTREAM users with Full control on the 
UPSTREAM directory and allow propagation to all child objects.  It will need the 
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Restore files and directories and Log on as a bath job privileges.  You can then 
simply add and delete users from this group when needed. 

o Create one or more groups for limited UPSTREAM users.  You may decide to 
group them by OS type, departments, or anything that suits your company 
model.  However you decide to group them, create a group for each, and then 
give the groups Full control on the <work path>\Backups\<backup profile 
name> level only.  Typically, you would apply permissions to several backup 
profile directories.  Also, make sure the Log on as a batch job privilege is 
granted to the group. Again, you can simply add and delete users from these 
groups when needed. 

 Make sure the Everyone group is removed from UPSTREAM directory and all child 
objects. Otherwise, it’s possible limited UPSTREAM users will have control over all 
backup profiles. 

 A limited user which has access to backups for a given profile also has access to 
vaulted backups for that profile. 

 

8.4 Security In UNIX and Linux 

This section will describe security issues specific to UNIX and Linux systems. 
 

8.4.1 Users and Passwords 

Users created using the standard tools in UNIX (like yast in SuSE Linux and smit in AIX) are 
able to login using SECLEVEL1 and can be candidates for access to directories in SECLEVEL 2 
without any additional preparation. 

 

8.4.2 SECLEVEL 2 and Directories 

When the logging in using the Director or any other way, you enter your User ID and 
Password on the system housing the Reservoir.  If you have multiple Reservoir systems and wish 
to share a common security system, use standard UNIX tools (like LDAP) for this. 

 

 

 

When UPSTREAM checks the security, it first checks the /etc/passwd file or similar internal 
base security system (again like LDAP).  Then it checks security for the user against the specified 
backup profile. 

In the example above, UPSTREAM will check the security of the user against the directory: 
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(configurator workpath)/Backups/A456  

If that directory does not exist, access is denied.  If that directory does exist, it will check the 
user’s security against the security of the directory.  If for example, you performed an “ls –l” 
against the /opt/fdrupstream/usserver/Backups directory (if the Reservoir system was a Linux 
machine) you might see a security list as follows: 

 
drwxrwxr-x  2 root users    368 2010-08-24 08:18 A456 

drwxrwxr-x  2 root users    368 2010-07-28 10:07 B 

drwxrwxr-x  2 root users    688 2010-06-16 12:58 BACKUP1 

drwxrwxr-x  2 root users    168 2005-04-28 14:42 BC9840 

…. 

For each directory we see the permissions ‘drwxr-xr-x ‘, which is the UNIX way of applying the 
following security:  

 In character 1, if there is a ‘d’ there, it is a directory.  A dash ‘-‘ is used for a regular 
file.  Various other characters are used for other purposes, not interesting here. 

 In characters 2 through 5,  ‘rwx’, mean the USER (‘root’ in this case, because that’s 

the owner of the directories as displayed in the first user column) has read, write, and 
execute permissions.  This will allow the user full control over this directory.   

 The second three characters, ‘rwx’ mean the users in the GROUP  ‘users’ have read, 

write and execute permissions.  The group is the second user column in the directory 
listing above.  If the user logging in is a member of the group it will have full authority 
in this case. 

 The final three characters ‘r-x’ indicate EVERYONE (users not named root and not in 

the group users) has read and execute permissions.  The ‘-‘ means EVERYONE 
does not have write permissions.  

The permissions ‘r’, ‘w’ and ‘x’ are set using a character screen or graphical tool, or by the 
command line tool chmod.  Typically these permissions are set in Octal (base 8) where 4=Read, 
2 =Write and 1=Execute.  Thus 4+2+1=7 (full permissions) and 4+1=5 (read and execute 
permissions).  Their position is the same with chmod as they are above.  The first number is the 
owner, the second number is the group and the 3rd number is everyone else. 

Thus if you wish to give all users access to a new directory TEST and you had already 
performed a ‘cd’ to /opt/fdrupstream/usserver/Backups, you would enter: 

chmod 777 TEST 

If you wished to limit security to test to just the owner and group (a very common method), 
enter: 

chmod 775 TEST 

To limit full security to just the owner (again, a common method), enter: 

chmod 755 TEST 

To change the owner of the TEST directory, to ‘Dave’, use the command line program chown 

and enter: 

chown Dave TEST 

Note that you must be the root user to change the permissions or owner for a directory you do 
not already own. 

Directories are automatically created when the Director creates a directory, a profile prefix is 
used, a global profile is used or if dynamic profiles are permitted.  Thus we recommend that you 
pre-create security by setting the security of the Backups directory to that of directories that will 
be automatically created. 
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8.4.3 Groups 

There are two types of groups.  A default group and all other groups.  In most Unix and Linux 
systems you can be a member of many groups.  However, until Reservoir 3.6.1 Patch 4, only the 
default group was honored.  Since then all other groups are honored and you can set them as 
you choose.  groupadd is often a utility used to create new group or again you can use system 

facilities like yast in SuSE Linux and smit in AIX. 

 

8.5 USTBatch Prevalidated Security 

The USTBatch program which allows Reservoir initiated UPSTREAM functions, has a method 
of prevalidating security.  See USTBatch Prevalidated Security on page 4-21 for a full description 
of this facility. 

 

8.6 Dispatcher and UPSTREAM Client Security 

The Dispatcher scheduling feature of the UPSTREAM Reservoir is actually controlled by the 
UPSTREAM client, not the UPSTREAM Reservoir. (We strongly suggest setting it up on the 
same machine that the UPSTREAM Reservoir is running on so that you can use USTBatch 
prevalidated security).   

Because of this, the security details from above do not apply to scheduling.  Even a limited 
user can view, delete or modify schedules.  This is not something you want a limited user doing. 
However, you can plug this gap by enabling Remote Client security on the UPSTREAM client on 
the Reservoir machine.   

Similarly, since a limited user can see the Target System List in the UPSTREAM Director, you 
will want to limit the ability of a limited user to access data using UPSTREAM. 

This is described in the Security chapter in the UPSTREAM Client User’s Guide and 
reproduced here because of its importance. 

This is set in the client configuration program. To do this; 

 Run the UPSTREAM Configurator (uscfg.exe on Windows or ./uscfg on UNIX) 

 On Windows press the Advanced button, press the Miscellaneous tab, and press 
the Personalization button. On UNIX press the Personalize button. 

 Press the Open button to open the default personalization file and enter the 
personalization dialog. 

 Press the Remote Security button to enter the Remote Request Security dialog. 

 In the Remote Client Requests frame, select the User must enter user ID/password 

radio button. 
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 Press the Ok button to exit this dialog, the Ok button to exit the Personalization 
dialog and the Save button to save to the us.ser file.  You can then exit the 
UPSTREAM configurator. 

 Stop and restart the UPSTREAM service (Windows) or daemon (UNIX) to activate 
the change. 

At this point, any interaction with the UPSTREAM client using the UPSTREAM Director, which 
includes scheduling, will require a user ID and password.  A user will be prompted for one when 
setting a scheduling target, which is the first step in working with schedules.  

For Windows: The user name provided should have ‘full control’ on the UPSTREAM directory 
and have the Restore files and directories privileges (see above for a description on setting 
privileges). In other words, it should have the same credentials as a Full UPSTREAM user.  

For UNIX: The only full UPSTREAM user is root, because UPSTREAM daemon is running as 
root, and it creates all its files (including schedule files) with root permissions for read/write only.  

Even if you log on to UPSTREAM as a Full UPSTREAM User, you’ll still need to validate if 
Remote Client security is in place.  

 

NOTE: If you log on to UPSTREAM as a limited user, and then validate with a 
full UPSTREAM user for scheduling, you will NOT be able to create a new 

schedule because you can’t see the defined profile list.  

 

 

8.7 Changing Passwords 

If the user has the Director v4 or later or End-User Restores v1.4 or later then a user can 
optionally change their password during their initial login if SECLEVEL 1 or 2 is specified.  This 
change of password is for the actual user, not for some UPSTREAM construct, so it will be the 
password they next use to login, if they actually login to the Reservoir System, though it is 
recommended if they do login to the Reservoir system, that they change their password using 
conventional means. 
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A Reservoir administrator can disable password changing by setting the environment variable 
USNOPWDCHG to any value or adding it to a usenv.dat file.  Each system is somewhat different 
so below there are notes describing some of the issues involved with password changing. 

To change the password, while logging in with the Director or the End-User Restores, simply 
press the Change Password checkbox which will change the dialog: 

 

Note that you must enter the new password twice so that it can be validated before it is sent to 
the Reservoir. 

 

8.7.1 Changing Windows Passwords 

As per logging in, changing the password requires that you specify the user with the 
Domain/User or ./User for local users (when changing the password and using the local account 
you may need to use ./User when you normally do not have to for login).  Password rules are 
maintained (length, complexity, case sensitivity, etc.) as per Windows rules. 

 

8.7.2 Changing AIX Passwords 

The AIX password change facility will only work with local passwords.  It cannot be used to 
change passwords maintained by NIS.  Password complexity rules are not maintained.  All non-
blank passwords will be accepted. 

 

8.7.3 Changing Linux Passwords 

The Linux password change facility uses the passwd program so all rules enforced by that 
program will be enforced by Reservoir.  However, experience has shown that passwd will accept 
passwords of any length or complexity and since complaints are not sent back to the system 
logging in, the new password will become the user’s password. 
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9  

 

9 Reservoir Vault Encryption 

 

UPSTREAM Reservoir supports much of the same encryption techniques added to 
UPSTREAM z/OS v3.5.0.   

UPSTREAM Encryption takes a vault tape and modifies the data in such a way that it is 
difficult or impossible to read it without the key.  The key is stored (encrypted) in the local 
database so that restores are easy.  However, at a disaster site, if you do not have the database 
with the key in it, several additional techniques have been used which allow access to the data. 

Reservoir Encryption uses the AES standard levels of encryption for vaulted tapes.  Note that 
the lowest level of encryption supported by this facility is AES 128.   

Encryption is a separately licensed product - see your Innovation Data Processing Sales 
Representative about obtaining licensing for this facility. 

To enable encryption in vaulting, in the Director Vault/Migrate/Copy tab, in the Operation 
Frame, press the Encryption button: 

 

 Use Encryption:  Check this box to have the vault encrypted. 

 AES Type/Strength:  This is the level of encryption.  The higher the level, the 
stronger the encryption, but the longer the encryption will take.  Options are 128 bits, 
192 bits, and 256 bits. 

 Password Type.  This is how the key used to encrypt the key that is stored on the 

tape.  If you have the database generated when the vault is generated, you do not 
need to worry about this feature - all tapes can be restored, whether they are 
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encrypted or not.  However, if you are concerned about whether the database may 
be available, options are: 

o Public/Private:  This is a very secure method where the automatically 
generated random cipher key is encrypted with the public key and stored on the 
tape.  If you lose the database and the data must be decrypted, you will need 
the private key to get the decryption key to do the restore.  The public and 
private keys are generated with the CreateKeys program (below) and the public 
key must be store in the file public.key in the Reservoir work path.  If you need 
to use the private key to regen the tape, then it must be stored in the work path 
as private.key.  

o Master:  This is the method that UPSTREAM z/OS uses.  The automatically 
generated random cipher key for the encrypted data on tape is encrypted with 
the master.key file stored in the Reservoir work path and written to the tape.  
Thus to regen this tape, you must have the master.key file in the Reservoir work 
path. 

o Cipher:  The key is not stored on the tape.  You specify the key to use to 

encrypt the backup as a string of hex numbers (like a1b2f501...). For 128-bit 
encryption you specify 16 hex numbers, for 192-bit - 24 hex numbers, for 256-
bit - 32 hex numbers.  To regen the backup you will need to specify this exact 
key again. If there are more than one backup file on that tape, specify all cipher 
keys used separated by semicolons. 

 

9.1 Restores of Encrypted Vaults 

When doing a restore of an encrypted vault, use the Director Version View Options (pull down 
the Options menu and select Version View).  In the View Vaults frame, check View Vault and 

select the vault number to view.  The Profiles and Restore windows will now show only those 
tapes from the vault and since all keys are stored in the database, you can proceed to restore the 
data. 
 

9.2 Creating Key Files - Public/Private Key Files 

When creating files with public and private keys, it is recommended to use the same files for 
all backups: 

 For the public key specify the actual path (could be a network share/mount) to the 
Reservoir work path directory. The new public.key file replaces the existing one (if 
any); 

 For the private key specify the same [recordable] CD or USB RAM Disk key fob, so 
that the new one will be added to the existing list in private.key file. 

The reason is to accumulate private keys so at the disaster site you’ll be able to restore from 
tapes created with different public keys. At the disaster site, copy the private.key file stored on the 
key fob to the Reservoir WorkPath directory; during Regen process it goes through all recorded 
private keys to find the correct one. 

The CreateKeys command line program (must be requested from UPSTREAM sales or 

technical support as it is not included in the distribution for security reasons) should be secured 
(stored on that same key fob) and distributed with the license file (not with the Reservoir) to avoid 
“man in the middle” attacks: someone unauthorized can substitute the legit public/private keys 
with his own to highjack backups.  

Public and private key data is scrambled.  The public key is protected from tampering: hash 
calculated and stored in the file itself. 

CreateKeys program usage: 
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CreateKeys [-s] 

 

-s : silent run without prompts, suitable for CreateKeys script. 

Sample run on Windows: 

G:\>CreateKeys 

Creating public/private key pair. It make take a moment ... 

Enter the directory where to save public key data (Empty input to cancel):  

 c:\upstream33\usserver 

Enter the directory where to save private key data (Empty input to cancel): 

 .\ 

You can use a script like this to make sure that keys are created in the right place all the time: 

CreateKeys –s < CreateKeys.in 

CreateKeys.in file may look like this: 

c:\upstream\usserver 

.\ 

The first string specifies the location of the public key file, and the second one specifies where 
to accumulate private key data. 
 

9.3 Creating Key Files - Master Key File 

If using master key encryption, the CreateMaster program (must be requested from 
UPSTREAM sales or technical support as it is not included in the distribution for security reasons) 
must be used to create a file with master key. You can also specify master key as a hex string in 
VAULT and REGEN commands. 

The CreateMaster program doesn’t have parameters. It asks for a 32 character string used as 
an input for creating master key and for a location where to store the key. 

Sample run: 

G:\>createmaster 

Enter a 32 character string to create a master key 

|—— input boundaries ————————————| 

 (Empty input to cancel): 

 This is my secret master key.... 

Enter the directory where to save master key data (Empty input to cancel): 

c:\upstream\usserver 

Error 2 opening file (No such file or directory): c:\upstream\usserver\master.key 

Enter the directory where to save master key data (Empty input to cancel): 

c:\upstream33\usserver 

 

9.4 Performing Regens of Encrypted Backups 

Follow the normal procedure to regen a tape.  In the Director Media tab (see the Reservoir 
Users Guide): 

 Identify the tapes and the order they are used in. 

 Create a tape set and insert the tapes into the tape set. 

 Highlight the tape set, press the Regen button, and press the Yes button to 
acknowledge that you wish to begin the regen.  Then the Encryption dialog will be 
displayed:  You must have a license key which allows encryption to see this dialog. 
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 Use Encryption:  If the tape set or any of the backups on the tape set was 
encrypted, you must check this box. 

 Password Type:  Enter the password type of the backups on the tape.  If you used 

multiple password types, you must use the command line regen program (below): 

o Public/Private:  If your vault was encrypted with the public/private key pair, you 

must make sure that the private.key file has been copied to your Reservoir work 
path. 

o Master:  If your vault was encrypted with the master key, you must make sure 
that the master.key is in the Reservoir work path. 

o Cipher:  If you know the key used to encrypt this backup, enter the key here. It 
must be entered exactly the same way you did during vault process. 

 Perform Regen:  Press this button to begin the regen.  When the regen has 

completed, you can begin to restore files from the tape set. 

 

WARNING:  Because Regen uses the vault number set in the Version View 
display, it may overwrite valid indexes when used without understanding the 
implications.  Because of this, Director initiated Regens will not work without 
a release file from tech support.  The regen program will work without this 
file. 

 

 

9.5 The Regen Command Line Program 

If you have more than one type of encryption on a vault tape, or you wish to use a command 
line program to do the regen, the command line regen program supports up to 16 keys.  The 
command line program can be used to regen disk or tape backups (regardless of whether 
encryption was used) and can be used to create tapesets if necessary.  The format for the 
command is: 

regen [POOL=<POOL>] [DSN=<DSN>] [VOLSER=<volser,volser...>] 

      [DISKPROFILE=<profile>] [VERSION=<disk version YYMMDDHHMMSS>] 

      [VAULT=<vault #>] 

      [MASTER=PUBLIC]|[MASTER=MASTER]|[MASTER=<master key>]|[KEY=<key;...>] 

Required for tape backups: 

 POOL=<POOL> is the allocated tape pool name (not the scratch tape pool name).  
This pool does not have to exist if you are creating the tapeset. 
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 DSN=<DSN> is the tape data set name.  This is also the file (in the Tapes directory) 
that holds the list of backups and tapes in the tapeset.  It’s in the form: 

 <DSN Prefix>.<Backup Profile>.D<YYMMDD>.T<HHMMSS> 

 VOLSER=<volser,volser...>:  Only used if you are creating the tapeset, enter the list 
of VOLSERs to be added to the tape set you are creating, in order.  If this parameter 
is omitted, then it is assumed that the POOL and DSN exist and the list of VOLSERs 
will be taken from the existing tapeset. 

So for example, to regen an existing tapeset (say to recover backups that were deleted in the 
tapeset, or simply to rebuild a lost or damaged database), with the pool UPSTREAM and the 
tapeset PREFIX.PROFILE,D081016.T095542 

regen POOL=UPSTREAM DSN=PREFIX.PROFILE.T081016.T095542 

Or if you were creating the tapeset with the tapes 000023 and 000010 (in that order): 

regen POOL=UPSTREAM DSN=PREFIX.PROFILE.T081016.T095542 VOLSER=000023,000010 

Required for disk backups: 

 DISKPROFILE=<profile> Allows you to specify the profile of the backup to be 
regenned. 

 VERSION=<YYMMDDHHMMSS> Allows you to specify the version date of the 
backup to be regenned.  Specify this parameter and the full 12 digit version date (in 
YYMMDDHHMMSS) form. 

If for example, you wanted to rebuild the indexes for the disk backup with the profile PROFILE 
and the VERSION 081016095542 you would specify: 

regen DISKPROFILE=PROFILE VERSION=081016T095542 

Optional: 

 VAULT=<vault#> is which vault number to regen into.  A regen will overwrite any 
existing indexes.  This is a critical parameter.  Do not leave it out if you are regenning 
a vault tape and you wish to regen it into its original vault. 

If you wanted the tape backup above to be put into vault #2, you’d enter: 

regen POOL=UPSTREAM DSN=PREFIX.PROFILE.T081016.T095542 VAULT=2 

Encryption (select one type for encrypted tapes): 

 MASTER=PUBLIC: Use if you'll use the key in the file private.key in the Reservoir 
workpath. 

 MASTER=MASTER: Use if you'll use the key in the file master.key in the Reservoir 
workpath. 

 MASTER=<master key>: Use if you wish to enter the full master key 

 KEY=<key1;key2;…>:  Use if you wish to enter all of the keys for each backup on the 
tape. 

For example, to regen a tape in pool UPSTREAM with DSN PROD.PROD.D060901.T000000, 
with public key encryption into the regular backup group (not a vault), you'd specify the command 
line: 

regen POOL=UPSTREAM DSN=DAVE.PROD.D060901.T000000 MASTER=PUBLIC 

 

9.6 The Vault (uscopy) Command Line Program 

If you wish to manually specify the vault, use the uscopy program.  The ENCRYPT parameter 
is space separated from the other uscopy commands: 
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uscopy ... [ENCRYPT={A|M}{128|192|256}:[MASTER|PUBLIC|<master key>][:<cipher_key>] 

 A:  'A' indicates AES without Cipher Block Chaining which is the only type supported 

at this time. 

 128|192|256:  The number of bits in the AES encryption. 

 MASTER:  Use the master AES encryption method, with the master key in the 
workpath in the file master.key. 

 PUBLIC:  Use the public/private key encryption method, with the public key stored as 

public.key in the workpath. 

 <Master key>:  You can hard specify the master key if you choose, a string of 16 hex 

numbers. 

 <Cipher key>:  You specify the key to use to encrypt the backup as a string of hex 
numbers (like a1b2f501...). For 128-bit encryption you specify 16 hex numbers, for 
192-bit - 24 hex numbers, for 256-bit - 32 hex numbers.  

For example, to create an encrypted vault #1 of all of the most recent disk backups in the 
PROD profile set using AES 128 and the public/private key, you'd specify: 

uscopy OUTVAULT=1 ENCRYPT=A128:PUBLIC DISK,PROFILESET=PROD,LAST /VAULT 

 

9.7 Compatibility between Reservoir and UPSTREAM z/OS 

To create an UPSTREAM z/OS compatible encrypted vault, in the Vault profile you must 
specify: 

 NOT check Write Fixed Size Blocks 

 Recopy Incremental Data 

In your backups you must not use file names greater than 255 bytes or more than 16 million 
files in a merge backup.  It is recommended that you not exceed more than 8 million files to avoid 
exceeding the available memory to UPSTREAM z/OS. 

Also to be UPSTREAM z/OS compatible, you must either use Cypher or use the uscopy 
command directly and specify the actual master key (not the master key phrase). 

Vault tapes generated by UPSTREAM z/OS always use 65536 block size.  Note that regular 
backups may use a larger size – you should override the size if the device driver on your 
Reservoir system can’t handle this larger size. 

Also, UPSTREAM z/OS vault tapes include a dataset at the end of the tape which contains 
reference information that Reservoir can’t use.  It will generate an error that can be ignored. 

 

To create a Reservoir compatible encrypted vault in UPSTREAM z/OS, you must create a 
tape without CBC (cipher block chaining).  In the Reservoir regen command you must specify the 
cipher key. 
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 10  
 

10 Duplicate Files 

 

10.1 Introduction 

Duplicate files are a database of files which can be used as a source for merge backups (both 
full and incremental) rather than having to read the files from the original system.  They are a very 
simple and very powerful form of deduplication. 

What makes them so powerful is that once they are in the duplicate database, the files, when 
they appear on a system, do not have to be opened or read to be available for restores.  The 
system will automatically put them or a reference to them into the backup.  This results in 
blazingly fast backups.  If you use the reference method, it makes very small backups as well. 

The client system when requested to use duplicate files, when it sees a new file (through the 
archive bit, modification date, incremental database or whatever method it uses) will look at the 
modification date.  If it is greater than a specified number of days old (by default it is 30), it will 
consider the file a potential duplicate and will send a placeholder record to the Reservoir, even for 
an incremental backup. 

The Reservoir will look up the file in the duplicate database, ignoring the path information but 
using the file's unqualified name, modification date and time and exact size.  If all of these match, 
the file will be considered a potential duplicate. 

This system has been available in UPSTREAM z/OS for over 15 years.  But its 
implementation in the Reservoir is somewhat different. 
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The example above is from a full merge backup to disk where the data is copied from the 
duplicate database to the new backup.  Note that many of the files come from the duplicate 
repository.  This method of performing a copy of the data is the safest as it does not require that 
you have the duplicate repository available when you next use the backup (for a restore, a 
vault/migrate/copy or whatever). 
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In the example above it is again a full merge backup to disk.  However, since the files point to 
the duplicate database rather than get copied to the backup, the resulting backup is substantially 
smaller.  In some systems it can be a fraction of the original size. 

This is the fastest and most efficient method.  However, you must have this database 
available at restore or vault/migrate/copy time for the operation to work.  Thus if you are using 
your backups for disaster recovery, the first step would be to restore the duplicate database from 
backups that don't use it. 

The Reservoir can have any number of duplicate databases, with simple numbers starting at 
one (similar to vaulting).  There is also a configuration utility in the Profile tab of the Director 
allowing you to configure how a duplicate database is defined (including such issues as whether 
files are copied from the database or point back to it). 

Finally, once you have defined a duplicate database you set your profile to use it.  From that 
point forward it is both a source and target of duplicate files. 

At maintenance time, if you configure it, all disk backups for profiles in a duplicate repository 
will be examined for duplicate files.  If the number of duplicate files reaches a value you set (the 
default is 3), and it meets size and other criteria you set, then the file is added to the database. 
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In the example above, the count is set to two, so that when a file is found twice in the disk 
backups for a group of profiles configured to source a given duplicate database, it is copied at 
maintenance time into the database. 

Once a file is in the database any instance of the file can come from the database rather than 
having to be read from the system.   

Also during maintenance, the backups are examined to determine if a file is no longer in the 
system, but it is in the duplicate repository.  At that time the file is marked for deletion.  When the 
database has reached a certain percentage of space marked for deletion (the default is 50%) the 
database is compacted so that the space marked for deletion is gone. 

When a file is run through the uscopy utility for copy/migrate/vault, it is copied to the output 
storage as a safety measure in case the database is not available.  It can only be pointed to in the 
original backup or subsequent merge backups. 

Duplicate files have their metadata removed.  UNIX security information as well as other 
directory information comes from the original file.  However, special files, device files, sparse files, 
encrypted files, and PlugIn files are not considered eligible for admission into the duplicate 
database (with the exception of WinSS files which are not part of a component or writer).   

Also, you can exclude files from the duplicate database through the use of an exclude file at 
configuration time.  Here you can specify a file which contains a list of files that you do not wish to 
be included because, for some reason, you know that they are not good candidates for the 
duplicate database (they have their modification dates changed for example). 

The idea for duplicate files is that it is the data itself that is duplicated.   

This section will describe how to setup duplicate files on your system.  It is designed to be as 
trouble free as possible and offer the highest level of safety and performance.  Feel free to 
contact Innovation Technical Support if you have any questions about the facility. 
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10.2 Configuring a Duplicate Definition 

To configure a duplicate definition, go into the Director, Profiles tab and in the Profile List 
window, press the Duplicate Repository... button.  To create a new definition, press the Add 
New... button: 

 

 

 Duplicate Repository Number: Enter a number which will be used for the duplicate 

repository.  It must not have been previously defined or greater than 9999.  
Remember this number as you will need to enter it in your profile definitions.  You will 
need separate databases for UNIX and non-UNIX systems.  You may also wish to 
have separate databases for different classes of machines based on department, 
operating system type, or any other reason that makes sense to you. 

 Active:  Check this box to have this definition active.  If this checkbox is checked, 

profiles which refer to this repository number can be sources for the database or can 
use the database for backups and restores.  The default is checked.  If not checked 
the entire database is disabled. 

 UNIX OS:  Check this box if the database is to be used for UNIX/Linux data.  Do not 

check this box if the data is Windows or Netware data.  You can not mix data types in 
a database and the system will deny its use if you do it by accident. 

 Copy to Backup Disk:  Check this box if you want duplicate files copied to disk 
backups (safest method).  If you do not check this box, duplicate files will reference 
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(point) to the database (most efficient method) but then you must have the duplicate 
database available at restore time.  The default is checked. 

 Copy to Backup Tape:  Check this box if you want duplicate files copied to tape 

backups (safest method).  If you do not check this box, duplicate files will reference 
(point) to the database (most efficient method) but then you must have the duplicate 
database available at restore time.  The default is checked. 

 Delete Files Not Referenced:  If checked, during maintenance, any file which is no 

longer in the system will be marked as deleted.  If not checked, all files in the 
database, once entered, will stay forever.  The only reason to uncheck this would be 
to have backups of systems which are no longer cataloged, but still may contained 
referenced files; otherwise the database will self-maintain.  The default is checked. 

 Auto-Populate From Selected Profiles:  If checked, during maintenance, any disk 

backups for profiles using this duplicate number will be checked for duplicates, and if 
found and meeting the other criteria specified here, will be added to the database.  If 
not checked, you must use manual backups (using profile USTDnnnn where nnnn is 
the zero filled duplicate number, like USTD0001) of files you wish to add to the 
database. Using the manual method is rarely used.  The default is checked to use the 
automatic method. 

 Use Repository For Disk Backups:  If checked, the repository will be used for disk 

backups.  If not checked, the repository will not be used for disk backups.  The 
default is checked. 

 Use Repository for Tape Backups:  If checked, the repository will be used for tape 

backups.  If not checked, the repository will not be used for tape backups.  The 
default is checked. 

 Restores Enabled:  Check to enable restores of files which use the duplicate 

repository (using the pointer method).  Check to disable restores (only recommended 
when doing work on the repository).  The default is checked. 

 Log Use:  Check to have all files added, marked deleted, or re-added in a regen 
logged to a separate log file, one for each duplicate file, named Dup.nnnn.log in the 
work path (where nnnn is the duplicate number: like Dup.0001.log).  While this can 
create very large log files, it allows very fine grain monitoring of the database – a 
detailed history.  Note that you have reports (described below) which also give details 
about the database.  The default is checked.  You may want to uncheck it after using 
for a while to save space on the system.  But it should be checked when you first use 
it. 
 

NOTE: The Dup.nnnn.log is automatically cleared from the system during 
maintenance using the log clearing count specified in the configurator 
(default: 30 days).  If you wish to use it as a history of the duplicate file 

system you should save it from time to time (like monthly). 

 Use Duplicates Before Copying Backups:  When performing a full merge you can 

use duplicates before you use prior backups (which favors duplicates over prior 
backups, which may, if you do not check the Copy option above result in smaller 
backups), or you can use the prior backups before the duplicates (which favors prior 
backups and while safer does not use duplicates to their fullest).  The default is 
checked which is to favor smaller backups. 

 Minimum File Size (KB) To Be Included:  This is the minimum size, in KB for files 

to be included in the database.  The default is 100K. 

 Maximum File Size (KB) To Be Included:  This is the maximum size, in KB for file 

to be included in the database.  This is to keep very large files from using all available 
space in the database.  The default is 100,000K. 
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 Percentage of Deleted Files Before Compaction:  When a file is marked deleted, it 

is not removed from the database.  To remove it, the database must be compacted.  
This sets a value in percentage size (default, 50%) when the database is 
automatically compacted at maintenance time.  You can manually compact it at any 
time with a button in the prior window.  As the window states, specifying 0, keeps the 
database from ever automatically compacting. 

 Number Of Duplicates Found in Auto Population Session Before Adding:  This 

is the number of copies of a file potentially "duplicate" found in all disk backups for all 
profiles in a maintenance sessions before it is automatically added to the repository.  
The default is 3 and it is recommended that it not be set to lower than 2. 

 Maximum Repository Size (KB):  When the repository reaches this size, no more 

files will be automatically added at maintenance time.  The default is 25,000,000K 
(26GB). 

 Disk Path for Repository Data:  This is a display, only field and shows where the 
repository is currently stored.  If you wish you can move the repository with the Move 
button in the prior window.  The default is the <work path>\Dup\<dup number> 
directory. 

 Exclude File List File:  As for the client exclude file, this must be a simple text file, 

each line representing a file to be excluded, with or without wildcards.  Do not enter 
the files to be excluded here.  This field is for a text file on the Reservoir system 
which is referenced during maintenance.  Typically the files in an exclude list are not 
qualified, but are simple unqualified file names.  The default is no file name 

 Description:  Enter any text that will help you remember this definition. 

When you are satisfied with your definition press the Add button to have it added to the list of 
repositories.  This will return you to the Duplicate Repository Definition(s) window (fully described 
below).  Exit this window to setup your profiles to use the repository. 

 

10.3 Configuring Profiles to Use the Duplicate Repository 

To configure profiles to use the duplicate repository, go into the Director, Profiles tab, Profiles 
List window and press the Definitions... button.  Either press the Add button to add a profile or 
profile set, or highlight and existing profile or profile set and press the Update button.  Press the 
Duplicate Files Control tab to add or modify the duplicate definition for this profile or profile set: 
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 Duplicate Repository Number:  Enter the number specified when you configured 

the repository.  The default is 0 (no duplicate repository).  When you specify a non-
zero value here the fields below will become available. 

 Duplicate Files Sent to Repository:  If checked, this profile or profile set can be 

used as a source for duplicate files.  It is necessary to check this box to activate 
automatic duplicates. 

 Duplicate Files Retrieved From Repository:  If checked, this profile or profile set 

can use the duplicate repository during backups.  It is necessary to check this box to 
activate use of the duplicate repository for this profile or profile set. 

 

Once you have configured your profiles and profile sets to use a configured duplicate 
repository, at the next maintenance run, it will be populated with any duplicate files found 
matching the criteria set.  If logging is turned on you can see this in the usserver.log.  You can 
also see this in the Host Reporting, Duplicate reports, described below. 

 

10.4 Using Duplicate Files in Backups 

To get the best use of duplicate files, there are two very simple options you specify to use the 
duplicate database in a merge full or merge incremental backup (a first-time full or non-merge 
backup does not use these options).  When specifying the backup in the Director, in the Backup 
tab, press the Options button and the Miscellaneous tab: 
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 Duplicate checking:  Check this box to enable duplicate checking in the backup.  

This enables the following option: 

 Changed more than 30 days ago:  You specify the number.  The default is 30.   

If the file has changed more than 30 (default) days before the backup, regardless of whether 
the file would be backed up because of the archive bit, incremental database, change log or 
whatever method UPSTREAM is using to determine changed files, the file will not be immediately 
backed up.  Instead, even for an incremental, a placeholder will be transmitted to the storage 
server and the file will be looked up in the duplicate database.   

If the file is found, it will be used and the file will not be opened or read from the source 
system.  If it is not found, then a message will be sent back to the UPSTREAM client system and 
the file will be backed up as normal.  There is very little overhead in this process. 

If you are managing the parameters manually they are: 

 

Parameter Title Default Description 

DUPDAYS 30 If duplicate checking is enabled, the number of days 
that a file must be older than, for it to be considered 
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Parameter Title Default Description 

duplicate, if the file indicates that it has changed. 

DUPLICATE N Whether you wish to use duplicate file checking: 

N: No special duplicate file checking. 

Y: UPSTREAM on the client will send placeholder 
records for older changed files (see DUPDAYS) 
rather than sending up the file itself. 

There is no special handling for duplicates in a restore.  They are automatically pulled from the 
database if you do not have the copy option enabled in the duplicate definition. 

 

NOTE: You should perform a full merge rather than a first-time full to get the 
benefits of duplicate files. 

 

NOTE: WinSS backups send all files on a full merge on a new system so it is 
highly recommended that you use WinSS only for boot, system, and 
component volumes.  Other volumes should be backed up not using WinSS (to 
different profiles) so they can take advantage of duplicate files (and can be 

run in parallel with the WinSS and other backups). 

 

 

10.5 Duplicate Management 

From time to time you may need to do some management of your duplicate database.  When 
you are in the Director, Profiles tab, Profile List window and press the Duplicate Repository... 

button, you will see the options available to you for management of the duplicate repository. 
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 Add New...:  This is the button you pressed above to create a duplicate definition (as 

described above). 

All remaining buttons require that you highlight an existing duplicate number in the list to the 
left before they will operate. 

 Compact:  When a file is detected to no longer be referenced, it is marked as 

deleted.  The space is not freed until the database is compacted.  In a compaction all 
of the undeleted files are copied to a file in the same directory as the source 
database but with a different name.  Then the original database is deleted and the 
new file is renamed to the original name.  This is only useful if you have a number of 
deleted files you wish to remove from the database without waiting for automatic 
compaction at maintenance time. 

 Delete:  This will delete the entire duplicate repository and its definition.  You must 

have already removed all profiles pointing to this repository number and all files must 
have aged out.  If any of this is not true, then the delete will not be done. 

 Move...:  Allows you to move the repository to a new location.  By default the data for 

the database is in the work path directory (the indexes are always stored in the work 
path directory).  This option allows you to specify a new location for the duplicate 
data.  While the data is being moved, it is also compacted because deleted files are 
not copied.  When you press this button a secondary window appears: 
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o Current Disk Path for Repository Data: A display only field, it shows you the 
directory where the current duplicate repository lies. 

o New Disk Path for Repository Data:  Enter here the fully qualified directory 
where you wish the repository stored.  The file name is automatically assigned 
so do not specify it here. 

o Move:  If you find that the current location of the duplicate repository does not 

have sufficient size, you can move it to a place that has more free space.  
When you press this button the repository is moved.  When you are returned to 
the Duplicate Repository Definition(s) window, the repository has been moved.  
If there are an errors during the move, messages will be displayed letting you 
know.  As always, the usserver.log file will display all details of any errors which 
occurred. 

 

 Refresh:  Press this button to have the list of duplicate repositories update after any 

changes which have been made. 

 Re-Gen:  When you press this button, the indexes to the highlighted duplicate 

repository are re-created by a full re-read of the duplicate database and a 
regeneration of the indexes.  This only needs to be done if you get unexpected 
behavior from your system (as it is designed to be self-repairing) or on the request of 
UPSTREAM Technical Support. 

 Update:  Allows you to update the definition of the highlighted duplicate repository.  It 

will take you to the same screen where you initially added the repository definition so 
that you can change many of the options.  Note that the changes will take effect the 
next time maintenance is run. 
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10.6 Duplicate Reporting 

There are two different types of duplicate reports, both in the Host Reporting tab of the 
Director:  

 Reports about the duplicate database, which is in the Duplicate Reporting tab. 

 Reports about duplicate files in given backups.  This is available in the File List 
report, Duplicate File(s) modifier. 

As with all Host Reports, Duplicate Reporting can be automated and the results emailed.  See 
the Reporting chapter for details on this process. 

 

10.6.1 Duplicate Database Reporting 

If you specify no qualifiers and press the Get Report button, you will get a summary report of 
all of duplicate database definitions, plus some additional information about each one's size and 
file count (if defined).  For example: 

 

                Duplicate Databases, 12:32:24 06/20/12, Page: 1 

 

Dup#  On UNIX Disk Tape Min File K  Max File K Max Size K     Size K      Files 

----  -- ---- ---- ---- ----------  ---------- ----------     ------      ----- 

   1 Yes   No  Ptr Copy         10    100,000 500,000,000 19,761,457    171,849 

   2 Yes  Yes  Ptr Copy         10    100,000 500,000,000    236,621      3,141 

Totals: Dups: 2, In Use: 2, Total Size K: 19,998,078, Total Files: 174,990 

 

However, if you specify a duplicate number qualifier, then you will get an entirely different 
report.  It will return to you all of the files in the specified duplicate repository which match the file 
name mask (if specified) or the size (if specified).  If you don't specify a file name mask or file size 
you will get all of the files in the repository returned.  For example: 

 

                 Duplicate Details, 12:40:23 06/20/12, Page: 1 

 

Dup# Modification Time              Size Name 

---- -----------------              ---- ---- 

   2 20:33:02 02/16/09            16,035 .gnu-emacs 

   2 20:34:09 09/08/11            16,068 .gnu-emacs 

   2 20:34:10 09/08/11            16,068 .gnu-emacs 

   2 15:53:10 05/22/06            42,734 10gOneClickbusybar.gif 

   2 14:30:24 01/09/04            13,492 1_2arch.gif 

   2 17:17:00 12/09/03            10,507 1_oui_intro.htm 

   2 17:17:00 12/09/03            50,234 2_oui_using.htm 

   2 17:17:00 12/09/03            33,339 3_oui_oracle_homes.htm 

   2 17:37:55 11/04/02            21,255 3hole.ps 

   2 17:17:00 12/09/03            52,103 4_oui_response_files.htm 

   2 17:17:00 12/09/03            17,528 5_oui_cluster_installs.htm 

   2 10:55:43 07/05/05            24,241 6431c38241f6b8e507e43d04e38146f3.png 

   2 05:55:48 09/07/03            76,321 9x15.pcf.gz 

   2 10:50:36 11/21/04            14,882 ABOUT_APACHE 

   2 13:41:23 01/06/09            63,234 API.html.en 

   2 15:53:18 05/22/06         1,084,796 ASMQueries.jar 

...and so on... 

Note that there are totals at the end of this report so you can get an ideas of the number of 
files and their logical sizes. 

 

10.6.2 Backup Duplicate Files Reporting 

If you wish to learn about the files currently used by a backup, there are options in the File List 
host report, Duplicate File(s), which allows you to specify: 
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 Referenced.  This is when you did not check the Copy to Backup Disk or Copy to 

Backup Tape option in the Duplicate Definition in the Profiles tab at the time of the 
backup.  These files are not actually in the backup, they are references to the actual 
files in the duplicate database.  Note that the files themselves will be copied from the 
database when you do a restore, or a Vault/Migrate/Copy. 

 Copied:  This is when you did check the Copy to Backup Disk or Copy to Backup 

Tape option in the Duplicate Definition in the Profiles tab at the time of the backup.  
These files are in the backup and to use the backup you do not need the duplicate 
repository.  The purpose of this report would be to allow you to see, after the fact, the 
files that were copied into the backup, and the advantages you had in using the 
duplicate repository. 

The output from this report is identical to the standard File List report, except that it includes 
only those files which are referenced and/or copied from the duplicate repository. 

For example, below would be a referenced file list request.  For this report you would also 
need to specify a Profile.  If you did not specify a File Name Mask, then all referenced files in the 
most recent backup, back to the full would be reported.   

:

 

If you specified a File Name Mask (which is simply a wildcarded expression like c:\* or 
/home/Fred/*), then you can limit the amount of data which is reported.  Similarly, any of the other 
filters can be used to limit the report to a specific version, a specific directory, only migrated files, 
or a specific vault.  See the Reporting chapter for more details. 

 

10.7 Backing Up the Duplicate Repository 

The size of the duplicate repository is configurable, but it is recommended that you put it on 
disks that are large so that it can grow to be of useful size.  This is often many hundreds of 
gigabytes or even terabytes.   

And since the database may grow with every backup, it will be marked for backup virtually 
every day.  If you exclusively use the copy method to utilize the duplicate database it should be 
excluded from your backups as it will be rebuilt as necessary. 

However, if you use the pointer method to use the duplicate repository (if you do not check 
the Copy to Backup Disk or Copy to Backup Tape options above), then you must backup this 

database to have your regular backups usable. 
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Because this database is usually added to the end, using the segmentation method available 
in the UPSTREAM client will result in significantly smaller backups.  It is strongly recommended 
that you use this method when backing up the Reservoir machine.  Note that when a compact is 
done, the entire database will be backed up.  You may wish to do this manually so that you can 
control when these backups are done so as to not have them hit unexpectedly (set the 
percentage to 0 and use the Director to do the compact). 

When you wish to restore files from your backups that use the pointer method, you must first 
make sure that the duplicate file database is available.  If it is not, you can either disable the full 
duplicate the file database in the duplicate configuration or disable just restores.  This will cause 
just the files stored in the backup to be restored.  

 

10.8 Maintenance Performance 

Maintenance is when the duplicate database is most commonly populated.  If you have 
chosen to do this, you may have issues when maintenance will run much longer than it did before 
you activated duplicate files. 

There are several things you can do to improve performance during maintenance: 

 Put the duplicate database on a different physical disk device than the source 
backups.  This makes the act of copying to the database dramatically faster as it 
eliminates disk head contention. 

 Add new systems to the duplicate environment on different days.  Thus the initial cost 
of adding the data to the database will be spread out over multiple days.  This is 
particularly true when adding the second or third full which will cause the files to be 
copied into the duplicate repository. 

 Perform maintenance when the system is least busy to avoid impacting other tasks.  
If your Reservoir server is used for other tasks, then do it when the system is least 
busy from those tasks. 

 Carefully consider the minimum and maximum sizes and other considerations for 
files to be added to the repository.  But don't be too cautious either.  The duplicate 
system works best when used properly to reduce traffic.  The costs of a single busy 
maintenance run is well worth the advantages of much faster and smaller merge 
backups. 

 Turn off the Log Use duplicate repository option as it can cause log files to be very 

large if you are adding a large number of files to the repository.  This tends to not be 
that significant as the duplicate logs are only opened and closed once (unlike the 
standard log). 

 Call UPSTREAM technical support.  We may be able to help with suggestions that 
are most effective in your particular case. 
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 11  
 

11 Reporting 

 

11.1 Director Summary Reports 

You can get a summary of the most recent events by pressing the summary icon:  in the 
Director.  This will display the Summary Report dialog: 

 

The summary report goes through the Reservoir log looking for unique events and groups 
them by task ID.   

This allows you a single view of the events of a given date range.  With this information, you 
can get the details which will aid you in taking action for failed backups or simply verify that the 
list of backups that you expect to be backed up actually were. 

So you specify a range of Start Dates and End Dates.  The pull-downs allow you to select 
some commonly used values 

 Yesterday at This Time (default Start Date) 

 Today: Now (default End Date) 

 3 Days Ago at This Time 

 1 Week Ago 

 Or any Date/Time you wish by pressing the Absolute Start Date, Absolute End Date 

buttons. 

Once you have selected a Start and End Date you can press the Summary Report button.  
This will fill in the dialog. 
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This shows a single list of every backup over the specified date range, with their Target, 
Profile, Version and Status (success or failed).  If you highlight a given backup, you can press the 
Version Log button and see the list of usserver.log entries for only that backup: 

 

You can then find, review and print the details for just this one backup. 

The remaining buttons allow you to: 

 Set As Default Dates: Takes the dates displayed and makes them the initial dates 

displayed whenever you enter the Director. 

 Restore Default Dates:  Returns the initial Start Date as Yesterday at This Time and the 

initial End Date as Today:Now. 
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11.2 Director Host Reporting 

The UPSTREAM Director has a Host Reports tab which allows access to a number of 
interesting host reports.  See the UPSTREAM Client User’s Guide for description and use of the 
Director Host Reporting.   

The report tabs implemented for the Reservoir include: 

 Backup:  Uses the history file to display a list of backups, sorted by backup profile.  

There are a large number of filters including profile, date and time, action, sizes, 
success or failure, etc.  Note that you can generate your own history reports by using 
your own database package and importing the USHistory.xml file. 

 Backup 2: Similar to the Backup report, uses the history file to display a list of 

backups, sorted by backup profile and including a flag to indicate whether the backup 
is still available.  Again, there are a large number of filters including existence, profile, 
date and time, action, sizes, success or failure, etc. 

 Duplicate:  If you do not specify any qualifiers you will be returned a simple duplicate 

databases summary report listing all of the duplicate databases.  Otherwise if you 
specify a single duplicate number per group you will get a detailed duplicate file 
report showing all of the files in the duplicate repository.  Filters include the required 
duplicate number, a file name (which may be wildcarded) and a size. 

 History:  Displays a list of all functions performed on the Reservoir system sorted by 
date and time using the USHistory.xml file.  Filters include profile, date and time, 
success or failure, IP address, etc.  Note that you can generate your own history 
reports by using your own database package and importing the USHistory.xml file. 

 Repository Log:  Allows you to display and save to a file the UPSTREAM Reservoir 

log, from the Director.  This is particularly helpful in problem determination.  
UPSTREAM tech support may ask for this report when troubleshooting a problem.  
Filters include Backup Profile, TCP/IP address, Record Date and Time, Days old, 
Task ID and Ungrouped/Raw.  Note that the entries are sorted by Task ID.  Thus this 
is not a simple copy of the usserver.log (Unless you specify the Ungrouped/Raw 
modifier), but a list by task of each function performed.  Usually tech support will ask 
for the Ungrouped/Raw repository log so the sequence of events is visible. 

 Tape Vault:  A list of tapes which are still cataloged to the system.  This is useful in 

relating backups to specific tapes and deciding which tapes to send offsite or bring 
back onsite.  Filters include Backup Profile, Profile Sets, Groups, expiration date, 
specific date and time, number of days since the operation ran, action type, 
VOLSER, vault number, last tape, and last tape with checkpoint.  There is a “filter” to 
Show a Filespec Column which displays the file specs for all backups listed.  This 
report consists of two parts (separated by a page feed): a list of backups with its 
information including VolSers, Location, etc., and a separate summary page of the 
tape(s), their location and whether they are in a library and where they are.  There is 
a filter, “Tape Summary Only” which if set to “Yes” only reports the summary, if set to 
“No” only reports the backups without the summary. 
 
There is a separate “filter” to show “Scratch Tapes Only”.  This is actually a different 
report.  It shows those tapes which are available for reuse.  Many of the same filters 
above work with this report including Days Old (since last write), VolSer, Last Tape 
(written to) and In Library.  The Scratch Tapes Only filter combined with the In Library 
filter (set to No) allow you to know which tapes should be returned from the vault site. 

Tape History:  A list of tape sets and their backups and deletions which is obtained by 
interrogating the XML history file (see below).  Thus you can determine what may be 
on tapes which have been deleted by UPSTREAM, how many times a tape has been 
used, etc.  Since the history file is interrogated, this report takes somewhat longer to 
run.  Filters include Backup Profile, Profile Sets, Groups, whether a tape has been 
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expired, specific date and time, number of days since the operation ran, action type, 
VolSer, vault number, last tape, and location.   Like the Tape Vault report this report 
consists of two parts (separated by a page feed): a list of tapesets with its information 
including VolSers, Location, backups, etc., and a separate summary page of the 
tape(s), whether they are current scratch and which pool they are in.  There is a filter, 
“Tape Summary Only” which if set to “Yes” only reports the summary, if set to “No” 
only reports the backups without the summary. 
 
This report shows when a tapeset is created (Create), added to (Add and Alloc) and 
when a tape is released (Freed).  This report is thus very useful in understanding 
when a backup has been deleted, but the tape has not yet been overwritten and can 
be regen’d back into the system and the backups recovered. 

 File List:  Displays a directory listing of selected backups.  Provides the view of files 

and their details available in the Restore tab as a report.  Filters include Vault 
number, Backup Profile, Version Date, Version View, File Name Mask (file 
specification), Include Subdirectories and Include Migrated files.  Backup Profile is 
required.  If you do not specify a File Name Mask, then the last set of file specs are 
used.  You can use this report to find all instances of a given file on a server (specify 
a file name mask without a directory qualifier), the contents of a directory (specify a 
file name mask fully qualified and no subdirectories), data in a given vault and more.   
Users will often use this to see the files stored in a vaulted backup to verify that the 
data that they need to recover will be there. 

 Charge Back:  Displays a list of data stored on the system, typically used to charge 

back to other departments for storage services.  Filters include Backup profile, profile 
set, profile group, storage type, vault number, days old, number of files and number 
of bytes.  Data displayed is totaled. 

 Summary: Similar to the summary feature described above, Summary Host Reports 
produce a text file which is customizable to see any given range of dates, backups 
only, or backups and vault/migrate/copy jobs, profiles, vaults, profile sets or profile 
groups.  By default (when no filters are specified) the summary report will report on 
this day's backups (only).  The Summary reports requires both Reservoir and 
Director v3.6.5 or higher, though client automation can be performed with a lower 
version client. 

 

11.2.1 Automating Director Host Reporting 

Director host reporting can be automated so that the reports can be generated from a 
scheduler (including the UPSTREAM Dispatcher).  The automation is done with the UPSTREAM 
client program (uscmd).  

  

NOTE: You must run the client automation from the Reservoir machine as 
that is the machine containing the shared report definitions. 

 

NOTE: When you save a report for later automation, you must specify the 
Save to Storage Server List option in the Director so that the report is saved 
where it can be retrieved at request time. 

Automation can also allow the report to be sent as an email message. 

The procedure is to setup a Director report, test it to verify that it provides all of the information 
you need, press the Save to Storage Server List button and specify a simple name that 
describes the report.  You will need the name you saved it as for the UPSTREAM client 
parameters. 
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The relevant UPSTREAM client parameters to the uscmd program are: 

 ACTION=20  This requests a Director Host Report report 

 HOSTFILENAME="saved name".  In “saved name” enter the name of the report as 
saved in the Director when you pressed the Save to Storage Server List button. 

 ATTENDED=N.  If you command line initiate the process this will cause UPSTREAM 
to run the function unattended. 

 REPORTNAME=”local file name”.  In “local file name” enter the file name you wish to 
save the report as.  The default is US.RPT.  We recommend that this name be fully 
qualified, so that the report is saved in the correct directory.  This file is overwritten 
each time (not appended). 

 NOTIFYTARGETS=”notify targets file”   Points to an email notify file which you setup 
previously with the Director (Target System List, Setup Mailings button) 

 NOTIFYEVENTS=<Decimal notify events bit map>  As documented in the 
UPSTREAM client manual.  A recommended value would be 3843 which indicates 
sending notification for (all values are added together): 

o Failed events (decimal 1) 

o Succeeded events (decimal 2) 

o Failed events log (decimal 256) 

o Failed events report (decimal 512) 

o Succeeded events log (decimal 1024) 

o Succeeded events report (decimal 2048) 
 

For example, in Windows to get the “2 filters” report saved in the Director written to the 
2filters.rpt file, and then use the bob.not notify targets file to cause an email message of the 
report and log to be sent, use the command line (as one line): 

"c:\program files\Innovation Data Processing\UPSTREAM\uscmd.exe" action=20 

hostfilename="2 filters" attended=n reportname=2filters.rpt notifytargets=bob.not 

notifyevents=3843 

 

11.3 XML Reporting 

To allow complex reporting, UPSTREAM can generate detailed information in machine 
manageable, XML (Extensible Markup Language) form.  These records can then be imported into 
a standard database package for additional handling. This allows the user to define their own 
reports in their own format, without having to rely on a limited fixed internal report generated by 
UPSTREAM.  

To enable this facility, check the Write XML history records option in the UPSTREAM 
configurator.  See Advanced Configuration on page 12-1 for a detailed description of enabling this 
option.  Also described there is a method for cleaning up old history records. 

Each function is written as a single XML record, in the file USHistory.xml in the UPSTREAM 
server directory.  To enable importing this file into your database system, we also include a 
schema file, USHistory.xsd. 

 

11.3.1 XML Reporting – Using With Other Database Engines 

Many database systems support importation of schema based XML files, for example, 
Microsoft Access 2003 (Access 2002 does not support the externally defined schema).   
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If you have a full licensed version of Microsoft Access, you can import into Microsoft Access 
2003, create a new database by pulling down the File menu, selecting New, then specifying 
Blank database, and entering a file name.  Pull down the File menu, select Get External Data, 
Import.  In the file open box, in the Files of type pull-down select XML then browse to locate the 
ushistory.xml file and select Import.  Once the file is in Access, you can use itspowerful report 
writing facilities to generate custom reports for your environment. 

In the table below are the fields in the schema  

 

Element Type Description 
TaskId Positive Integer The UPSTREAM task number. 

RecordTime DateTime The time that the record was created. 

RecordSource String The source of the record.  Can be 
“Host”, “Client” or “Scheduler”.  All 
Reservoir records are “Host” 

Action String The action requested, can include 
“Backup”, “Restore” … 

ActionType String Type of action such as “FirstFull”, 
“FullMerge”, … 

ProfileName String The backup profile 

CompletionCode String The result of the operation: 
"Success":  The operation ran to 
completion with no warnings.    

"Warnings”:  The operation ran to 
completion but had warnings. 

"Errors":  The operation did not 
complete successfully. 

"Interrupted":  The operation was 
interrupted. 

"Suspended":  The operation was 
suspended by user request. 

"Cancelled":  The operation was 
cancelled by user request. 

"Failed":  The operation did not 
complete. 

"Inprogress":  The operation is either 
in progress or was fatally interrupted 
while in progress. 

StartTime DateTime The time when the operation began. 

StopTime DateTime The time when the operation ended 

TotalTime Non-Negative Integer Total time in seconds 

TCPIPAddress String The TCP/IP address of the remote 
system in dotted decimal form. 

UserId String The user.name entered in security 
validation. 

VersionDate String The version date of the operation as a 
12 digit number YYMMDDHHMMSS. 

TargetName String The registered name of the remote 
system, if known. 

ScheduleName String The schedule name of this event if 
known. 

RunName String The schedule run name of this event if 
known. 

StorageType String Disk or Tape 

Compression String The compression level: “None”, “Fast”, 
“High1”, “High2”, “High3” 

Attribute String An operation attribute, such as 
“Restart” 

TxFileCount Non-Negative Integer The number of files transmitted or 
listed. 

TxBlockCount Non-Negative Integer The number of records transmitted 
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TxByteCount Unsigned Long The number of bytes transmitted. 

MergeFileCount Non-Negative Integer The total number of files copied from 
prior backups. 

MergeBlockCount Non-Negative Integer The total number of records copied 
from prior backups. 

MergeByteCount Unsigned Long The total number of bytes copied from 
prior backups. 

MigrateFileCount Non-Negative Integer The number of migrated files copied 
forward. 

ReadWriteBlockCount Non-Negative Integer The total number of blocks transferred 
to/from the backup media. 

VolumeTrackCount Non-Negative Integer Not used. 

MigrateByteCount Unsigned Long Total number of bytes of migrated files 
copied forward. 

NumTapesFreed Non-Negative Integer Total number of tapes freed by 
deleting or merging.  

NumBackupsDeleted Non-Negative Integer Total number of backups deleted. 

TapePoolName String Name of the tape pool used for 
backup, restart backup, restore… 

TapeSetName String Name of the tape set used for backup, 
restart backup, restore… 

NumBackups Non-Negative Integer Number of backups for this profile. 

NumTapes Non-Negative Integer Total number of tapes used in  the 
backup, restore…. 

NumProfiles 

 

Non-Negative Integer Number of profiles listed. 

TapeStatus String Tape set operations like TapeSetAdd, 
TapeSetDelete, Allocate, etc. 

TapeVolSer String The 6 character VolSer for a given 
tape. 

TapeVaultNum Non-Negative Integer 0 for non-vault; otherwise the vault 
number. 

TapeCreationTime Date/Time The creation date/time of a tape; only 
valid if the TapeStatus is Allocated. 

TapeExpirationTime Date/Time Only valid when the TapeStatus is 
TapeSetCreate and the profile uses a 
retention type of number of days.  This 
number may not be valid if the user 
changes retention or if there are 
unexpired backups on the tape. 

TapeLibType String Rsm, Scsi, Acsls, None 

TapeLibPath Non-Negative Integer The SCSI Path 

TapeLibTarget Non-Negative Integer The SCSI Target 

TaprLibLun Non-Negative Integer The SCSI Lun 

TapeLibVendor String The vendor of the device (library or 
drive) 

TapeLibProduct String The product identification of the library 
or drive. 

TapeLibVolSer String The 6 character VolSer for a given 
tape for the operation. 

TapeLibSlotNumber Non-Negative Integer Not used at this time. 

TapeLibName String Not used at this time. 

TapeLibNumberDrives Non-Negative Integer Not used at this time. 

TapeLibNumberSlots Non-Negative Integer Not used at this time. 

TapeLibDriveOSName String Not used at this time 

TapeLibLastUpdateTime Date/Time Not used at this time. 

TapeLibSequence Non-Negative Integer Not used at this time. 

TapeLibSlotSize Non-Negative Integer Not used at this time. 

TapeLibNumberSlotsFilled Non-Negative Integer Not used at this time. 

TapeLibStartElement Non-Negative Integer Not used at this time. 
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TapeLibLastFullInventoryTime Date/Time Not used at this time. 

TapeLibSlotElementAddress Non-Negative Integer Not used at this time. 

DrivePath Non-Negative Integer The SCSI Path to the Drive 

DriveTarget Non-Negative Integer The SCSI Target to the Drive 

DriveLun Non-Negative Integer The SCSI Lun to the Drive 

TapeLocation String The Location specified on the 
copy/migrate/vault or the profile 

TxCharsPerSec Non-Negative Integer The number of characters per second 
during backup transmission. 

MergeCharsPerSec Non-Negative Integer The number of characters per second 
obtained merging files forward from a 
prior backup during a full merge. 

WaitingCommSecs Non-Negative Integer The number of seconds waiting for 
communications during a backup. 

ProfileSet String The profile set of this operation, if 
known. 

Reservoir String The Reservoir system that performed 
this operation. 

 

11.4 Summary Text Report 

To allow simplified viewing of UPSTREAM Reservoir functions, UPSTREAM can generate 
overall information in human readable form, one line per function.  The file name is summary.rpt. 

To enable this facility, check the Summary Report option in the UPSTREAM configurator.  See 
Advanced Configuration on page 12-1 for a detailed description of enabling this option.  These 
records are cleaned up with whatever frequency you specify that the Reservoir log is to be 
cleaned up. 

Below is an example report.  The title lines are rewritten each time the Reservoir program is 
started or at midnight each day. 

 

Tue Dec 02 00:00:00 2003 

TASK ADDRESS         PROFILE  FUNCTION     OK   START    END      ELAPSED    COUNT          BYTES 

---- -------         -------  --------     --   -----    ---      -------    -----          ----- 

1032 192.168.150.41           Registration OK   02:41:03 02:41:03 00:00:00       0               0 

1033                          Maintenance  OK   03:00:00 03:00:02 00:00:02       0               0 

1034 192.168.150.19           Registration OK   07:18:42 07:18:42 00:00:00       0               0 

1035 192.168.150.16           Registration OK   09:20:20 09:20:20 00:00:00       0               0 

1036 192.168.150.209          Registration OK   10:40:43 10:40:43 00:00:00       0               0 

1037 192.168.150.27           Registration OK   10:41:03 10:41:03 00:00:00       0               0 

1038 192.168.150.218          Registration OK   10:43:24 10:43:24 00:00:00       0               0 

1039 192.168.150.136          Registration OK   10:43:29 10:43:29 00:00:00       0               0 

1040 192.168.150.202          Registration OK   10:55:31 10:55:31 00:00:00       0               0 

1041 192.168.75.36            Registration OK   12:24:03 12:24:04 00:00:01       0               0 

1042 192.168.75.36   BOBMIG1  Backup       OK   12:26:52 12:26:54 00:00:02      78         174,080 

1043 192.168.75.36   BOBMIG1  Backup       OK   12:27:28 12:27:29 00:00:01      78         174,080 

1044 192.168.75.36   BOBMIG1  Restore      *ERR 12:28:03 12:28:03 00:00:00       0               0 

1045 192.168.75.36            Registration OK   12:29:35 12:29:35 00:00:00       0               0 

1046 192.168.75.36   BOBMIG1  Backup       OK   12:29:47 12:29:49 00:00:02      78         174,080 

1047 192.168.75.36   BOBMIG1  Restore      *ERR 12:30:04 12:30:05 00:00:01       0               0 

1048 192.168.150.41  USTRGSTR Registration OK   12:57:58 12:57:58 00:00:00       0               0 

1049 192.168.75.36   EVEREX   Backup       OK   12:58:46 12:59:25 00:00:39     565       9,420,800 

1052 192.168.150.19  AGKSUNX  Backup       OK   13:00:00 13:00:29 00:00:29   1,342         602,112 

1050 192.168.150.202 AGKNT    Backup       OK   12:58:54 13:01:52 00:02:58      61      21,702,656 

1051 192.168.150.27  NW65B    Backup       OK   12:59:42 13:02:46 00:03:04      35      18,985,984 

1053 192.168.150.209 NW65A    Backup       OK   13:05:04 13:07:29 00:02:25      57      39,388,160 

1054 192.168.150.20  AGKBLNX  Backup       OK   13:05:10 13:08:55 00:03:45      26       7,092,224 

1055 127.0.0.1       BOBNT1   Backup       OK   13:08:07 13:13:23 00:05:16     329     149,788,672 

1056 192.168.150.136 JIM51A   Backup       OK   13:21:17 13:23:34 00:02:17     480      13,021,184 
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12 Advanced Configuration 

12.1 Using the UPSTREAM Server Configurator 

The UPSTREAM Server Configurator program (usservercfg) is available in the UPSTREAM 
program group.  When you start it for the first time, you will see its initial screen. This is a tabbed 
dialog box.  You move between the different types of configuration by pressing the tabs at the top 
of the dialog.  You exit the dialog by pressing the Exit button at its bottom. 

 

 

The purpose of the configurator is to modify the server configuration file usserver.cfg.  So after 
making changes you should press the Save button to have them saved to this file. 
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The Save As button allows you to save the parameters to an alternate file.  You can use the 
Open button to bring up the standard Windows file open dialog to select an alternate file for 
editing.  If you wish to use an alternate configuration file for the server, you must specify the 
CONFIGFILE=<file name> parameter on the command line to the usserver.exe program. 

.   

In UNIX you run the program ./usservercfg: 

 

 

 

The pushbuttons on the side work in the same way as the tabs in the Windows version.  Move 
from field to field with the TAB key, press buttons by highlighting the button and pressing the 
SPACE bar. 

 

NOTE: You must run the configurator as the user Reservoir runs as (usually 
root) and the configurator screen must not be too large (or else it may crash).  

80 chars wide by 25 deep is the recommended value. 

 

12.1.1 TCP/IP tab 

The fields on the TCP/IP tabbed dialog (above) are: 

 FDR/UPSTREAM Server Port Number:  The port that the UPSTREAM server 

listens for remote requests on.  This is the port that’s defined in the client configurator 
as FDR/UPSTREAM Server Port Number.  The default is 1972. 

 TCP timeout in minutes (0 for no timeout):  If you have had problems with jobs 

hung on the UPSTREAM client and need the jobs to automatically release after a 
given amount of time with no data received (to allow subsequent jobs access to tape 
drives for example), specify the number of minutes here.  A good value is 10.  The 
default is 0 which disables the timeout. 
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 Send Buffer Size:  The total per-socket buffer space reserved for sends in bytes.  

This is a TCP/IP performance tuning parameter.  Specifying 0 causes UPSTREAM to 
use the system defined default size.  The default is 65535. 

 Receive Buffer Size:  The total per-socket buffer space reserved for receives in 

bytes.  This is a TCP/IP performance tuning parameter.  Specifying 0 causes 
UPSTREAM to use the system defined default size.  The default is 65535. 

 Duplicate Socket:  (Windows only)  Only check this box if you get “Socket operation 

on non-socket” errors in the usserver log when running. 

 

12.1.2 Maintenance tab 

The fields on the Maintenance tab are: 

 

 Perform daily system maintenance:  Check this box to have UPSTREAM perform 
periodic maintenance.  Maintenance duties include clearing the log and summary 
reports (if selected), and deleting any expired backups. If you check this box you 
must enter a Daily Maintenance Time below for when the maintenance should be 

run.  Note that maintenance will only be performed when the system is idle and when 
maintenance is being performed, new requests are hung until the maintenance task 
has completed.  The default is checked. 

 Daily maintenance time:  Enter an 8 character time in HH:MM:SS, 24-hour clock 

form for when system maintenance is to be performed.  The default is 03:00:00. 

 Maximum log days:  Enter the number of days you wish to preserve in the 

UPSTREAM Reservoir log and summary report files.  The default is 30. 

 Maximum history days:  Grayed and unavailable unless you have enabled the XML 

history facility (in the Message Logging and Status tab), the number of days of history 
information to retain.  The default is 365. 
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 Maximum registry days:  Enter the number of days you wish to preserve a 

registered name (target name) since it was last re-registered or modified.  The default 
is 0 (preserve all registry entries).  Can be used to remove stale registry entries. 

 In maint, do not delete tapesets with no backups:  Select this if tapesets with no 

backups defined are not to be deleted.  These are typically created manually and 
used to regen backups back in, this allows you to create these tapesets and not have 
done the regens yet. 

 

12.1.3 Tapes tab 

The fields on the Tapes tab are: 

 

In the tape library frame: 

 No tape library:  Select this option if all backups will be done to disk. 

 Microsoft Removable Storage Manager (RSM).  Used only for legacy systems. 

 UPSTREAM Tape Manager (Direct SCSI or Fibre):  The default option, select if you 

are going to connect directly to the library or drives via SCSI or Fibrechannel without 
an external tape or library manager such as ACSLS or MT3494.  Used unless you 
have a 3rd party library manager. 

o Mail notification config file setup in Director client Target list:  Typically 

used if you have a library and need extra notification is you need to add tapes 
or empty the CAP ports, will send an email when a user must perform a library 
function.  The name you specify in this combo box is setup in the Director, 
Target Name list, Setup Mailings button for the UPSTREAM client on the 
Reservoir machine, directly above the Reservoir directory. 

o Lock Library:  Check this box if you want the library locked (using SCSI type 

RESERVE and RELEASE functions) between accesses.  This guarantees that 
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only one process will access the library at a time, which may slow down some 
library functions (inventories during tape mounts, etc.).  However, tape reads 
and writes are unaffected.  Only needed for a few libraries (like the SL500). 

o SAN Direct Negotiation:  Only check this box if you will be using the SAN 

Express Direct and you have clients which are running v3.7.20 or higher on 
those machines.  Then the SAN Express Direct file will be created 
automatically. 

o Use IBM LINTAPE:  Enabled only for 64-bit Linux, LINTAPE is the Linux 

version of the IBM ATAPE facility.  This uses IBM drivers for IBM tape and IBM 
library access.  This facility has been highly optimized to provide high 
performance load balancing and high availability through the use of multiple 
connections to the tape and library devices.  See the IBM documentation for a 
description of using these advanced features. 

 StorageTek ACSLS:  Check this button to use StorageTek’s ACSLS.  If you check 

this box, you must also specify (in non-Windows environments): 

o Library Mgr IP Addr.  Enter the IP address of the ACSLS library manager or 
HSC system.  The default is localhost (same system). 

 IBM MT3494:  Check this button to use an IBM TotalStorage 3494 Tape Library.  If 

you check this box, you must also specify: 

o Emulation Mode:  Check this box if you are using a 358x in 3494 emulation 

mode. 

o UPSTREAM tape category:  A general category for UPSTREAM tapes.  Must 

be a number from 1 to feff. 

 Maximum tapes per backup:  Specify the maximum amount of tapes allowed in the 

primary index file for a single backup.  The default is 256. 

 Force End of Tape Volume (in records):  This is intended to be a testing only 

parameter.  It allows you to force UPSTREAM to consider a volume as complete after 
the specified number of records have been written to it.  Standard EOV records are 
written to the tape.  The default is 0 to disable this feature. 

 Direct SCSI Tape Access (Windows only):  For Windows systems, enables the use 

of direct SCSI access using the tape device driver's SCSI pass-through facilities.  
This is always recommended because it allows full use of the device's capabilities 
and enables the Use SCSI Locate option (below). 

 Use SCSI Locate (if available):  On most systems, UPSTREAM can either do high 

speed searches from tape mark to tape mark, or do a direct SCSI Locate which 
bypasses all tape marks.  Checking this box causes UPSTREAM to use the Locate, 
which is the faster method (it is only available in Windows when you select to use 
Direct SCSI Tape Access). 

 Run "intervention" script:  The intervention script is something you write if you wish 

to manage the event (which may include notification or some other function you 
control) when a tape operation requires manual intervention.  See Intervention 
Script on page 6-4 for details on using this feature. 

 

12.1.4 Message Logging and Status tab 

On the Message Logging and Status tab are: 
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 Message File Name:  The name of the UPSTREAM predefined message file.  You 
can fully qualify it to change its directory.  The default is upstream.msg. 

 Log File Name:  The name of the UPSTREAM server log file.  You can fully qualify it 
to change its directory.  The default is usserver.log.  The default location is the 

workpath which will be used if the log file is not specified here.   

 Console Refresh Interval (Seconds):  The number of seconds between console 

status updates from individual tasks while they’re running.  The default is 3 seconds. 

 Write local report files:  As UPSTREAM is processing files during inquires and 
restores, report files can be generated showing that processing was performed and 
optionally including the detailed list of files (depending on the Display details 
checkbox above).  Report files are written with the name us<task number>.rpt.  

There is no mechanism in UPSTREAM for cleaning up these files, so we strongly 
recommend that you only use this facility when necessary, which is usually only in 
SAR mode.  The default is not checked. 

 Display Details:  As UPSTREAM is processing files during inquires and restores, the 

files processed can be written to the screen and optionally to the report file 
(depending on the Write local report files checkbox below).  This is typically only 
useful when running in SAR mode as it can slightly degrade performance.  The 
default is not checked. 

 Summary Report:  Check this box to have UPSTREAM generate a single line 
summary for each operation that is performed in the file summary.rpt.  This is a very 

useful feature and is thus checked by default. 

 Write XML history records:  Check this box to have UPSTREAM write a history 

record which can be imported into database applications for more reporting.  If you 
check this box, you can also specify the number of days worth of history records to 
keep in the Maintenance tab.  The default is checked. 
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 Message box tape notification:  In situations where UPSTREAM does not post 

messages which would generate a message box (particularly for obtaining scratch 
tapes), this option causes UPSTREAM to generate a message box on the Reservoir 
system for the notification of any local operator.  These message boxes do not 
automatically go away, but they do not hold up subsequent UPSTREAM functions.  
The default is checked.  

 

12.1.5 Miscellaneous tab 

On the Miscellaneous tab are: 

 

 Local Work Path:  Enter the name of a directory which can be used for the storage 

of UPSTREAM server database and other files.  Backup databases are searched 
using this directory so it should not be changed casually.  During setup, you should 
specify a volume which has significant disk space as UPSTREAM backup databases 
can be quite large.  The default is a directory named workpath in the UPSTREAM 
server installation directory.  If you do need to change it, see Moving Just the Work 
Path on page 6-11. 

 Trace:  Check this box to enable UPSTREAM tracing.  You should only do this under 

the direction of UPSTREAM technical support as the trace files can be quite large 
and significantly degrade performance. 

 Services Configuration:  This only exists in Windows, because in UNIX there are 
daemons which are configured quite differently.  Press this button to enter the 
UPSTREAM Service Configuration program.  Typically the Reservoir is run as a 
Windows service so that it operates at all times.  Enter this program to modify the 
location of the service, change command line parameters or to enable/disable the 
display of the command interface.  For details, see below. 

The Security Level frame is further described in the Security chapter on page 8-1.  Note that 
when you activate security, users can change their own passwords if using the Director v4 or 
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higher or End-User Restores v1.4 or higher unless you specify the environment variable 
USNOPWDCHG: 

 No Security (SECLEVEL 0):  If you press this button, no user name/password 

security checks will be performed by the UPSTREAM server.  This is the 
recommended setting until you have validated functionality and it is the default. 

 User ID/Password Validation (SECLEVEL 1):  If you press this button, client 

system user IDs and passwords will be validated against the security database on 
your Windows system.  Note that passwords are case sensitive.  If your Windows 
system is part of a domain, then client users must have a security definition in this 
domain.   

 Full Security Validation (SECLEVEL 2):  If you press this button, client system user 

IDs and passwords will be validated against the security database on your Windows 
system and access to the Backups\<Backup Profile> directory is checked using the 
security of the client user.  This level of security requires running on a drive that 
supports NTFS and we recommend that you be a member of a domain.  To deny 
backups, deny the user or group write access to the directory.  To deny restores, 
deny the user or group read and write access to the directory.   

The Disk Formatting frame consists of 3 radio buttons: 

 Default Format:  This is the format traditionally used by the Reservoir, similar to the 

tape format.  It is the default. 

 Simple Disk Format: By default, Reservoir disk backups are written in a proprietary 

format which is very similar to the method that UPSTREAM z/OS writes it's disk 
backups.  The Simple Disk Format removes some of the redundant information that 
makes the backups somewhat larger, and somewhat more difficult to hardware de-
duplicate.  Unfortunately, the reduction in size and the de-duplication advantages are 
very small.  While checking this option will cause Reservoir to write slightly smaller 
backups, the difference is quite small (on the order of 1%).  There is no harm in doing 
this.  Reservoir will examine the files and properly detect and manage the difference 
in file types so you can change and change back at any time.  The default is not 
checked, simply to keep the backups in the same form. 

 Data Domain Format:  Use of this format is described in the section 4.7.3: Data 
Domain De-duplication Device Support on page 4-27. 

The final options are: 

 Calculate disk space:  When performing disk backups, checking this box has 
UPSTREAM validating the amount of available disk space against the estimated size 
(as adjusted by DASDOVERRIDE on the client) to determine if the backup can run or 
should be failed for insufficient space.  This box should be unchecked if you believe 
that the disk calculation will be incorrect for some reason or because the cost of the 
calculation is degrading performance.  The default is checked. 

 Allow the UPSTREAM Reservoir to become an authorized firewall application.  

Starting with Windows XP Service Pack 2, the Microsoft Firewall software is 
automatically enabled. This means that remote requests from other systems to the 
Reservoir will report "Connection Timed Out" or "Connection Refused" even if the 
application is up and running unless the firewall configuration is modified.  If this 
checkbox is checked, UPSTREAM will modify it automatically.  The modification will 
be performed automatically when: 

o The applications begin listening on a port 

o Detects an XP system with SP2 or higher or Server 2003 and SP1 or higher 

o You have not disabled this feature during the UPSTREAM install 

o It has not been manually enabled. 
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What UPSTREAM will do is to update the registry to add itself as an excluded 
application. 

 Disk I/O Buffer Size (0 for no buffering).  Specified in bytes, this allows you to tune 

the reads from disk that are performed during restores and vault/migrate/copy 
operations.  If you set this to 0, Reservoir will do no disk buffering, but rely on the 
buffering in the operating system.  Because higher numbers often work better the 
default is now 1048576 (1MB in binary).  This will provide optimal performance in 
most environments.  However, some disk systems work better with different values.  
Try disabling buffering (set to 0); otherwise this must be set at 32768 as a minimum 
and we recommend testing with powers of 2 (65536, 131072, etc.).   

 Asynchronous Disk I/O:  (Windows only)  You can activate asynchronous disk I/O 

for Windows systems for reads and writes separately.  Tests have shown substantial 
performance improvement in Windows for some disks.  These options should be 
turned off for best performance on many LAN disks. 

 
12.1.5.1 Services Configuration (Windows only) 

A service in Windows is a program that runs in the background and is automatically started 
when the system starts up.  Reservoir runs best when it runs as a service (though it can run as an 
application program, the advantages of running at system start, and running regardless of if a 
user is logged in are significant. 

 

NOTE: Do not modify the UPSTREAM client or Reservoir server service in the 
Services applet of the control panel.  You can use it to stop and start the 
service only.  Use the services tools provided with UPSTREAM to modify your 

service definitions. 

 

You enter the Reservoir Services Configuration when you are in the Reservoir Configurator 
(usservercfg,exe), Miscellaneous tab and press the Services Configuration button. 

 

By default, during normal installation, Reservoir configures a service named USSERVER for 
the primary Reservoir server.  Most users will see this service when entering this program. 

Press Add... to create a new service, highlight a service and you can press Change... to 
update it or Delete to remove it. 

If you press the Add... or Change... buttons you will see the services definition dialog: 
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 Press Non-SNA Service Program.  All users will want to select this option. 

 Startup Type:  

o  Automatic will cause it to be started when the system is started.  This is the 

default. 

o Manual will not start it when the system is started, but it can be manually 

started at any time. 

o Disabled will not allow it to be started. 

 Log On As: 

o System Account:  This is the recommended option as it allows Reservoir to be 
run as a system service with all system privileges and you do not need to code 
any security information.  Do not check Allow Service to Interact with Desktop 
because on many systems this will cause a Window to be created that is 
difficult to access. 

o User Account:  This has Reservoir running as a user account.  This is required 

if you will be accessing a LAN disk or other resource as the System Account 
has no LAN privileges.   It is also required for Reservoir Group Member servers. 
 
If you are using a Domain account, you must specify Domain\User as the User 
Account.  When you enter the password, you must enter it twice so we can 
verify that you have entered a password the same way. 
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 EXE Path Name:  This will have the fully qualified path name to the UPSTREAM 

services program USTPServ.exe.  This services program will then start the program 
specified in the parameters below.  Since it is a services program, the program 
started will run as a service as well. 

 Parameters:   

o The first parameter must be the service name, for most users it is USSERVER. 

o The next parameter is the fully qualified name of the program to run.  Typically 
it is: 
 "C:\Program Files\Innovation Data Processing\USServer\USServer.exe". 

o Any subsequent parameters are passed to the program started.  For most 
users there are no subsequent parameters. 
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12.2 UPSTREAM Server Configuration Parameters 

The UPSTREAM Server configuration file (usserver.cfg) is a plain text file and it can be 
modified with a text editor (like notepad) if you do not wish to use the Server Configurator 
program (usservercfg.exe).   

The following are its valid parameters: 

 

Parameter Default Req. Description 

ACSLSSCRATCHPOOL 0 No No longer used. 

CONFIGCALCDISKSIZE Y No Y: Available disk space is compared to the 
estimate from the client (as modified by 
DASDOVERRIDE) to determine if the 
backup should run. 

N: Disk space is not used to determine 
whether a backup should run. 

CONFIGFILE usserver.cfg No Used as the last saved name and can be 
ignored. 

CONFIGLINTAPE 
(64-bit Intel Linux only) 

N No Y: Use the IBM LINTAPE (ATAPE) interface.  
Requires that the LINTAPE interface be 
installed and that you have IBM drives and 
changers but offers high performance 
failover and load-balancing. 

N: Use the standard generic interface that 
supports all device vendor's hardware. 

CONSOLEREFRESH 3 No The number of seconds between Director 
console status updates. 

DETAILS N No Whether detailed logging and reporting 
should be performed. 

DISKFORMAT 0 No 0: Standard, compatible disk backups. 

1: Simple disk format that may save a small 
amount of space. 

2: Data Domain format.  See Data Domain 
De-duplication Device Support on page 4-27 
for use of this option. 

DISKREADASYNC Y No (Windows only) If specified, disk reads will 
be performed asynchronously. 

DISKREADBUFFER 1048576 No The buffer size in bytes used for reads and 
writes of data to/from disk for backups, 
restores or vault/migrate/copy.  0 disables; 
minimum size is 32768, we recommend 
powers of 2. 

DISKWRITEASYNC Y No (Windows only) If specified, disk writes will 
be performed asynchronously. 

FORCEEOV 0 No A testing only parameter, if specified non 
zero, the number of records before a tape 
volume switch is forced. 

HISTORY Y No Y: UPSTREAM writes XML history records 
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Parameter Default Req. Description 

to the file USHistory.XML. 

N: UPSTREAM does not write XML history 
records. 

LIBRARYMGRADDRESS Localhost Yes 
for 
Unix 

The IP address of the ACSLS control 
system.  Not required for Windows. 

LIBRARYTYPE 0 No The type of tape library supported: 

0: RSM 

1: ACSLS 

2: UPSTREAM Tape Manager 

3: No library 

4: IBM 3494 

LOGFILE usserver.log No The name of the Reservoir log file. 

MAINTTIME 03:00:00 No The time when system maintenance is run if 
RUNMAINT is set to Y. 

MAXHISTORYDAYS 365 No The maximum number of days to preserve in 
the USHistory.XML file during maintenance 
if RUNMAINT Y and HISTORY Y is 
specified. 

MAXLOGDAYS 30 No The maximum number of days to preserve in 
the USSERVER.LOG file during 
maintenance if RUNMAINT Y is specified. 

MAXMOUNTRETRIES 1500 No For non-RSM mounted tapes, the number of 
200 millisecond delays before the mount is 
failed. 

MAXREGISTRYDAYS 0 No The number of days that registered name 
entries will be preserved unless they are re-
registered or modified.  0 disables the 
feature. 

MAXTAPES 256 No The maximum number of tapes for a given 
backup. 

MESSAGEBOXNOTIFY Y No Y: UPSTREAM will generate a message box 
on the Reservoir system for the notification 
of any local operator when RSM notification 
isn’t used (for scratch tapes for example).  
These message boxes do not automatically 
go away. 

N: UPSTREAM will not generate message 
box notifications. 

MESSAGEFILE upstream.msg Yes The name of the predefined UPSTREAM 
message file. 

MT3494EMULATION N No Y: You are connected to a 358x emulating a 
3494. 

N: You are connected to a real 3494 
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Parameter Default Req. Description 

MT3494LIBRARY None Yes The name of the 3494 library. 

MT3494UPSTREAM 0 Yes The 3494 category to use for UPSTREAM 
generated tapes. 

NOMAINTTAPESETS N No Y: Empty tape sets are preserved during 
maintenance. 
N: Empty tape sets are deleted during 
maintenance. 

NOSOCKETINHERITAN
CE 

N No (Windows only) Set to Y only if you get 
socket operation on non-socket errors. 

OSTAPEACCESS Y No Y: Operating system access to tapes.  This 
is especially recommended on Windows 
N: Direct SCSI tape access. 

REPORT N No If set to Y, a us<task ID>.rpt file is created 
detailing all of the files backed up or 
restored. 

RUNINTERVENTION N No N: Will not run an intervention script. 

Y: Will run an intervention script when a tape 
user event occurs that you may want to 
handle programmatically.  See page 6-4 for 
a description of details about intervention 
scripts. 

RUNMAINT Y No Whether maintenance should be run daily.  If 
you specify Y, you must also specify a 
MAINTTIME. 

SANEXPRESSDIRECTN
EG 

N No Whether the SAN Express Direct 
Negotiation will be performed with clients.  
This can be expensive and is not 
recommended unless you are using the SAN 
Express Direct. 

SCSILOCKLIBRARY N No Whether an UPSTREAM Tape Manager 
library should be locked between calls 
(avoids overlapping calls).  Not needed for 
most libraries, except the Sun SL500. 

SECLEVEL 0 No 0: No security. 

1: User name and password is verified 
against the Windows security system’s 
database. 

2: User name and password are verified 
along with the right to create files in the 
Reservoir subdirectory: Backups\<Backup 
Profile> 

SUMMARYREPORT Y No If set to Y, UPSTREAM will generate a 
single line summary for each operation that 
is performed in the file summary.rpt.  This 
is a very useful feature and is thus set by 
default 

TAPENOTIFYTARGETS None No Can be set to the name of a notification file 
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Parameter Default Req. Description 

in the UPSTREAM client directory of a user 
to be notified to perform UPSTREAM Tape 
Manager manual functions. 

TAPEUSELOCATE Y No If set to Y, UPSTREAM will use the SCSI 
Locate to move the tape to a specific block 
(when available).  If set to N, UPSTREAM 
will use the SCSI Seek to move the tape to a 
specific block. 

TCPRECVBUFFER 65535 No The total per socket buffer space reserved 
for receives.  A TCP performance tuning 
parameter. 

TCPSENDBUFFER 65535 No The total per-socket buffer space reserved 
for sends.  A TCP performance tuning 
parameter. 

TCPTIMEOUT 0 No The number of seconds without 
communications which elapse before the 
connection is timed out.  Specify 0 for no 
timeout. 

USEDATABASE Y No N: Operates in non-database mode (the 
UPSTREAM/SAR product) 

Y: Operates in full database mode 
(UPSTREAM Reservoir product) 

USHOSTTRACE N No Enables very verbose tracing.  Turn on only 
on request of UPSTREAM technical support. 

USPORT 1972 No The port that the UPSTREAM Reservoir 
listens for remote requests on. 

WORKPATH The default 
directory/work
path 

No Where UPSTREAM will store its databases 
and other files.  Must not be changed 
without also moving these files. 
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12.3 UPSTREAM Environment Variables 

UPSTREAM can be controlled for a variety of purposes using environment variables.  
Environment variables are set in the process environment before the Reservoir service starts or 
in the file usenv.dat (in the usserver execution directory) and which can be created with a 
standard text editor which does not add formatting (like vi or notepad).  This file can be modified 
just before you start a task, avoiding having to bounce the server. 

In Windows, environment variables are set in the Control Panel, System applet, Advanced 
Tab, Environment Variables button, System Variables frame.   

Environment variables have the format variable=value.  The variables that UPSTREAM 
recognizes are in the table below.  If a variable is not set to any value, it is described as Not 
Defined and it uses the default value. 

 

Name Default Description 

ACSLSACKTIMEOUT 5 How many seconds UPSTREAM will wait for a 
response from the ACS library manager 

ACSLSMOUNTTIMEOUT 300 How many seconds UPSTREAM will wait for a 
tape to be mounted in ACSLS. 

ACSLSQUERYTIMEOUT 60 How many seconds UPSTREAM will wait for a 
response to an ACSLS QueryServer 
command. 

LINTAPE_CHANGER_PREFIX /dev/IBMchan
ger 

The default prefix for the LINTAPE (ATAPE) 
interface for IBM driver changer access. 

LINTAPE_DRIVE_PREFIX /dev/IBMtape The default prefix for the LINTAPE (ATAPE) 
interface for IBM driver tape drive access. 

TRCSIZE 10000000 The maximum size of the trace files in bytes 
before it wraps to another file. 

UPSTREAMPATH 
(UNIX only) 

Not defined The path for the UPSTREAM client 
executables. 

USCBREPTSIZENOEST Not defined If set to any value, UPSTREAM will not use 
the estimated size as the source for the total 
byte count in the charge back reports. 

USCBREPTSIZENOHDR Not defined If set to any value, UPSTREAM will not use 
the backup headers as the source for the total 
byte count in the charge back reports. 

USCHANGERTIMEOUT 
(UNIX only) 

60 The number of seconds you’ll give a SCSI 
command to the changer before it times out. 

USCONSOLETRC Not defined If defined, messages which are written to the 
Director Status Console are also written to 
stdout for the program. 

USDISKTEST Not defined ‘O’ (letter ‘O’) Forces the use of the profile 
overflow path rather than the regular path. 

(Some letter other than ‘O’): Forces the use of 
the regular profile path and size will not be 
checked. 

USDRIVETIMEOUT 180 The number of seconds you'll give a SCSI 
command to the drive before it times out. 
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Name Default Description 

USDUPMAINTONLY Not defined If defined, only duplicate maintenance will be 
performed in this maintenance run. 

USFILEINFOBUFFER 32768 The atomic I/O size for file info file activity. 

USFILEINFOMAXREADSECS 0 If non-zero, the number of seconds that a file 
info read can take before a message is 
logged. 

USFILEINFOMSGREADSECS 
 

600 If USFILEINFOMAXREADSECS is non-zero 
the minimum number of seconds between 
slow file info read messages (to avoid flooding 
the log). 

USHISTORYONEFILE Not defined If defined, Reservoir will not create multiple 
files which are then merged into the history 
file, it will revert to the old method which has 
all tasks immediately updating the history file 
and waiting to do so.  Setting this environment 
variable may slow Reservoir down 
significantly. 

USINQINDEX Not defined If defined to any value, UPSTREAM will 
internally generate complete indexes for all 
inquiries. 

USINVENTORYTIMEOUT 1200 Allows you to specify, in seconds, how long 
Reservoir will wait for an inventory request 
command before it times out the operation. 

USIOERRORTIMEOUT 
(UNIX only) 

5 The number of seconds you'll give an I/O error 
to return sense information. 

USLINUXLIBTIMEOUT 600 The number of seconds that a Linux Library 
call (open or SCSI call) will be retried before it 
fails. 

USLOCKVERSIONTO 5 The number of seconds that a locked version 
is retried before it is timed out. 

USMINLCLBKPKB Not defined Lets you set the minimum allocated local 
backup size in KB. 

USNODISKCLEANUP Not defined If defined, UPSTREAM will not perform SAN 
Express Direct Passthru disk maintenance.  
Only set if you are sharing a passthru disk 
with another UPSTREAM server system. 

USNODISKMAINTENANCE Not defined If defined, local backup disk maintenance will 
be skipped. 

USNOPWDCHG Not defined If defined, Reservoir will deny any user 
password changes from the Director or End-
User Restores. 

USNOWORKPATHSIZETEST Not defined If defined, Reservoir will not perform the test 
to verify that there is at least 100MB free 
space available before using it. 

USNOINQUIRESORT Not defined If defined to any value, UPSTREAM’s file 
reporting will not use the file sort. 
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Name Default Description 

USNOLIBMAINT Not defined If defined, and you are using the direct 
SCSI/Fibre interface, the libraries files will not 
be rebuilt at maintenance time. This is 
particularly useful if you have hand modified 
the files.  But if tapes are left in the drives, 
they will not be removed. 

USNOMAINTDISK Not defined If defined, orphaned disk backups and other 
disk maintenance will not be performed during 
maintenance. 

USNOMAINTDISKSOS Not defined If defined, SAN Express disks will not be 
searched and left-over backups removed from 
them during maintenance. 

USNOMAINTDUP Not defined If defined, duplicate maintenance will be 
skipped during this maintenance run. 

USNOMAINTGC Not defined If defined, garbage collection (the deletion of 
expired backups) will not be performed during 
maintenance. 

USNOMAINTHISTORYCLEAR Not defined If defined, history file clearing will not be 
performed during maintenance. 

USNOMAINTLIB Not defined If defined, tape drive/library maintenance will 
not be performed. 

USNOMAINTLOGCLEAR Not defined If defined, log clearing will not be performed 
during maintenance. 

USNOMAINTMERGEHISTORY
FILES 

Not defined If defined, Reservoir will not look for a history 
file in the binary directory and one in the 
workpath and will thus not merge the two. 

USNOMAINTORPHANEDDISK Not defined If defined, orphaned disk index deletion will be 
disabled. 

USNOMAINTORPHANEDTAPE
S 

Not defined If defined, orphaned tape identification will not 
be performed during maintenance. 

USNOMAINTREGISTRY Not defined If defined, registered name entries will not be 
deleted based on expiration days set in the 
configuration during maintenance. 

USNOMAINTTAPE Not defined If defined, the USTAPEMAINTONLY test will 
be skipped. 

USNOMAINTTAPESETS Not defined If defined, UPSTREAM will not check for 
orphaned or empty tapesets during 
maintenance. 

USNOMAINTWORKFILES Not defined If defined, UPSTREAM will not delete any 
remaining work files left over in the work path 
during maintenance. 

USNOPWDCHG Not defined If defined, passwords can’t be changed from 
client systems. 

USNORSM Not defined If defined to any value, UPSTREAM will not 
attempt to use Windows RSM. 
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Name Default Description 

USNOSETRLIMITFILES 
(Linux) 

Call setrlimit If set Reservoir will not increase the number of 
files for the task to as high as it can. 

USNOSIGNAL Not defined If defined to any value, UPSTREAM will not 
install its crash signal or exception handler. 

USNOSTARTUPMAINT Run a limited 
library maint 
at startup 

If set, Reservoir will not run any maintenance 
when it is started.  The maint run is to detect 
any changes in libraries since the last time it 
was run. 

USNOTASKSMAINT Not defined If set, old task files will not be deleted. 

USNOVAULTLOCK Not defined If defined to any value, vault profile locking will 
be disabled.  This should only be done upon 
the request of technical support. 

USNOWAITDRIVELOCK Not defined If defined it will limit the amount of time that 
Reservoir will wait for a drive lock. 

USNOWORKPATHSIZETEST Not defined If defined, Reservoir will not perform the test 
to verify that there is at least 100MB of free 
space available.   

USOLDFILESREPORT Not defined If defined, the prior version of the file report 
will be returned. 

USPARAENTHIOLDUNMOUNT
WAIT 

Not defined 
(must be 
greater than 
10) 

If defined, the number of seconds that an 
unmounts will wait when driven by the parent 
task (not the child that mounted the tape). 

USPRINTTRACE Not defined Writes each trace line to the console screen.  
Since this is such a non-standard trace it 
should only be run on the request of 
UPSTREAM tech support. 

USREPORTDRIVEINFO Not defined If defined and you are using Windows without 
direct SCSI, the details of the drive will be 
reported. 

USRESERVEINPUTTAPE 
(Windows only) 

Not defined If defined, Reservoir will put a reserve on the 
input tape for any operation which will keep 
other machines from being able to 
simultaneously access the tape. 

USRESERVEOUTPUTTAPE 
(Windows only) 

Not defined If defined, Reservoir will put a reserve on the 
output tape for any operation which will keep 
other machines from being able to 
simultaneously access the tape. This would 
prevent the SAN Express Direct facility from 
operating. 

USSANNOTAPELOCATE 
(UPSTREAM Client only) 

Not defined If defined, the UPSTREAM client will not 
search for tape drives. 

USSERVERINTERNALUNMOU
NT 

Not defined If defined, (before usserver starts, and can be 
in usenv.dat), dismounts will be done in the 
main usserver task rather than in subtasks. 

USSCSIIGNOREIO Not defined If defined, I/O errors will be ignored (not 
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Name Default Description 

(UNIX only) reported). 

USSCSIIOCTLL 
(AIX only) 

Not defined If defined, enables the exclusive use of the 
scsi_buf structures for the SCSI passthrough, 
which appears to be used by the StorageTek 
T10000 tape drives. If not specified, the drives 
will be auto-discovered. 

USSOLODELAY 300 The number of seconds that a ustbatch 
initiated solo command will wait until it runs. 

USSTARTUPTRACE Not defined If defined, activates a trace that will run from 
the very beginning of program execution 
appending to a file named us.<pid>.trc.  This 
is a non-standard trace and should only be 
used on the request of UPSTREAM technical 
support. 

USSTDOUT 
(UNIX only) 

Not defined Can be defined to the name of a file to route 
stdout to. 

USSTKDEBUGMODE Not defined If defined, turns on ACS internal mini_el 
debugging info. 

USTAPECACHESIZE 32768 The size of the suballocation buffer, in bytes, 
used to hold the database records before 
they’re written to disk.  0 disables 
suballocated caching (and typically reduces 
performance). 

USTAPECOMPRESSION Not defined If defined and you are using Windows without 
direct SCSI and you are setting one or more 
drive options, compression will be enabled or 
not based on the existence of this variable. 

USTAPECCC Not defined If defined and you are using Windows without 
direct SCSI and you are setting one or more 
drive options ECC will be enabled or not 
based on the existence of this variable. 

USTAPELIBDRIVESDOWN Not defined If defined, Reservoir will search for an empty 
tape drive from the highest numbered drive in 
the library file downwards.  Otherwise, it would 
alternate up and down based on task ID. 

USTAPELIBDRIVESUP Not defined If defined, Reservoir will search for an empty 
tape drive from the lowest numbered drive in 
the library file upwards.  Otherwise, it would 
alternate up and down based on task ID. 

USTAPELIBLOGACCESS Not defined If defined, the Reservoir will log all locks 
gotten and released if you check “Lock 
Library” in the Reservoir configurator. 

USTAPELIBNOAUTOASSOC Not defined If defined and you are using the UPSTREAM 
Tape Manager, at maintenance time tape 
drives will not be automatically associated 
with libraries. 

USTAPELIBNOID Not defined If defined, the library identifiers option will not 
be turned on when performing an inventory of 
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Name Default Description 

a library. 

USTAPELIBWAITTIMEOUT 600 The number of seconds that a retry able tape 
library error will be retried.  These include all 
NOT READY sense codes. 

USTAPEMAINTONLY Not defined If defined, Reservoir maintenance will only 
consist of tape subsystem examination; all 
other maintenance will be skipped. Only 
recommended on the advice of tech support. 

USTAPESETDATAPAD Not defined If defined and you are using Windows without 
direct SCSI and you are setting one or more 
drive options, data paddding will be enabled 
or not based on the existence of this variable. 

USTAPEWINSHORTRETRY 3 For functions like getting drive information that 
are expected to be very fast, the timeout. 

USTAPEWAITTIMEOUT 180 The number of seconds to wait for a tape to 
mount. 

USTAPEWINRETRYSECONDS  
(Windows only) 

300 The maximum amount of time any number of 
tape commands (SPACE, REWIND, etc.) can 
take before they are timed out. 

USTCPWINSOCKVERSION 
(Windows only) 

514 Enter the version of TCP/.IP WINSOCK you 
wish to use.  Version 1.1 is 257 (100 hex plus 
1); Version 2.2 is 514 (200 hex plus 2). 

USTRACE Not defined If defined, UPSTREAM internal trace will be 
turned on.  Since the trace slows everything 
down, it’s only recommended on the request 
of technical support. 

USUNWRITABLETAPE Not defined Allows you to specify a tape which is never to 
be written on. 

USWAITFORPOOL 120 The number of seconds UPSTREAM will wait 
for a pool to become unlocked.  You may 
need to increase this on a heavily loaded 
system (particularly for ACSLS). 
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13 Troubleshooting 

 

13.1 Contacting Technical Support 

Our customers are very important to us.  Our goal is always to provide prompt and courteous 
service. 

Should you have any questions regarding the installation, implementation or use of the 
UPSTREAM program product, please feel free to contact Innovation Data Processing technical 
support group listed below. 

In the event you are having difficulty with UPSTREAM, please retain all the error information 
you can gather and contact the Innovation Data Processing technical support group listed below 
as soon as possible.  Note that since logs are produced on both sides, gathering those logs is an 
important starting point for contacting technical support.  We will make every effort to resolve the 
difficulty in the shortest possible time. 

Innovation Data Processing, Technical Support 
275 Paterson Ave. 
Little Falls, NJ  07424 
Phone: (973) 890-7300 
Fax: (973) 812-7384 
E-Mail: support@fdrinnovation.com 

 

13.2 Backing Out a Release 

The Reservoir consists of two primary executables: usserver which listens for requests, 
services light duty ones (like the control panel) and mostly starts a child program, named ustask 
to process the remaining tasks.  Since most tasks are handled by ustask, we have tailored our 
release philosophy to allow you to easily back out a version. 

Since ustask performs most of the tasks, we have added the release at the end of the ustask 
program so it can be easily recognized, for example: ustask.3.6.1a.  So if you have been 
upgrading Reservoir often, you will see a number of ustask instances in the usserver directory. 

usserver is often called the switcher, as it has to decide which version of ustask to run.  As 
you would expect, it runs the most recent.  Thus to back out a version, all you need to do is 
rename “ustask.<version>” to “SomethingElse.<version>” and it will automatically switch back to 
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the next newest version.  Thus you can easily back out a version of the Reservoir software at will 
if you have a problem.  And you can back out to a fairly old version – back as far as you first 
installed or this feature was implemented (3.6.1). 

Often as part of problem resolution, if a bug appears in a new release, tech support may ask 
you to back out the release until a patch can be produced.   

The technique also allows patches on particular features of Reservoir including backup, 
restore, utility (vault/migrate/copy) and quite a bit more.  What will be sent to you will include the 
feature name as part of the file name. 

Thus ustask.3.6.1.Utility will be run – comparing greater than ustask.3.6.1 as it has a patch 
modifier.  However, if 3.6.1a is released: ustask.3.6.1a will be run – comparing greater than any 
3.6.1 base version even if it has a patch modifier (it is assumed that all patches will be integrated 
into the next version).  If you back out 3.6.1a you will get 3.6.1 with the patch on Utility. 

Again, patches can be backed out as well.  Rename or delete the patched version and it will 
run the unpatched version. 

Patches and the switcher concept are designed to allow UPSTREAM to be fixed with as little 
impact against the full system as possible (similar to superzap in z/OS) and still to allow the ease 
of upgrade that has always been an UPSTREAM hallmark. 

 

13.3 core files in UNIX 

core files are part of the UNIX/Linux operating system concept.  If a program crashes for any 
number of reasons a core file may be created.  Not many vendors choose to use them because 
using core files means that you can not trap the bug, and core files are quite hard to read.  
However Innovation has decided that the value of having useful information outweighs the loss of 
being able to directly log the event. 

If you see a core file in the UPSTREAM or usserver directory, immediately send it to 
UPSTREAM technical support.  Getting it out of the directory is important as a new crash will 
overwrite the core file that is there.  Innovation technical support has the tools to investigate the 
contents of a core file and often generate a patch (see above) which will avoid the crash. 

 

13.4 Poor Performance 

There is often a single factor to blame when encountering poor performance.  For backups, 
UPSTREAM is typically I/O bound on: 

 Reading data from the client system 

 Sending to the Reservoir 

 Writing it to the disk or tape. 

This gives us 3 primary I/O bottlenecks to examine.  The UPSTREAM Client User’s Guide 
describes performance tests which are operated from the client software to isolate the primary 
performance bottleneck.   

We strongly recommend that you perform the Raw Communications Tests first to test 
communications performance between the client and Reservoir system.  This is the most 
common performance bottleneck.  The client user’s guide suggests a number of options for 
dealing with communications performance bottlenecks. 

To test reading data from the client system, use the Backup – No Communications 
performance test on the same data you backup.  Again, the client user’s guide suggests 
remedies. 
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If your performance bottleneck appears to be reading or writing to the tape, you can try 
reading and writing using fixed sized blocks rather than variable sized blocks.  See UPSTREAM 
Backup Profile Configuration on page 3-8 for instructions on setting the blocking type and the 
blocking size.  Block sizes of powers of 2, particularly 262144 or 524288 tend to be the fastest 
we’ve seen in a lab setting.  Larger value slow the system down as we wait for tape writes too 
long and smaller values don’t take advantage of today’s high speed channels and tape drives. 

If the performance bottleneck appears to be reading or writing to the tape, you may need to 
upgrade the tape drive’s microcode.  For example on IBM LTO-3 tapes, an upgrade in microcode 
resulted in a dramatic decrease in tape seek time.  Microcode updates seem to be very important 
to tape and library systems. 

If the performance bottleneck appears to be writing to disk, see the Advanced Configuration, 
Miscellaneous tab on page 12-7 where you can set the block size and whether asynchronous I/O 
is performed.  Note that massive concurrent writes to some systems result in errors (which are 
retried successfully).  Checking logs is important when optimizing disk performance. 

Performance is further discussed in section 4.7: Performance on page 4-26. 

 

13.5 Problems with Automatic Association 

Reservoir will attempt to automatically associate tape drives to library elements when using 
the UPSTREAM Tape Manager.  This assumes a number of important capabilities be available 
both in the drive and in the library when the process is performed.  If you are getting errors during 
the automatic association process you should read them very carefully.  They may be indicating a 
problem with the drive or library.  For example, in Windows if you do not disable the library, 
Reservoir will report errors attempting to access it. 

What Reservoir does is a READ_ELEMENT_STATUS of each drive in the library.  Then if the 
information from that is complete, it will have each drive's address and serial number.  It will then 
look up each drives details by using the INQUIRY command's pages to find the address and 
serial number of the drive.  This will allow association of the drive. 

If any of these features are missing, or unavailable you will need to do a manual association 
as described in Associating Drives with Libraries on page 4-8.  You will need to disable automatic 
drive association so that the automatic function will not ruin the manual association you have 
performed. 

To disable automatic association you need to set the environment variable 
USTAPELIBNOAUTOASSOC to any value.  This variable can be set in usenv.dat (in the 
Reservoir binary directory).  If this variable is set properly there will be a message to this affect 
during maintenance. 

 

13.6 Profile Definitions Ignored 

If you find that profile configuration definitions are being ignored, Note that UPSTREAM stores 
a number of important files, including the profile definition files, in the overall configuration Work 
Path.  Thus if you change the Work Path, it’s important to move the other important files including 
the profile definition files (those with the .prf extension) to that new path. 

 

13.7 Restore Errors or Missing Backups 

If problems are detected with an UPSTREAM index during an inquiry or restore, the database 
index for the backup may be automatically deleted and the backup may appear to be gone.  To 
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rebuild it you can highlight the backup in the UPSTREAM Director, Profiles tab, and press the 
Reindex button. 

 

Reindexing is generally very quick. 

If the problem is a backup which was automatically or manually deleted but the backup still 
exists either on tape, on disk (or a disk backup which can be recovered from a backup of the 
UPSTREAM Storage Reservoir directories), you can use the REGEN utility available in the 
UPSTREAM Director and described in section 7.2 Importing into the UPSTREAM Reservoir on 
page 7-3 

 

13.7.1 Problems with Removable Storage Manager 

Removable Storage Manager may have problems recovering if an UPSTREAM task crashed 
or was killed while it had a session with it.  If so, you should stop all Removable Storage Manager 
tasks (including the UPSTREAM Reservoir Service) and stop and restart the Removable 
Storage service in the Services group in Windows Computer Management. 

 

13.7.2 Inventory Problems 

If you perform a full inventory of a library and all of the tapes, even those with good labels, go 
into the Unrecognized pool rather than the application or Import pool, there may be a problem 
with the UPSTREAM Media Label Library.  Some things you can do: 
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 Reinstall UPSTREAM.  This is necessary if the UPSTREAM Reservoir software was 
not installed using the installation program on this machine and thus the library was 
not written into the registry correctly or the registry entry was in some other way lost.  
You can verify this by verifying that the registry key 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\NTMS\OMID\Tape\U
SLabel\Path has the value of the fully qualified path to the USLabel.DLL module. 

 Insufficient Security.  Reservoir will need read/write access to both the UPSTREAM 
client and the Reservoir directories.  It runs as the Local System Account user and 
will need full control access to the UPSTREAM\USServer or fdrupstream/usserver 
directory.  You can verify this is the problem by looking for system event log errors. 

 

13.8 Problems with the UPSTREAM Tape Manager 

13.8.1 Errors with non-existent drives or time-outs on existing 
drives 

If you add or remove a tape device, UPSTREAM will attempt to detect the change.  However, 
in the case that you get errors accessing tape drives which no longer exist or if you get errors 
accessing drives which should be operating correctly, you can delete the library definition files 
(*.library) in the \upstream\usserver directory.  After restarting the Reservoir service these files 
will be recreated. 

 

13.8.2 Director Inventory Doesn’t Match Library Inventory 

The UPSTREAM Tape Manager feature of the Reservoir only supports libraries which perform 
automatic library inventory and support inventory of the CAP.  If the library inventory is still 
incorrect, particularly after an inject, modify the *.library file for the library to set 
TAPELIBINITNOBARCODE to N. 

 

13.8.3 Changing Library Definition Files 

The *.library files contain the configurations for the libraries and stand-alone drives.  They are 
created automatically during system maintenance.  Most of the definitions can be viewed and 
modified in the Director.  However, new and rarely used features may require that you manually 
modify them. 

Each file is a text file.  The file name is <adapter>.<target>.<Lun>.library.  Inside each file is a 
non-repeating section for the library itself (which includes stand-alone drives), and a repeating 
definition   Non repeating definitions are not positional until the first repeating parameter.  
Repeating parameters begin with the title TAPELIBDRIVENUMBER, start with the number 1, 
increment by 1 and are not positional between TAPELIBDRIVENUMBER definitions.  The last 
value discovered is used, and these values can be overridden by command line or environment 
variables. 

The following is the list of non-repeated library/stand-alone drive parameters: 

 

Parameter Default Description 
TAPELIBCFGBUFFER 524288 The size of the buffer used to obtain 

the inventory from a tape library with 
the UPSTREAM Library Manager.  
Larger values may be needed for very 
large libraries, but may fail access on 
very small ones. 

TAPELIBCFGDEFAULT Y Not used. 
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TAPELIBCFGENABLED Y Whether the library/drive is enabled or 
disabled. 

TAPELIBCFGFILENAME File name of this file File name of this file. 

TAPELIBCFGLIBRARY Result of inquiries Whether the file represents a library 
(Y) or a stand-alone drive (N). 

TAPELIBCFGNAME DEFAULT Any descriptive name for the library. 

TAPELIBCFGPRESENT Y Whether the library was actually 
detected during the last maintenance 
run. 

TAPELIBCFGPRODUCT None The product name returned from the 
SCSI INQUIRY command. 

TAPELIBCFGSCSILUN Lun of the library/drive Lun of the library/drive 

TAPELIBCFGSCSIPATH Adapter/Path of the library/drive Adapter/Path of the library/drive 

TAPELIBCFGSCSITARGET Target of the library/drive Target of the library/drive 

TAPELIBCFGSETVOLSERINDEX N Whether UPSTREAM should detect 
the beginning of the VolSer in the 
ElementDescriptor returned in the 
READ_ELEMENT_STATUS (N) or 
use the value specified in 
TAPELIBCFGVOLSERINDEX (Y). 

TAPELIBCFGSTARTELEMENT Starting element The logical element number of the first 
tape drive in the library. 

TAPELIBCFGTOTALDRIVES Number of drives The total number of tape drives in the 
library. 

TAPELIGCFGUNLOCKEJECT N If set to Y, an eject will issue the SCSI 
“Prevent/Allow Medium Removal” 
command before the eject. 

TAPELIBCFGVENDOR None The vendor name returned from the 
SCSI INQUIRY command. 

TAPELIBCFGVOLSERINDEX Not used Only used if 
TAPELIBCFGSETVOLSERINDEX is 
Y, the index in the 
READ_ELEMENT_STATUS used to 
extract the VolSer. 

TAPELIBINITNOBARCODE Y Only used if TAPELIBINITSTATUS Y, 
if set to Y, UPSTREAM will enable the 
no bar code initialization bit in the 
Initialize Element Status SCSI call. 

TAPELIBINITSTATUS N If set to Y, UPSTREAM will call 
Initialize Element Status before doing 
a Read Element Status for inventory 
determination. 

TAPELIBNUMSLOTS Number of slots The number of slots in the library. 

TAPELIBRESERVE N Whether UPSTREAM should put a 
reserve on the library.   

 

The following is the list of repeated drive parameters: 

 

Parameter Default Description 
TAPELIBCFGDRVELEMENT Element of the drive The logical element number of this 

tape drive in the library. 

TAPELIBCFGDRVENABLED Y Whether the drive is enabled or 
disabled. 

TAPELIBCFGDRVLUN Lun of the drive The SCSI Lun of the drive 

TAPELIBCFGDRVOSNAME None The native operating system name 
used to address the drive. 

TAPELIBCFGDRVPATH Adapter/Path of the drive The SCSI adapter/path of the drive. 

TAPELIBCFGDRVPRESENT Y Whether the drive was actually 
detected during the last maintenance 
run. 
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TAPELIBCFGDRVPRODUCT None The product name returned from the 
SCSI INQUIRY command. 

TAPELIBCFGDRVSERIAL Serial of the drive The serial string of the drive. 

TAPELIBCFGDRVTARGET Target of the drive The SCSI target of the drive. 

TAPELIBCFGDRVTYPE 0 Reported SCSI type of the drive.  Not 
used. 

TAPELIBCFGDRVVARLABEL N N: Fixed format label 

Y: Variable format label 

TAPELIBCFGDRVVENDOR None The vendor name returned from the 
SCSI INQUIRY command. 

TAPELIBDRIVENUMBER 1 The beginning of a new block of 
repeated drive parameters. 

 

13.9 Orphaned Tapes 

An orphaned tape is a tape which is allocated to a Reservoir’s allocated pool, but is not 
pointed to by an UPSTREAM backup.  Orphaned tapes can be caused by: 

 The Reservoir machine going down in the middle of a backup. 

 Killing a task in the middle of a backup. 

 Other applications allocating tapes. 

UPSTREAM automatically detects orphaned tapes during system maintenance.  If you have 
an orphaned tape, UPSTREAM will write to the usserver.log file a message like: 

Tue Feb 24 16:28:19 2004 Task ID: 1 

   Msg #Srv8628E No backups on tape set with VolSer: 000017 in Pool: VAULT1 

        After verifying that the tape contains no data, 

        You may wish to free this tape manually. 

This indicates that UPSTREAM found a tape in an UPSTREAM tapeset, but no backup 
pointing to it. 

If you see a message like this, you should check the usserver.log file for prior mount 
messages for this tape to verify that it doesn’t contain valuable data.  If it has valuable data, you 
should regen the tape.   

To regen a tape, go into the Director, press the Media tab, enter the pool containing the tape, 
highlight the tape set containing the tape and press the Regen button.  If you wish to regen your 
tapes into a Vault, pull down the Options menu select Version View and select the vault number 
you wish the tape to be generated into.  It does not need to be the original one, and if you do not 
specify a vault, it will be regenerated into the primary backup group.   

If the tape contains no useful data, you can free it in the Director.  Press the Media tab, enter 
the pool containing the tape, highlight the tape set containing the tape and press the Delete 
button.  UPSTREAM will remove the tape from the allocated pool.  You are then responsible for 
putting it back into a scratch pool. 

If UPSTREAM sees a tape which is in an allocated pool but there’s no UPSTREAM tapeset for 
it, you may see a maintenance message like: 

Thu Feb 19 16:17:05 2004 Task ID: 1 

   Msg #Srv8627E No tape set for VolSer: 000015 in Pool: VAULT 

        After verifying that the tape contains no data, 

        You may wish to free this tape manually. 

Again check the usserver.log for information relating to valid data on the tape.  If you wish to 
use the tape, you will need to create a tapeset for the tape and then regen it.  See Importing Tape 
Backups on page 7-3 for details. 

If you wish to delete the tape, use RSM to Deallocate the tape or for ACSLS or The 
UPSTREAM Tape Manager, delete the tape in the Tape Regen window in the Media tab. 
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Because UPSTREAM searches for unallocated tapes and performs other useful system 
monitoring, you should check the usserver.log file for maintenance messages like these 
periodically. 

 

13.10 Orphaned Disk Backups 

An orphaned disk backup is a disk backup which is on the destination disk, but does not have 
the UPSTREAM indexes.  Orphaned disk backups can be caused by: 

 The Reservoir machine going down in the middle of a backup. 

 Killing a task in the middle of a backup. 

 Running out of disk space in the middle of a backup 

UPSTREAM automatically detects orphaned disk backups during system maintenance.  If you 
have an orphaned disk backup, UPSTREAM will write to the usserver.log file a message like: 

Mon Aug 09 16:16:50 2004 Task ID: 1 

   Msg #PC8638W Orphan disk backup.  Profile: ANDREW, Version: 040603160538 

        You may choose to either regen this backup or delete 

        it. 

If you see a message like this, you should check the usserver.log file for prior backup 
messages for this profile at the given date and time to verify that it doesn’t contain valuable data.  
If it has valuable data, you should regen the disk backup.   

To regen a disk backup, go into the Director, press the Media tab, select the Disk Regen 
window, highlight the Profile and Version of the backup and press the Regen button. 

If you wish to delete the orphaned disk backup, you can free it in the Director by pressing the 
Delete button. 

 

13.11 Damaged Disk Backups 

A disk backup can be damaged for any number of reasons.  Running out of space in the disk 
backup's file system, a Reservoir crash during the backup or any number of issues can cause a 
disk backup to be corrupt. 

Reservoir will attempt to repair a backup that's damaged when it accesses it.  However, if you 
know that a backup, or a sequence of backups are damaged, you can manually repair them using 
the filedata program.  This program, which takes wildcards, has a number of switches: 

filedata <wildcarded .backup files> [/f or /o] [/q] 

If specified without switches, filedata will simply interpret the data in the file without 
modification.  However, if you specify the /f (fix with prompt to do the fix) or /o (fix with override to 
avoid the prompt) the file(s) specified will be repaired back to the last good block and a remove 
file written if there is a file which is still in process so it will not be counted. 

Once a backup has been repaired, you will be prompted to run regen on this file to have it 
properly reindexed. 

The /q option is the quiet option which has the function run without the interpretation of the 
data as it proceeds. 

It is recommended that you run this from a command prompt or terminal prompt.  For 
example, in Windows, if the work path was the Reservoir path, and the profile was DATA1 you 
would change to the correct directory and run the program as follows: 

c: 

cd\Program Files\Innovation Data Processing\UPSTREAM\USServer\Backups\DATA1 

..\..\filedata *.backup /o /q > repair.out 
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This example would examine all of the backups for damage, without prompting or 
interpretation and write the output to the file repair.out.  repair.out can be examined in a text 
editor like notepad to determine which backups need to have regen run on them. 

 

 

13.12 Moving Backups between Vaults 

There are times when a backup is either cataloged as a regular backup or in the wrong vault: 

 You wish to use a vault as the primary backup so it can be the source for full merges. 

 A vault number was mistyped or you have changed your needs and need to move a 

backup from one vault number to another. 

There are 3 files which represent each backup: 

 <version date><backup type (‘f’ for full or ‘i’ for incremental)>.inf: The information file 

with the details of each file in the backup. 

 <version date><backup type (‘f’ for full or ‘i’ for incremental)>.fil: The file list. 

 <version date><backup type (‘f’ for full or ‘i’ for incremental)>.dir: The directory list. 

The directory format is: 

 For regular backups: <work path>/Backups/<profile> 

 For vaults: <work path>/Vault<vault number>/<profile> 

So the process to move from a vault is to copy these three files from the vault directory to the 
Backups directory; to move to a vault copy these three files from the Backups directory to the 
vault directory; finally, to move between vaults, copy these three files from the source vault 
directory to the target vault directory. 

It’s important that you move all three files at the same time.  Also, do not move the .backup file 
if the backup was to disk.  That file’s location is recorded in the catalog files and can’t be moved. 

For example, on a Windows system, to copy a full from vault 1 with the version date 
070328010203 to the regular backups directory and assuming the default work path: 

 copy c:\upstream\usserver\Vault1\070328010203f.inf c:\upstream\usserver\Backups\ 

 copy c:\upstream\usserver\Vault1\070328010203f.fil c:\upstream\usserver\Backups\ 

 copy c:\upstream\usserver\Vault1\070328010203f.dir c:\upstream\usserver\Backups\ 

 

13.13 Error Writing to Disk in Windows 

If you get error #1450 “Insufficient system resources” writing to disk, this is typically caused by 
a shortage of paged kernel memory.  The fix for this is described in Microsoft KnowledgeBase 
Article 304101, available on the internet at: http://support.microsoft.com/kb/304101 

 

13.14 Tape Drives in the usserver.log 

Tape drives are listed in the usserver.log in two different ways.  From the operating system 
perspective like this (a Windows example): 

Fri Mar 08 14:49:49 2013 USTask V3.7.1f(build 820:844) Addr: 127.0.0.1 Task ID: 1199 

Profile: USCOPY 

   Msg #Srv13048I Mounting B04602 on Tape5 for output 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/304101
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The operating system view of the tape is valuable when trying to troubleshoot problems with 
the tape (like media errors for example). 

Tape drives are also listed in the log from their view from the perspective of the library: 

Fri Mar 08 14:49:58 2013 USTask V3.7.1f(build 820:844) Addr: 127.0.0.1 Task ID: 1199 

Profile: USCOPY 

   Msg #Srv13082D Tape B04602 successfully moved from slot #9 (1041) to tape drive #4 

(261) 

This is particularly useful if you are troubleshooting a problem with a mount or dismount.  In 
the case above the tape is moved into the 4th tape drive (starting at 0), element number 261 (in 
the library’s element table). 

 

13.15 Tracing 

Trace files are written to the USSERVER directory with the name ustask<task number>.trc.  
The task number is the task number written to the usserver.log file on each logged line.  The 
trace will use the TRCSIZE environment variable to determine the maximum size of a trace file in 
memory.  The size on disk will be larger.  When it exceeds the size specified, it will reuse memory 
so not to exceed the specified TRCSIZE. 

When tracing is activated, a new task is created to service the trace request.  You will see it in 
the Director console.  You can monitor how tracing is doing through this screen (whether it wraps 
for example, and how much memory is allocated).  Tracing is entirely in memory until the trace is 
stopped at which time the trace task writes the trace information in memory to the trace file (as 
named above).  This results is very high speed tracing without loss of important data.  However, 
since the trace is in memory, it is important to not specify a TRCSIZE which is too large as it 
could cause a resource shortage in the machine. 

To enable tracing (under direction of UPSTREAM technical support), you can: 

o Enable tracing in the Miscellaneous option in the Reservoir configurator (usservercfg).  This 
will cause ALL tasks to trace.  This should only be set for a short time as it can produce a 
very large number of very large files.  This is the recommended method if a number of tasks 
need to be traced or if the task starts and stops to fast to enable it in the Reservoir console. 

o Turn on or off tracing for an individual task in the Reservoir console.  This is the 
recommended method, if you have time to do it. 

o Set the USSERVER.CFG parameter USHOSTTRACE=Y (same as the first option but done 
manually). 

o Create a file in the Backups/<Backup Profile> directory, with the name Trace.<hex request 
value>.  This will enable UPSTREAM to trace only for a specific backup profile and only a 
specific request type.  
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14 Messages 

14.1 UPSTREAM Messages 

Window management errors (Error errors) These are messages which 

occur when attempting to display a message 

Srv1010E Error writing to the log file  
Reason: There was an error writing to the log file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1011E Error opening the log file  
Reason: There was an error opening the log file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1012E Error obtaining the message file name 
Action: Make sure that you have an upstream.cfg file specified and 

that it contains a MESSAGEFILE statement pointing to 

upstream.msg 

Srv1013E Error opening upstream.msg 
Action: Verify that the upstream.msg file is accessible. 

Srv1014E Insufficient memory  
Reason: Error messages will not be buffered. 

Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv1015E Error reading message file 
Action: Verify that upstream.msg is accessible. 

Srv1016E Message out of range 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1017E Duplicate message  
Reason: There are two or more messages in the message file with the 

same message number. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1018E Action succeeded  
Reason: The specified action was performed and completed 

successfully. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1019E Action failed  
Reason: The specified action was performed but failed. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1020E Error allocating data to send error (OS/2)  
Reason: There was an error allocating data space to send the given 

error to the remote system. 

Action: Close other programs or free disk space. 

Srv1021E Insufficient memory  
Reason: There was an error allocating memory to hold a pending 

error message. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv1022E Insufficient memory  
Reason: There was an error allocating memory to hold the text of a 

pending error message. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv1023E Bad thread for non-fatal error support 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1024I Error clearing log during %s 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1025D File cleared. %lu lines removed %lu lines retained. 

Srv1026D Clearing: preserving %lu days in file %s 

Srv1027I Temporary files cleaned up: 

Srv1028D Error copying permissions from %s to %s 

Srv1029E Insufficient memory for error subsystem. 

Srv1030D Cannot display messages while unattended  
Reason: UPSTREAM could not display the following message title 

and message while running in an unattended mode. 

Report system errors. 

Srv1031E Insufficient memory allocating handle 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv1032E Error opening input file during report copy 
Action: See the message above for more information. 

Srv1033E Error opening output file during report copy 
Action: See the message above for more information. 

Srv1034E Error reading input file during report copy 
Action: See the message above for more information. 

Srv1035E Error writing output file during report copy 
Action: See the message above for more information. 

Srv1036E Error deleting temp file during report copy 
Action: See the message above for more information. 

USVSS errors 
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Srv1051E (CustApps) Can't check the Hyper-V writer status  
Reason: An error occurred while checking the status of the 

"Microsoft Hyper-V VSS Writer" before starting a component 

restore. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1052E (CustApps) Can't find ADAM instance database file 

spec  
Reason: The adamntds.dit file of an ADAM instance could not be 

identified. Verification for the adamntds.dit file could not be 

performed. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1053E (CustApps) Can't start ADAM instance verification  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to start the verification 

process for an ADAM instance database. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1054E (CustApps) Can't verify an ADAM instance database  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to verify an ADAM 

instance database. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM tech support. 

Srv1055E (CustApps) Can't open Service Control Manager  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open a connection to 

the Service Control Manager in order to check the status of an 

ADAM instance service. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1056E (CustApps) Can't open service  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open a connection to 

an ADAM instance service in order to check its status. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. An error occurred 

while attempting to get the status of an ADAM instance service. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1058E (CustApps) The service is started  
Reason: The restore of an ADAM instance cannot be performed 

while its service is started. 

Action: Stop the ADAM instance service and restart the restore. 

Srv1059I (CustApps) DS authoritative restore succeeded  
Reason: An authoritative restore of a Directory Services database 

was successful. 

Srv1060E (CustApps) DS authoritative restore failed  
Reason: An authoritative restore of a Directory Services database 

failed. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1061E (CustApps) Active Directory restore was unsuccessful  
Reason: The restore of the Active Directory was unsuccessful. An 

authoritative restore of the Active Directory is not possible. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1062E (CustApps) An ADAM instance restore was 

unsuccessful  
Reason: The restore of an ADAM instance was unsuccessful. An 

authoritative restore of the ADAM instance is not possible. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1063E (CustApps) Can't parse ADAM instance name  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to parse an ADAM 

instance name from the name of its VSS writer. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1064E (CustApps) Invalid Hyper-V component MovePaths 

parameter  
Reason: The restore options specified for a Microsoft Hyper-V VSS 

Writer component specifies an invalid MovePaths parameter. The 

number of target paths specified in the MovePaths parameter value 

does not match the number of source paths specified. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1065E (CustApps) Invalid Target Path suffix  
Reason: A target path specified in the value of the MovePaths 

parameter specified as the restore options of a Microsoft Hyper-V 

VSS writer component has a suffix that does not match the suffix of 

the source path that it is paired with. Either the source path has a 

trailing backslash and the target path does not or the source path does 

not have a trailing backslash and the target path does. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1066E (CustApps) Can't start Exchange verification  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to start the verification 

process for an Exchange storage group. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1067I (CustApps) Can't find ChkSGFiles.dll  
Reason: ChkSGFiles.dll (the Exchange Storage Group Consistency 

Check API) cannot be found. The verification of the Exchange 

storage group will be skipped. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1068E (CustApps) Can't identify the ntds.dit file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to identify the ntds.dit 

file for the Active Directory component in order to perform a 

checksum test. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1069E (CustApps) Can't start Active Directory verification  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to start the verification 

process for the Active Directory database. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1070E (CustApps) Can't get an Active Directory Search 

interface  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get an Active 

Directory Search interface. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1071E (CustApps) Can't execute Active Directory Search  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to execute an Active 

Directory Search. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1072E (CustApps) Can't get Active Directory Search row  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the next row of 

data from an Active Directory Search. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1073E (CustApps) Can't get Active Directory Search column  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get a column of data 

from an Active Directory Search. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1074E (CustApps) Can't allocate an Exchange Object 

structure  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for an Exchange 

Object structure, there was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 
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Srv1075E (CustApps) Can't get IADs interface  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get an IADs 

interface. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1076E (CustApps) Can't get Active Directory attribute  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to read an attribute from 

an Active Directory object. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1077E (CustApps) Can't get domain name  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the DNS 

formatted domain name. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1078E (CustApps) Can't search for Exchange servers  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to search for the 

Exchange servers in the domain. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1079E (CustApps) Can't get Exchange server information  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the information 

for an Exchange server. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1080E (CustApps) Can't search for Exchange storage groups  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to search for the 

Exchange storage groups in the domain. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1081E (CustApps) Can't get Exchange storage group 

information  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the information 

for an Exchange storage group. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1082E (CustApps) Can't search for Exchange private 

databases  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to search for the 

Exchange private databases in the domain. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1083E (CustApps) Can't search for Exchange public 

databases  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to search for the 

Exchange public databases in the domain. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1084E (CustApps) Can't get Exchange database information  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the information 

for an Exchange database. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1085E (CustApps) Can't find Exchange server  
Reason: An error occurred while verifying the name of an Exchange 

server. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1086E (CustApps) Can't parse Active Directory object GUID  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to parse a GUID for an 

Exchange storage group or database object from an Active Directory 

attribute. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1087E (CustApps) Can't allocate additional component data  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for a set of additional 

component data, there was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv1088E (CustApps) Invalid Exchange storage group restore 

options  
Reason: The specified restore options are invalid for restoring an 

Exchange storage group component. 

Action: Specify a correct set of options for the 

PLUGINPARAMETERS parameter value. Use one of the following 

formats: PLUGINPARAMETERS 

OPTIONS='RestoreToStorageGroup=""' PLUGINPARAMETERS 

OPTIONS='RestoreToDirectory=""' 

Srv1089E (CustApps) Can't allocate Exchange storage group 

restore options  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for a set of Exchange 

storage group component restore options, there was insufficient 

memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv1090E (CustApps) Can't add new target  
Reason: An error occurred while adding a new target for one of the 

file specs for the specified component. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1091E (USVSS) Can't process options  
Reason: An error occurred while pre-processing or post-processing 

the options for the specified writer. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1092E (USVSS) Can't check for missing writers  
Reason: An error occurred while checking for any VSS writers 

which are required for a component restore, but are missing. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1093W (USVSS) Can't get additional volume information  
Reason: While attempting to get the additional information needed 

for the inclusion of the ASR information in the backup, an error 

occurred. The backup will continue, but the ASR information will 

not be included in the backup. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1094E (USVSS) Can't set ASR selected flag  
Reason: While attempting to add the ASR selected flag to the 

WinSS.xml file, an error occurred. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1095E (USVSS) Can't create RestoreSession key  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create the 

"HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows 

NT\CurrentVersion\ASR\RestoreSession" registry key. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1096E (USVSS) Can't start CSV search  
Reason: An error occurred while starting a search for Cluster Shared 

Volumes (CSVs). 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1097E (USVSS) Can't find a backup NTFS volume  
Reason: None of the volumes that were backed up are NTFS 

volumes. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1098E (USVSS) Can't create directory  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create a directory. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 
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Srv1099E (USVSS) Can't perform ASR restore  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to perform an ASR 

restore. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Informational messages. These are messages that are displayed in 

message boxes and are often not fatal 

Srv1111E Can't allocate a data stream  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for a data stream there 

was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv1112E Can't allocate a text line  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for a text line there 

was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv1113E Last quoted-printable line is continued  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to decode a set of 

quoted-printable encoded data. The last line ends with a continuation 

character and must not. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1114E Invalid quoted-printable data character  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to decode a set of 

quoted-printable encoded data. A character was found which is 

invalid for quoted-printable encoding. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1115E Line to be encoded is too short  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to encode a line with 

quoted-printable or base 64 encoding. The line is too short. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1116E Line for quoted-printable encoding contains CR or LF  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to encode a line with 

quoted-printable encoding. The line contains either a carriage return 

or line feed character. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1117E Invalid base 64 buffer length  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to decode a set of base 

64 encoded data. The length of the encoded data is not a multiple of 

4. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1118E Invalid base 64 data character  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to decode a set of base 

64 encoded data. A character was found which is invalid for base 64 

encoding. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1119E Premature end of base 64 buffer  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to decode a set of base 

64 encoded data. The base 64 encoded data buffer is too short. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1120E Can't allocate a context  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for a data conversion 

context there was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv1121E Can't read attachment file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to read an attachment 

file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1122E Can't open attachment file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open an attachment 

file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1123E Can't position attachment file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to set the file pointer for 

an attachment file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1124E Can't reposition attachment file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to reset the file pointer 

for an attachment file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1125E Can't reallocate a context  
Reason: While attempting to reallocate memory for a data 

conversion context there was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv1126E Can't adjust attachment file pointer  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to adjust the file pointer 

for an attachment file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1127E Invalid EMail data format  
Reason: An internal FDR/UPSTREAM parameter error occurred 

while attempting to send an EMail notification message. The EMail 

data format is invalid. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1128E Invalid EMail data type or subtype  
Reason: An internal FDR/UPSTREAM parameter error occurred 

while attempting to send an EMail notification message. The EMail 

attachment data type or subtype is invalid. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1129E Invalid target parameter  
Reason: An invalid parameter was found while reading the specified 

notification target file. 

Srv1130E Invalid notification target ID address  
Reason: The specified EMail Server or SNMP Manager IP address is 

invalid and cannot be resolved. Either the IP address is not formatted 

properly or the DNS name cannot be resolved. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1131E Error opening notification target IP socket  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open an IP socket for 

the specified EMail Server or SNMP Manager IP address. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1132E Error connecting to notification target socket  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to connect to the socket 

for the specified EMail Server IP address. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1133E Error sending a SNMP Trap packet  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to send a SNMP Trap 

packet. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 
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Srv1134E Internal FDR/UPSTREAM parameter error  
Reason: An internal FDR/UPSTREAM parameter error occurred 

while performing the specified operation. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1135E Can't allocate a SNMP Trap variable  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for a SNMP Trap 

variable there was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv1136E Invalid Trap Object ID  
Reason: An internal FDR/UPSTREAM parameter error occurred. 

The specified SNMP Trap Object ID is invalid. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1137E Invalid variable title  
Reason: An internal FDR/UPSTREAM parameter error occurred. 

The specified SNMP Trap variable title is invalid. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1138E Invalid variable value  
Reason: An internal FDR/UPSTREAM parameter error occurred. 

The specified SNMP Trap variable value is invalid. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1139E Invalid variable type  
Reason: An internal FDR/UPSTREAM parameter error occurred. 

The specified SNMP Trap variable type is invalid. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1140W SNMP Trap packet too large  
Reason: An attempt was made to add too much information to a 

SNMP Trap packet. The SNMP Trap packet is full and will be sent 

without the additional information. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1141E Can't allocate a SNMP Trap packet  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for a SNMP Trap 

packet there was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv1142E Invalid variable title  
Reason: An internal FDR/UPSTREAM parameter error occurred. 

The specified variable title was not found while. processing a 

notification message. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1143E Can't open notification targets file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open the specified 

notification targets file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1144E Can't read notification target header  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to read the header for a 

notification target from the specified notification targets file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1145E Can't allocate a notification target  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for a notification 

target there was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv1146E Can't read notification target detail  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to read the detail for a 

notification target from the specified notification targets file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1147E Invalid notification target type  
Reason: A notification target was read from the specified 

notification targets file which has an invalid target type. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1148E Notification targets not loaded  
Reason: An attempt was made to initialize a notification message 

without first loading one or more notification targets from a 

notification targets file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1149E Notification message was not initialized  
Reason: An attempt was made to add information to a notification 

message before the notification message was initialized. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1150E Can't allocate a message part  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for a message part 

there was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv1151E Invalid attachment file name  
Reason: The specified attachment file name is not fully qualified. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1152E Can't allocate an attachment  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for an attachment 

there was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv1153E Can't allocate a variable  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for a variable there 

was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv1154E Error in e-mail notification. 

USVSS errors 

Srv1175E (USVSS) Can't parse WRITER_METADATA from 

WinSS.xml  
Reason: A WRITER_METADATA node cannot be found in the 

WinSS.xml file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1176E (USVSS) Can't parse BACKUP_COMPONENTS 

from WinSS.xml  
Reason: The BACKUP_COMPONENTS node cannot be found in 

the WinSS.xml file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1177E (USVSS) Can't parse backup data from WinSS.xml  
Reason: The backup information cannot be parsed from the 

WinSS.xml file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1178E (USVSS) Can't find environment variable in 

WinSS.xml  
Reason: An environment variable setting cannot be found in the 

WinSS.xml file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1179W (USVSS) Required writer missing for a restore  
Reason: The following writer name is required to be present when 

restoring the following component display name, and it is missing. 
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The files for the component will most likely be restored successfully. 

But, without the participation of the writer, the component file will 

not be properly handled during the post-restore step. The component 

may not be usable after the restore. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1180E (USVSS) Bad writer status for a VSS operation  
Reason: The specified writer returned a bad status for a VSS 

operation. 

Action: Check the Application Event Log for further information 

from the specified writer or from VSS. Contact FDR/UPSTREAM 

Tech Support. 

Srv1181E (USVSS) The WinSS.xml file does not exist  
Reason: The specified WinSS.xml file does not exist for an 

incremental backup or a restarted backup. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1182E (USVSS) Can't get prepare-for-backup messages  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the prepare-for- 

backup failure messages from the writers. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1183E (USVSS) VSS prepare-for-backup failed  
Reason: While attempting to perform the VSS prepare-for-backup, it 

failed. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1184E (USVSS) Can't get post-snapshot messages  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the post-snapshot 

failure messages from the writers. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1185E (USVSS) VSS post-snapshot failed  
Reason: While attempting to create the VSS snapshot, it failed. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1186E (USVSS) Can't define boot partition drive character  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to define a drive 

character for the boot partition. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1187E (USVSS) Can't create a partition directory  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create a partition 

directory for non-volume partition. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1188E (USVSS) Can't create a partition directory junction  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create a directory 

junction for a mounted non-volume partition. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1189I (USVSS) Snapshot or snapshot set deleted  
Reason: The following snapshot or snapshot set was deleted 

successfully. 

Srv1190E (USVSS) Can't find boot partition information  
Reason: An error occurred while checking the symbolic device table 

for a boot partition ID or a boot partition device name. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1191E (USVSS) Can't copy a directory  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to copy the contents of 

one directory to another. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1192E (USVSS) Can't restore the boot partition  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to restore the contents 

of the boot partition. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1193E (USVSS) Can't find the boot partition ID  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to find the partition ID 

for a boot partition device name. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1194E (USVSS) Can't find the boot partition directory  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to find the boot partition 

directory 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1195E (USVSS) Can't copy the boot partition contents  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to copy the contents of 

the boot partition directory to the boot partition. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1196E (USVSS) Can't allocate the RestoreVolumes multi-

string  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for the 

RestoredVolumes multi-string, there was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv1197E (USVSS) Can't create LastInstance UUID  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create the 

LastInstance UUID. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1198E (USVSS) Can't convert LastInstance UUID  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to convert the 

LastInstance UUID. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1199E (USVSS) Can't create RestoredVolumes value  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create the 

RestoredVolumes multi-string value for the 

HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows 

NT\CurrentVersion\ASR\RestoreSession registry key. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Initialization errors 

Srv1253E (Windows) Program Exception (%s at 0x%p)  
Reason: UPSTREAM experienced a program exception of some 

type. 

Action: Send the usserver.log file to FDR/UPSTREAM Tech 

Support. 

Srv1254I (CJ) Moving UPSTREAM Change Journal File  
Reason: There have been no backups within the specified maximum 

time for retaining entries in the following Change Journal file name 

for the following profile name. This profile name has therefore been 

abandoned. If you perform another backup using this profile name, 

your backup will be treated as a First-Time Full backup. 

Srv1255I (CJ) Starting Change Journal processing for a backup  
Reason: Starting the Change Journal processing for the following 

volume name for a backup using the following profile name. 

Srv1256I (CJ) Ending Change Journal processing for a backup  
Reason: Ending the Change Journal processing for the following 

volume name for a backup using the following profile name. 
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UPSTREAM enter/exit errors 

Srv1260E (zLinux) UPSTREAM error obtaining VM name: 

Srv1261E UPSTREAM forceful termination error  
Reason: US.exe attempted to terminate itself forcefully but failed to 

do so because of the following error. A less drastic termination 

method will now be attempted 

Srv1262E UPSTREAM terminating forcefully now  
Reason: US.exe will forcefully terminate itself now. 

Srv1263E Error #%u getting operating system information 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1264I UPSTREAM orphaned due to USTPServ termination  
Reason: US.exe was started by USTPServ.exe or by USAttMgr.exe 

which was started by USTPServ.exe and USTPServ.exe was 

terminated without first sending a KILL request to US.exe via 

USCntl.exe. US.exe will continue to run as an orphaned process 

running in the context of a service. 

Srv1265E UPSTREAM attempting forceful termination  
Reason: US.exe attempted to terminate itself gracefully but failed to 

do so within a reasonable amount of time. US.exe will now attempt 

to terminate itself forcefully. 

Srv1266W UPSTREAM terminating due to starting process 

termination  
Reason: US.exe was started by another process (either a parent 

US.exe or by USTPServ.exe) and the starting process was terminated 

without first sending a KILL request to US.exe via USCntl.exe. 

US.exe will now terminate itself so as not to be left as an orphaned 

process running in the context of a service. 

Srv1267W UPSTREAM received a KILL request  
Reason: US.exe received a KILL request and is starting its abnormal 

termination processing. 

Srv1268E (UNIX) Signal caught: %s  
Reason: The signal above was caught by UPSTREAM. This is a 

fatal error and UPSTREAM will be terminated. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1269E Error cleaning up a work directory  
Reason: An error occurred during multi-user initialization which 

prevents US.exe from cleaning up a previously created work 

directory. The work directory and the operating system error code 

follow. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1270E Error creating a new work directory  
Reason: An error occurred during multi-user initialization which 

prevents US.exe from creating a new work work directory. The work 

directory and the operating system error code follow. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1271D User termination  
Reason: User requested termination of UPSTREAM. 

Srv1272E External kill  
Reason: UPSTREAM will now terminate due to an external 

termination request. 

Srv1273I Switching log files  
Reason: The log file name is being switched to the log file name that 

follows. All further messages will be written to the new log file. 

Srv1274E Multiple User mode has been disabled  
Reason: Multiple user mode requires a user name and a computer 

name and this information could not be obtained from the operating 

system. Multiple user mode is therefore disabled. 

Srv1275I Entering UPSTREAM v%s%s (%s) %s 

Srv1276I Exiting UPSTREAM 

Srv1277E Error setting termination timer  
Reason: UPSTREAM can't set the termination timer. It will 

terminate anyway but may be unstable in Windows. 

Srv1278E Error resetting termination timer  
Reason: UPSTREAM can't reset the termination timer. It will 

terminate anyway but may be unstable in Windows. 

Srv1279E Termination process took too long  
Reason: UPSTREAM waited 60 seconds for pending remote allocate 

requests to terminate. UPSTREAM will terminate anyway but may 

be unstable in Windows. 

USModify errors 

Srv1280I Entering USModify 

Srv1281I Exiting USModify 

Srv1282E USModify parameter error  
Reason: Multiple file spec parameters were specified. 

Srv1283E USModify parameter error  
Reason: Multiple override file parameters were specified. 

Srv1284N Please enter a value for the following parameter(s)  
Reason: Press the Esc key to enter a blank value. 

Srv1285E USModify parameter error  
Reason: No configuration or parameter file specifications were 

specified. 

Srv1286W USModify found no files  
Reason: No files matching the following file specification were 

found. 

Srv1287E USModify error modifying configuration file 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1288E USModify error modifying parameter file 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1289I USModify successfully modified file  
Reason: The following file was successfully modified. 

Session management errors 
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Srv1301E Unknown session state  
Reason: Unexpected session state. Internal failure. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1302E Session state did not change  
Reason: The session state must always change. Internal failure. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1303E Error displaying session status  
Reason: There was an error in obtaining session status information 

from APPC. 

Action: See additional messages and lookup return codes. 

Srv1304D Activate DLC failure  
Reason: If you are using AdaptSNA, this indicates that the link timer 

has timed out. The link will be continually retried until you press 

CANCEL or the link becomes active. 

SNA exit errors 

Srv1310I LU Log Exit  
Reason: The following type and subtype describe some error 

reported by APPC/PC concerning the LU. 

Action: Can usually be ignored. See UPSTREAM manual for the 

meaning of the type and subtype. 

Srv1311D PU Log Exit  
Reason: The following type and subtype describe some error 

reported by APPC/PC concerning the PU. 

Action: A TYPE of 17 with a SUBTYPE of 0 is normal Other 

TYPEs and SUBTYPEs should be looked up in the Log Exits codes 

in the UPSTREAM User's Guide. 

Session state errors 

Srv1325E Error occurred at the session start point 

Srv1326E Error occurred during ATTACH_PU verb 

Srv1327E Error occurred during ATTACH_LU verb 

Srv1328E Error occurred during ACTIVATE_DLC verb 

Srv1329E Error occurred during "dial remote" prompt 

Srv1330E Error occurred during session activation 

Srv1331E Error occurred while waiting for session start 

Srv1332E Error occurred at session active location 

Srv1333E Error occurred during session deactivation 

Srv1334E Error occurred during DETACH_LU verb 

Srv1335E Error occurred during DETACH_PU verb 

Srv1336E Error occurred after session was stopped W2KFiles 

errors 

Srv1340E Insufficient memory for a W2KFiles entry  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for a W2KFiles entry, 

there was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv1341E Can't determine the TLS installation status  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to determine if the 

Terminal Services Licensing Server is installed or not. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1342E Can't backup the TLS database  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to backup the Terminal 

Services Licensing Server database. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1343E Can't restore the TLS database  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to restore the Terminal 

Services Licensing Server database. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1344E Can't determine the IIS installation status  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to determine if the 

Internet Information Service is installed or not. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1345E Can't backup the IIS metabase  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to backup the Internet 

Information Service metabase. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1346E Can't restore the IIS metabase  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to restore the Internet 

Information Service metabase. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1347E Can't determine the WMI installation status  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to determine if the 

Windows Management Instrumentation is installed or not. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1348E Can't backup the WMI repository  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to backup the Windows 

Management Instrumentation repository. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1349E Can't restore the WMI repository  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to restore the Windows 

Management Instrumentation repository. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1350E Can't determine the RSM installation status  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to determine if the 

Removable Storage Manager is installed or not. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1351E Can't backup the RSM database  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to backup the 

Removable Storage Manager database. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1352E Can't restore the RSM database  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to restore the 

Removable Storage Manager database. 

Action: See additional messages. 

USVSS errors 
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Srv1425I (NT) USW2KAgt trace enabled  
Reason: Tracing is currently enabled for the FDR/UPSTREAM 

Windows Agent service. This may have a severe impact on 

performance. 

Action: USW2KAgt tracing can be controlled by clicking the 

Windows Agent Configuration button on the Miscellaneous tab of 

the FDR/UPSTREAM Client Advanced Configuration dialog. 

Srv1426E Error setting file size 

Srv1427E Error opening file in setting file size 

Srv1428E Error in setting file size setting file pointer 

Srv1429I (DRCache) DR files cached successfully  
Reason: The set of disaster recovery files for the backup have been 

successfully cached on the DR cache server. 

Srv1430W (DRCache) Can't open a DR file to be cached  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open a file to be 

cached to the DR Cache files server at the end of a successful 

backup. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1431W (DRCache) Can't get the size of a DR file to be cached  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the size of a file 

to be cached to the DR Cache files server at the end of a successful 

backup. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1432W (DRCache) Can't allocate buffer for a DR file to be 

cached  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to allocate a buffer to 

read a file to be cached to the DR Cache files server at the end of a 

successful backup. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1433W (DRCache) Can't read a DR file to be cached  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to read a file to be 

cached to the DR Cache files server at the end of a successful 

backup. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1434W (DRCache) Can't send a DR file to be cached  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to write to a named pipe 

in order to cache the DR files at the end of a successful backup. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1435W (DRCache) Can't read a cache DR file reply  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to read from a named 

pipe in order to cache the DR files at the end of a successful backup. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1436W (DRCache) Can't open USW2KAgt named pipe  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open a named pipe to 

USW2KAgt in order to cache the DR files at the end of a successful 

backup. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1437E (NT) Can't create the USASR.cfg file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create the 

USASR.cfg or USRecovery.cfg file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1438D (Unix) FindNext missing handle  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1439I (NT) %s pointer not open  
Reason: Internal error, but the file data will be restored. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1440E (NT) Can't flush file buffers  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to flush the file buffers 

for a file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1441E (NT) Can't zero unallocated range  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to initialize an 

unallocate range within a sparse file to all zeroes. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1442E (NT) Invalid USW2KAgt server address mode  
Reason: Either US.exe is 32-bit and USW2KAgt.exe is 64-bit or 

USW2KAgt.exe is 32-bit and US.exe is 64-bit. This is not supported 

for the specified action. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1443E (NT) Can't get OS Version  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to determine the 

operating system version. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1444E (NT) Remote backups not supported from XP Home  
Reason: A backup of a remote machine is not supported from a 

Windows XP Home machine. 

Action: Do not attempt a remote backup from a Windows XP Home 

machine. 

Srv1445I (NT) ASR directory not created for Windows XP non-

Professional Edition  
Reason: This machine is running Windows XP, but not Windows 

XP Professional Edition. The ASR directory will not be created for 

this machine. 

Action: Upgrade to Windows XP Professional if you want to create 

an ASR directory for this machine in preparation for ASR disaster 

recovery restore. 

Srv1446E Error closing file 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1447E Error locking file 

Srv1448E (NT) Can't open the ASR.sif file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open the ASR.sif file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1449E (NT) Can't get the size of the ASR.sif file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the size of the 

ASR.sif file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1450E (NT) Can't allocate an ASR.sif file buffer  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to allocate a buffer for 

the ASR.sif file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 
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Srv1451E (NT) Can't read the ASR.sif file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to read the ASR.sif file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1452E (NT) Can't recreate the ASR.sif file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to recreate the ASR.sif 

file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1453E (NT) Can't write the ASR.sif file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to write the ASR.sif 

file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1454E (NT) Can't open the ASRPNP.sif file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open the ASRPNP.sif 

file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1455E (NT) Can't get the size of the ASRPNP.sif file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the size of the 

ASRPNP.sif file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1456E (NT) Can't allocate an ASRPNP.sif file buffer  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to allocate a buffer for 

the ASRPNP.sif file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1457E (NT) Can't read the ASRPNP.sif file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to read the ASRPNP.sif 

file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1458E (NT) Can't recreate the ASRPNP.sif file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to recreate the 

ASRPNP.sif file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1459E (NT) Can't write the ASRPNP.sif file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to write the 

ASRPNP.sif file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1460E (NT) Can't get system root  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the system root 

for the following computer name. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1461E (NT) Can't create the USASR.dat file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create the 

USASR.dat or USRecovery.dat file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1462E (NT) Can't get changed files list  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the list of 

changed files. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1463E (NT) Can't add changed file to tree  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to add the name of a 

changed file to the changed files tree. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1464E (NT) USW2KAgt pipe compression type is invalid  
Reason: An error occurred while validating the compression type of 

a packing record. This may happen if the version of the 

FDR/UPSTREAM Windows Agent is greater than the version of the 

FDR/UPSTREAM Client (US.exe or USCmd.exe). 

Action: Validate that the version of the FDR/UPSTREAM Windows 

Agent is not greater than the version of the FDR/UPSTREAM Client. 

Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1465E (NT) USW2KAgt pipe data is invalid  
Reason: An error occurred while reading a record from a 

USW2KAgt pipe packing record. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1466E (NT) Can't read the ProductId value  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to read the ProductId 

value in the registry of the following machine. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1467E Directory search invalid spec: %s 
Action: Respecify. 

Srv1468E (NT) All USW2KAgt pipes are busy  
Reason: While attempting to open a USW2KAgt pipe, UPSTREAM 

found that all of the available USW2KAgt pipe instances are busy. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support or reduce the 

number of concurrent backups you are running against the target 

computer. 

Srv1469I (NT) Setting read-only attribute for %s  
Reason: This message simply notifies you of read-only files on your 

system. 

Srv1470E (NT) Access denied for USW2KAgt pipe  
Reason: An access denied error occurred while attempting to 

communicate with the FDR/UPSTREAM Windows Agent service's 

named pipe. This is probably caused by running FDR/UPSTREAM 

(US.exe) under a user account that is not a member of the 

Administrators group. A number of other errors may also be reported 

depending on what you are attempting to backup or restore. The 

backup or restore may or may not be successful. 

Action: Ensure that FDR/UPSTREAM is run under an account that 

is a member of the Administrators group either directly or indirectly. 

Srv1471E (NT) Can't open USW2KAgt pipe to get a volume 

name  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open the USW2KAgt 

named pipe to get the volume name for a drive. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1472E (NT) Can't open a key to be merged  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open a registry key 

for the purposes of finding its subkeys for a merge operation. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1473E (NT) Can't enumerate a key to be merged  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to enumerate the 

subkeys of a registry key in order to perform a merge operation. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1474E (NT) Can't open an active subkey to be merged  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open a registry key to 

merge this key's start value with that of its counterpart in the registry 

to be restored. 

Action: See additional messages. 
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Srv1475E (NT) Can't query the Start value of an active key  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to read the Start value 

of a registry key to merge this value with the counterpart key from 

the registry to be restored. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1476E (NT) Can't open a restore subkey to be merged  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open a registry key in 

the registry to be restored to merge this key's Start value with that of 

its counter part in the active registry. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1477E (NT) Can't query the Start value of a restore key  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to read the Start value 

of a registry key in the registry to be restored to merge this value 

with the counterpart key from the active registry. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1478E (NT) Can't query the Start value of a restore key  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to write the Start value 

of a registry key in the registry to be restored during a merge 

operation. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1479E (NT) Can't open the AsrKeysNotToRestore key  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open the 

AsrKeysNotToRestore key in the active registry. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1480E (NT) Can't read a KeyNotToRestore value  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to read a value from the 

KeysNotToRestore key in the registry of the following machine. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1481E (NT) Can't read the CurrentVersion value  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to read the 

CurrentVersion value in the registry of the following machine. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1482W (NT) Can't create ASR files  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create a set of ASR 

files for the following machine. If this is a snapshot backup using the 

WinSS PlugIn the backup will continue. 

Action: This error may be caused by the known issue of Windows 

Vista reporting a wrong version number to the FDR/UPSTREAM 

Client. Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1483E (NT) Can't open HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE key  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open the 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE key in the registry of the following 

machine. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1484E (NT) Can't open CurrentVersion key  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open the 

SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows NT\CurrentVersion key in the 

registry of the following machine. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1485E (NT) Can't read the SystemRoot value  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to read the SystemRoot 

value in the registry of the following machine. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1486E (NT) Can't copy the ASR.sif file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to copy the ASR.sif file 

from the following machine. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1487E (NT) Can't copy the ASRPNP.sif file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to copy the ASRPNP.sif 

file from the following machine. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1488E (NT) Can't copy the Setup.log file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to copy the Setup.log 

file from the following machine. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1489E (NT) Can't copy the USASR.key file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to copy the USASR.key 

file from the following machine. 

Action: Examine the Application Event Log for any USW2KAgt 

error messages. Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1490D (NT) Error %d in SfcIsFileProtected test of %s 

Srv1491D (NT) Error %d loading SfcIsFileProtected function 

for system protected file check 

Srv1492D (NT) Error %d loading SFC.DLL library for system 

protected file check 

Srv1493I (NT) System protected file (%s) 

Srv1494E (NT) Can't open USW2KAgt pipe for SPF List  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open the USW2KAgt 

named pipe to get the list of system protected files. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1495E (NT) Can't open USW2KAgt pipe for Rep Dirs  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open the USW2KAgt 

named pipe to get the list of replicated directories. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1496E (NT) Can't open USW2KAgt pipe to restore rep dir  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open the USW2KAgt 

named pipe to restore a replicated directory. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1497E (NT) Can't open USW2KAgt pipe to backup COM DB  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open the USW2KAgt 

named pipe to backup the COM+ registration database. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1498E (NT) Can't open USW2KAgt pipe to restore COM DB  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open the USW2KAgt 

named pipe to restore the COM+ registration database. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1499E (NT) Insufficient memory for operation entry  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for a operation entry 

there was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv1500E (NT) Insufficient memory for registry file entry  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for a registry file 

entry there was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 
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Srv1501E (NT) Can't create the ASR directory  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create the ASR 

subdirectory of the work path. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1502E (NT) Can't create the ASR machine directory  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create the 

ASR\machinename subdirectory of the work path for the following 

machine name. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1503E (NT) Can't write to the scheduled operation file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to write a scheduled 

operation to the scheduled operation file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1504E (NT) Can't create the scheduled operation file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create a new 

scheduled operations file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1505E (NT) Can't open the scheduled operation file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open a scheduled 

operation file to read from it. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1506E (NT) Can't read the scheduled operation file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to read a scheduled 

operation from the scheduled operation file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1507E (NT) Can't find registry for operation  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to find the registry entry 

for a scheduled operation read from the scheduled operations file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1508E (NT) Can't append to the scheduled operation file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open a scheduled 

operation file to append to it. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1509E (NT) Can't start the replicated directories restore  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to start a restore of the 

replicated directories on the following computer. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1510E (NT) Can't restore COM+ registry database  
Reason: An error occurred while restoring the COM+ registry 

database. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1511E (NT) Can't backup COM+ registry database  
Reason: An error occurred while backing up the COM+ registry 

database. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1512E (NT) Insufficient memory for replicated directory  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for a replicated 

directory, there was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv1513E (NT) Invalid USW2KAgt pipe record received  
Reason: An invalid record was received from the FDR/UPSTREAM 

Windows Agent service on the following server. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1514E (NT) Can't write to USW2KAgt pipe  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to write data to the 

USW2KAgt named pipe. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1515E (NT) A USW2KAgt pipe buffer is too small  
Reason: While attempting to read data from the USW2KAgt named 

pipe, the buffer was found to be too small. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1516E (NT) Can't read from USW2KAgt pipe  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to read data from the 

USW2KAgt named pipe. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1517E (NT) Invalid USW2KAgt server challenge record  
Reason: During the verification process between US.exe and the 

USW2KAgt service on a remote machine, the server challenge 

record received from USW2KAgt was found to be invalid. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1518E (NT) Invalid USW2KAgt server challenge ID  
Reason: During the verification process between US.exe and the 

USW2KAgt service on a remote machine, the server challenge 

record received from USW2KAgt was found to contain an invalid 

identification. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1519E (NT) Invalid USW2KAgt acknowledgement record  
Reason: During the verification process between US.exe and the 

USW2KAgt service on a remote machine, the acknowledgement 

record received from USW2KAgt was found to be invalid. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1520I (Unix) The directory above was not found  
Reason: If this is a restore, UPSTREAM will create the directory 

with it's default owner/group. You may need to manually modify 

these settings. 

Srv1521E (NT) Can't validate USW2KAgt server  
Reason: The USW2KAgt service could not be properly validated. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1522E Error renaming a file.  
Reason: The file name logged with this message is the source file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1523W (NT) Can't get exclude file specs for share  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the exclude file 

specs for a share name. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1524W (NT) The local system is not Windows 2000  
Reason: You are attempting to backup from or restore to a target 

system which is Windows 2000, but the local system is not Windows 

2000. FDR/UPSTREAM running on a non-Windows 2000 system 

may encounter problems dealing with a Windows 2000 system. 

Action: Backup and restore your Windows 2000 system only from 

another Windows 2000 system. 

Srv1525W (NT) The USW2KAgt service is unavailable  
Reason: The FDR/UPSTREAM Windows Agent service on the 

following system is either not working correctly or is a back-level 

version and cannot be (re)installed either because of some error or by 

parameter specification. 
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Action: Make sure the INSTALLWIN2KAGENT parameter is set 

properly. 

Srv1526W (NT) Can't get max system protected file name size  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the maximum 

size of a system protected file name from the following system. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1527W (NT) Can't get number of system protected files  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the number of 

system protected files from the following system. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1528W (NT) Insufficient memory for SP file array  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for an array of system 

protected file names, there was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv1529W (NT) Can't get system protected file names  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the system 

protected file names from the following system. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1530W (NT) A registry value will not be preserved  
Reason: In order for UPSTREAM to correctly restore the registry 

SYSTEM hive, it must determine which keys and values should not 

be included in the restore and then copy these keys and values from 

the currently active registry SYSTEM hive to the registry SYSTEM 

hive that is being restored before the restore is committed. 

UPSTREAM encountered a value which exists in the active registry, 

but cannot be created in the restore registry because the value's key 

also does not exist in the restore registry. The name of the value 

follows. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1531E (NT) Can't create a not-to-restore restore key  
Reason: In order for UPSTREAM to correctly restore the registry 

SYSTEM hive, it must determine which keys and values should not 

be included in the restore and then copy these keys and values from 

the currently active registry SYSTEM hive to the registry SYSTEM 

hive that is being restored before the restore is committed. 

UPSTREAM encountered an error creating a key in the restore 

registry. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1532E (NT) Can't delete not-to-restore restore key value  
Reason: In order for UPSTREAM to correctly restore the registry 

SYSTEM hive, it must determine which keys and values should not 

be included in the restore and then copy these keys and values from 

the currently active registry SYSTEM hive to the registry SYSTEM 

hive that is being restored before the restore is committed. 

UPSTREAM encountered an error deleting a value in the restore 

registry which does not exist in the active registry. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1533E (NT) Can't delete a not-to-restore restore key  
Reason: In order for UPSTREAM to correctly restore the registry 

SYSTEM hive, it must determine which keys and values should not 

be included in the restore and then copy these keys and values from 

the currently active registry SYSTEM hive to the registry SYSTEM 

hive that is being restored before the restore is committed. 

UPSTREAM encountered an error deleting a key in the restore 

registry which does not exist in the active registry. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1534E (NT) Can't grant full control of registry key  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to grant the current 

Windows user account full control over a registry key in the 

SYSTEM hive file to be restored. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1535E (NT) Can't preserve active registry keys  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to copy the not-to-be-

restored registry keys from the active SYSTEM registry hive to the 

backup copy of the SYSTEM registry hive. As a result the keys that 

are not to be restored will be restored anyway. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1536E (NT) Can't open the KeysNotToRestore key  
Reason: In order for UPSTREAM to correctly restore the registry 

SYSTEM hive, it must determine which keys and values should not 

be included in the restore and then copy these keys and values from 

the currently active registry SYSTEM hive to the registry SYSTEM 

hive that is being restored before the restore is committed. 

UPSTREAM encountered an error opening the KeysNotToRestore 

key in the active registry. This key contains values that list the 

registry keys and values that are not to be restored. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1537E (NT) Can't enum the KeysNotToRestore key  
Reason: In order for UPSTREAM to correctly restore the registry 

SYSTEM hive, it must determine which keys and values should not 

be included in the restore and then copy these keys and values from 

the currently active registry SYSTEM hive to the registry SYSTEM 

hive that is being restored before the restore is committed. 

UPSTREAM encountered an error enumerating the list of registry 

keys and values that are not to be restored. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1538E (NT) Can't open a not-to-restore active key  
Reason: In order for UPSTREAM to correctly restore the registry 

SYSTEM hive, it must determine which keys and values should not 

be included in the restore and then copy these keys and values from 

the currently active registry SYSTEM hive to the registry SYSTEM 

hive that is being restored before the restore is committed. 

UPSTREAM encountered an error opening a key in the active 

registry. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1539E (NT) Can't get a not-to-restore active value length  
Reason: In order for UPSTREAM to correctly restore the registry 

SYSTEM hive, it must determine which keys and values should not 

be included in the restore and then copy these keys and values from 

the currently active registry SYSTEM hive to the registry SYSTEM 

hive that is being restored before the restore is committed. 

UPSTREAM encountered an error getting the length of the data for a 

value in the active registry. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1540E (NT) Can't allocate storage for active value data  
Reason: In order for UPSTREAM to correctly restore the registry 

SYSTEM hive, it must determine which keys and values should not 

be included in the restore and then copy these keys and values from 

the currently active registry SYSTEM hive to the registry SYSTEM 

hive that is being restored before the restore is committed. 

UPSTREAM encountered an error allocating storage for the data for 

a value in the active registry. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1541E (NT) Can't read a not-to-restore active value  
Reason: In order for UPSTREAM to correctly restore the registry 

SYSTEM hive, it must determine which keys and values should not 

be included in the restore and then copy these keys and values from 

the currently active registry SYSTEM hive to the registry SYSTEM 

hive that is being restored before the restore is committed. 
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UPSTREAM encountered an error reading the data for a value in the 

active registry. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1542E (NT) Can't save a not-to-restore active key  
Reason: In order for UPSTREAM to correctly restore the registry 

SYSTEM hive, it must determine which keys and values should not 

be included in the restore and then copy these keys and values from 

the currently active registry SYSTEM hive to the registry SYSTEM 

hive that is being restored before the restore is committed. 

UPSTREAM encountered an error saving a key in the active registry. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1543E (NT) Can't open a not-to-restore restore key  
Reason: In order for UPSTREAM to correctly restore the registry 

SYSTEM hive, it must determine which keys and values should not 

be included in the restore and then copy these keys and values from 

the currently active registry SYSTEM hive to the registry SYSTEM 

hive that is being restored before the restore is committed. 

UPSTREAM encountered an error opening a key in the restore 

registry. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1544E (NT) Can't write a not-to-restore restore value  
Reason: In order for UPSTREAM to correctly restore the registry 

SYSTEM hive, it must determine which keys and values should not 

be included in the restore and then copy these keys and values from 

the currently active registry SYSTEM hive to the registry SYSTEM 

hive that is being restored before the restore is committed. 

UPSTREAM encountered an error writing the data for a value in the 

restore registry. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1545E (NT) Can't restore a not-to-restore restore key  
Reason: In order for UPSTREAM to correctly restore the registry 

SYSTEM hive, it must determine which keys and values should not 

be included in the restore and then copy these keys and values from 

the currently active registry SYSTEM hive to the registry SYSTEM 

hive that is being restored before the restore is committed. 

UPSTREAM encountered an error restoring a key in the restore 

registry. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1546E File too large  
Reason: UPSTREAM attempted to perform direct file I/O on a file 

which is larger than 2GB in an environment which does not support 

this. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1547I A previously unencrypted file is now encrypted  
Reason: A file that was on the backup in an unencrypted state is now 

encrypted on the disk after a restore. This is most likely the result of 

the unencrypted file being restored into a directory that is encrypted. 

Since this happened during an UPSTREAM restore, the file was 

encrypted by the user account under which UPSTREAM was 

running at the time. The name of the file and the user account under 

which UPSTREAM was running follow. 

Action: Attempt to decrypt the file if required using the same user 

account that UPSTREAM was running under. If you need further 

help, call FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1548E Special handling required for encrypted file/dir  
Reason: An encrypted file or directory was encountered that requires 

special handling. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1549E File is too large for file system  
Reason: A sparse file on the backup has a size that is larger than 

what can be supported by the file system. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1550E Can't allocate a sparse zero block  
Reason: There was an error allocating memory for a sparse zero data 

buffer. 

Action: Free memory and try again. 

Srv1551E Can't write sparse data past last range  
Reason: There was an attempt to write data past the end of the last 

allocated range of a sparse file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1552E (LANWS) Can't restore sparse file  
Reason: A sparse file exists on the backup which cannot be properly 

restored because ULTra does not have support for sparse files. The 

file may created, but its data will be altered from the file that was 

backed up. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1553W (NT) Compressed files not supported  
Reason: A compressed file on the backup cannot be compressed 

during the restore because the file system does not support 

compressed files. The file was restored but not compressed. 

Srv1554W (NT) Sparse files not supported  
Reason: A sparse file on the backup cannot be made sparse during 

the restore because either the operating system or the file system 

does not support sparse files. The file was restored but it is not 

sparse. 

Srv1555E (NT) Can't get file size  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the size of a 

sparse file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1556E (NT) Can't get single range  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get a single allocated 

range for a sparse file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1557E (NT) Can't allocate range buffer  
Reason: There was an error allocating memory for an allocated 

range buffer for a sparse file. 

Action: Free memory and try again. 

Srv1558E (NT) Can't get all ranges  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get all of the 

allocated ranges for a sparse file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1559E (NT) Can't set sparse  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to make a file sparse. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1560E (NT) Can't zero data  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to initialize a sparse file 

to all zeroes. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1561E (NT) Can't allocate sparse information  
Reason: There was an error allocating memory for the sparse 

information for a file. 

Action: Free memory and try again. 
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Srv1562E (NT) Can't set compression  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to set the compression 

format for a file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1563E (NT) Can't get compression  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the compression 

format for a file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1564E (NT) Can't allocate compression information  
Reason: There was an error allocating memory for the compression 

information for a file. 

Action: Free memory and try again. 

Srv1565E Fatal file system error  
Reason: Access to the device has been lost. The remainder of your 

operation (backup/restore) will fail. 

Action: Repair access to the device 

Srv1566E Error flushing written data to disk 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1567W (NT) File has Extended Attribute or ACL Stream  
Reason: ID header that is unrecognized by this version of Windows. 

This non-file data stream will be skipped without preventing any of 

the other non- file data streams from being restored. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1568W (NT) File has Extended Attribute or ACL Stream  
Reason: data that is unrecognized by this version of Windows. This 

non-file data stream will be skipped without preventing any of the 

other non- file data streams from being restored. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1569I (NT) Renaming locked file after reboot  
Reason: Following this message are the names of two files. The first 

is an old file and the second is a new file. On the next reboot the old 

file will be deleted and the new file will be renamed to the old file 

name. 

Srv1570E (NT) Too many file rename operations  
Reason: The number of restored temporary files to be renamed the 

next time the system boots is too many for the operating system to 

handle. Therefore, the following file name will not be renamed. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1571E File exists after delete  
Reason: This is an operating system error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1572E (NT) Can't copy operations to new SYSTEM hive  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to copy the 

PendingFileRenameOperations value from the current SYSTEM 

registry hive to the SYSTEM registry hive file that is to be restored. 

As a result any pending file renames or deletes will not be performed 

during the next system boot. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1573E (NT) Can't create a temporary SYSTEM key  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create a temporary 

HKLM\HARDWARE\SYSTEM key in the registry. This key is 

needed in order to copy the PendingFileRenameOperations value 

from the current SYSTEM registry hive to the SYSTEM registry 

hive file that is to be restored. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1574E (NT) Can't create a key, it already exists  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create a temporary 

HKLM\HARDWARE\SYSTEM key in the registry because this key 

already exists and should not. This key is needed in order to copy the 

PendingFileRenameOperations value from the current SYSTEM 

registry hive to the SYSTEM registry hive file that is to be restored. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1575E (NT) Can't load the SYSTEM registry hive file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to load the SYSTEM 

registry hive file from the backup into the 

HKLM\HARDWARE\SYSTEM key in the registry. This is needed 

in order to copy the PendingFileRenameOperations value from the 

current SYSTEM registry hive to the SYSTEM registry hive file that 

is to be restored. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1576E (NT) Can't open the Select key  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open the 

HKLM\HARDWARE\SYSTEM\Select key in the registry. This is 

needed in order to determine to which key, in the backup SYSTEM 

registry hive file, the PendingFileRenameOperations value from the 

current SYSTEM registry hive is to be copied. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1577W (NT) Can't create a registry cleanup file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create a registry 

cleanup file. This file is needed to delete the temporary 

HKLM\HARDWARE\SYSTEM key after the SYSTEM registry 

hive file to be restored has been modified. This is ok since the 

HKLM\HARDWARE\SYSTEM key will be deleted the next time 

the system is rebooted, but subsequent steps in the restore process 

may also encounter errors. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1578E (NT) Can't query the Select key Current value  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to query the Current 

value of the HKLM\HARDWARE\SYSTEM\Select key. This is 

needed in order to determine to which key, in the backup SYSTEM 

registry hive file, the PendingFileRenameOperations value from the 

current SYSTEM registry hive is to be copied. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1579E (NT) Can't open the Session Manager key  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open the 

"HKLM\HARDWARE\SYSTEM\ControlSet###\Control\Session 

Manager" key in the registry. This is the key to which the 

PendingFileRenameOperations value from the current SYSTEM 

registry hive is to be copied. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1580E (NT) Can't copy PendingFileRenameOperation value  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to copy the 

PendingFileRenameOperations value from the current SYSTEM 

registry hive to the 

"HKLM\HARDWARE\SYSTEM\ControlSet###\Control\Session 

Manager" key in the registry. This is needed so that the 

HKLM\HARDWARE\SYSTEM key can be saved to the temporary 

SYSTEM registry hive file that will be restored. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1581E (NT) Can't save the temporary SYSTEM hive file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to save the 

"HKLM\HARDWARE\SYSTEM\ControlSet###\Control\Session 

Manager" key in the registry to the temporary SYSTEM SYSTEM 

registry hive file that will be restored. 

Action: See additional messages. 
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Srv1582W (NT) Can't cleanup the temporary SYSTEM key  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to destroy the subkeys 

and values of the HKLM\HARDWARE\SYSTEM key in the 

registry. This is ok since the HKLM\HARDWARE\SYSTEM key 

will be deleted the next time the system is rebooted, but subsequent 

steps in the restore process may also encounter errors. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1583W (NT) Can't delete the temporary SYSTEM key  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to delete the 

HKLM\HARDWARE\SYSTEM key in the registry. This is ok since 

the HKLM\HARDWARE\SYSTEM key will be deleted the next 

time the system is rebooted, but subsequent steps in the restore 

process may also encounter errors. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1584E (NT) Can't alloc PendingFileRenameOperations 

buffer  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to allocate a buffer to be 

used for modifying the PendingFileRenameOperations value in the 

registry. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1585E (NT) Can't open the Session Manager key  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open the 

HKLM\SYSTEM\ControlSet###\Control\Session Manager key in 

the registry. This key contains the PendingFileRenameOperations 

value which controls the system's file rename and delete operations 

the next time that it boots. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1586E (NT) Can't query PendingFileRenameOperations 

value  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to query the 

PendingFileRenameOperations value which controls the system's file 

rename and delete operations the next time that it boots. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1587E (NT) Can't set PendingFileRenameOperations value  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to set the 

PendingFileRenameOperations value which controls the system's file 

rename and delete operations the next time that it boots. Therefore, 

all files restored to temporary file names will not be renamed. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1588E (NT) Can't schedule Windows 9x file rename/delete  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to write the file rename 

and delete operations to the WININIT.INI file of a Windows 95 or 

Windows 98 system. WININIT.INI controls Windows 9x's rename 

and delete operations the next time that it boots. Therefore, all files 

restored to temporary file names will not be renamed. 

Srv1589E (NT) Can't schedule file rename operation  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to schedule a file 

rename operation. This is an UPSTREAM internal error. The name 

of the file to be renamed follows: 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1590E (NT) Source file name for a rename is invalid  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to schedule a file 

rename operation because the source file name of the file to be 

renamed is invalid. The source file name follows. This is an internal 

FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1591E (NT) Target file name for a rename is invalid  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to schedule a file 

rename operation because the target file name of the file to be 

renamed is invalid. The target file name follows. This is an internal 

FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1592E (NT) Can't alloc file rename operation buffer  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to allocate a buffer to be 

used for scheduling a file rename operation. The name of the file to 

be renamed follows: 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1593E (NT) Error renaming locked file  
Reason: There was an error renaming the temporary file to the final 

file name. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1594W (NT) Error renaming locked file  
Reason: You requested that locked files be renamed or replaced and 

there was an error during the process. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1595I (NT) Renaming locked file  
Reason: Following this message are the names of two files. The first 

is an old file and the second is a new file. The old file is locked 

during the restore. The backup file will be restored to the new file. 

Srv1596I (NT) Renamed locked file after restore  
Reason: Following this message are the names of two files. The first 

is an old file and the second is a new file. The old file is locked 

during the restore. The names of the old and new files have been 

swapped. The old file (now having the name of the new file) will be 

deleted on the next reboot. 

Srv1597E (NT) Error reading regular data stream header 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1598E (NT) Error reading regular data stream data 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1599E Error writing pending data  
Reason: In a situation where data writes must be blocked into even 

multiples, there was an error writing pending data. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1600E (UNIX) Error in lseek call  
Reason: While attempting to use lseek to seek, there was a system 

error. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1601E Error creating file structure  
Reason: There was an error creating the internal file storage 

structure. 

Action: Free memory and try again. 

Srv1602E Error setting drive for directory create  
Reason: There was an error during a file open when the directory 

was attempting to be created, setting the default drive to the 

requested value. 

Action: Be sure that the drive is ready then try again. 

Srv1603E Error getting directory for directory create  
Reason: There was an error during a file open when the directory 

was attempting to be created, getting the current default directory for 

the specified drive. 

Action: Be sure that the drive is ready then try again. 
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Srv1604E Error creating directory  
Reason: There was an error during a file open when the directory 

was attempting to be created. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1605E Error setting directory after directory create  
Reason: There was an error during a file open when the directory 

was created setting the default directory to the directory successfully 

created. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1606E Error opening file 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1607E Error removing old EOF marker in a text file  
Reason: There was an error removing an old end-of-file marker in a 

text file when a file was opened for append. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1608E Error reading old EOF marker in a text file  
Reason: There was an error reading the last byte of a text file opened 

for append. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1609E Error seeking old EOF marker in a text file  
Reason: There was an error seeking to the last byte of a text file 

opened for append. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1610E Error seeking for block read  
Reason: There was an error seeking for a location in a file for a 

block read. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1611E Error reading a block  
Reason: There was an error reading a block of a file randomly. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1612E Not enough data (unexpected EOF)  
Reason: During a block read, a block of a specific size was expected 

and the file did not contain enough data. 

Action: The file has been corrupted. Delete the file and retry (if 

possible). 

Srv1613E Error writing a string  
Reason: There was an error writing a string sequentially. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1614E Error writing a string EOL  
Reason: There was an error writing the CR/LF combination after 

writing a string successfully. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1615E Error seeking for block write  
Reason: There was an error setting the location for a block write. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1616E Error writing a block of data 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1617E Error deleting a file 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1618E Error seeking to the end of a file 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1619E Access of a LAN file  
Reason: The file to be opened is a LAN file. 

Action: Purchase the LAN version of UPSTREAM. 

Srv1620E Error searching a directory (FindFirst OS2)  
Reason: There was an error searching the directory. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1621E Error searching a directory (FindNext OS2)  
Reason: There was an error searching the directory. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1622E Error searching a directory (FindFirstFile WinNT)  
Reason: There was an error searching the directory. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1623W Ignoring file with size over 4G (WinNT)  
Reason: File found while searching the directory. 

Action: Exclude this file. 

Srv1624W Invalid date and time for file (WinNT)  
Reason: File found while searching the directory. Assuming date and 

time of 01/01/1980 12:00:00a. 

Srv1625E Error removing a directory 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1626E (NT) Error getting file time 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1627E (NT) Error setting file time 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1628E (NT) Error reading Extended Attribute or ACL  
Reason: stream header 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1629E (NT) Error reading Extended Attribute or ACL  
Reason: stream data 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1630E (NT) Error writing Extended Attribute or ACL  
Reason: Stream ID header 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1631E (NT) Error writing Extended Attribute or ACL  
Reason: Stream data 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1632E (NT) Error skipping Extended Attribute or ACL  
Reason: Stream data 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1633W (NT) Error Extended Attribute stream too long  
Reason: An extended attribute stream for a file has a size greater 

than or equal to 4GB and cannot be backed up. 

Action: Exclude this file. 

Srv1634E (NT) Error restoring non-file data  
Reason: The non-file data for a file or directory could not be restored 

because the "Restore files and directories" privilege could not be 

enabled. 

Action: Ensure your account has the appropriate rights. 
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Srv1635E (NT) Error backing up directory non-file data  
Reason: The non-file data for a directory could not be backed up 

because the directory could not be opened. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1636E (NT) Error restoring directory non-file data  
Reason: The non-file data for a directory could not be restored 

because the directory could not be opened. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1637E Error allocating extra data buffer  
Reason: There was an error allocating the buffer to hold multi-file 

extra data. 

Action: Reduce the number of duplicate files or free memory. 

Srv1638E Extra data position too large  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1639E (NT) Error restoring invalid non-file data  
Reason: The non-file data for a file or directory could not be restored 

because it is not formatted properly. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1640E Non-file data for one or more files not restored  
Reason: The non-file data for one or more files was not restored, 

probably because it was backed up from a different operating system 

than the one it is being restored for. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1641E Error allocating file find buffer  
Reason: There was an error allocating a buffer needed to perform a 

file search operation. 

Action: Free memory and try again. 

Srv1642E An attempt was made to read past the end of file  
Reason: There was an attempt to read past the end of a file during a 

backup. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1643E Error remapping file view  
Reason: There was an error remapping a view for a memory mapped 

file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv1644E Cannot determine pipe file size  
Reason: A UNC pipe file spec was provided for a backup without a 

DASDOVERRIDE parameter. The only way for UPSTREAM to 

determine the amount of data that might be read from a pipe is for the 

user to inform UPSTREAM via a DASDOVERRIDE parameter. The 

DASDOVERRIDE parameter was either not provided or did not 

specify an absolute number. UPSTREAM cannot backup the data 

from the pipe. 

Action: Supply a DASDOVERRIDE parameter with an absolute 

number of bytes as a value. 

Srv1645D (UNIX) Error in stat or lstat call  
Reason: While retrieving details about a file found in a directory 

search, there was a file system error. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1646E (UNIX) Error in getcwd call  
Reason: While searching for files in a directory, there was a system 

error. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1647E (UNIX) Error in getcwd call  
Reason: While searching for files in a directory, there was a system 

error. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1648E (UNIX) Error in getcwd call  
Reason: While searching for files in a directory, there was a system 

error. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1649E (UNIX) Error in opendir call  
Reason: While searching for files in a directory, there was a system 

error. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1650E (UNIX) Error in llseek call  
Reason: While attempting to use llseek to seek, there was a system 

error. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1651E (NT) Can't modify the SYSTEM hive backup file  
Reason: The restoration of the SYSTEM registry hive was either 

canceled by the user or an error occurred while attempting to modify 

the SYSTEM backup registry hive file that was restored to disk. The 

original backup file was not modified and was not applied to the 

registry. The name of the original SYSTEM backup registry hive file 

follows. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv1652E (NT) Can't allocate memory for a value name 

Srv1653E (NT) Can't allocate memory for value data 

Srv1654E (NT) Can't allocate memory for a value item 

Srv1655E (NT) Can't open a key 

Srv1656E (NT) Can't allocate memory for a key name 

Srv1657E (NT) Can't allocate memory for a temp class name 

Srv1658E (NT) Can't allocate memory for a temp key name 

Srv1659E (NT) Can't allocate memory for a temp value name 

Srv1660E (NT) Can't allocate memory for temp value data 

Srv1661E (NT) Can't get a key's information 

Srv1662E (NT) Can't allocate memory for a class name 

Srv1663E (NT) Can't allocate memory for security info 

Srv1664E (NT) Can't get a key's security info 

Srv1665E (NT) Can't allocate memory for a key item 

Srv1666E (NT) Can't enumerate a key's subkeys 

Srv1667E (NT) Can't enumerate a key's values 
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Srv1668E (NT) Can't allocate memory for a matched value ref 

Srv1669E (NT) Can't allocate memory for a new value ref 

Srv1670E (NT) Can't allocate memory for a matched key ref 

Srv1671E (NT) Can't allocate memory for a new key ref 

Srv1672E (NT) Can't create a temporary SYSTEM key 

Srv1673E (NT) Can't create a key, it already exists 

Srv1674E (NT) Can't create a value 

Srv1675E (NT) Can't set a key's security 

Srv1676E (NT) Can't create a work key 

Srv1677E (NT) Can't create a work key, it already exists 

Srv1678E (NT) Can't load a registry backup file 

Srv1679E (NT) Can't find the backup registry Select key 

Srv1680E (NT) Can't find a backup reg ControlSetnnn key 

Srv1681E (NT) Can't find the active registry Select key 

Srv1682E (NT) Can't find a active reg ControlSetnnn key 

Srv1683E (NT) Can't allocate memory for a new class name 

Srv1684E (NT) Can't allocate memory for a NewSecurity 

Srv1685E (NT) Can't save the modified registry backup file 

Srv1686E (NT) Can't save the cleanup file 

Srv1687E (NT) Can't load the cleanup file 

Srv1688E (NT) Can't delete a key 

Srv1689E (NT) Can't delete the cleanup file 

Srv1690E (NT) Can't save value status 

Srv1691E (NT) Invalid value status 

Srv1692E (NT) Can't save key status 

Srv1693E (NT) Invalid key status 

Srv1694E (NT) Can't change value status 

Srv1695E (NT) Can't chang key status 

Srv1696E (NT) Can't add value to key tree 

Srv1697E (NT) Can't add key to key tree 

Srv1698E (NT) Can't create key tree 

Srv1699E (NT) Can't create key tree image list 

Srv1700E (NT) Can't load bitmap 

Mid-level conversation errors 

Srv2087E Backup profile name invalid  
Reason: The backup profile name you specified can not be used to 

create a file name on the Storage Server and is thus invalid. 

Action: Make sure the length is less than or equal to 8 and that the 

first character is an alphabetic character or a '$', '#' or '@'. 

Srv4680E Invalid parameters passed to USTPSERV  
Reason: The service name and program specification are required as 

the first two paramters to USTPSERV.EXE. 

Action: Run the USTPCFG.EXE program, select the TP service for 

which this execution applies, change the EXE Path Name field to 

"d:\path\USTPSERV.EXE" and change the Parameters field to 

"servicename programfilespec [param1 ... paramN]" 

Srv4681E USTPSERV could not start the service  
Reason: The service provided to USTPSERV.EXE could not be 

started by the Service Control Dispatcher. The name of the service 

and the error code follow: 

Srv4682E The service started by USTPSERV did not complete  
Reason: The service provided to USTPSERV.EXE did not complete 

successfully. The name of the service and the error code follow: 

Srv4683E USTPSERV could not register the SC Handler  
Reason: The Service Control Handler for the service provided to 

USTPSERV.EXE could not be registered. The name of the service 

and the error code follow: 

Srv4684E USTPSERV could not set the service status  
Reason: The status for the service provided to USTPSERV.EXE 

could not be set. The name of the service and the error code follow: 

Srv4685I USTPSERV started the program for the service  
Reason: The program for the service provided to USTPSERV.EXE 

was started successfully. The name of the service and the program 

specification follow: 

Srv4686E USTPSERV could not start the program for the 

service  
Reason: The program for the service provided to USTPSERV.EXE 

could not be started. The name of the service and the program 

specification follow: 

Srv4687I The service program started by USTPSERV 

terminated  
Reason: The program for the service provided to USTPSERV.EXE 

terminated normally. The name of the service and the program 

specification follow: 

Srv4688W The service program started by USTPSERV was 

stopped  
Reason: The program for the service provided to USTPSERV.EXE 

was stopped prematurely. The name of the service and the program 

specification follow: 
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Srv4689E The service program started by USTPSERV did not 

terminate  
Reason: The program for the service provided to USTPSERV.EXE 

did not terminate. It may still be running. The name of the service 

and the program specification follow: 

Srv4690E The service program started by USTPSERV 

ABENDED  
Reason: The program for the service provided to USTPSERV.EXE 

terminated abnormally. The name of the service and the program 

specification follow: 

Srv4691I The service started by USTPSERV received a SC 

request  
Reason: The service provided to USTPSERV.EXE received a 

request from the Service Control Manager. The name of the service 

and the type of request received follow: 

Srv4692E The program name is not a valid executable program  
Reason: The second or third parameter provided to 

USTPSERV.EXE must be the name of an executable program file, 

but the program name provided is not a valid 32-Bit or 16-Bit 

executable program file. 

Srv4693I The service program started by USTPSERV was not 

waited on  
Reason: USTPSERV.EXE did not wait for the termination of the 

program for the service provided to it. The program is still running. 

The name of the service and the program specification follow: 

Srv4694I Issuing a USCNTL request to kill the program  
Reason: USTPSERV.EXE is issuing a USCNTL request to kill the 

program for which it was started. The name of the service and the 

USCNTL command line follow: 

Srv4695W Forcing program termination due to USCNTL failure  
Reason: The USCNTL request to kill the program was unsuccessful 

so USTPSERV.EXE will force the termination of the program's 

process. The name of the service and program to be terminated 

follow: 

Srv4696I Entering UPSTREAM v%s%s (%s) %s (Service: %s)  
Reason: The specified UPSTREAM Client service has started. 

Srv4697I Exiting UPSTREAM (Service: %s)  
Reason: The specified UPSTREAM Client service has stopped. 

Srv4698E (US) Can't set service status  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to set the status of the 

UPSTREAM Client service with the Service Control Manager. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4699E (US) Can't register service  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to registry the 

UPSTREAM Client service with the Service Control Manager. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

OS/2 specific TCP/IP errors 

Srv4800E Unknown return code  
Reason: The following return code could not be interpreted. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4801E (TCP/IP) Not owner 

Srv4802E (TCP/IP) No such process 

Srv4803E (TCP/IP) Interrupted system call 

Srv4804E (TCP/IP) No such device or address 

Srv4805E (TCP/IP) Bad file number 

Srv4806E (TCP/IP) Permission denied 

Srv4807E (TCP/IP) Bad address 

Srv4808E (TCP/IP) Invalid argument 

Srv4809E (TCP/IP) Too many open files 

Srv4810E (TCP/IP) Broken pipe  
Reason: Can be caused by some intermediate device (router, cable, 

etc.) going down. Can also be cause by the remote system going 

down completely (crashing). 

Srv4811E (TCP/IP) OS/2 Error 

Srv4812E (TCP/IP) Operation would block 

Srv4813E (TCP/IP) Operation now in progress 

Srv4814E (TCP/IP) Operation already in progress 

Srv4815E (TCP/IP) Socket operation on non-socket  
Reason: (Reservoir) Check the "Duplicate Socket" option in the 

configurator. 

Srv4816E (TCP/IP) Destination address required 

Srv4817E (TCP/IP) Message too long 

Srv4818E (TCP/IP) Protocol wrong type for socket 

Srv4819E (TCP/IP) Protocol not available 

Srv4820E (TCP/IP) Protocol not supported 

Srv4821E (TCP/IP) Socket type not supported 

Srv4822E (TCP/IP) Operation not supported on socket 

Srv4823E (TCP/IP) Protocol family not supported 

Srv4824E (TCP/IP) Address family not supported by protocol 

family 

Srv4825I (TCP/IP) Port number already in use  
Reason: Usually caused by another copy of UPSTREAM actively 

listening on the inbound TCP/IP port. 

Srv4826E (TCP/IP) Can't assign requested address 

Srv4827E (TCP/IP) Network is down 
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Srv4828E (TCP/IP) Network is unreachable 

Srv4829E (TCP/IP) Network dropped connection on reset 

Srv4830E (TCP/IP) Software caused connection abort 

Srv4831E (TCP/IP) Connection reset by peer  
Reason: Can be caused by a number of different problems. Check 

the UPSTREAM log on both sides. For Windows may be caused by 

Windows TCP/IP not properly handing delays (can be fixed by 

increasing the TcpMaxDataRetransmissions in the registry). 

Srv4832E (TCP/IP) No buffer space available  
Reason: Memory or disk shortage. 

Srv4833E (TCP/IP) Socket is already connected 

Srv4834E (TCP/IP) Socket is not connected 

Srv4835E (TCP/IP) Can't send after socket shutdown 

Srv4836E (TCP/IP) Too many references: can't splice 

Srv4837E (TCP/IP) Connection timed out 

Srv4838E (TCP/IP) Connection refused  
Reason: Most often caused by the remote application not running. 

Can also be caused by TCP/IP on the Storage Server being recycled 

and UPSTREAM not being recycled. 

Srv4839E (TCP/IP) Too many levels of symbolic links 

Srv4840E (TCP/IP) File name too long 

Srv4841E (TCP/IP) Host is down 

Srv4842E (TCP/IP) No route to host 

Srv4843E (TCP/IP) Directory not empty 

Srv4844E (TCP/IP) Host not found 

Srv4845I (TCP/IP) Received new request. 

Srv4846E (TCP/IP) Error examining inbound data 
Action: Retry your connection 

Srv4847E (TCP/IP) Incomplete inbound data 
Action: Retry your connection 

Srv4848E (TCP/IP) Bad socket index (index %d, state %d)  
Reason: Detected during set for non-blocking. Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4849E (TCP/IP) Error setting non-blocking  
Reason: There was a TCP/IP error setting the given socket non-

blocking (so as to force a timeout). 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv4850E (TCP/IP) Send timed out. 

Srv4851E (TCP/IP) Receive timed out. 

Srv4852E (TCP/IP) Error occurred in a TCP select 

Srv4853E (UDP/IP) Advertizing error.  
Reason: Error encountered during Profile Advertising. 

Srv4854E (UDP/IP) Error opening socket. 

Srv4855E (UDP/IP) Error setting reuse option. 

Srv4856E (UDP/IP) Error binding socket. 

Srv4857E (UDP/IP) Error joining multi-cast. 

Srv4858E (UDP/IP) Error setting non-blocking option. 

Srv4859E (UDP/IP) Error receiving multi-cast. 

Srv4860I (UDP/IP) Profile Advertising enabled.  
Reason: Waiting for the Host advertisement message. . 

DOS specific TCP/IP errors 

Srv4900E (DOS TCP/IP) Error allocating memory  
Reason: There wasn't enough memory to allocate the shared data 

buffer. 

Action: Free memory. 

Srv4901E (DOS TCP/IP) Invalid interrupt  
Reason: The interrupt number specified with the environment 

variable USTCPINT is outside the valid range. 

Action: Specify an interrupt greater than 60. 

Srv4902E (DOS TCP/IP) TCP/IP TSR not found  
Reason: The required UPSTREAM TCP/IP processing TSR 

program was not found at the specified interrupt. 

Action: Load UPSTREAM TCP/IP TSR. 

Srv4903E (DOS TCP/IP) Internal TCP/IP error  
Reason: The TSR reported an internal error. 

Action: The error text and return codes should help you diagnose the 

problem. 

USVSS errors 

Srv4925E (USVSS) Can't get dependency component name  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the component 

name for a dependency. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4926E (USVSS) Can't allocate a component info array  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for a component info 

array, there was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv4927E (USVSS) Can't get component  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get a component for a 

writer. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 
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Srv4928E (USVSS) Can't get component information  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the information 

for a component. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4929E (USVSS) Can't resolve component display name  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to resolve the 

component display name for a component. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4930E (USVSS) Can't get DisplayName  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the DisplayName 

attribute for a component. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4931E (USVSS) Can't get HasFileSpecs  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the HasFileSpecs 

attribute for a component. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4932E (USVSS) Can't get BackupSucceeded  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the 

BackupSucceeded attribute for a component. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4933E (USVSS) Can't get the backup writers and components  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the writers and 

components from a backup. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4934E (USVSS) Can't allocate a writer info array  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for a writer info array, 

there was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv4935E (USVSS) Can't get writer metadata  
Reason: An error occurred while getting the writer metadata for a 

writer. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4936E (USVSS) Can't get writer identity  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the identity of a 

writer. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4937E (USVSS) Can't get writer backup schema  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the backup 

schema of a writer. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4938E (USVSS) Can't find Writers node  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to find the Writers 

node. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4939E (USVSS) Can't create writer metadata  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create the metadata 

for a writer. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4940E (USVSS) Can't get BackupSchema  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the 

BackupSchema attribute. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4941E (USVSS) Can't get number of writer file specs  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the number of file 

specs for a writer. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4942E (USVSS) Can't get writer restore method  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the backup 

schema of a writer. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4943E (USVSS) Invalid restore method  
Reason: A writer specified a restore method which is invalid. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4944E (USVSS) Invalid restore condition  
Reason: A writer specified a restore condition which is invalid. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4945E (USVSS) Unsupported custom writer  
Reason: A writer was identified which requires a custom restore 

procedure for which no custom restore procedure exists. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4946E (USVSS) Can't search for volumes  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to search for the 

volumes in the system. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4947E (USVSS) Can't get volume information  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the information 

for a volume. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4948E (USVSS) Can't get volume mount point paths  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the mount point 

paths for a volume. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4949E (USVSS) Can't allocate a volume info array  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for a volume info 

array, there was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Windows specific TCP/IP errors 

Srv4950E (Win TCP/IP) Error loading function  
Reason: The function below is required but not found. 

Action: Verify that WINSOCK.DLL or WSOCK32.DLL is in your 

PATH and is a high enough version. 

Srv4951E (Win TCP/IP) WINSOCK.DLL not found  
Reason: WINSOCK.DLL or WSOCK32.DLL is required for TCP/IP 

access. 

Action: Verify that it is in your path. 

Srv4952E (Win TCP/IP) Error loading WINSOCK.DLL  
Reason: The following error occurred when loading 

WINSOCK.DLL or WSOCK32.DLL. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4953E (Win TCP/IP) Sockets initialization error  
Reason: WSAStartup returned the following return code. 

Action: See your TCP/IP documentation. 
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Srv4954E (Win TCP/IP) Error creating test socket  
Reason: UPSTREAM creates a test socket to test the functionality of 

the WinSock environment and the test creation failed. 

Action: See return code. 

Srv4955D (Win TCP/IP) Error in WSAAsyncSelect  
Reason: This is a shutdown error and can generally be ignored. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv4956D (Win TCP/IP) Timeout waiting for FD_CLOSE  
Reason: This is a shutdown error and can generally be ignored. 

Srv4957D (Win TCP/IP) Set blocking error  
Reason: This is a shutdown error and can generally be ignored. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv4958W (Win TCP/IP) Error opening firewall file 

Srv4959W (Win TCP/IP) Error reading firewall file 

Srv4960W (Win TCP/IP) Error writing firewall file 

Srv4961W (Win TCP/IP) Error opening temp firewall file 

Srv4962W (Win TCP/IP) Error renaming firewall file 

Srv4963W Error #%u resetting firewall using %s 

Srv4964D Updated firewall to allow UPSTREAM access  
Reason: The firewall has been updated to allow UPSTREAM 

applications to be received. 

Srv4965W Firewall update failed, RC: %u  
Reason: While attempting to update the firewall to allow 

UPSTREAM applications access, the NETSH RESET FIREWALL 

command failed. 

Action: Run manually and observe the error. 

Srv4966W Can't get firewall update exit code (RC %u)  
Reason: While attempting to update the firewall to allow 

UPSTREAM applications access, the NETSH RESET FIREWALL 

command output couldn't be gotten. 

Action: Run manually and observe the error. 

Srv4967W Error waiting for firewall update to complete  
Reason: While attempting to update the firewall to allow 

UPSTREAM applications access, got an error waiting for the 

NETSH RESET FIREWALL command to complete. 

Action: Run manually and observe the error. 

Srv4969W (WinDSock) Can't load WS2_32.dll  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to load WS2_32.dll. 

Srv4970W (WinDSock) Can't load WS2_32.dll function  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to load a function from 

WS2_32.dll. 

Srv4971W (WinDSock) Can't create duplicate socket  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create a duplicate 

socket to be used by the FDR/UPSTREAM Client child process. 

Srv4972W (WinDSock) Can't send duplicate socket  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to send a duplicate 

socket to the FDR/UPSTREAM Client child process. 

Srv4973W (WinDSock) Can't create socket from duplicate  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create a socket from 

the duplicate socket descriptor received from the parent UPSTREAM 

process. 

Srv4974W (WinDSock) Can't receive duplicate socket  
Reason: A timeout occurred while waiting for a duplicate socket 

descriptor to be received from the parent UPSTREAM process. 

NLM specific TCP/IP errors 

Srv4975E (NLM TCP/IP) Error starting WINSOCK  
Reason: The following error occurred when starting WINSOCK. 

UPSTREAM will continue to function but it will not be able to 

perform using the attach manager functions. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv4976I (NLM TCP/IP) WINSOCK not installed  
Reason: UPSTREAM needs to have the WINSOCK interface 

installed to operate in attach manager mode. UPSTREAM can 

operate without WINSOCK but the built-in multi-user functions will 

not operate. 

Action: Install WINSOCK. 

LAN Workstation profile errors 

Srv5644E Error opening process token  
Reason: This is used to enable login. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5645E Error opening process  
Reason: This is used to enable login. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5646I You are connected to a non-MVS UPSTREAM storage 

server, v%s on %s 

Srv5647E Error sending negotiation record 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5648E Error receiving negotiation record 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5649E Error allocating required memory  
Reason: There was an error allocating memory required to process a 

received negotiation record. 

Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv5650E Error allocating required memory  
Reason: When performing security validation, there was a memory 

shortage. 

Action: Free memory or disk and retry. 

Srv5651E Error starting conversation  
Reason: When performing security validation, there was an error 

starting the conversation with the Storage Server. 

Action: See the comm. return codes. 

Srv5652E Error sending request  
Reason: When performing security validation, there was an error 
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sending the security information. 

Action: See the comm. return codes. 

Srv5653E Security information confirm error  
Reason: If there is not a comm error, most likely there was an error 

with your security information. 

Action: Reenter your security information. 

Srv5654E Error ending conversation  
Reason: There was an error ending the security validation 

conversation. 

Action: See the comm. return codes. 

Srv5655E Can't read STDOUT or STDERR output from pipe 
Action: See Windows message above. 

Srv5656E Error loading crypt library.  
Reason: UPSTREAM will not be able to perform local security 

checks 

Action: See the following operating system code. 

Srv5657W Job output follows: 

Srv5658E Can't create an anonymous pipe for a program 
Action: See Windows message above. 

Srv5659E Can't duplicate a pipe handle for a program 
Action: See Windows message above. 

Srv5660E Remote password invalid  
Reason: The password entered on the remote system is not the 

password personalized on the PC. 

Action: Resubmit with the correct password. 

Srv5661E Can't set STDOUT 
Action: See Windows message above. 

Srv5662E Can't set STDERR 
Action: See Windows message above. 

Srv5663E Can't reset STDOUT 
Action: See Windows message above. 

Srv5664E Can't reset STDERR 
Action: See Windows message above. 

Srv5665E (Win32 Sec) Error logging in  
Reason: There was a Windows error logging in a given local user. 

Action: See Windows message above. 

Srv5666E (Win32 Sec) Error loading security library  
Reason: There was a Windows error loading a required security 

library. 

Action: See Windows message above. 

Srv5667E (Win32 Sec) Error loading security function  
Reason: There was a Windows error loading a required security 

function. 

Action: See Windows message above. 

Srv5668I (Sec) Logged on as the following user: 

Srv5669E (Win32 Sec) Error impersonating user 
Action: See previous messages. 

Srv5670E (Win32 Sec) Privilege lookup error  
Reason: There was an error looking up the following privilege's 

value. 

Action: See Windows message. 

Srv5671W (Win32 Sec) Required privilege not enabled  
Reason: A required privilege can not be enabled. The UPSTREAM 

function may fail for security reasons later. 

Action: See Windows message. 

Srv5672E (Unix Sec) User not defined  
Reason: The user that you specified is not defined in your Unix 

system. 

Action: Specify a valid user. 

Srv5673E (Unix Sec) Must be root for remote logins  
Reason: UPSTREAM must be running as the root user to allow 

remote logins. 

Action: Restart UPSTREAM as root. 

Srv5674E (Unix Sec) Invalid password 
Action: Respecify 

Srv5675E (Unix Sec) Error during logoff  
Reason: There was an error switching back to UPSTREAM security 

during the logoff. 

Srv5676E (Unix Sec) Error during logon  
Reason: There was an error switching back to the new login security 

during login. 

Srv5677E (Unix Sec) Error setting effective UID 

Srv5678E (Unix Sec) Error setting effective GID 

Srv5679E (Unix Sec) User not defined  
Reason: The user that you specified is not defined in your Unix 

system. 

Action: Specify a valid user. 

Srv5680E (Unix Sec) User not defined  
Reason: The user that you specified is not defined in your Unix 

system. 

Action: Specify a valid user. 

Srv5681E (Sec) Error during file existence check 

Srv5682E (Sec) Error during directory search 

Srv5683E (Unix Sec) User not defined  
Reason: The user that you specified is not defined in your Unix 

system. 

Action: Specify a valid user. 

Srv5684E (Unix Sec) Invalid password 
Action: Respecify 

Srv5685E (Sec) Insufficient memory  
Reason: There was insufficient memory to allocate a new internal 

security list member. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 
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Srv5686E (Win32 Sec) Error duplicating token  
Reason: There was an operating system error attempting to duplicate 

an existing login token. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5687E (Win32 Sec) Thread not found  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5688I (Sec) Reverting to the UPSTREAM user: %s 

Srv5689E (NT Sec) Security check failed 

Srv5690I (Sec) Security check successful. User: %s 

Srv5691E (UNIX Sec) Security check; UPSTREAM not root 

Srv5692E (NT Sec) Thread not found 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5693E (NT Sec) Error restoring security  
Reason: The active function may fail as a result. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5694E (NLM Sec) Already logged on.  
Reason: A Novell Profile can only be used for one operation at a 

time. 

Action: Resubmit your request when the current one has completed. 

Srv5695E (NT Sec) Error running a job. 

Srv5696E (UNIX) You must be root to specify HOLDUSERDIRS  
Reason: Only the root user is able to open and hold user directories. 

Action: Logon as root or do not specify this option. 

Srv5697I (UNIX) Holding user directory %s 

Srv5698E (UNIX) Insufficient memory  
Reason: There was insufficient memory to allocate an internal 

structure to hold user directory entries. 

Action: Close applications or increase swap space. 

Srv5699D (UNIX) Error opening directory for 

HOLDUSERDIRS  
Reason: During the hold user directory process, there was an error 

opening a specific user directory. The process will continue. 

Action: See additional messages for the operating system error 

number and user directory. 

Srv5700E (UNIX) Error loading security function  
Reason: UPSTREAM will not be able to perform local security 

checks 

Action: See the following operating system code and function name. 

SMS errors 

Srv5701E (SMS) Error getting default connection ID  
Reason: There was a Novell error getting the default connection ID. 

Action: Look up the return code in the Novell messages section of 

the UPSTREAM manual. 

Srv5702E (SMS) Error scanning object  
Reason: There was a Novell error scanning for the SMS Server. 

Action: Look up the return code in the Novell messages section of 

the UPSTREAM manual. 

Srv5703E (SMS) Badly formatted IP address  
Reason: The IP address of the recall server PC was incorrectly 

formatted. This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5704E (SMS) SPX address location error  
Reason: There was an error extracting from the bindery the SPX 

address of the given workstation. 

Action: Look up the return code in the Novell messages section of 

the UPSTREAM manual. 

Srv5705E (SMS) Can't allocate comm buffer area  
Reason: Memory shortage. 

Action: Free memory or disk and retry. 

Srv5706E (SMS) TLI error in open  
Reason: There was a TLI error in a t_open. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5707E (SMS) TLI error in bind  
Reason: There was a TLI error in a t_bind. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5708E (SMS) TLI error in connect  
Reason: There was a TLI error in a t_connect. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5709E (SMS) Exceeded buffer for field  
Reason: While adding a field to a transmission buffer, we attempted 

to go past the end of the buffer. This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM 

error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5710E (SMS) TLI error in receive  
Reason: There was a TLI error in a t_rcv of data length. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5711E (SMS) TLI error in receive  
Reason: There was a TLI error in a t_rcv. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5712E (SMS) Lost connection to server  
Reason: There was a TLI error in a t_snd. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5713E (SMS) Received buffer too small  
Reason: The buffer received from the server was too small. This is 

an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5714E (SMS) Unexpected received data type  
Reason: Your workstation received an unknown data type from the 

server. This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5715E (SMS) Unexpected end of data  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5716E (SMS) Field length exceeds received buffer  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 
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Srv5717E (SMS) Received length exceeds field  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5718E (SMS) Received file server message: 

Srv5719E (SMS) Insufficient memory  
Reason: Error allocating the buffer required for server transport. 

Action: Specify a USSMSXMITSIZE environment variable or free 

memory. 

Srv5720E (SMS) Server not found  
Reason: The requested server was not found in the bindery. 

Action: Verify the USRECALL.NLM program is running and 

configured for the specified connection type. 

Srv5721E (SMS) Error in disconnect  
Reason: There was a TLI error in t_sndrel. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5722E (SMS) Insufficient memory  
Reason: Error allocating the buffer required to begin server 

transport. 

Action: Free memory or disk. 

Srv5723E (SMS) Not connected  
Reason: The SMS function you're attempting doesn't work unless 

you have connected to a server first. 

Action: Select a server and connect. 

Srv5724E (SMS) Invalid field length 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5725E (SMS) Error checking for received data  
Reason: When attempting to transmit data, there was a TLI error 

checking to see if there was any data to receive. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5726E (SMS) Unexpected receive type  
Reason: The NLM send unexpected data. This is an internal 

FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5727E (SMS) Unexpected t_look data state 
Action: Retry the operation. 

Srv5728E (SMS) Error getting connection for server  
Reason: There was an error getting the connection handle for the 

specified server. 

Action: See Novell return code 

Srv5729E (SMS) Error getting connection reference  
Reason: There was an error getting the connection reference 

(default). 

Action: See Novell return code 

Srv5730E (SMS) Receive into buffer too small  
Reason: The specified buffer is too small. This is an internal 

FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5731E (SMS) Receive into buffer too small  
Reason: The specified buffer is too small. This is an internal 

FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5732E (SMS-Windows) Error starting TCP/IP  
Reason: There was an error starting TCP/IP for Windows. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5733E (SMS-Windows) Error in socket call 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5734E (SMS-Windows) Error in connect call 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5735E (SMS-Windows) Error in recv call 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5736E (SMS-Windows) Error in ioctlsocket call 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5737E (SMS-Windows) Error in send call 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5738E (SMS-Windows) Error in closesocket call 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5739E (Notify) IPADDR not resolved 
Action: Specify a correct IPADDR. 

Auto-recall specific errors 

Srv5750W (Auto Recall) Can't open server conn  
Reason: Unable to open connection to file server. 

Action: See Novell return code 

Srv5751W (Auto Recall) Can't get file name  
Reason: For the requested name space, the file name could not be 

obtained. 

Action: See Novell return code 

Srv5752W (Auto Recall) The file name received is bad  
Reason: The received file name does not have a colon separator used 

to denote the volume name. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5753W (Auto Recall) Unable to start UPSTREAM  
Reason: UPSTREAM could not be started to perform the auto-recall. 

Action: See return code. 

Srv5754W (Auto Recall) UPSTREAM restore failed  
Reason: The UPSTREAM restore failed. 

Action: See UPSTREAM log. 

Srv5755D (Auto Recall) Received recall request 

Srv5756D (Auto Recall) Recall successful 

Srv5757I (Auto Recall) Enter NWRecall 

Srv5758I (Auto Recall) Exit NWRecall 

Srv5759E (Auto Recall) Error opening input parameter file  
Reason: The input parameter file could not be opened. 

Action: See additional messages. 
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Srv5760E (Auto Recall) Error opening output parameter file  
Reason: The output parameter file could not be opened. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5761E (Auto Recall) Error reading input parameter file 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5762E (Auto Recall) Error writing output parameter file 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5763E (Auto Recall) Error reading input parameter file  
Reason: Error occurred while skipping to the file spec info. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5764E (Auto Recall) Error writing output parameter file  
Reason: Error occurred while writing file spec info. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5765E (Auto Recall) Error writing output parameter file  
Reason: Error occurred while writing file spec data. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5766I (Auto Recall) Deleted expired file: 

Srv5767W (Auto Recall) Error deleting expired file 

Srv5768W (Auto Recall) Lost connection to server; retrying 

Srv5769W (Auto Recall) Recovered connection to server 

Srv5770I (Auto Recall) Delete expired file %s (expired 

%02d/%02d/%02d) 

USW2KAgt errors 

Srv5801E (USW2KAgt) Can't load a DLL  
Reason: An error occurred in the FDR/UPSTREAM Windows 

Agent service on the server name listed above. A DLL could not be 

loaded. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5802E (USW2KAgt) Can't load a DLL function  
Reason: An error occurred in the FDR/UPSTREAM Windows 

Agent service on the server name listed above. A DLL function could 

not be loaded. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5803E (USW2KAgt) Can't open the Shares subkey  
Reason: An error occurred in the FDR/UPSTREAM Windows 

Agent service on the server name listed above. The 

...\CurrentControlSet\Services\lanmanserver\Shares key could not be 

opened. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5804E (USW2KAgt) Can't read a Shares value  
Reason: An error occurred in the FDR/UPSTREAM Windows 

Agent service on the server name listed above. A 

...\CurrentControlSet\Services\lanmanserver\Shares value could not 

be read. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5805E (USW2KAgt) Can't parse a Share value  
Reason: An error occurred in the FDR/UPSTREAM Windows 

Agent service on the server name listed above. A 

...\CurrentControlSet\Services\lanmanserver\Shares value could not 

be parsed. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5806E (USW2KAgt) Can't initialize the FRS API  
Reason: An error occurred in the FDR/UPSTREAM Windows 

Agent service on the server name listed above. The FRS (File 

Replication System) API could not be initialized. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5807E (USW2KAgt) Can't get replication sets  
Reason: An error occurred in the FDR/UPSTREAM Windows 

Agent service on the server name listed above. The FRS (File 

Replication System) API replication sets could not be read. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5808E (USW2KAgt) Can't enumerate replication sets  
Reason: An error occurred in the FDR/UPSTREAM Windows 

Agent service on the server name listed above. The FRS (File 

Replication System) API replication sets could not be enumerated. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5809E (USW2KAgt) Can't get a replication set directory  
Reason: An error occurred in the FDR/UPSTREAM Windows 

Agent service on the server name listed above. A FRS (File 

Replication System) API replication set directory could not be read. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5810E (USW2KAgt) Can't get a replication set SYSVOL 

status  
Reason: An error occurred in the FDR/UPSTREAM Windows 

Agent service on the server name listed above. A FRS (File 

Replication System) API replication set SYSVOL status could not be 

read. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5811E (USW2KAgt) Expecting ACK record  
Reason: An error occurred in the FDR/UPSTREAM Windows 

Agent service on the server name listed above. USW2KAgt received 

a record from FDR/UPSTREAM which was not an ACK record 

when one was expected to end the restore of a replicated directory. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5812E (USW2KAgt) Can't end replication directory restore  
Reason: An error occurred in the FDR/UPSTREAM Windows 

Agent service on the server name listed above. A FRS (File 

Replication System) API replication directory restore could not be 

ended. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5813E (USW2KAgt) Can't terminate the FRS API  
Reason: An error occurred in the FDR/UPSTREAM Windows 

Agent service on the server name listed above. The FRS (File 

Replication System) API could not be terminated. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5814E (USW2KAgt) Can't start replication directory restore  
Reason: An error occurred in the FDR/UPSTREAM Windows 

Agent service on the server name listed above. A FRS (File 

Replication System) API replication directory restore could not be 

started. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5815E (USW2KAgt) Replication Directory not found  
Reason: An error occurred in the FDR/UPSTREAM Windows 

Agent service on the server name listed above. The 

RestoreReplicationDirectory record received by USW2KAgt from 
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FDR/UPSTREAM specified the name of a replication directory 

which does not exist. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5816E (USW2KAgt) Can't backup COM+ registration 

database  
Reason: An error occurred in the FDR/UPSTREAM Windows 

Agent service on the server name listed above. The COM+ 

registration database could not be backed up. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5817E (USW2KAgt) Can't restore COM+ registration 

database  
Reason: An error occurred in the FDR/UPSTREAM Windows 

Agent service on the server name listed above. The COM+ 

registration database could not be restored. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5818E (USW2KAgt) Can't get System Protected Files  
Reason: An error occurred in the FDR/UPSTREAM Windows 

Agent service on the server name listed above. The list of system 

protected files could not be obtained. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5819E (USW2KAgt) Can't get System State Files  
Reason: An error occurred in the FDR/UPSTREAM Windows 

Agent service on the server name listed above. The list of system 

state files could not be obtained. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5820E (USW2KAgt) Can't allocate System State Files 

memory  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to allocation memory to 

build the list of system state files. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv5821E (USW2KAgt) Can't create the SystemStateFiles key  
Reason: An error occurred while creating the SystemStateFiles key 

in the registry. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5822E (USW2KAgt) Can't write SystemStateFiles FileNames 

value  
Reason: An error occurred while writing the FileNames value of the 

SystemStateFiles key in the registry. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5823E (USW2KAgt) Can't open a file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open a regular file 

system file for processing by one of the SysState PlugIns. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5824E (USW2KAgt) Can't read a SysState virtual file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to read a regular file 

system file that is being processed by on of the SysState PlugIns. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5825E (USW2KAgt) Can't write a SysState virtual file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to write a regular file 

system file that is being processed by on of the SysState PlugIns. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5826E (USW2KAgt) Can't get a SysState virtual file size  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to compute the size of 

one of the PlugIn virtual files which is part of the system state. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5827E (USW2KAgt) Can't find SysState virtual file PlugIn  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open one of the 

PlugIn virtual files which is part of the system state. The PlugIn for 

the virtual file could not be determined. 

Action: If the virtual file listed above is the WinAD\WinAD.bin file, 

make sure that the machine was booted into Directory Services 

Repair Mode (DSRM) before the restore was started. If the machine 

was booted into DSRM, contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5828E (USW2KAgt) Can't open a SysState virtual file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open one of the 

PlugIn virtual files which is part of the system state. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5829E (USW2KAgt) Can't read a SysState virtual file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to read one of the 

PlugIn virtual files which is part of the system state. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5830E (USW2KAgt) Can't write a SysState virtual file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to write one of the 

PlugIn virtual files which is part of the system state. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5831E (USW2KAgt) Unknown file error  
Reason: An unknown error occurred while processing one of the 

PlugIn virtual files which is part of the system state. 

Action: See additional messages. Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech 

Support. 

Srv5832E (USW2KAgt) Received an invalid record  
Reason: An invalid record was received by the client while 

processing a restore of one of the PlugIn virtual files which is part of 

the system state. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5833E (USW2KAgt) Can't get SysState virtual file size  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to calculate the size of 

one of the SysState PlugIn virtual files which is part of the system 

state. The file name listed on the (5833,1) line above will not be 

backed up. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5834E (USW2KAgt) Restore discontinued by PlugIn  
Reason: While processing the restore of the PlugIn virtual files 

which are part of the system state, one or more of the PlugIns 

discontinued the restore. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5835E (USW2KAgt) SysState PlugIn not loaded  
Reason: One or more of the PlugIns required to backup or restore 

one of the components of the system state were not loaded. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5836E (USW2KAgt) Expecting a Boolean record  
Reason: An error occurred in the FDR/UPSTREAM Windows 

Agent service on the server name listed above. USW2KAgt received 

a record from FDR/UPSTREAM which was not a Boolean record 

when one was expected to end the backup or restore of the system 

state. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5837E (USW2KAgt) Can't shutdown the computer  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to shutdown the 

computer. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 
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Srv5838E (USW2KAgt) Can't enable the Shutdown privilege  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to enable the shutdown 

privilege in preparation for shutting down the computer. 

Action: Make sure the account under which US.exe is run has the 

Shutdown the System privilege. 

Srv5839E (USW2KAgt) Can't write SystemStateFiles 

MaximumFileNameLength value  
Reason: An error occurred while writing the 

MaximumFileNameLength value of the SystemStateFiles key in the 

registry. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5840E (USW2KAgt) Can't write SystemStateFiles 

NumberOfFileNames value  
Reason: An error occurred while writing the NumberOfFileNames 

value of the SystemStateFiles key in the registry. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5841E (USW2KAgt) Can't acquire System State access  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to access the system 

state. This is most likely caused by another system state backup or 

restore which is in progress. The system state can be accessed by 

only one backup or restore at a time. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5842E (USW2KAgt) Can't schedule COM+ registration 

database restore  
Reason: An error occurred in the FDR/UPSTREAM Windows 

Agent service on the server name listed above. The COM+ 

registration database restore operation could not be run in ASR 

Recovery mode and the operation could not be scheduled to be run at 

the next reboot. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5843E (USW2KAgt) The operating system is not Windows 

XP  
Reason: A request was made to the FDR/UPSTREAM Windows 

Agent service to create the ASR files, but the operating system is not 

Windows XP or above. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5844E (USW2KAgt) Can't get critical volumes  
Reason: An error occurred while preparing to create the ASR state 

file. The list of critical volumes could not be determined. Refer to the 

event log for more information. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5845E (USW2KAgt) Can't create ASR state file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create the ASR state 

file. This may happen if you are attempting to back up a 64-bit 

Windows system with the 32-bit version of the FDR/UPSTREAM 

Client. 

Action: Reboot the computer and try the backup again. If this fails, 

create a USEnv.dat file in the UPSTREAM directory and add the line 

"USNOASR=Y". Or contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5846E (USW2KAgt) Can't add sif entry  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to add a command to 

the ASR state file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5847E (USW2KAgt) Can't build USASR.key file  
Reason: An error occurred while building the USASR.key file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5848E (USW2KAgt) Can't get a volume name  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the volume name 

for a drive. The most likely cause for this error is that your file 

specification references a remote drive that UPSTREAM cannot 

resolve while running as a service under the LocalSystem account. 

Action: Check your file specification and contact FDR/UPSTREAM 

Tech Support if the file specification is correct. 

Srv5849E (USW2KAgt) Can't backup TLS database  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to backup the Terminal 

Service Licensing Server (TLS) database. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5850E (USW2KAgt) Can't restore TLS database  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to restore the Terminal 

Service Licensing Server (TLS) database. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5851E (USW2KAgt) Can't backup IIS metabase  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to backup the Internat 

Information Service (IIS) metabase. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5852E (USW2KAgt) Can't restore IIS metabase  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to restore the Internat 

Information Service (IIS) metabase. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5853E (USW2KAgt) Can't backup WMI repository  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to backup the Windows 

Management Instrumentation (WMI) repository. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5854E (USW2KAgt) Can't restore WMI repository  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to restore the Windows 

Management Instrumentation (WMI) repository. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5855E (USW2KAgt) Can't copy ASR boot files  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting determine the boot 

directory which contains the ASR boot files. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5856E (USW2KAgt) Can't copy ASR boot file  
Reason: An error occurred while copying or creating an ASR boot 

file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5857E (USW2KAgt) Can't allocate drive characters  
Reason: A set of one or more local drive characters to be used for 

internal purposes by an UPSTREAM client could not be allocated. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5858E (USW2KAgt) Can't get VSS info  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the VSS info. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5859E (USW2KAgt) Can't start a VSS backup  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to start a VSS backup. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5860E (USW2KAgt) Can't restart a VSS backup  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to restart a VSS backup. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 
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Srv5861E (USW2KAgt) Can't start a VSS volume restore  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to start a VSS volume 

restore. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5862E (USW2KAgt) Can't start a VSS component restore  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to start a VSS 

component restore. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5863E (USW2KAgt) Can't end a VSS backup request  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to end a VSS backup 

reuest. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5864E (USW2KAgt) Invalid backup end request  
Reason: While attempting to end a VSS backup request an invalid 

record was received from the UPSTREAM client. This is an internal 

error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5865E (USW2KAgt) Can't end a VSS restore request  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to end a VSS restore 

request. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5866E (USW2KAgt) Invalid restore end request  
Reason: While attempting to end a VSS restore request an invalid 

record was received from the UPSTREAM client. This is an internal 

error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5867E (USW2KAgt) Can't set volume hard link FRN  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to mark a hard linked 

file as belonging to a volume. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5868E (USW2KAgt) Can't set component succeeded  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to set the successful 

status for a component. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5869E (USW2KAgt) Can't recreate WinSS files  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to recreate the WinSS 

files after completing the component backup stage of a backup. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5870E (USW2KAgt) Can't delete snapshot set  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to delete a snapshot set. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5871E (USW2KAgt) Can't check version  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to check to see if the 

cached WinSS.xml file is for the requested version. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5872E (USW2KAgt) Can't rename file at reboot  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to record a set of file 

rename operations for a file to be renamed at the next system reboot. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5873E (USW2KAgt) Can't allocate a user spec info array  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for a user spec info 

array, there was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv5874E (USW2KAgt) Record is not a VSSInfo record  
Reason: An internal error occurred. A record received from the 

UPSTREAM client is not a VSSInfo record as expected. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5875E (USW2KAgt) Record is not a VSSInfo user spec 

record  
Reason: An internal error occurred. A record received from the 

UPSTREAM client is not a VSSInfo user spec record as expected. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5876E (USW2KAgt) Can't end a VSS get info request  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to end a VSS get info 

request. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5877E (USW2KAgt) Invalid get info end request  
Reason: While attempting to end a VSS get info request an invalid 

record was received from the UPSTREAM client. This is an internal 

error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5878E (USW2KAgt) Can't set volume mount point  
Reason: While attempting to create a volume mount point an error 

occurred. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5879E (USW2KAgt) Component verification failed  
Reason: While verifying the files for the components included in a 

snapshot (WinSS PlugIn) backup, one or more of the components' 

files failed verification. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5880E (USW2KAgt) Can't allocate a writer options array  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for a writer options 

array, there was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv5881E (USW2KAgt) Record is not a VSSInfo writer options 

record  
Reason: An internal error occurred. A record received from the 

UPSTREAM client is not a VSSInfo writer options record as 

expected. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5882E (USW2KAgt) Can't create UPSTREAM version 

directory  
Reason: While caching a set of disaster recovery files after a 

successful backup, an error occurred while attempting to create a 

directory. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5883E (USW2KAgt) Can't send record  
Reason: While caching a set of disaster recovery files after a 

successful backup, an error occurred while attempting to send a 

record from the Agent to the Client. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5884E (USW2KAgt) Can't receive record  
Reason: While caching a set of disaster recovery files after a 

successful backup, an error occurred while attempting to receive a 

record from the Client by the Agent. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5885E (USW2KAgt) Received an invalid record  
Reason: While caching a set of disaster recovery files after a 
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successful backup, an invalid record was received by the Agent from 

the Client. This is an internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5886E (USW2KAgt) Can't create DR file  
Reason: While caching a set of disaster recovery files after a 

successful backup, an error occurred while attempting to create a file 

in the disaster recovery cache. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5887E (USW2KAgt) Can't write DR file  
Reason: While caching a set of disaster recovery files after a 

successful backup, an error occurred while attempting to write a 

block of data to a file in the disaster recovery cache. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5888E (USW2KAgt) Error caching DR files  
Reason: While caching a set of disaster recovery files after a 

successful backup, one or more errors occurred. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5889E (USW2KAgt) Can't copy UPSTREAM version 

directory  
Reason: While caching a set of disaster recovery files after a 

successful backup, an error occurred while attempting to copy one of 

the UPSTREAM version directories. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5890E (USW2KAgt) Can't get cached backup versions  
Reason: While getting a list of backup versions, an error occurred. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Local backup errors 

Srv5901E (Lcl Bkp) Error deleting backup file  
Reason: There was a file system error deleting the following backup 

file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5902E (Lcl Bkp) Error allocating memory  
Reason: There was a memory shortage allocating the internal local 

backup memory area. 

Action: Free memory or disk. 

Srv5903E (Lcl Bkp) Error opening local backup file 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5904E (Lcl Bkp) Error writing backup description 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5905E (Lcl Bkp) Write header out of order  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5906E (Lcl Bkp) Read record out of order  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5907E (Lcl Bkp) Record read exceeds buffer  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5908E (Lcl Bkp) Error reading header 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5909E (Lcl Bkp) Write record out of order  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5910W (Lcl Bkp) Error writing a local backup record  
Reason: UPSTREAM will save the local backup "as is". 

Srv5911E (Lcl Bkp) Find file out of order  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5912E (Lcl Bkp) Error reading record  
Reason: There was an error doing a sequential search for a given 

record. This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5913E (Lcl Bkp) Unexpected end of file  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5914E (Lcl Bkp) Error reading record  
Reason: There was an error doing a direct search for a given record. 

This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5915E (Lcl Bkp) Expected file not found  
Reason: The following file was not found at the given location. This 

is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5916E (Lcl Bkp) Corrupted data  
Reason: A record read was not a file info record (as required). This 

is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5917E (Lcl Bkp) Exceeded record  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5918E (Lcl Bkp) Local backup isn't restartable  
Reason: A consistency error was detected in the local backup file. 

This file will be deleted. 

Srv5919E (Lcl Bkp) Restore out of order  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv5920E (Lcl Bkp) Error updating the file header 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5921E (Lcl Bkp) Error reading counter file  
Reason: There was an error reading the local backup counter file 

(profile name.000). 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5922E (Lcl Bkp) Error opening local backup source  
Reason: During a local backup copy, there was an error opening the 

source file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5923E (Lcl Bkp) Error opening local backup dest  
Reason: During a local backup copy, there was an error opening the 

destination file. 

Action: See additional messages. 
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Srv5924E (Lcl Bkp) Error reading local backup source  
Reason: During a local backup copy, there was an error reading the 

source file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5925E (Lcl Bkp) Error writing local backup dest  
Reason: During a local backup copy, there was an error writing the 

destination file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv5926E (Lcl Bkp) Error deleting the local backup file  
Reason: There was an error deleting the local backup file when the 

local backup directory was changed. 

Action: See additional messages. 

File transfer errors 

Srv6001E (File Xfer) Wildcards not allowed  
Reason: You can not specify more than one file in a file transfer 

request. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv6002E (File Xfer) Record packing required  
Reason: You must enable record packing to use file transfer. 

Action: Set the parameter PACKRECSIZE to a non- zero value. 

Alebra layer errors 

Srv6050E (Alebra) Error establishing communication pipe. 

Srv6051E (Alebra) Error sending data using Alebra. 

Srv6052E (Alebra) Error reading data using Alebra. 

Srv6053I (Alebra) This restore is using Alebra. 

Srv6054I (Alebra) This backup is using Alebra. Host job 

submission errors 

Srv6100E Error allocating memory  
Reason: There was an error allocating memory for Storage Server 

job submission. 

Action: Free memory or restart program. 

Srv6101E Error during start conversation error  
Reason: There was an error during Storage Server job submission 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv6102E Error sending start conversation 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv6103E Error sending non-repeated description 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv6104E Error sending repeated description 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv6105E Error receiving job submission info 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv6106E Error in confirmed of Storage Server job 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv6107E Error ending conversation 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv6108I Submitting existing Storage Server job 

Srv6109D Host job submitted 

Srv6110I Host job submission failed 

UPSTREAM/SOS integration errors 

Srv6200D Error creating SOS file  
Reason: Could not create the SOS timestamp file. SOS restores will 

have to be performed manually. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv6201D Could not find the SOS file  
Reason: Expected the SOS file and it was not found. 

Action: Verify the SOS Timestamp Path. If you removed the file, 

you will have to restore it. 

Srv6202E Expected SOS timestamp file spec  
Reason: There were no SOS capable file specifications. 

Action: Respecify the restore. 

UPSTREAM/Auto-Recall notification errors 

Srv6300E Expected connection not found  
Reason: When searching through the list of connected servers, your 

configured server was not found. This is an internal 

FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6301E Connection number not found  
Reason: When looking at the connected server an unexpected error 

was returned. This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6302E No longer connected 
Action: Restart the USRECALL NLM and USNOTIFY. 

Srv6303I Enter USNotify 

Srv6304I Exit USNotify 

FDRSOS - Raw disk errors 

Srv6400E (Raw Disk) Bad disk name Use PC/UNIX name  
Reason: You specified a raw disk access type not valid for your 

operating system. 

Action: Specify the name as displayed on the PC/UNIX 

UPSTREAM disk display screens. For PCs: 1,{disk number}, or 

2,{adapter},{targ},{LUN} (for DOS ASPI); for UNIX it's 4,{disk 

name} 

Srv6401E (Raw Disk) Read of 0 sectors not allowed  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6402E (Raw Disk) Attempt to read past end of disk  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 
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Srv6403E (Raw Disk) Write of 0 sectors not allowed  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6404E (Raw Disk) Attempt to write past end of disk  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6405E (Raw Disk) Error allocating memory  
Reason: Insufficient memory allocating partition table memory. 

Action: Free memory. 

Srv6406E (Raw Disk) Error allocating memory  
Reason: Insufficient memory allocating a partition table list entry. 

Action: Free memory. 

Srv6407E (Raw Disk) DPMI error  
Reason: There was a DPMI error simulating a real mode interrupt. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6408E (Raw Disk) Not a UNIX physical disk  
Reason: The received physical disk is not in the form: < or />. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv6409E (Raw Disk) Not PC physical disk  
Reason: The received physical disk is not in the form: :\ 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv6412E (Raw Disk) Async write pending  
Reason: A write was requested with a pending async function still 

posted. This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6413E (Raw Disk) Async read pending  
Reason: A read was requested with a pending async function still 

posted. This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6500E (Raw Disk-Dos) Invalid access type  
Reason: While parsing the location information, the access type was 

invalid. 

Action: Respecify the location. 

Srv6501E (Raw Disk-Dos) Required field missing  
Reason: While parsing the location information, a required sub-field 

was missing. 

Action: Respecify the location. 

Srv6502E (Raw Disk-Dos) Disk not found  
Reason: The specified disk was not found. This message may be 

reported for a physical disk backup/restore or a FDRSOS local 

backup/restore. 

Action: Respecify the location with a valid disk or disable FDRSOS 

Local Backups. 

Srv6503E (Raw Disk-Dos) DOS error  
Reason: There was a DOS error when requesting the disk statistics. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6504E (Raw Disk-Dos) Disk position error  
Reason: There was an error in the generated values for the disk 

read/write. Often caused by invalid BIOS or other system values. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6505E (Raw Disk-Dos) DOS error in read/write 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6506E (Raw Disk-Dos) Incomplete read  
Reason: The expected number of sectors were not read. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6507E (Raw Disk-Dos) Insufficient memory  
Reason: There was insufficient memory during an attempt to read 

existing data (VolSer). 

Action: Free DOS memory 

USVSS errors 

Srv6525E (USVSS) Can't get ComponentPath attribute  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the 

ComponentPath attribute for a component from the backup data. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6526E (USVSS) Can't get writer and component info  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the writer and 

component information while running in ASR mode. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6527E (USVSS) Can't start volume restore  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to start a volume 

restore. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6528E (USVSS) Can't get VersionDate attribute  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the VersionDate 

attribute from a previous XML document. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6529E (USVSS) Can't stop writer service  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to stop a writer's 

service. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6530E (USVSS) Can't perform custom pre-restore  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to perform the custom 

pre-restore procedure for a writer. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6531E (USVSS) Can't select a component for restore  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to select a component 

for a restore. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6532E (USVSS) Can't set component restore options  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting the options for a 

component for a restore. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6533E (USVSS) Can't set additional restores  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to set the additional 

restores flag for a component. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6534E (USVSS) Can't add a component for restore  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to add a component for 

a restore. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 
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Srv6535E (USVSS) Can't perform VSS pre-restore  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to perform the VSS pre-

restore. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6536E (USVSS) Can't wait for VSS pre-restore  
Reason: An error occurred while waiting for the VSS pre-restore. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6537E (USVSS) Can't get pre-restore messages  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the pre-restore 

failure messages from the writers. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6538E (USVSS) VSS pre-restore failed  
Reason: While attempting to perform the VSS pre-restore, it failed. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6539E (USVSS) Invalid number of alternate location 

mappings  
Reason: The number of alternate location mappings for a writer is 

inconsistent with its restore method. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6540E (USVSS) Can't create file spec info array  
Reason: An error occurred while attempt to create the file spec info. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6541E (USVSS) Can't sort file specs  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to sort the file spec info. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6542E (USVSS) Can't find mount point for file spec  
Reason: While attempting to find the mount point for a file spec the 

mount point was not found. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6543E (USVSS) Can't check for non-restorable components  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to check for non-

restorable components. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6544E (USVSS) Can't open directory  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to open a directory to 

get its non-file data. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6545E (USVSS) Can't read a stream header  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to read the header of a 

set of non-file data for a directory. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6546E (USVSS) Stream buffer too small  
Reason: While attempting to read a set of non-file data for a 

directory it was found that the non-file data buffer is too small. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6547E (USVSS) Can't read a stream body  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to read the body of a set 

of non-file data for a directory. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6548E (USVSS) Can't finish read of streams  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to complete the read of 

a set of non-file data for a directory. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6549E (USVSS) Can't write a stream  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to write a set of non-file 

data for a directory. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6550E (USVSS) Can't finish write of streams  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to complete the write of 

a set of non-file data for a directory. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6551E (USVSS) Can't read directory streams  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to read the complete set 

of non-file data for a directory. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6552E (USVSS) Can't write directory streams  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to write the complete 

set of non-file data for a directory. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6553E (USVSS) Can't create the Volumes directory  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create the Volumes 

directory. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6554E (USVSS) Can't create the Components directory  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create the 

Components directory. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6555E (USVSS) Can't create a volume mount point directory  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create a volume 

mount point directory. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6556E (USVSS) Can't expose snapshot  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to mount a snapshot 

volume on a mount point directory. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6557E (USVSS) Can't create volume mount point  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to mount an original 

volume on a mount point directory. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6558E (USVSS) Can't create a component mount point 

directory  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create a component 

directory. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6559E (USVSS) Can't create a component's volume mount 

point directory  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create a volume 

mount point directory for a component. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6560E (USVSS) Can't create component directory junction  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create a directory 

junction for a component's volume mount point directory to a volume 

mount point directory. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 
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Srv6561E (USVSS) Can't create WinSS directory  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create the WinSS 

directory. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6562E (USVSS) Can't create WinSS directory junction  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create a directory 

junction for the WinSS directory to the backup profile directory. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6563E (USVSS) Can't create backup profile share  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create the 

UPSTREAM. share. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6564E (USVSS) Component verification failed  
Reason: The verification process for a component failed. 

Action: See additional messages and the Application Event Log. 

Srv6565E (USVSS) Can't create backup profile directory  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create the backup 

profile directory. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6566E (USVSS) Can't perform backup inquiry  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to perform an inquiry in 

order to specify the parameters for a backup. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6567E (USVSS) Can't perform restore inquiry  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to perform an inquiry in 

order to specify the parameters for a restore. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6568E (USVSS) Can't perform new backup  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to perform a new 

backup. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6569E (USVSS) Can't perform restarted backup  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to perform a restarted 

backup. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6570E (USVSS) Can't perform volume restore  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to perform a volume 

restore. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6571E (USVSS) Can't perform component restore  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to perform a component 

restore. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6572E (USVSS) Invalid action  
Reason: An internal UPSTREAM error occurred which caused an 

unknown action to be attempted. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6573E (USVSS) Can't create directory structure  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to create the directory 

structure for a backup profile. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6574E (USVSS) Can't set component backup status  
Reason: While attempting to set the backup status of a component 

the component could not be found. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6575E (USVSS) Can't recreate XML file  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to recreate the 

WinSS.xml file after completing the backup of the components. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6576E (USVSS) Can't delete snapshots  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to delete a snapshot set. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6577E (USVSS) Can't complete backup  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to complete a VSS 

backup. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6578E (USVSS) Can't wait for a backup to complete  
Reason: An error occurred while waiting for a VSS backup to 

complete. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6579E (USVSS) Can't abort VSS backup  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to abort a VSS backup. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6580E (USVSS) Can't set component restore status  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to set the restore status 

for a component. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6581E (USVSS) Can't add alternative location mapping  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to set an alternate 

location mapping for a file spec for a component. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6582E (USVSS) Can't perform VSS post-restore  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to perform the VSS 

post-restore. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6583E (USVSS) Can't wait for VSS post-restore  
Reason: An error occurred while waiting for the VSS post-restore. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6584E (USVSS) Can't get post-restore messages  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the post-restore 

failure messages from the writers. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6585E (USVSS) VSS post-restore failed  
Reason: While attempting to perform the VSS post-restore, it failed. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6586E (USVSS) Can't perform custom post-restore  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to perform the custom 

post-restore procedure for a writer. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6587E (USVSS) Can't perform custom end-restore  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to perform the custom 

end-restore procedure for a writer. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 
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Srv6588E (USVSS) Can't start writer service  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to start a writer's 

service. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6589E (USVSS) Can't recreate mount point reparse point  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to recreate a mount 

point reparse point for a snapshot volume. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6590E (USVSS) Can't find explicitly selected component  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to find an explicitly 

selected for backup component. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6591E (USVSS) Can't load a DLL  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to load a DLL file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6592E (USVSS) Can't get entry point address  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the address of an 

entry point. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6593E (USVSS) Can't set BackupType attribute  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to set a component 

BackupType attribute in a XML document. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6594E (USVSS) Can't set BackupType value  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to set a component 

BackupType registry value. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6595E (USVSS) Can't get BackupType  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get a BackupType 

attribute for a XML document. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6596E (USVSS) Can't get MountPointVolumeName  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the 

MountPointVolumeName attribute for a volume. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6597E (USVSS) Can't set MountPointVolumeName attribute  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to set a volume 

MountPointVolumeName attribute in a XML document. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6598E (USVSS) Can't set MountPointVolumeName value  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to set a volume 

MountPointVolumeName registry value. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6599E (USVSS) Can't get reparse data mount point volume 

name  
Reason: An error occurred while attempting to get the name of a 

mount point volume from the reparse data of a mount point directory. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Raw Disk-ASPI errors 

Srv6600E (Raw Disk-ASPI) Error allocating memory  
Reason: Insufficient memory allocating identification comparison 

string. 

Action: Free memory. 

Srv6601E (Raw Disk-ASPI) Error opening ASPI driver  
Reason: There was a DOS error opening the ASPI driver 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6602E (Raw Disk-ASPI) Error getting ASPI entry point  
Reason: There was a DOS error getting the ASPI entry point. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6603E (Raw Disk-ASPI) Invalid access type  
Reason: While parsing the location information, the access type was 

invalid. 

Action: Respecify the location. 

Srv6604E (Raw Disk-ASPI) Required field missing  
Reason: While parsing the location information, a required sub-field 

was missing. 

Action: Respecify the location. 

Srv6605E (Raw Disk-ASPI) Invalid host adapter  
Reason: Host adapter values range from 0..7. 

Action: Respecify the location. 

Srv6606E (Raw Disk-ASPI) Invalid Target ID  
Reason: SCSI target ID values range from 0..7. 

Action: Respecify the location. 

Srv6607E (Raw Disk-ASPI) Invalid LUN  
Reason: SCSI Logical Unit Number values range from 0..7. 

Action: Respecify the location. 

Srv6608E (Raw Disk-ASPI) Error allocating memory  
Reason: There was a memory shortage allocating required memory. 

Action: Free memory. 

Srv6609E (Raw Disk-ASPI) Error during adapter inquiry  
Reason: ASPI returned an error during a Host Adapter Inquiry 

command. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6610E (Raw Disk-ASPI) Device not installed  
Reason: The specified SCSI device is not installed. 

Action: Respecify or activate the device. 

Srv6611E (Raw Disk-ASPI) Timed-out  
Reason: The command timed-out (exceeded the internal time limit). 

Action: Verify that the device is still active. 

Srv6612E (Raw Disk-ASPI) Error allocating memory  
Reason: There was a memory shortage allocating required memory. 

Action: Free memory. 

Srv6613E (Raw Disk-ASPI) Command error  
Reason: The following information describes an error executing a 

SCSI command. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6614E (Raw Disk-ASPI) Error allocating memory  
Reason: There was a memory shortage allocating required memory. 

Action: Free memory. 
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Srv6615E (Raw Disk-ASPI) Drive info not returned  
Reason: The disk drive information for the specified SCSI disk 

could not be obtained. 

Action: Respecify or activate the device. 

Srv6616E (Raw Disk-ASPI) Error getting the device type  
Reason: An error occurred while determining the type of a SCSI 

device. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6700E (NTDisk) Invalid access type  
Reason: While parsing the location information, the access type was 

invalid. 

Action: Respecify the location. 

Srv6701E (NTDisk) Required field missing  
Reason: While parsing the location information, a required sub-field 

was missing. 

Action: Respecify the location. 

Srv6702E (NTDisk) Disk not found  
Reason: This message may be reported for a physical disk 

backup/restore or a FDRSOS local backup/restore. 

Action: Respecify the location with a valid disk or disable FDRSOS 

Local Backups. 

Srv6703E (NTDisk) OS error  
Reason: There was an OS error when opening the disk. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6704E (NTDisk) Disk position error  
Reason: There was an error in the generated values for the disk 

read/write. Often caused by invalid BIOS or other system values. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6705E (NTDisk) OS error in read/write 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6706E (NTDisk) Incomplete read  
Reason: The expected number of sectors were not read. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6707E (NTDisk) OS error  
Reason: There was an OS error when getting disk statistics. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6708E (NTDisk) OS error  
Reason: There was an OS error while setting the file access location. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6709E (NTDisk) OS error  
Reason: There was an OS error while flushing written data to disk. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6710E (NTDisk) OS error  
Reason: There was an OS error when creating the event structure for 

asynchronous operations. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. or disable async 

support by setting the USRAWNOOVERLAP environment variable 

to any value. 

Srv6711E (NTDisk) OS error  
Reason: There was an OS error when resetting the event structure 

for asynchronous operations. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. or disable async 

support by setting the USRAWNOOVERLAP environment variable 

to any value. 

Srv6712E (NTDisk) OS error  
Reason: There was an OS error when performing asynch I/O. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. or disable async 

support by setting the USRAWNOOVERLAP environment variable 

to any value. 

Srv6713E (NTDisk) OS error  
Reason: There was an OS error when checking the status of a 

asynchronous operation. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. or disable async 

support by setting the USRAWNOOVERLAP environment variable 

to any value. 

Srv6714E (NTDisk) OS error  
Reason: There was an OS error when checking the completion status 

of a asynchronous operation. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. or disable async 

support by setting the USRAWNOOVERLAP environment variable 

to any value. 

Srv6715E (NTDisk) Size mismatch  
Reason: Expecting a given size, the I/O reported a differing size. It 

also occurred in an unexpected location. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6716E (NTDisk) Size mismatch  
Reason: Expecting a given size, the I/O reported a differing size. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6717E (NTDisk) Insufficient memory  
Reason: Insufficient memory allocating the disk list buffer 

Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv6718E (NTDisk) Error querying list of devices 

Srv6800E (Raw Disk-OS2) Invalid access type  
Reason: While parsing the location information, the access type was 

invalid. 

Action: Respecify the location. 

Srv6801E (Raw Disk-OS2) Required field missing  
Reason: While parsing the location information, a required sub-field 

was missing. 

Action: Respecify the location. 

Srv6802E (Raw Disk-OS2) Disk not found  
Reason: This message may be reported for a physical disk 

backup/restore or a FDRSOS local backup/restore. 

Action: Respecify the location with a valid disk or disable FDRSOS 

Local Backups. 

Srv6803E (Raw Disk-OS2) OS error  
Reason: There was an OS error when opening the disk. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6805E (Raw Disk-OS2) OS error in read/write 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6806E (Raw Disk-OS2) Incomplete read  
Reason: The expected number of sectors were not read. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 
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Srv6807E (Raw Disk-OS2) OS error  
Reason: There was an OS error when getting disk statistics. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6808E (Raw Disk-OS2) Error setting file pointer 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6809E (Raw Disk-OS2) OS error  
Reason: There was an OS error checking for raw disk support. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6810E (Raw Disk-OS2) Disk position error  
Reason: There was an error in the generated values for the disk 

read/write. Often caused by invalid BIOS or other system values. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6811E (Raw Disk-OS2) Insufficient memory  
Reason: There was an error in allocating memory for the track table. 

Action: Free disk or close applications. 

Srv6850E (Raw Disk-NLM) Insufficient memory  
Reason: There was an error in AllocateResourceTag 

Action: Unload unnecessary NLMs. 

Srv6851E (Raw Disk-NLM) Registration error  
Reason: There was an error in MM_Register_Application. 

Action: See additional message. 

Srv6852D (Raw Disk-NLM) Reserve error  
Reason: There was an error reserving the disk which is the necessary 

step to accessing it with raw disk facilities. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv6853E (Raw Disk-NLM) Error getting disk stats  
Reason: There was a media manager error in a 

MM_Return_Object_Generic_Info call. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv6854E (Raw Disk-NLM) Error in I/O  
Reason: There was a media manager error in a read write call. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv6855E (Raw Disk-NLM) Invalid access type  
Reason: While parsing the location information, the access type was 

invalid. 

Action: Respecify the location. 

Srv6856E (Raw Disk-NLM) Required field missing  
Reason: While parsing the location information, a required sub-field 

was missing. 

Action: Respecify the location. 

Srv6857E (Raw Disk-NLM) Media manager functions not loaded 
Action: Load the media manager functions and restart UPSTREAM. 

Srv6858I (Raw Disk-NLM) Volume manager functions not 

loaded  
Reason: This is only informational; you may not need the volume 

manager. 

Action: Load the volume manager functions (VOLLIB) and restart 

UPSTREAM. 

Srv6859W (Raw Disk-NLM) Error getting NetWare version  
Reason: Netware version 4 will be assumed - UPSTREAM may not 

be able to use raw disk facilities if NSS is installed. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6860E (Raw Disk-NLM) Error loading NetWare 5 MMAPI.  
Reason: The module listed below was not found in the environment. 

NetWare 4 MMAPIs will be used. This is only a problem if you have 

NSS loaded; NetWare 4 MMAPIs will work fine otherwise. 

Srv6861I (Raw Disk-NLM) NetWare v5 Media Mgr APIs loaded 

Srv6862I (Raw Disk-NLM) NetWare v4 Media Mgr APIs forced 

Srv6863E (Raw Disk-NLM) Insufficient memory 
Action: Free memory or close applications 

Srv6864E (Raw Disk-NLM) Handle not found  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6865I (Raw Disk-NLM) I/O is being retried... 

Srv6900I FDRSOS restore started 

Srv6901D FDRSOS restore completed successfully 

Srv6902D FDRSOS restore completed with errors 

Srv6903D FDRSOS restore suspended by user 

Srv6904I Restarting an FDRSOS restore 

Srv6905D Restarted FDRSOS restore successful 

Srv6906D Restarted FDRSOS restore completed with errors 

Srv6910E During a FDRSOS restore start 

Srv6911E During a FDRSOS restore send description 

Srv6912E During a FDRSOS restore receive desc 

Srv6913E During a FDRSOS restore receive file 

Srv6914E During a FDRSOS restore confirmed 

Srv6915E During a FDRSOS restore end 

Srv6920I Adjusted record size  
Reason: Record sizes must be a multiple of 4096. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv6921E Record packing size invalid  
Reason: You must enable record packing (PACKRECSIZE non 

zero) and specify it to be larger than the record size. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv6922E Insufficient memory  
Reason: There was insufficient memory allocating a buffer for a raw 

disk restore. 

Action: Free memory. 
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Srv6923E Too many file specifications  
Reason: For an FDRSOS restore you can only have one file 

specification. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv6924E Unknown type  
Reason: During an FDRSOS restore, an unexpected type was 

received. This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6925E Unexpected conversation state  
Reason: During an FDRSOS restore, the system entered an 

conversation state other than receive or confirm. This is an internal 

FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6926E Insufficient memory  
Reason: There was insufficient memory allocating a raw disk handle 

buffer for a raw disk restore. 

Action: Free memory. 

Srv6927E Compression initialization error 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv6928E Fast decompression error  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6929E High decompression error  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6930E Buffer overwrite  
Reason: For Windows environments, record packing is required. 

Action: Enable record packing 

Srv6931E Unwritten data  
Reason: After high decompression, there was remaining data (not a 

multiple of 512) in the buffer. This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM 

error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6932E User suspended physical disk restore 

Srv6933D Restored from an FDRSOS backup 

Srv6934E Bad file name  
Reason: The received file name had an invalid format. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6935E Error saving your original parameters  
Reason: During a restart, there was an error saving your original 

parameters. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv6936E Error reading restart information  
Reason: There was an error reading the restart info. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv6937E Error reading restart parameters  
Reason: There was an error reading the restart info. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv6938E Restore not completely started  
Reason: This restore did not run long enough to be restartable. 

Action: Restart manually. 

Srv6939E Error sending restarted restore 
Action: Look up the communications error. 

Srv6940E Restart file bad  
Reason: The last successful file received from the Storage Server has 

an invalid format. This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv6941E Error writing restart starting point. 

Srv6942E Error saving restart information. 

Srv6943E Error writing restart info. 

Srv7000I FDRSOS backup started 

Srv7001D FDRSOS backup completed successfully 

Srv7002D FDRSOS backup completed with errors 

Srv7003D FDRSOS backup suspended by user 

Srv7004I Restarting an FDRSOS backup 

Srv7005D Restarted FDRSOS backup completed successfully 

Srv7006D Restarted FDRSOS backup completed with errors 

Srv7010E During a FDRSOS backup start 

Srv7011E During a FDRSOS backup send description 

Srv7012E During a FDRSOS backup receive desc 

Srv7013E During a FDRSOS backup receive file 

Srv7014E During a FDRSOS backup confirmed 

Srv7015E During a FDRSOS backup end 

Srv7020I Adjusted record size  
Reason: Record sizes must be a multiple of 4096. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv7021E Record packing size invalid  
Reason: You must enable record packing (PACKRECSIZE non 

zero) and specify it to be larger than the record size. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv7022E Insufficient memory  
Reason: There was insufficient memory allocating a buffer for a raw 

disk backup. 

Action: Free memory. 

Srv7023E Too many file specifications  
Reason: For an FDRSOS backup you can only have one file 
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specification. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv7024E Insufficient memory  
Reason: There was insufficient memory allocating a raw disk handle 

buffer for a raw disk backup. 

Action: Free memory. 

Srv7025E Insufficient memory  
Reason: There was insufficient memory allocating a raw disk 

compression buffer for a raw disk backup. 

Action: Free memory. 

Srv7026E Compression initialization error 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7027E High compression error 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7028E User suspended physical disk backup 

Srv7029E Error writing restart information 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7030E Error saving restart information  
Reason: There was an error saving your parameters for a later 

potential restart. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7031E Error writing restart information  
Reason: Error occurred starting the backup. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7032E Error saving your original parameters  
Reason: During a restart, there was an error saving your original 

parameters. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7033E Error reading restart information  
Reason: There was an error reading the restart info. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7034E Error reading restart parameters  
Reason: There was an error reading the restart info. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7035E Backup not completely started  
Reason: This backup did not run long enough to be restartable. 

Action: Restart manually. 

Srv7036E Error sending restarted backup 
Action: Look up the communications error. 

Srv7037E Restart file bad  
Reason: The last successful file received from the Storage Server has 

an invalid format. This usually occurs if a physical disk backup was 

not completely started. 

Action: Manually restart the backup. 

Srv7038E Insufficient memory (Advanced compression) 

Srv7100E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Invalid access type  
Reason: While parsing the location information, the access type was 

invalid. 

Action: Respecify the location. 

Srv7101E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Required field missing  
Reason: While parsing the location information, a required sub-field 

was missing. 

Action: Respecify the location. 

Srv7102E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Disk not found  
Reason: This message may be reported for a physical disk 

backup/restore or a FDRSOS local backup/restore. 

Action: Respecify the location with a valid disk or disable FDRSOS 

Local Backups. 

Srv7103E (Raw Disk-UNIX) OS error  
Reason: There was an OS error when opening the disk. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7104E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Invalid access position  
Reason: Attempt to access a physical disk randomly beyond 4GB. 

This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7105E (Raw Disk-UNIX) OS error in read/write 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7106E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Incomplete read  
Reason: The expected number of sectors were not read. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7107E (Raw Disk-UNIX) OS error  
Reason: There was an OS error when getting disk statistics. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7108E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Error reading 
Action: See attached UNIX error 

Srv7109E (Raw Disk-UNIX) You must be the root user  
Reason: Access to raw disk functions requires that you be logged in 

as the root user. 

Action: Login as the root user. 

Srv7110E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Error writing 
Action: See attached UNIX error 

Srv7111E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Unexpected EOF  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7112E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Disk too large  
Reason: For the version of the AIX operating system, this disk is too 

large (greater than 2GB). 

Action: Specify another disk. 

Srv7113E (Raw Disk-UNIX) ioctl call failed  
Reason: The ioctl call, used to determine the disk statistics for an 

AIX disk failed. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7114E (Raw Disk-UNIX) open failed  
Reason: The device open for an AIX disk failed. 

Action: See additional messages. 
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Srv7115E (Raw Disk-UNIX) ioctl call failed  
Reason: The ioctl call, used to determine the disk statistics for a 

Solaris disk failed. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7116E (Raw Disk-UNIX) read_vtoc call failed  
Reason: The read_vtoc call, used to determine the disk statistics for 

a Solaris disk failed. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7117E (Raw Disk-UNIX) open failed  
Reason: The device open for a Solaris disk failed. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7118E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Logical Volume  
Reason: (HPUX) You specified a logical volume 

Action: Respecify, specifying a physical volume. 

Srv7119E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Error getting capacity  
Reason: (HPUX) There was an error getting the capacity of the 

physical volume. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7120E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Not physical volume  
Reason: (HPUX) The volume you specified is not a UNIX physical 

volume. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv7121E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Error getting info  
Reason: (HPUX) There was an error getting disk info of the physical 

volume. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7122E (Raw Disk-UNIX) open failed  
Reason: The device open for a HPUX disk failed. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7123E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Error getting def partition table  
Reason: (Tru64) There was an error getting the default partition 

table for the disk. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7124E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Error getting disk label  
Reason: (Tru64) There was an error getting the disk label for the 

disk. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7125E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Error getting cur partition table  
Reason: (Tru64) There was an error getting the current partition 

table for the disk. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7126E (Raw Disk-UNIX) open failed  
Reason: (Tru64) The raw device open failed. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7127E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Not the c partition  
Reason: (Tru64) A raw device for a partition other than c was 

specified. 

Action: Specify a raw device for the c partition. 

Srv7128E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Error switching security 

Srv7129E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Error getting number of sectors  
Reason: (Linux) The BLKGETSIZE ioctl failed. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7130E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Error opening block device  
Reason: (Linux) The open for the block device bound to the raw 

device failed. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7131E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Raw device not properly bound  
Reason: (Linux) The raw device is either not bound or bound to a 

device that is not a scsi disk device. 

Action: Use the raw command to query the raw device. 

Srv7132E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Error getting binding info  
Reason: (Linux) The ioctl RAW_GETBIND to obtain the device the 

raw device is bound to failed. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7133E (Raw Disk-UNIX) The raw control open failed  
Reason: (Linux) The open of the file used for raw control operations 

failed. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7134E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Not a raw device file  
Reason: (Linux) The major number of the device file is not the 

major number for a raw device. 

Action: The raw device file must be recreated. 

Srv7135E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Raw device file not char  
Reason: (Linux) The raw device file is not a character special file. 

Action: The raw device file must be recreated. 

Srv7136I (Raw Disk-UNIX) USAIXRESERVEDISK set 

Srv7137I (Raw Disk-UNIX) USAIXLOCKDISK set 

Srv7138I (Raw Disk-UNIX) I/O is being retried (for disk %s) 

Srv7139E (Raw Disk-Linux) Insufficient memory (%s)  
Reason: Can't save valid disk list. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv7140E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Character device expected and not 

found  
Reason: This indicates a severe problem in your directory system. 

Action: Have your system admin remove this device and retry 

Srv7141E (Raw Disk-UNIX) Stat failed  
Reason: This indicates a severe problem in your directory system 

Action: Examine the return code below and determine if this device 

should be manually deleted or repaired. 

FDRSOS local backup errors 

Srv7200E (LclSOS) Error allocating memory  
Reason: Insufficent memory allocating sector memory. 

Action: Free memory. 

Srv7201E (LclSOS) Not a FDRSOS local backup disk  
Reason: There is not a FDRSOS local backup partition on the 

specified local disk. 

Action: Initialize the disk 
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Srv7202E (LclSOS) Not a FDRSOS local backup disk  
Reason: There is not partition table on the specified disk. 

Action: Initialize the disk 

Srv7203D (LclSOS) Partition header invalid  
Reason: The FDRSOS local backup disk has been corrupted. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7204E (LclSOS) Profile entry bad  
Reason: A profile entry was expected and invalid data was returned. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7205E (LclSOS) Expected profile not found  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7206E (LclSOS) Record size too small  
Reason: The internal profile information could not be read. 

Action: Increase your record size. 

Srv7207E (LclSOS) Range error  
Reason: Either the backup number or the number of backups is 

larger than expected. This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7208E (LclSOS) Extent table range error  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7209E (LclSOS) Profiles don't match  
Reason: During an update operation, the following two profiles are 

required to be the same and aren't. This is an internal 

FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7210E (LclSOS) Profiles don't match  
Reason: During a read operation, the following two profiles are 

required to be the same and aren't. This is an internal 

FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7211E (LclSOS) You tried to add an existing profile 
Action: Respecify. 

Srv7212E (LclSOS) Too many profiles  
Reason: You have exceeded the maximum number of profiles. 

Action: Delete a profile. 

Srv7213E (LclSOS) Internal length invalid  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7214E (LclSOS) Past valid profiles  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7215E (LclSOS) Internal sizes wrong  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7216E (LclSOS) Profile not found  
Reason: You selected to delete a given profile and it was not found. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv7217E (LclSOS) Backups exist  
Reason: You selected to delete a given profile in which there are 

active backups defined. 

Action: Use profile management to delete all active backups before 

deleting the profile. 

Srv7218E (LclSOS) Extent not allocated  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7219E (LclSOS) Exceeded space available  
Reason: Your backup has exceeded the amount of space available 

and you configured this profile to terminate if this happened. 

Action: Modify your profile or migrate/delete backups. 

Srv7220E (LclSOS) Profile not found  
Reason: The backup profile you specified has not been configured 

using the "FDRSOS Local Backup Admin" facility. 

Action: Configure and retry. 

Srv7221E (LclSOS) Backup not found  
Reason: The FDR/UPSTREAM Storage Server confirmed that it had 

created the backup definition, but it was not found. This is an internal 

FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7222E (LclSOS) Profile not found (restart)  
Reason: The backup profile you specified has not been configured 

using the "FDRSOS Local Backup Admin" facility or has been 

deleted. 

Action: Configure and retry. 

Srv7223E (LclSOS) Unexpected end of data  
Reason: While searching for the last restarted file, we read an end of 

data. This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7224E (LclSOS) Corrupt data  
Reason: While searching for the last restarted file, we ran into 

corrupted data. This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7225E (LclSOS) Corrupt data (2)  
Reason: While searching for the last restarted file, we ran into 

corrupted data. This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7226E (LclSOS) Backup not found  
Reason: While reading the disk a given backup was not found. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7227E (LclSOS) Bad data on disk  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7228E (LclSOS) Record exceeds length  
Reason: The disk buffer exceeds the memory buffer. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7229E (LclSOS) Error creating temporary file 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7230E (LclSOS) Error writing to the temp file 
Action: See additional messages. 
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Srv7231E (LclSOS) Error reading from the temp file 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7232E (LclSOS) Error reading from the temp file 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7233E (LclSOS) Invalid length  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7234E (LclSOS) Too many extents  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7235E (LclSOS) Out of space  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7236E (LclSOS) Range error during backup write  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7237E (LclSOS) Backup not found  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7238E (LclSOS) Error reopening temp file 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7239E (LclSOS) End of backup during a restart  
Reason: The last file was not found on the backup. This backup is 

not restartable. 

Action: Restart manually. 

Srv7240E (LclSOS) Record not written  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7241E (LclSOS) Profile not found in profile table 
Action: You need to either define a backup profile using the Admin 

facility or allow the Storage Server to dynamically create them. 

Srv7242E (LclSOS) Backup started not written  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7243E (LclSOS) Unexpected end of file  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7244E (LclSOS) Expected a file info record  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7245E (LclSOS) File name mismatch  
Reason: The file name on local disk does not match the file name 

received. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7246E (LclSOS) Profile not found  
Reason: While beginning a restore, the specified profile was not 

found on the local disk. 

Action: Specify the proper profile or disable local backups. 

Srv7247D (LclSOS) Exceeded backup size  
Reason: The maximum backup size has been exceeded; remaining 

data will be transmitted. 

Srv7248D (LclSOS) No segments used 

Srv7249E (LclSOS) Volume greater than 2GB  
Reason: You are using a version of the operating system which does 

not support volumes greater than 2GB for random access 

reads/writes. 

Action: Select another disk or upgrade the OS. 

Srv7250E (LclSOS) VolSer not found 
Action: Specify a Storage Server vol ser which exists. 

Srv7251I (LclSOS) %s found: %s 

Srv7252E (LclSOS) Error switching security context 

Srv7253E (LclSOS) Insufficient memory  
Reason: While processing restored data, there was insufficient 

memory to save processed data while waiting from additional from 

the Storage Server. 

Action: Free memory. 

Srv7254E (LclSOS) Internal buffer exceeded (End: %s, Stop: 

%s)  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7255I (LclSOS) %s first found: %s 

Srv7256I (LclSOS) %s empty found: %s 

Srv7257E (LclSOS) No local backup disks found.  
Reason: Disks may be locked or have been overwritten. 

Action: If the disks have been overwritten, then you may need to 

reformat them with FDRSOS. If you are unsure, contact 

FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7258E (LclSOS) No empty local backup disks found (%u 

skipped)  
Reason: Verify that data has not be inadventently left on the disk due 

to previously failed backups. 

Action: Clean up disks with FDRSOS or local backup administration 

in the Director or UPSTREAM local. 

Srv7259E (LclSOS) Internal error 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7260I (LclSOS) %s most empty found: %s 

Srv7261D (LclSOS) Most empty specified - no empty found.  
Reason: Disks with data will be searched. 

Srv7262E (LclSOS) Insufficient space on disk (%s) 
Action: Free space on transfer disk, decrease max size or increase 

min percent. 

Srv7263E (LclSOS) Too many extents required  
Reason: This disk is too fragmented for UPSTREAM. 

Action: Reformat the disk. 
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Srv7264E (LclSOS) Too many backups for profile  
Reason: A profile can hold a maximum of 255 backup versions. 

Action: Delete some backups or format the disk. 

Srv7265E (LclSOS) Can't delete backup %s/%s  
Reason: This backup was not found. 

Action: This disk should be formatted to avoid fragmentation. 

Srv7266E (LclSOS) Invalid backup number (%u) in seek  
Reason: Internal error 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7267I (LclSOS) Allocated %u segments: %s 

Srv7268I (LclSOS) Re-read of data showed (timing check):  
Reason: This is a diagnostic message 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7269E (LclSOS) Bad sector %s, %s  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support 

Srv7270D (LclSOS) Num free segs.: %u + %u segs. freed > num 

segs. %u  
Reason: Internal error, but UPSTREAM will self correct. 

Srv7271E (LclSOS) Segment sector #%u exceeds total of %u 
Action: Reformat disk 

Srv7272E (LclSOS) Expected to allocate %s segments, allocated 

%s  
Reason: Internal error 

Action: Reformat the disk and contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech 

Support. 

Srv7273E (LclSOS) Allocation too large (%s exceeds max of %s) 
Action: You need to reduce the Maximum Backup Size specified for 

this profile (or defaults) in the director for this disk to be smaller than 

the maximum (above). 

Srv7274E (LclSOS) MAXBACKUPSIZE too large (%s exceeds 

max of %s) 
Action: You need to reduce the Maximum Backup Size specified for 

the defaults in the director for this disk to be smaller than the 

maximum (above). 

Srv7275E (LclSOS) MAXBACKUPSIZE too large (%s exceeds 

max of %s) 
Action: You need to reduce the Maximum Backup Size specified for 

this profile in the director for this disk to be smaller than the 

maximum (above). 

Srv7276E (LclSOS) Space allocated too large (%s exceeds max of 

%s) 
Action: You need to reduce the Maximum Backup Size specified for 

this profile in the director for this disk to be smaller than the 

maximum (above). 

Srv7277E (LclSOS) Maximum number of profiles > 100  
Reason: This exceeds the limit for the number of profiles. 

Profile update errors 

Srv7300E (LclSOS) Error starting conversation  
Reason: While attempting to update the partition table, there was an 

error communicating with the Storage Server to lock the partition 

table. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7301E (LclSOS) Error sending lock request  
Reason: While attempting to update the partition table, there was an 

error communicating with the Storage Server to lock the partition 

table. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7302E (LclSOS) Error confirming lock request (1)  
Reason: While attempting to update the partition table, there was an 

error communicating with the Storage Server to lock the partition 

table. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7303E (LclSOS) Error releasing lock  
Reason: While attempting to update the partition table, there was an 

error communicating with the Storage Server to lock the partition 

table. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7304E (LclSOS) Error ending conversation  
Reason: While attempting to update the partition table, there was an 

error communicating with the Storage Server to lock the partition 

table. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7305D (LclSOS) Adding the following profile 

Srv7306D (LclSOS) Deleting the following profile 

Srv7307D (LclSOS) Updating the following profile 

Srv7308D (LclSOS) Updating the profile defaults 

Srv7309D (LclSOS) Deleting the following backup 

Srv7310E (LclSOS) Open backup temp file error  
Reason: There was an error creating the temporary file used to store 

backup details. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7311E (LclSOS) Open backup temp file error  
Reason: There was an error writing to the temporary file used to 

store backup details. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7312D (LclSOS) Local backup disk report. Disk: %s 

Srv7313E (LclSOS) Insufficient memory  
Reason: Can't allocate memory to update a local backup profile. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv7314E (LclSOS) Profile not found: %s  
Reason: You asked to act on a profile which was not found. 

Action: Specify a valid profile. 

Srv7315W (LclSOS) Ran local backup disk report  
Reason: The following local backup disk report file was produced. 
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Srv7316E (LclSOS) Local backup disk report not produced  
Reason: A previous error caused the local backup disk report to not 

be produced 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7317D (LclSOS) Default max backup size larger than volume 
Action: Specify a valid default. 

SOS Local Backup errors 

Srv7350E (SOS Bkp) Unable to allocate required memory 
Action: Free memory. 

Srv7351W (SOS Bkp) Out of space - sending remainder  
Reason: During the backup, there was insufficient space to write all 

of the data. The remaining data will be transmitted. 

Action: To avoid this problem, select a higher level of compression 

or increase the percentage of space allocated. 

Srv7352E (SOS Bkp) Disallowed by personalization  
Reason: This workstation is disallowed for SOS local backup 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv7353W (SOS Bkp) Out of space - sending remainder  
Reason: During the backup, there was insufficient space to write all 

of the data. The remaining data will be transmitted. 

Action: To avoid this problem, select a higher level of compression 

or increase the percentage of space allocated. 

Srv7354W (SOS Bkp) Out of space - sending remainder  
Reason: During the backup, there was insufficient space to write all 

of the data. The remaining data will be transmitted. 

Action: To avoid this problem, select a higher level of compression 

or increase the percentage of space allocated. 

Srv7355W (SOS Bkp) Out of space - sending remainder  
Reason: During the backup, there was insufficient space to write all 

of the data. The remaining data will be transmitted. 

Action: To avoid this problem, select a higher level of compression 

or increase the percentage of space allocated. 

Srv7356W (SOS Bkp) Unexpected out of space  
Reason: After wrapping the buffer there was still a shortage of 

space. This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7357W (SOS Bkp) Out of space - sending remainder  
Reason: During the backup, there was insufficient space to write all 

of the data. The remaining data will be transmitted. 

Action: To avoid this problem, select a higher level of compression 

or increase the percentage of space allocated. 

Srv7358E (SOS Bkp) Confirm error reusing local disk 

Srv7359D (SOS Bkp) Out of space - reusing  
Reason: This profile has been configured so that if there is 

insufficient space on the local backup volume the space is reused. 

Note that this backup is not retained on the local backup volume, but 

is copied to standard Storage Server storage and immediately deleted. 

More general file errors 

Srv7401E (File) Async I/O disallowed  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7402E (File) Async I/O disallowed for ULTra  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7403E (File) Async read timeout  
Reason: An async I/O took too long. 

Action: Verify your hardware for the action specified. 

Srv7404E (File) Async write timeout  
Reason: An async I/O took too long. 

Action: Verify your hardware for the action specified. 

Srv7405E (File) Async read error  
Reason: There was a file error asynchronously reading the file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7406E (File) Async write error  
Reason: There was a file error asynchronously writing the file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7407E (File) Insufficient bytes read  
Reason: Too few bytes were read. This is an internal 

FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7408D (File) Async I/O num retries:  
Reason: You specified the "USLOGASYNCRETRIES" environment 

variable to log the number of async retries which may be slowing 

down your system. 

Srv7409E (File) Error waiting for async file I/O 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7410E (File) Error getting file I/O result  
Reason: Windows File I/O error getting the number of bytes in the 

I/O. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7411E (File) Expected a complete record  
Reason: During a read, it was expected that we would be able to read 

a complete record and insufficient bytes were actually read. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7412E (File) Error resetting event for an async read  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7413E (File) Error resetting event for an async write  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7414E (File) Error reading file  
Reason: There was a file error reading the specified file 

asynchronously. 

Action: See the following Windows error. 

Srv7415E (File) Error writing file  
Reason: There was a file error writing the specified file 

asynchronously. 

Action: See the following Windows error. 

Srv7416E (File) Error creating event for an async read  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 
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Srv7417E (File) Error creating event for an async write  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7418I File asychronous capability has been disabled  
Reason: All I/Os will be performed synchronously because you have 

used the USFILENOASYNC environment variable. 

Status Pipe errors 

Srv7430E (Control) Error opening pipe for read  
Reason: There was an error opening named pipe for read from 

external process. 

Srv7431E (Control) Error opening pipe for write  
Reason: There was an error opening named pipe for write to external 

process. 

Srv7432E (Control) Error sending negotiation record  
Reason: There was a write error when UPSTREAM attempted to 

negotiate with external process. 

Srv7433E (Control) Error receiving negotiation record  
Reason: There was a read error when UPSTREAM attempted to 

negotiate with external process. 

Srv7434E (Control) Error in response to negotiation  
Reason: While in negotiation UPSTREAM received unexpected 

data. 

Srv7435E (Control) Error sending final record  
Reason: There was a write error when UPSTREAM attempted to 

send final record to external process. 

Srv7436E (Control) Error receiving final ACK  
Reason: There was a read error when UPSTREAM attempted to 

receive ACK for final record from external process. 

Srv7438E (Control) Error sending synchronization record  
Reason: There was a write error when UPSTREAM attempted to 

send synchronization record to external process. 

Srv7439E (Control) Error receiving synchronization ACK  
Reason: There was a read error when UPSTREAM attempted to 

receive ACK for synchronization record from external process. 

Srv7440E (Control) Error flushing backup data  
Reason: There was an error when external process requested 

flushing of backup data. 

Srv7441E (Control) External request to fail  
Reason: External process requested UPSTREAM to fail the backup. 

Srv7442E (Control) Error sending status record  
Reason: There was a write error when UPSTREAM attempted to 

send status record to external process. 

Srv7443E (Control) Error receiving status ACK  
Reason: There was a read error when UPSTREAM attempted to 

receive ACK for status record from external process. 

Srv7444E (Control) Error in response  
Reason: While waiting for the ACK record UPSTREAM received 

unexpected data. 

Srv7445E (Control) Backup failed  
Reason: Error in communications with external process caused 

UPSTREAM to fail the backup. 

Srv7446E (Control) Error receiving DirInfo  
Reason: There was a read error when UPSTREAM attempted to 

receive DirInfo record from external process. 

Srv7447E (Control) Error in response  
Reason: While waiting for the DirInfo record UPSTREAM received 

unexpected data. 

Encryption errors 

Srv7450E (Encryption) Initialization error: 

Srv7451E (Encryption) Encryption was not initialized.  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7452E (Encryption) AES Initialization error: 

Srv7453I (Encryption) Encrypting output tape. 

Srv7454I (Encryption) Input tape encrypted. 

NLM errors 

Srv7501E (NLM) Directory search error 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7502E (NLM) SetInfo not found during close  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv7503W (NLM) Novell Profile not specified  
Reason: UPSTREAM will work, however any Novell specific 

features (trustees, owners, etc.) will not be backed-up/restored. 

Srv7504W (NLM) Error searching directory 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7505E (NLM) Error getting DOS name for LONG name  
Reason: During an attempt to open a file that was not found (which 

was done to get around a Novell bug), there was an error getting the 

DOS name for the LONG name. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv7506W (NLM) DOS drive WORKPATH  
Reason: You specified a WORKPATH (in the UPSTREAM 

Configurator - Advanced options) which writes it's temporary files to 

a DOS path. This is allowed, but may cause problems. We 

recommend only doing this after careful consideration. 

Remote control/status errors 

Srv7520E (VMWare) VMWare GUI processing error.  
Reason: Error deleting VMWare profiles. 

Srv7521E (VMWare) VMWare GUI processing error.  
Reason: Error deleting VMWare credentials. 
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Srv7522E (VMWare) VMWare GUI processing error.  
Reason: Error storing VMWare profiles. 

Srv7523E (VMWare) VMWare GUI processing error.  
Reason: Error obtaining stored VMWare profiles. 

Srv7524E (VMWare) VMWare GUI processing error.  
Reason: Error storing VMWare credentials. 

Srv7525E (VMWare) Security error.  
Reason: User either not logged in, or not authorized to work with the 

VMWare PlugIn. 

Srv7526E (VMWare) VMWare GUI processing error.  
Reason: Error obtaining stored VMWare credentials. 

Srv7527D (Java client) Error in tape drive vol ser request 

Srv7528I (Java client) Tape drive/vol ser request completed 

Srv7529I (Java client) Tape drive/vol ser request 

Srv7530E (Java client) Callback already registered.  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8200D (History) File open error  
Reason: There was an error during a file open. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8201D (History) Error creating history file.  
Reason: There was an error during a file create. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8202D (History) Error creating file header.  
Reason: There was an error during a file header create. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8203D (History) Error reading at end of file 
Action: See subsequent messages. 

Srv8204D (History) Unexpected EOF error in file.  
Reason: There was an unexpected EOF error during history file i/o. 

This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8205D (History) Error getting file terminator.  
Reason: There was an error during history file read. The file 

terminator is not there. 

Action: Rename ushistory.xml to ushistory_xxx.xml. 

Srv8206D (History) Error getting file terminator.  
Reason: There was an error during history file read. The file 

terminator delimiter < is not there. 

Action: Rename ushistory.xml to ushistory_xxx.xml. 

Srv8207D (History) Error getting file terminator.  
Reason: There was an error during history file read. The file 

terminator delimiter  

Action: Rename ushistory.xml to ushistory_xxx.xml. 

Srv8208D (History) Error unexpected EOF in file.  
Reason: There was an unexpected EOF setting history file position. 

This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8209D (History) Unexpected EOF in file.  
Reason: There was an unexpected EOF setting history file position. 

This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8210D (History) Unexpected EOF in file.  
Reason: There was an unexpected EOF setting history file position. 

This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8211D (History) Error unexpected EOF in file  
Reason: There was an unexpected EOF setting history file position. 

This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8212D (History) Error file is zero length.  
Reason: History file is expected to have a non-zero length. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8213D (History) Error in file open for append.  
Reason: History file cannot be opened for append. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8214D (History) File already opened.  
Reason: History file failed to be opened exclusively. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8215D (History) Error file open for update.  
Reason: History file cannot be opened for update. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8216D (History) Error file open for clear.  
Reason: History file cannot be opened for clear. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8217D (History) File was %lu, now %lu bytes. 

Srv8218D (History) Error clearing file. 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8219D (History) Error file does not exist.  
Reason: History file expected to exist. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8220D (History) Setting file position.  
Reason: There was an positioning error during history file i/o. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8221D (History) Setting file position.  
Reason: There was an positioning error during history file i/o. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8222D (History) Setting file position.  
Reason: There was an positioning error during history file i/o. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8223D (History) Setting file position.  
Reason: There was an positioning error during history file i/o. 

Action: See additional messages. 
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Srv8224D (History) Setting file position.  
Reason: There was an positioning error during history file i/o. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8225D (History) File open failed.  
Reason: There was an time out error during a file open. 

Action: Close any operations using ushistory.xml. 

Srv8226D (History) File terminator error  
Reason: There was an error writing to file. This is an internal 

FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8227D (History) History record init error.  
Reason: There was an error initializing a history record. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8228D (History) History record update error.  
Reason: There was an error updating a history record. The record 

was appended to the history file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8229D (History) File open error.  
Reason: There was an error during a file open. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8230D (History) Error file does not exist.  
Reason: History file expected to exist. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8231D (History) File open error  
Reason: There was an error during a file open. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8232D (History) Error creating history file.  
Reason: There was an error during a file create. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8233D (History) Unexpected EOF error in file.  
Reason: There was an unexpected EOF error during history file i/o. 

This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8234D (History) Error getting file terminator.  
Reason: There was an error during history file read. The file 

terminator is not there. 

Action: Rename ushistory.xml to ushistory_xxx.xml. 

Srv8235D (History) Error getting file terminator.  
Reason: There was an error during history file read. The file 

terminator delimiter < is not there. 

Action: Rename ushistory.xml to ushistory_xxx.xml. 

Srv8236D (History) Error getting file terminator.  
Reason: There was an error during history file read. The file 

terminator delimiter  

Action: Rename ushistory.xml to ushistory_xxx.xml. 

Srv8237D (History) Error unexpected EOF in file.  
Reason: There was an unexpected EOF setting history file position. 

This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8238D (History) Unexpected EOF in file.  
Reason: There was an unexpected EOF setting history file position. 

This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8239D (History) Unexpected EOF in file.  
Reason: There was an unexpected EOF setting history file position. 

This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8240D (History) Error unexpected EOF in file  
Reason: There was an unexpected EOF setting history file position. 

This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8241D (History) Error file is zero length.  
Reason: History file is expected to have a non-zero length. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8242D (History) Setting file position.  
Reason: There was an positioning error during history file i/o. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8243D (History) Setting file position.  
Reason: There was an positioning error during history file i/o. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8244D (History) Setting file position.  
Reason: There was an positioning error during history file i/o. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8245D (History) Setting file position.  
Reason: There was an positioning error during history file i/o. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8246D (History) Updating history file failed.  
Reason: For action: %d, actiontype: %d. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8247I (History) History file clean up. 

Srv8248E Error moving history file to workpath location  
Reason: Error with source file. 

Action: Call tech support. 

Srv8249E Error moving history file to workpath location  
Reason: Error with target file. 

Action: Call tech support. 

HistoryIO errors 

Srv8250D (HistIO) Buffer memory allocation error.  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for a history record 

buffer there was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv8251D (HistIO) File write error.  
Reason: There was an error writing the history file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8252D (HistIO) File size invalid error.  
Reason: There was an error getting the history file size. 

Action: See additional messages. 
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Srv8253D (HistIO) Header memory allocation error.  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for a header there was 

insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv8254D (HistIO) File read error.  
Reason: There was an error reading the history file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8255D (HistIO) Position error in file.  
Reason: Unexpected error setting history file pos to beginning. This 

is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8256D (HistIO) Position error in file.  
Reason: There was an unexpected error setting history file position. 

This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8257D (HistIO) File update write error.  
Reason: There was an error writing update to the history file. This is 

an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8258D (HistIO) Error creating temp history file.  
Reason: There was an error during a temp history file create. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8259D (HistIO) Error writing temp history file.  
Reason: There was an error during a temp history file write. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8260D (HistIO) Position error in temp file.  
Reason: There was an unexpected error setting temp history file 

position. This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8261D (HistIO) File already opened.  
Reason: History file failed to be opened exclusively. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8262D (HistIO) Open error in file for append.  
Reason: History file cannot be opened for append. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8263D (HistIO) Error creating history file.  
Reason: There was an error during a file create. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8264D (HistIO) File header write.  
Reason: There was an error writing the history file header. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8265D (HistIO) File header write.  
Reason: There was an error writing the history file header. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8266D (HistIO) File data write.  
Reason: There was an error writing the history file data. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8267D (HistIO) File write error, record: %d.  
Reason: There was an error writing the history file record. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8268D (HistIO) File handle error.  
Reason: There was an error using the history file handle. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8269D (HistIO) Remove records bad param.  
Reason: There was an error cleaning the history file. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8270D (HistIO) No records to remove. 

Srv8271D (HistIO) File invalid size error.  
Reason: There was an error getting the history file size. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8272D (HistIO) File invalid size error.  
Reason: There was an error getting the history file size. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8273D (HistIO) Header memory allocation error.  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for a header there was 

insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv8274D (HistIO) Header memory allocation error.  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for a header there was 

insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv8275D (HistIO) File read error.  
Reason: There was an error reading the history file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8276D (HistIO) File read error.  
Reason: There was an error reading the history file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8277D (HistIO) File read error.  
Reason: There was an error reading the history file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8278D (HistIO) File read error.  
Reason: There was an error reading the history file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8279D (HistIO) Position error in file.  
Reason: Unexpected error setting history file pos to beginning. This 

is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8280D (HistIO) Memory buffer write error.  
Reason: Unexpected error writing record data to memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8281D (HistIO) Data buffer file write error.  
Reason: Unexpected error writing a data buffer to the history file. 

Action: See additional messages. 
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Srv8282D (HistIO) History record build error.  
Reason: Error occurred building history record in memory. This is 

an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8283D (HistIO) History record sizing error.  
Reason: Error occurred sizing history record in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8284D (HistIO) History file read error.  
Reason: There was an error reading the history file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8285D (HistIO) History record update sizing error (%u != 

%u)  
Reason: Size error occurred updating history record. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8286D (HistIO) History file update write error.  
Reason: There was an error writing the history file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8287D (HistIO) File buffer allocation error.  
Reason: While attempting to read a history file record for update 

there was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv8288D (HistIO) Memory buffer allocation error.  
Reason: While attempting to create a history file record for update 

there was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv8289D (HistIO) History update file read error.  
Reason: History file update record read too small. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8290D (HistIO) History update file position error.  
Reason: There was an unexpected error setting history file position. 

This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8291D (HistIO) History file write error, record: %d.  
Reason: Unexpected error writing history file mandatory field. This 

is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8292D (HistIO) History file write error, field: %s.  
Reason: Unexpected error writing history file field. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8293D (HistIO) History file write error.  
Reason: Unexpected error using history write buffer. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8294D (HistIO) History memory write error.  
Reason: Unexpected error using history internal buffer. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8295D (HistIO) Position error in file.  
Reason: Unexpected error setting history file position. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8296D (HistIO) File open error  
Reason: There was an error during a file open. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8297D (HistIO) Position error in file.  
Reason: Unexpected error setting history file position. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8298D (HistIO) Position error in file.  
Reason: Unexpected error setting history file position to end. This is 

an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8299D (HistIO) Position error in file.  
Reason: Unexpected error setting history file position. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8300D (HistIO) Position error in file.  
Reason: Unexpected error setting history file position. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8301D (HistIO) File header write.  
Reason: There was an error writing the history file header. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8302D (HistIO) All history records cleaned. 

Srv8303D (HistIO) Error cleaning all history records.  
Reason: There was an error deleting the history file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8304D (HistIO) XML memory allocation error.  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for a XML record 

there was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv8305D (HistIO) History XML memory write error.  
Reason: Unexpected error using history internal buffer. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8306D (HistIO) Position error in XML file.  
Reason: Unexpected error setting history file position. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8307D (HistIO) File size invalid error.  
Reason: There was an error getting the history file size. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8308D (HistIO) XML Buffer memory allocation error.  
Reason: While attempting to allocate memory for a history record 

buffer there was insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv8309D (HistIO) XML File read error.  
Reason: There was an error reading the history file. 

Action: See additional messages. 
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Srv8310D (HistIO) XML File read error.  
Reason: There was an error reading the history file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8311D (HistIO) XML File read error.  
Reason: There was an error reading the history file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8312D (HistIO) XML File read for wrap error.  
Reason: Unexpected XML history record read problem. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8313D (HistIO) End of file error in file.  
Reason: There was an unexpected error setting history file position. 

This may be an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8314D (HistIO) Bad termination of history file.  
Reason: An unexpected error encountered with history file 

termination. This may be an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8315D (HistIO) Bad termination of history file.  
Reason: An unexpected error encountered with history file 

termination. This may be an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8316D (HistIO) Bad termination of history file.  
Reason: An unexpected error encountered with history file 

termination. This may be an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8317D (HistIO) End of file error in file.  
Reason: There was an unexpected error setting history file position. 

This may be an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8318D (HistIO) End of file error in file.  
Reason: There was an unexpected error setting history file position. 

This may be an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8319D (HistIO) History file read error.  
Reason: History file unexpected read error. This may be an internal 

FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8320D (HistIO) End of file error in file.  
Reason: There was an unexpected error setting history file position. 

This may be an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8321D (HistIO) Position error in file.  
Reason: Unexpected error setting history file position. This may be 

an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8322D (HistIO) End of file error in file.  
Reason: There was an unexpected error setting history file position. 

This may be an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8323D (HistIO) History file open failed.  
Reason: History file failed to open exclusively for fixing. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8324D (HistIO) File already opened.  
Reason: History file failed to be opened exclusively. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8325D (HistIO) History file name error.  
Reason: Unexpected error in NULL history file name. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8326D (HistIO) Memory buffer write error.  
Reason: Unexpected error writing record data to memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8327D (HistIO) Error writing XML time to file.  
Reason: History file failed to write required time data to file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8328D (HistIO) Error writing XML time to file.  
Reason: History file failed to write required time data to file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8329D (HistIO) Error writing XML time to file.  
Reason: History file failed to write required time data to file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8330D (HistIO) Error writing XML time to file.  
Reason: History file failed to write required time data to file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8331D (HistIO) Error writing XML time to file.  
Reason: History file failed to write required time data to file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8332D (HistIO) Error writing XML time to file.  
Reason: History file failed to write required time data to file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8333D (HistIO) Error writing XML time to file.  
Reason: History file failed to write required time data to file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8334I (HistIO) History file fix succeeded. 

Srv8335E (HistIO) History file not deleted.  
Reason: During maintenance the old history file was locked. The 

history file was not updated. 

Srv8336E (HistIO) History file not renamed.  
Reason: During maintenance the temp history file was not renamed. 

Please remame the temp history file to USHistory.xml. 

Srv8337D (HistIO) Moving history file from %s to %s 

Srv8338D (HistIO) Deleting 0 length temp file: %s 

Srv8339E (HistIO) Error deleting zero length temp file 

Srv8340E (HistIO) Error repairing history file 
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Srv8341E (HistIO) Insufficient memory allocating save data 

UPSTREAM Task Report errors 

Srv8342E (TaskRept) Error sending summary report. 

Srv8343E (TaskRept) Error getting profile set member list: %s 

%s 

Srv8344E (TaskRept) Report Type Not Supported (0x%x)  
Reason: You are running a version of the Director which supports a 

report type not supported by this version of the Reservoir. 

Action: Upgrade the Reservoir. 

Srv8345I (TaskRept) Registry report 

Srv8346E (TaskRept) Error during send of registry line. 

Srv8347E (TaskRept) No registered name records 

Srv8348E (TaskRept) Error adding to registry tree  
Reason: Insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv8349E (TaskRept) Error creating registry tree  
Reason: Insufficient memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv8350E (TaskRept) Host report build line error.  
Reason: There was an error building the report line. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8351E (TaskRept) Host report comm send error.  
Reason: There was an error sending the report line. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8352E (TaskRept) Host report file position error.  
Reason: There was an error positioning the host log file. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8353E (TaskRept) Host report build line error.  
Reason: There was an error building the report line. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8354E (TaskRept) Host report comm send error.  
Reason: There was an error sending the report line. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8355W (TaskRept) Report exceeded Max Filters: (%u).  
Reason: There was an error getting the report. 

Action: Reduce the number of filters and try again. 

Srv8356E (TaskRept) Host report comm error. 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8357E (TaskRept) Tapes vault report build line error.  
Reason: There was an error building the vault report line. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8358E (TaskRept) Tapes Vault Report Insufficient memory.  
Reason: There was an error allocating memory to hold report 

information. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv8359E (TaskRept) Tapes vault report comm send error.  
Reason: There was an error sending the report line. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8360E (TaskRept) Tapes vault report comm error. 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8361E (TaskRept) Tape vault report build line error.  
Reason: There was an error building the vault report line. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8362E (TaskRept) Tape vault Report Insufficient memory.  
Reason: There was an error allocating memory to hold report 

information. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv8363E (TaskRept) Tape vault report comm send error.  
Reason: There was an error sending the report line. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8364E (TaskRept) Tape vault report comm error. 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8365D (TaskRept) Error creating internal tree for report.  
Reason: Server failed to create required tree in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8366I (TaskRept) Tape report vaultnum: %u numfilters: %u 

Srv8367I (TaskRept) Report %s %u lines sent 

Srv8368E (TaskRept) Tape vault report comm send error.  
Reason: There was an error sending the report line. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8370E (TaskRept) Tape History report build line error.  
Reason: There was an error building the vault report line. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8371E (TaskRept) Tape History Report Insufficient memory.  
Reason: There was an error allocating memory to hold report 

information. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv8372E (TaskRept) Tape History report comm send error.  
Reason: There was an error sending the report line. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 
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Srv8373E (TaskRept) Tape History report confirm error. 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8374D (TaskRept) Error creating internal tree for report.  
Reason: Server failed to create required tree in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8375D (TaskRept) Error initializing internal tree for report.  
Reason: Server failed to init required tree in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8376D (TaskRept) Error creating internal tree for report.  
Reason: Server failed to create required tree in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8377D (TaskRept) Error initializing internal tree for report.  
Reason: Server failed to init required tree in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8378D (TaskRept) Error initializing internal tree for report.  
Reason: Server failed to init required tree in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8379D (TaskRept) Error adding node in tree for report.  
Reason: Server failed to add required node in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8380D (TaskRept) Error adding node in tree for report.  
Reason: Server failed to add required node in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8381D (TaskRept) Error adding node in tree for report.  
Reason: Server failed to add required node in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8382D (TaskRept) Error adding node in tree for report.  
Reason: Server failed to add required node in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8383D (TaskRept) Error creating internal tree for report.  
Reason: Server failed to create required tree in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8384D (TaskRept) Error adding data in tree for report.  
Reason: Server failed to add required node in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8385D (TaskRept) Error adding node in tree for report.  
Reason: Server failed to add required node in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8386D (TaskRept) Error adding data in tree for report.  
Reason: Server failed to add required data in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8387D (TaskRept) Error adding data in tree for report.  
Reason: Server failed to add required data in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8388D (TaskRept) Error initializing internal tree for report.  
Reason: Server failed to init required tree in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8389D (TaskRept) Error adding data in tree for report.  
Reason: Server failed to add required data in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8390D (TaskRept) Error adding data in tree for report.  
Reason: Server failed to add required data in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8391D (TaskRept) Error creating internal tree for report.  
Reason: Server failed to create required tree in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8392D (TaskRept) Error initializing internal tree for report.  
Reason: Server failed to init required tree in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8393D (TaskRept) Error adding node in tree for report.  
Reason: Server failed to add required node in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8394E Insufficient memory  
Reason: The files report can't run. 

Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv8395E (Report) Unknown modifier (%u) 
Action: Upgrade the Reservoir to match your version of the Director. 

Srv8396E (Report) Bad value for modifier (0x%x) 
Action: Respecify report 

Srv8400D (TaskRept) History report build line error.  
Reason: There was an error building the history report line. This is 

an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8401D (TaskRept) History Report Insufficient memory.  
Reason: There was an error allocating memory to hold report 

information. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv8402D (TaskRept) History report comm send error.  
Reason: There was an error sending the report line. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8403D (TaskRept) History report confirm error. 
Action: See additional messages. 
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Srv8404D (TaskRept) Error creating internal tree for report.  
Reason: Server failed to create required tree in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8405D (TaskRept) Error initializing internal tree for report.  
Reason: Server failed to init required tree in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8406D (TaskRept) Backup2 report build line error.  
Reason: There was an error building the backup2 report line. This is 

an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8407D (TaskRept) Backup2 Report Insufficient memory.  
Reason: There was an error allocating memory to hold report 

information. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv8408D (TaskRept)Backup2 report comm send error.  
Reason: There was an error sending the report line. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8409D (TaskRept) Backup2 report confirm error. 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8410D (TaskRept) Error creating internal tree for report.  
Reason: Server failed to create required tree in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8411D (TaskRept) Error initializing internal tree for report.  
Reason: Server failed to init required tree in memory. This is an 

internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8415E (TaskRept) No valid Profile Name Specified. 
Action: You must define a valid backup Profile filter. 

Srv8416E (TaskRept) Profile/version not found (%s/%s) 
Action: Define a valid backup profile using Profile Filter. 

Srv8417E (TaskRept) No File Spec found 
Action: Specify a valid backup profile and version. 

Srv8418D (TaskRept) Files report confirm error. 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8419D (TaskRept) USCBREPTSIZENOEST specified  
Reason: Chargeback reporting will use the actual number of bytes 

written rather than the client estimates. 

Srv8420D (TaskRept) Error adding to tree for report (%s)  
Reason: Inusfficient memory. 

Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv8421D (TaskRept) History Report Insufficient memory.  
Reason: There was an error allocating memory to hold ChargeBack 

VolSer information. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv8422D (TaskRept) History Report Insufficient memory.  
Reason: There was an error allocating memory to hold ChargeBack 

report line information. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv8423E (TaskRept) Log line #%s key not found  
Reason: Internal error 

Action: Call tech support. 

Srv8424E (TaskRept) Error accessing %s=%s, %s %s 

Srv8425E (TaskRept) Empty charge back report  
Reason: With the limiters you specified there was no data. It's 

possible that some of the data might be in use and can't be accessed. 

Srv8426E (TaskRept) Unexpected report comm state (%u)  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8427E (TaskRept) Insufficient memory for reporting 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv8428E (TaskRept) Error getting profile set members 

Srv8429E (TaskRept) Error determining if profile in group 

Srv8430E (TaskRept) Unknown operator %u  
Reason: Upgrade the Reservoir to match the Director. 

Srv8431E (TaskRept) Unknown modifier %u  
Reason: Upgrade the Reservoir to match the Director. 

Srv8432E (TaskRept) Insufficient memory, tape vault report 
Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv8433E (TaskRept) Bad internal key (missing '+'): %s  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support 

Srv8434E (TaskRept) Insufficient memory for TapeVault report 
Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv8435E (TaskRept) Error reading configuration %s %s 
Action: Repair configuration definition. 

Srv8436E (TaskRept) Insufficient memory in tape tree 
Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv8437E (TaskRept) Insufficient memory in tape tree 
Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv8438E (TaskRept) Scratch modifier must be set to Equals 
Action: Respecify 

Srv8439E (TaskRept) Reservor log, single task, no line number 
Action: Internal error. Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8440E (TaskRept) Reservoir log, single task, no tasks found 
Action: Internal error. Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8441D (TaskRept) Single task log report, starting at line #%u 
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Srv8442E (TaskRept) Error occurred during single task log 

report 

Srv8443E (TaskRept) Single task log report, line #%u not found  
Reason: This implies that the log has been modified since the 

summary was compiled. Recompile the summary and request the log 

entries again. 

Srv8444D (TaskRept) Single task log report sent %u lines 

Srv8445E (TaskRept) Can only have a single date range per 

group 

Srv8446E (TaskRept) Task tree key not found (%s)  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8447E (TaskRept) Insufficient memory  
Reason: Not enough memory to create or add to the log trees. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv8448E (TaskRept) No log entries match specified criteria 

ACSLS errors 

Srv8449I (ACSLS) Injecting volume %s: %s. 

Srv8450E (ACSLS) Error loading LibAttach DLL. 

Srv8451E (ACSLS) Error loading LibAttach functions. 

Srv8452E (ACSLS) The volume name is invalid: %s. 

Srv8453E (ACSLS) Error mounting tape: 

Srv8454E (ACSLS) Error mounting scratch tape: 

Srv8455E (ACSLS) Error releasing tape: 

Srv8456E (ACSLS) Tapes with no labels are not supported. 

Srv8457I (ACSLS) Changing tape labels is not supported. 

Srv8458E (ACSLS) Error dismounting tape: 

Srv8459E (ACSLS) Error obtaining registry info: 

Srv8460E (ACSLS) Error connecting to the ACSLS server: 

Srv8461W (ACSLS) Error starting SSI process.  
Reason: Please use start_ssi.ch script to start SSI. 

Srv8462W (ACSLS) Error stopping SSI process.  
Reason: Please, kill the following processes manually. 

Srv8463E (ACSLS) Error reporting the number of tape drives. 

Srv8464E (ACSLS) Error ejecting tape: 

Srv8465E (ACSLS) Error during library inventory. 

Srv8466E (ACSLS) Error during library list. 

Srv8467E (ACSLS) Error during library association. 

Srv8468I (ACSLS) Ejecting volume %s: %s. 

Srv8469E (ACSLS) Error injecting tape(s): %s. 

Tape pools management errors 

Srv8470E (TapePools) Error checking for pool existence: %s. 

Srv8471E (TapePools) Error creating a tape pool 

Srv8472E (TapePools) Error deleting tape pool: %s. 

Srv8473E (TapePools) Error removing tape pool: %s. 

Srv8474E (TapePools) Error listing tape pools: %s. 

Srv8475E (TapePools) Error listing tapes in a pool; %s. 

Srv8476E (TapePools) Error adding tape to a pool: %s. 

Srv8477E (TapePools) Error updating tape info: %s. 

Srv8478E (TapePools) Error during move tape: %s 

Srv8479E (TapePools) Error removing tape from a pool: %s. 

Srv8480E (TapePools) Error rewinding tape pool. 

Srv8481E (TapePools) Tape VolSer: %s not found in %s pool 

during move to %s pool  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8482E (TapePools) Error writing to pool file 

Srv8483E (TapePools) Error reading from tape pool 

Srv8484E (TapePools) Error opening pool for read %s %s %s 

Srv8485E (TapePools) Expected to find tape %s in pool %s but 

not there 
Action: Regen the tape. 

Srv8486E (TapePools) Error looking for a tape in pools. 

Srv8487E (ACSLS) Releasing tape, expected it in %s pool, found 

in %s pool  
Reason: The tape will be left in this pool in case another backup has 

good data on it. 

Srv8488I (ACSLS) Releasing tape, expected in in %s pool, but 

not in any pool  
Reason: Releasing it anyway. 
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Srv8489I (TapePools) Moving tape %s from %s %s pool to %s 

%s pool, in input twice  
Reason: Moving the tape anyway, but removing it from the source 

pool completely. Just a notification message that something previous 

happened. 

Srv8490I (TapePools) Moving tape %s from %s %s pool to %s 

%s pool, in output twice  
Reason: Moving the tape anyway, but removing it from the source 

pool completely. Just a notification message that something previous 

happened. 

Srv8491I (TapePools) Moving tape %s from %s %s pool to %s 

%s pool, not found in input 

Srv8492I (TapePools) Deleting tape %s from %s %s pool found 

twice  
Reason: For scratch pools, the duplicate tapes will be deleted, for 

allocated pools the duplicate tape will be preserved to maintain 

backup integrity. 

Srv8494W (ACSLS) Maintenance error. 

Srv8495I (ACSLS) Maintenance unmount. 

UserSec errors 

Srv8500E Error getting logged on user name 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8501E Error trying to use LocSecCanLogin 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8502E Error cannot log on with given user name 
Action: See system administrator. 

Srv8503E Error Returning to original logged on user 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8504E Error Creating security test file failed 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8505E Error Writing security test file failed 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8506E Error Reading security test file failed 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8507E User name missing  
Reason: For the SECLEVEL specified, a user name is required. 

Action: Specify the user name. 

Srv8508D Using pre-validated USTBatch security. 

Srv8509I Logged in as user: %s 

Srv8510E Error setting privileges %s 

Summary file errors 

Srv8550E Error opening summary file 
Action: See subsequent messages. 

Srv8551E Error writing summary file line 
Action: See subsequent messages. 

Licensing errors 

Srv8600E Error opening license file  
Reason: The licensing file is required for operation. This is a fatal 

error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8601E Error reading license file  
Reason: The licensing file is required for operation. This is a fatal 

error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8602E License file corrupt 
Action: Reinstall 

Srv8603E Software license expired (%u days ago) 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8604W Software license will expire in %u days 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8605I Software licensed %s 

Srv8606E Exceeded licensed GB count (%u) 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8607D You have nearly exceeded your licensed GB count: 

%u of %u 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8608E Exceeded licensed clients (%u) 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8609D You have nearly exceeded your licensed client count: 

%u of %u 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8610E Exceeded licensed backups (%u) 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8611D You have nearly exceeded your licensed backup count: 

%u of %u 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8612E You are licensed for SAR only  
Reason: This is a non-SAR function and it will be failed. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8613E You are not licensed for disk functions 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8614E You are not licensed for tape functions 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8615E Exceeded max address limit (%u)  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 
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Srv8616E Error resolving IP address  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8617E You are not licensed for encryption. 
Action: Contact your UPSTREAM sales rep. 

Additional tasking errors 

Srv8625E Unexpected EOF on tape (at %s on %s)  
Reason: This backup may need to be regen'ed. 

Srv8626E Exhausted media  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8627E No tape set for VolSer: %s in Pool: %s  
Reason: After verifying that the tape contains no data, You may 

wish to free this tape manually. 

Srv8628E No backups on tape set with VolSer: %s in Pool: %s  
Reason: After verifying that the tape contains no data, You may 

wish to free this tape manually. 

Srv8629I This is a placeholder message 
Action: Ignore this message 

Srv8630D Report Okay %u lines sent. 

Srv8631E Report selection parse error.  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8632E Report selection receive error.  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8633E Master already defined (%s) 
Action: You must delete the other master before you can specify a 

new one. 

Srv8634W Automatic upgrade of %s from %s to %s 

Srv8635I Using vault #%u 

Srv8636E Error listing profiles for disk maint %s %s 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8637E Error reading profile %s %s %s  
Reason: During disk maintenance. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8638W Orphan disk backup. Profile: %s, Version: %s  
Reason: You may choose to either regen this backup or delete it. 

Srv8639E Report selection termination error.  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8640E Maintenance failed: %s 

Srv8641I Tape not held: %s 

Srv8642W 0 length disk backup. Profile: %s, Version: %s  
Reason: You probably want to delete this backup. 

Srv8643W Disk backup indexed for tape. Profile: %s, Version: 

%s  
Reason: The indexes for this backup point to tape. It is suggested 

that you do a restore from this backup. If it successfully restores from 

tape, you can delete the file on disk. 

Srv8644D Deleting left over work file %s 

Srv8645W Deleting left over work file. 

Srv8646E Insufficient memory for orphan disk backup search 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv8647D Negotiation successful%s 

USCopy errors 

Srv8648I Entering USCOPY. Command line:%s 

Srv8649I uscopy clause: %s 

Srv8650E You must be administrator to run this program. 
Action: Logon as administrator 

Srv8651E You must be running on the Storage Server machine 
Action: Run on the local Storage Server machine. 

Srv8652E Subtitles required for parameter: %s  
Reason: Additional qualifiers are required for this parameter. 

Action: Respecify 

Srv8653E Parameter specified twice: %s  
Reason: This parameter is part of a group and the group was not 

completed before it was specified again. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv8654E Initial title missing: %s  
Reason: The first title must be either DISK or TAPE. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv8655E Insufficient memory to allocate parameters 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv8656E Subtitle missing from: %s 
Action: Respecify 

Srv8657E Insufficient memory to allocate parm list 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv8658E Disk clause requires PROFILE. (%s) 
Action: Respecify. 

Srv8659E Value size out of range: %s, %s 

Srv8660W Not backup parameter: %s  
Reason: The first value must be a source like "DISK" or "TAPE". 

Action: Respecify. 
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Srv8661E PROFILE parameter required. 
Action: Respecify. 

Srv8662E Version date or other qualifier required 
Action: Respecify. 

Srv8663E POOL parameter required. 
Action: Respecify. 

Srv8664E TAPESET or other qualifier required. 
Action: Respecify 

Srv8665E Error connecting to Reservoir. 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8666E Error occurred during a backup copy 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8667I Backup copy beginning, %u backup spec(s) 

Srv8668I Copy succeeded 

Srv8669E Copy failed  
Reason: See messages in USSERVER.LOG 

Srv8670E Specifications are missing 
Action: Respecify 

Srv8671I Migration specified 

Srv8672E Copy action not specified  
Reason: You must specify /Migrate, /Copy or /Vault 

Action: Respecify 

Srv8673E Output profile size invalid (%s)  
Reason: The output profile must be between 1 and 8 characters. 

Action: Respecify 

Srv8674E You can not specify BOTH PROFILE and TAPESET  
Reason: You must specify one or the other. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv8675E The only valid qualifier with TAPESET is LAST 
Action: Respecify. 

Srv8676I Vaulting specified 

Srv8677E Specify only one: /copy, /migrate or /vault  
Reason: You may not specify more than one action type. 

Action: Respecify 

Srv8678E Must specify a target vault number  
Reason: If you specify that you wish to reindex, you must either 

migrate or specify a non-zero target vault number. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv8679E Output vault value out of range  
Reason: This value must be non-zero. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv8680E Input vault value out of range  
Reason: This value must be non-zero. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv8681E Input or output vault value out of range 
Action: Respecify 

Srv8682E Input vault value (%u) larger than the max of %u 
Action: Respecify 

Srv8683E Output vault value (%u) larger than the max of %u 
Action: Respecify 

Srv8684E Tape set exists  
Reason: The first backup to be added to this tape was used as the 

first backup of an existing tape in the same pool. This is not allowed. 

Action: Create the new tapeset in a different pool or don't include 

this backup. 

Srv8685D Output tapes will be ejected 

Srv8686E BEFORE: and AFTER: qualifiers are exclusive  
Reason: You can specify either but not both. 

Action: Respecify 

Srv8687E BEFORE: or AFTER: require a number of days  
Reason: You must specify BEFORE: or AFTER: to use this 

qualifier. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv8688E Unknown parameter: %s 

Srv8689E You specified SETCHECKPOINT and data specs  
Reason: You must either SETCHECKPOINT must be specified by 

itself. 

Action: Respecify 

Srv8690D Setting append checkpoint, pool: %s, vault: %s 

Srv8691E LOCATION value invalid size (must be 1..79 bytes) 
Action: Respecify 

Srv8692E Error opening uscopy parameter FILE 

Srv8693E Error reading uscopy parameter FILE 

Srv8694E Error rewinding uscopy parameter FILE 

Srv8695E Error re-reading uscopy parameter FILE 

Srv8696E Error allocating %u bytes of file memory 

Srv8697E Only one parameter per file line: %s 

Srv8698E Too many lines in file - stop 

NLM Tape errors 

Srv8700E NetWare version too low  
Reason: You must be running NetWare 5 to use the Reservoir SAN 

support. 
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Srv8701W Error 0x%x getting NetWare version.  
Reason: UPSTREAM will attempt to load the NetWare 5 libraries 

anyway. 

Srv8702E Error loading tape function: %s 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8703E Error allocating resource 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8704E Error registering application: %s 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8705E Exceeded max tape drives.  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8706E Error searching for tape drives: %s 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8707I Error %s getting drive info for ID 0x%x  
Reason: This may indicate a problem which will interfere with you 

seeing tape drives; but often can be ignored. 

Srv8708E Error %s opening tape: %s 

Srv8709E Error %s setting drive's blocking to %u 

Srv8710E Error %s checking mount status of %u 

Srv8711E Error %s rewinding drive %u 

Srv8712E Error %s spacing drive %u 

Srv8713E Error %s reading position on drive %u 

Srv8714E Error %s reading on drive %u 

Srv8715E Error %s writing filemark on drive %u 

Srv8716E Error %s writing on drive %u 

Srv8718E Error %s reserving media object on drive %u 

Srv8719E Error %s closing device 

Srv8721I Error %s getting drive info for drive %u 

Srv8722E Error %s activating media for drive %u 

Srv8723E Error loading media into drive. 

Srv8724E Error ejecting media from drive. 

Srv8725E Tape name invalid  
Reason: You may need to redefine your library files. 

Srv8726E Tape didn't move (try to get to %u, stuck at %u) 
Action: May be corrupted data - validate restore of data earlier on 

this tape. 

Srv8727E Error occurred during tape locate (position) 

Srv8728E Tape position 0 not expected (%s)  
Reason: After a tape mark was encountered, it was expected that the 

tape would be positioned after the mark. However, it was positioned 

at block 0. This is a SCSI protocol error. 

Srv8729E Can't find file at block #%u (byte #%u)  
Reason: This tape may require a REGEN to recover the data 

Srv8730I Data not found at record #%u byte %u, searching...  
Reason: We'll read through the tape to see if the data is nearby. 

Srv8731I Data found at block #%u (%u blocks forward)  
Reason: The restore will continue. 

Srv8732E Error seeking back to the previous file mark for 

search 

Srv8733I Search will begin at block #%u (start of backup) 

Srv8734I Locate retries are making progress - continue 

Srv8735I Tapemark requested after label - ignore 

Srv8736D File counter fails. Is %u, expected %u  
Reason: This may indicate a corrupted file or files 

Srv8737D Record counter fails. Is %u, expected %u  
Reason: This may indicate a corrupted file or files 

Srv8738E Unexpected NULL record 
Action: Call tech support. 

Srv8739D Bad USTAPECACHESIZE is invalid (%s)  
Reason: The minimum size is 4096. 

Srv8740E Error rebuilding file information record 

Srv8741E Error parsing start conversation 

Srv8742E Disk errors caused file/dir to not be written: %s 

USTBatch errors 

Srv8750E You must be administrator to run this program. 
Action: 55 Logon as administrator 

Srv8751E You must be running on the Storage Server machine 
Action: Run on the local Storage Server machine. 

Srv8752E USTBATCH parameter error. 
Action: See subsequent messages. 

Srv8753E USTBATCH config parameter error. 
Action: See subsequent messages. 

Srv8754E USTBATCH required parameter missing %s %s 
Action: Respecify. 
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Srv8755D Entering USTBATCH, sending to %s 

Srv8756D USTBATCH function successful 

Srv8757E USTBATCH function failed. 

Srv8758E Error %s opening input file %s 
Action: See messages above 

Srv8759E Error %s reading input file %s 
Action: See messages above 

Srv8760E Error creating transfer file. 
Action: See subsequent messages. 

Srv8761E Error writing to transfer file 
Action: See subsequent messages. 

Srv8762E Error connecting to server 
Action: See subsequent messages. 

Srv8763E Invalid IP address 
Action: See subsequent messages. 

Srv8764E USTBatch error 
Action: See subsequent messages. 

Srv8765E Error opening USTBatch transfer file 
Action: See subsequent messages. 

Srv8766E Error reading USTBatch transfer file 
Action: See subsequent messages. 

Srv8767D While receiving USTBatch messages 
Action: See subsequent messages. 

Srv8768E Unexpected USTBatch state %u 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8769E Unexpected end of conversation 
Action: See prior messages 

Srv8770E Parameters don't include a request 
Action: Respecify with command line parameters, a 

LOCALPARAMETERS file or remote WSPARM file. 

Srv8771D Client set return code to %u  
Reason: Normal return code management has been overridden by 

the UPSTREAM client. 

Srv8772E Backup profile invalid (%s)  
Reason: The profile name must be at least 1 character and no more 

than 8. 

Srv8773E Insufficient memory to save routed messages 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv8774E Error routing error messages to the caller. 

Srv8775E Error opening local exclude file 

Srv8776E Error reading local exclude file 

Srv8777E Bad data in local exclude file %s: %s 

Srv8778E Specified a non-local machine, but only valid if in a DB 

Group  
Reason: USTBatch can only be used to point to a Reservoir on a 

local machine or a machine in the same DB Group. 

Srv8779E Error finding the IP Address for the specified machine 

Srv8780D Error reading last server file - will restart 

Srv8781I Last server used: %s 

Srv8782D Last server not found - will restart 

Srv8783E No servers found 
Action: Reconfigure your servers and specify DB Groups. 

Srv8784I Next server: %s, Port: %u, %s 

Srv8785D Error writing 'LastServer' file  
Reason: This may cause a problem when specifying 

NEXTRESERVOIR in a subsequent ustbatch run. 

Restore errors 

Srv8800E Expected file record for %s, got EOF  
Reason: This is an unexpected end of data. 

Action: Regen or reindex. 

Srv8801D Restarted restore successful, sent %s files %s 

directories %s bytes 

Srv8802E Insufficient memory 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv8803E Insufficient memory 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv8804E Insufficient memory 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv8805E Invalid tape key length (%s) 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8806E Invalid disk key length (%s) 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8807E Error during a sorted restore 

Srv8808D Restore successful, sent %s files %s directories %s 

bytes 

Srv8809D Invalid record type 0x%x  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 
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Srv8810E Expected D record (%s)  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8811E Expected F record (%s)  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8812E Media doesn't match file index  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. You should 

REINDEX or REGEN this media. 

Srv8813I Start tape number %u exceeds current tape value %u 

for %s  
Reason: This is an internal UPSTREAM error that we will attempt 

to get around. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8814E Illegal to specify SAN and Local Backup  
Reason: The options are mutually exclusive. 

Action: Specify one or the other. 

Srv8815I %u raw chars./sec 

Srv8816D Restore failed at end, sent %s files %s directories %s 

bytes 

Srv8817E Insufficient memory during restore of back to master 

files 

Srv8818D Error resolving back to master: %s 

Srv8819D Back to master file skipped: %s 

Srv8820D Error processing back to master file information 

Backup errors 

Srv8829I Now running profile %s in profile set %s 

Srv8830I Dup DB #%u not populated, so not used. 

Srv8831E Error opening exclusive backup file  
Reason: In most cases this means that another task is running a 

backup using this same profile. 

Action: Wait until you have exclusive use of the profile. 

Srv8832I On tape %s (tape #%u in set) at block #%s 

Srv8833I Copy from Profile: %s, Version: %s (%s) 

Srv8834I Lost track of first tape in backup (%u of %s/%s/%s)  
Reason: Will scan all tapes in the tape set. 

Srv8835I Beginning to copy prior backups 

Srv8836I Prior Disk backups, scanned %s backups, matched %s 

files/%s dirs, %s bytes 

Srv8837I Prior Tape backups, scanned %s backups, matched %s 

files/%s dirs, %s bytes 

Srv8838I Beginning to look for existing files in tapeset 

Srv8839I In tapeset, scanned %s backups, matched %s files/%s 

dirs, %s bytes 

Srv8840D Error creating directory  
Reason: This may cause us a problem in writing to this directory 

later on, but we'll continue for now. 

Srv8841D Converting failed full to incremental  
Reason: This will allow it to be used as input to a subsequent full 

and still allow the last completed full to be used as input as well. This 

is a profile parameter. 

Srv8842D Using overflow path: %s 

Srv8843D Data path insufficient - trying overflow path %s  
Reason: The data path does not have enough space for this backup; 

trying the overflow path. 

Srv8844E Failing merge backup - no prior backups  
Reason: You requested in the profile setting to fail the merge backup 

if a prior backup was unavailable or there was an error. 

Action: Run a first-time full. 

Srv8845E Failing merge backup - no prior full  
Reason: You requested in the profile setting to fail the merge backup 

if a prior backup was unavailable or there was an error. 

Action: Run a first-time full. 

Srv8846E Failing merge backup - no prior backups  
Reason: You requested in the profile setting to fail the merge backup 

if a prior backup was unavailable or there was an error. 

Action: Run a first-time full. 

Srv8847E Failing merge backup - error reading prior backup  
Reason: You requested in the profile setting to fail the merge backup 

if a prior backup was unavailable or there was an error. 

Action: Run a first-time full. 

Srv8848E Can't restart backup (no data records) (%s/%s) 

Srv8849E Can't restart backup (no C record) (%s/%s) 

Srv8850E File transfer not supported. 

Srv8851E Only simple migration is supported. 

Srv8852E You specified a reserved profile  
Reason: There are a number of profiles which are reserved for 

security or other purposes and can't be used for backups. Please 

specify another profile. 

Action: Respecify 

Srv8853W Backup failed but restartable, received %s files, %s 

directories, %s bytes (%s transmitted) 

Srv8854E Can't restart - backup not last (%s != %s)  
Reason: This backup is stored on a profile set and there was another 

backup run after this one. This backup can not be restarted. 

Action: Rerun from the beginning. 
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Srv8855E Illegal to use a profile set in a backup 
Action: Specify another backup profile. 

Srv8856I Profile set %s busy  
Reason: While a non-append tape backup is running, any other non-

append tape backups for the same profile set must wait. 

Srv8857D Error getting free space available  
Reason: This is not a fatal error but the space for the disk backup 

won't be checked. 

Srv8858E The backup estimate %s K > free space %s K  
Reason: This backup will not fit on the disk. 

Action: Specify it to tape or if it should fit, use a DASD override. 

Srv8859W Backup incomplete, received %s files, %s directories, 

%s bytes (%s transmitted) 

Srv8860I Now running profile %s in profile set %s  
Reason: This profile has now been granted access to the profile set. 

Srv8861E No backup %s  
Reason: Internal error 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8862E SAN drives not defined for system: %s 
Action: Define the tape drive mapping between the systems. 

Srv8863E Host jobs not supported. 
Action: Respecify 

Srv8864E Tape backup requested and MaxTapes set to 0 
Action: You must set a positive Maximum Number of Tapes in the 

configuration or do only disk backups. 

Srv8865W Backup phase 2 comm error, received %s files, %s 

directories, %s bytes (%s transmitted) 

Srv8866E SAN and transfer disk can't be used together  
Reason: These are exclusive options. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv8867I Wrapping through transfer disk... 

Srv8868I Reset after wrap 

Srv8869I Go to communications 

Srv8870I Go to disk 

Srv8871I Beginning phase 2 of the merge 

Srv8872I Beginning phase 3 of the merge 

Srv8873I Tape backup not appending: %s 

Srv8874E Disk backup bad (EOF or EOM), deleting (%s/%s) 

USTBatch errors 

Srv8875E Error processing USTBATCH request 
Action: See subsequent messages. 

Srv8876E Client-to-Client request not supported  
Reason: This request will be rejected. 

Srv8877E Remote USTBATCH request rejected from %s  
Reason: This request will be rejected 

Srv8878I USTBATCH request to registered name %s (%s/%s) 

Srv8879I USTBATCH request to %s/%s 

Srv8880E Not a valid request. 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8881E Error connecting to requested system 
Action: See subsequent messages. 

Srv8882D Requested function succeeded 

Srv8883E Requested function failed 

Srv8884E Requested function transmitted 

Srv8885D Remote reported successful operation 

Srv8886E Remote reported failed operation, return code: %u 

Srv8887E USTBatch pointed to server - use TCPPORT=1973 
Action: To backup the local machine most users will specify 

TCPPORT=1973 on the USTBATCH command line. 

Srv8888E Insufficient memory for saving routing commands 
Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv8889E Registered name missing.  
Reason: You can't route a request without specifying a registered 

name. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv8890E Insuffience memory  
Reason: Saving parameters 

Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv8891D MAXRETRY set to %u  
Reason: Connection to the remote system will be retried up to the 

given number of times with a 10 minute interval. 

Srv8892D RESTART set to %u times, interval of %u minutes, 

%s 

Srv8893D Connect retry #%u of %u 

Srv8894D Doing retry #%u of %u (delay %u minutes) 

Srv8895E Unretryable action (#%u)  
Reason: This action can't be retried. 

Srv8896E Exceeded retry count of %u 
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Disk backup access errors 

Srv8900E Insufficient memory. 
Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv8901E Error opening backup file 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8902E Error writing to backup file 

Srv8903E Error deleting backup file 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8904E Error setting backup file position. 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8905E Disk backup unexpected end of file in %s  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8906E Disk backup file read length error  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8907E Disk backup file read error  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8908D Invalid length (%d) during read at %s in %s  
Reason: Will attempt to recover. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8909D Invalid record length (%d) during read at %s in %s  
Reason: Will attempt to recover 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8910E Invalid byte pointer (%u,%u) in %s  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8911E Exceeded block at %u in %s  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8912E File doesn't exist %s (%s) 

Srv8913D Error in backup read (%s) (%s)  
Reason: There was an error reading a backup. It will be retried and if 

it continues to fail, the operation will fail. 

Srv8914D Error in backup read (%s) (%s)  
Reason: There was an error reading a backup. It will be retried and if 

it continues to fail, the operation will fail. 

Srv8915I Disk buffer size too small  
Reason: The buffer size set in the configurator must be set at 0 or no 

less than 32768. The size will be adjusted to 32768 automatically. 

Srv8916E Error setting backup file position (%s) (%s)  
Reason: Will be retried several times before failing 

Srv8917E Disk backup unexpected end of file in %s  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8918D Error in backup read (%s) (%s)  
Reason: There was an error reading a backup. It will be retried and if 

it continues to fail, the operation will fail. 

Srv8919E Disk backup file read error  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv8920E Unexpected EOF reading backup file  
Reason: Typically this is a truncated backup. 

Srv8921E Unexpected EOF reading backup file (%s)  
Reason: Typically this is a truncated backup. 

Srv8922E Record len %u > block len %u (at %s, block index: 

%u in %s)  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact tech support. 

Srv8923D Error in backup write (%s) (%s)  
Reason: There was an error writing a backup. It will be retried and if 

it continues to fail, the operation will fail. 

Srv8924E Error in retry in setting position (%s) (%s)  
Reason: There was an error setting position while writing a backup. 

It will be retried and if it continues to fail, the operation will fail. 

Srv8925E Retry read set position max retries (%s) (%s)  
Reason: The operation is now failed. 

Srv8926E Retry read set position max retries (%s) (%s)  
Reason: The operation is now failed. 

Srv8927E Error in retry in async completion  
Reason: There was an error waiting for the read to finish while 

reading a backup. It will be retried and if it continues to fail, the 

operation will fail. 

Srv8928E Error setting position for a restarted backup 

Srv8929D Error in backup write harden (%s) (%s)  
Reason: There was an error writing a backup. It will be retried and if 

it continues to fail, the operation will fail. 

Srv8930I Deleting disk backup file: %s 

Srv8931I Non-MVS formatted backup file: %s 

Srv8932E Unknown Non-MVS formatted backup file format: %s 

Srv8933E Unexpected NULL Disk Backup Handle during: %s 

Srv8934D Unknown header field: %s  
Reason: The first field above is not recognized 

Action: This can usually be ignored, but it is not expected. 

Srv8935E End of file restarting backup, Profile: %s, Version: 

%s %s  
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Reason: This backup should be deleted. It can not be restarted and 

there is no data on it. 

Srv8936E Block length too large (%s at position %s)  
Reason: This is likely a corrupt data file. 

Action: Contact tech support. 

Srv8937D Error after Remove File: %s  
Reason: This indicates a malformation in the backup file, however 

since the last record was a 'Remove File' it indicates that Reservoir 

attempted to repair it and the file will be considered acceptable, even 

though damaged (most likely interrupted). 

Srv8938E EOF with data in buffer for %s %s 

Srv8939E Disk data record length too short (%u bytes) at %s%s  
Reason: This is likely a corrupt data file. 

Action: Contact tech support. 

Srv8940E Invalid Data Domain format header at %s 

Srv8941E Invalid Data Domain format header (buffered read) at 

%s 

Srv8942E Location specified greater than file size 
Action: Regen this backup. 

Srv8943D Error reading file in dup DB. Skipping... 

Srv8944E Reservoir group disk backup path must be a UNC 

name: %s 

Srv8945E Truncated backup storage file: %s, missing %u bytes  
Reason: This will result in the last file being corrupted. 

Profile management errors 

Srv8950E Error during profile management 

Srv8951D Profile list of %s 

Srv8952E Profile list error 

Srv8953E Profile list error %s %s 

Srv8954I Add/update profile %s 

Srv8955E Profile add/update error 

Srv8956E Profile add/update error %s %s 

Srv8957I Delete profile %s 

Srv8958E Delete profile error 

Srv8959E Delete profile error: %s %s 

Srv8960E Unknown profile subtype 0x%x 

Srv8961E Error reading profile set: %s %s 
Action: See message above 

Srv8962E Exceeded max number of profiles 
Action: Delete some profiles in the profile set. 

Srv8963E Error adding profile set members: %s %s 
Action: See message above 

Srv8964I Create profile directory: %s 

Srv8965I Create profile set directory, profile: %s 

Srv8966I Delete profile directory: %s 

Srv8967I Delete profile set directory, profile: %s 

Srv8968E Error reading log for parsing 

Srv8969E No tasks in the Reservoir log for the date range 

Srv8970E No tasks in the Reservoir log for the date range 

Srv8971E Missing task for Date: %s, Task: %s  
Reason: Internal error. Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv8972E Error during summary report 

Srv8973E No backups found 

Srv8974D Summary successful. Processed %s tasks, sent %s 

tasks 

Srv8975E Illegal to change allocated pool with active backups 

(%s %s) 
Action: You are not allowed to change your allocated pool with 

active backups. You must either use a separate pool or delete all of 

the backups. 

Srv8976E Invalid profile parameter: %s 

Generic server errors 

Srv9000I Entering UPSTREAM Server (v%s%s, %s%s) 

Srv9001I Exiting 

Srv9002E TCP/IP not running  
Reason: TCP/IP is required for UPSTREAM Server. This is a fatal 

error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9003W Error reading configuration file  
Reason: UPSTREAM Server will attempt to create the config file. If 

this is the first time you are running UPSTREAM Server you should 

bring up the UPSTREAM Server Configurator (usservercfg). 

Action: See additional messages 

Srv9004W Error writing configuration file 
Action: See additional messages. 
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Srv9005I Entering dismount %s  
Reason: This program will dismount a tape left in a drive 

Srv9006I Exiting dismount 

Srv9007E Entering Dismount, Missing VolSer  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact technical support. 

Srv9008E Not root or Administrator  
Reason: To run Reservoir you must be a root or Administrative user. 

Action: Become the root or Administrative user before running the 

Reservoir. 

Srv9009E Error during tape dismount 

Utility errors 

Srv9026E Director regens disabled.  
Reason: You reenable them by putting a file named "Allow.Regens" 

in the Reservoir Work Path. We do this so that you understand that 

the active vault - the one set in the "Version View Options" are 

where the indexes from the regen will be placed. Otherwise, you may 

overwrite indexes for other backups and orphan them. If you do not 

understand, please call UPSTREAM technical support. 

Srv9027W Following files not matched, Profile: %s, Version: 

%s: 

Srv9028D Converting full to incr for profile %s, version %s 

Srv9029D Backup %s/%s/%c no longer exists  
Reason: This backup will be skipped. 

Srv9030E Error finding fulls to skip  
Reason: While determining the backups to skip. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv9031E Insufficient memory  
Reason: While determining the backups to skip. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv9032W Nothing to %s  
Reason: When all specified wildcards were resolved, there was no 

data selected and the uscopy parameter ALLSKIPWARNING was 

specified. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv9033I Nothing to %s  
Reason: When all specified wildcards were resolved, there was no 

data selected and the uscopy parameter ALLSKIPOK was specified. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv9034W No backups found or all skipped  
Reason: uscopy parameter ALLSKIPWARNING was specified. 

Srv9035I No backups found or all skipped  
Reason: uscopy parameter ALLSKIPOK was specified. 

Srv9036I Using checkpoint DSN: %s, vault: %u, pool: %s 

Srv9037I No prior append checkpoint - starting new tapeset 

(vault %u, pool %s) 

Srv9038I Set append checkpoint 

Srv9039E Insufficient memory adding to AVL append tree 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv9040E Insufficient memory creating AVL append tree 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv9041D Last backup too old to append to  
Reason: This backup will create a new tapeset. 

Srv9042D No recog. backups in last tapeset  
Reason: This backup will create a new tapeset. 

Srv9043D No backups in last tapeset  
Reason: This backup will create a new tapeset. 

Srv9044D Append specified with no prior backups (in %s)  
Reason: This backup will create a new tapeset. 

Srv9045E Append and Copy with no tapeset  
Reason: You can't append if you don't use a tapeset. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv9046W Missing tape during regen (#%u in %s)  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9047W Unexpected version date on file (%s != %s)  
Reason: Internal error. Only one of these will be logged per bad 

backup, but it will occur for virtually every file on the backup. This 

indicates that the backup was originally for a different version date. 

But the files will be preserved with the version date above. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9048W File not marked: %s  
Reason: Internal error. 

Srv9049W File not matched: %s  
Reason: A file which should have been matched from a prior backup 

was not found. This is an internal error in the backup. 

Srv9050E Error performing utility function 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9051I Tape list. Pool: %s 

Srv9052I Get tape label. VolSer: %s 

Srv9053I Tape set %s %s request. 

Srv9054I %s backup request of %s 

Srv9055I Regen of %s %s 

Srv9056I Utility function completed successfully 

Srv9057E Invalid tape set request type %s 

Srv9058E No tape in tapeset, pool: %s, DSN: %s 
Action: Rebuild the tapeset. 
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Srv9059D Disk backup not found, profile: %s, version: %s 
Action: Respecify 

Srv9060E Unexpected EOF on tape backup  
Reason: This tape may be unusable. 

Srv9061E Unexpected EOF on disk backup  
Reason: This file may be unusable. 

Srv9062E Expected C record  
Reason: This backup may be unusable. 

Srv9063E No tape in pool: %s tape set: %s 
Action: Add tapes. 

Srv9064D Expected C record  
Reason: This backup may be unusable. 

Srv9065E Disk backup not found, profile: %s, version: %s 
Action: Respecify 

Srv9066E Insufficient memory. File: %s skipped 
Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv9067I Disk list of profile: %s 

Srv9068I Backup Profile directory list. 

Srv9069E Profile: %s, version: %s backup not found 
Action: Specify an existing backup. 

Srv9070I Reindex profile: %s version: %s 

Srv9071I %s %s 

Srv9072E Insufficient memory  
Reason: Allocating tape copy memory. 

Action: Close application or free memory. 

Srv9073E Expected C record for %s  
Reason: This backup may be unusable. 

Srv9074E Error reading profile %s: %s %s 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9075E Operation failed: %s backups, %s files/dirs, %s bytes, 

%s chars/sec 

Srv9076D Operation succeeded: %s backups, %s files/dirs, %s 

bytes, %s chars/sec %s 

Srv9077D Regen profile %s, version: %s %s 

Srv9078I %s profile: %s, version: %s, type: %s 

Srv9079I Skip %s profile: %s, version: %s, type: %s (%s) 

Srv9080E No backups found or all skipped  
Reason: The job will be failed. 

Srv9081E Skip %s %s %s 
Action: See message above. 

Srv9082I DSN: %s has backups in group: %s 

Srv9083I Profile %s is a member of group: %s 

Srv9084I Specified group %s has no usable backups 

Srv9085E Error reading profile definitions %s %s 

Srv9086I Backup exists in vault. Profile %s Version %s  
Reason: Allowing this backup on the vault would confuse 

UPSTREAM so it will be skipped. If you want the backup re-

vaulted, use a separate vault or exclude this backup. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv9087E Error reading profile set definition %s %s 
Action: See message above. 

Srv9088E Not profile set: %s  
Reason: You specified the copy/vault/migrate of a profile set but the 

entry is not one. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv9089E Nothing to %s  
Reason: When all specified wildcards were resolved, there was no 

data selected. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv9090I Regen complete. %s files, %s dirs, %s bytes, %s 

files/dirs in prior backups, version: %s 

Srv9091W Regen shows no files in backup  
Reason: This backup will be deleted. 

Srv9092I Tape pool list 

Srv9093I Erase tape. VolSer: %s 

Srv9094E Disk backup has indexes; delete in profile management 

Srv9095I Delete disk backup. Profile: %s, Version: %s 

Srv9096E Error reading profile %s %s 

Srv9097I SAN Drive/VolSer check 

Srv9098E Tape system in use - retry when it's idle 

Srv9099E Eject only supported on direct SCSI systems 
Action: Respecify without the eject option. 

Web access errors 

Srv9100E Error beginning to listen for web requests 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9101E Error checking for web requests 
Action: See additional messages. 
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Srv9102E Insufficient memory  
Reason: While allocating memory for a small internal buffer (Web 

requests) there was a memory shortage. 

Action: Close applications or Free disk space. 

Srv9103E Checking pending data 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9104E Receiving a web screen 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9105E Bad HTTP Command 

Srv9106E HTTP line too long 

Srv9107E HTTP empty file 

Srv9108E Error sending response 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9109E Field not found 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9110E Boolean field not initialized 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9111I Ignore 0 length unmount for task ID #%u 

Srv9112I Solo delay set for %u seconds  
Reason: The environment variable USSOLODELAY was set to the 

above value - any SOLO specified jobs will wait for that number of 

seconds before running. 

Srv9113D Error rebuild the termination message 

Srv9114I Solo task ID #%u, user requested run now. 

Srv9115E Solo job already running  
Reason: Only one solo job can be queued or running at a time. 

Action: Submit when other job is not running. 

Srv9116D Task list by parsed task IDs: %s  
Reason: For debugging. 

Srv9117D Console connection lost 

Srv9118I Console connection lost: %s %s%s%s%s 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9119I Console connected%s%s%s%s 

Srv9120E Error allocating memory for task not found (%u) 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv9121I Hold tape request: %s 

Srv9122I %s tape for %s released 

Srv9123I Held tape %s released for %s for task %u (%s) 

Srv9124E Invalid console structure 0x%x  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM tech support. 

Srv9125E Insufficient memory.  
Reason: A tape which would otherwise be held will not be. 

Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv9126E Insufficient memory 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv9127E Error checking for console data 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9128I Leaving tape: %s mounted  
Reason: Held until used by an application requests it or it times out. 

Srv9129E Error during hold of tape. 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9130E Error building termination console answer message 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9131D Hard shutdown requested from %s 

Srv9132D Shutdown termination requested from %s 

Srv9133D Shutdown when quiet requested from %s 

Srv9134W Console requested task accept and shutdown in 

progress from %s 

Srv9135D System terminated after quiesce. 

Srv9136D New tasks will be accepted by console request from %s 

Srv9137D New tasks will be rejected by console request from %s 

Srv9138D Running maintenance, requested from %s  
Reason: The console administrator requested that maintenance be 

run when possible (all tasks idle). 

Srv9139D Request to kill task %u from %s 

Srv9140E Error parsing data starting a new task. 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9141E Task ending not found #%u, tasks remaining: %s  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9142I Console failure - usually a normal disconnect 

Srv9143E No existing task (%u)  
Reason: The task you wished to control has terminated. 

Srv9144E Error receiving a console response. 
Action: See subsequent communications error messages. 
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Srv9145E Unexpected console subtype (0x%x) from %s  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9146E Insufficient memory 
Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv9147E Error building dummy console message  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9148E Kill function disabled 
Action: Use the Terminate function or RSM facilities. 

Srv9149E Error parsing console message for summary  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Reservoir errors 

Srv9150E Error beginning to listen for UPSTREAM requests 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9151E Error checking for UPSTREAM requests 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9152E Insufficient memory  
Reason: While allocating data to process a new request. 

Action: Close programs or free memory. 

Srv9153E Error sending console UPSTREAM response  
Reason: When a console application requested to perform an 

UPSTREAM function on the web port there was an error sending the 

response allowing it to proceed. 

Action: See subsequent communications error. 

Srv9154E Error peeking received request.  
Reason: When a remote request was received, an error was detected 

indicating a communications problem. 

Action: See subsequent communications error. 

Srv9155E Remote connection lost 
Action: Retry your request. 

Srv9156E Unknown console type (0x%x)  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9157E Error receiving start conversation  
Reason: After checking that there was a start conversation pending, 

we got an error receiving it. 

Action: See subsequent communications errors. 

Srv9158E Error receiving request.  
Reason: While performing processing of locally handled request, 

there was an error receiving the initial request structure. 

Action: See subsequent communications errors. 

Srv9159E Unsupported request (0x%x)/(0x%x)  
Reason: The client requested that the USSERVER program process 

the given request internally, however the request type is not known 

by the internal processor. 

Action: Most likely this is a version problem between the client and 

server software. 

Srv9160E Request too small (%u)  
Reason: The client requested that the USSERVER program process 

the given request internally, however the request size was too small. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9161E Security failed 
Action: Login as a user with sufficient security. 

Srv9162E Error in initial UPSTREAM receive  
Reason: UPSTREAM experienced errors parsing the initial data 

from the remote system. 

Action: See subsequent messages. 

Srv9163E Request rejected based on console command 

Srv9164I Tape hold timed out for %s 

Srv9165I Held tape released for use: %s, task: #%u, drive: %s 

Srv9166E Held tape not found: %s  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9167E Tape %s not dismounted by subtask  
Reason: The tape is dismounted now. 

Srv9168E Hold tape %s not found  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9169E Error occurred freeing up a tape 

Srv9170E Error occurred when a tape was found 

Srv9171E Error occurred responding to a tape req. 

Srv9172E Error occurred during tape control 

Srv9173E Peek length of %u is too short (<160)` 
Action: Call tech support. 

Srv9174I Specified USSERVERINTERNALUNMOUNT  
Reason: Thus tapes which need to be dismounted due to failed 

subtasks will be dismounted by the USSERVER program rather than 

by a separate subtask. 

Srv9175E Invalid maintenance date (%s) 
Action: Respecify the date in HH:MM:SS form. 

Srv9176I Running maintenance now  
Reason: While maintenance is running all UPSTREAM tasks will be 

held. 

Srv9177I Running library only maintenance now  
Reason: While maintenance is running all UPSTREAM tasks will be 

held, but this should be quite fast. 

Srv9178I Parent starting child dismount for %s with %u second 

timer  
Reason: A subtask will be started to do the dismount. While waiting 

for the subtask to complete, there is a hold posted. If that hold 

expires, then another attempt is made to dismount the tape. 
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Srv9179I Hold released by child dismounting %s  
Reason: A held tape was released when a child process dismounted 

it. 

Srv9180I USPARENTHOLDUNMOUNTWAIT set to %u 

seconds  
Reason: When a child terminates abnormally, a new child process is 

started to dismount each mounted tape. A hold is set in case another 

process wants the tape or the child fails. This is the wait for that hold. 

Srv9181I USNOWORKPATHSIZETEST set so that no work 

path size checking is done  
Reason: This is an environment variable that can be set in usenv.dat 

and keeps Reservoir from checking that there is at least 100MB of 

free space available in the work path. 

Srv9182W Unable to get work path free space available  
Reason: Reservoir will no longer test for free space. 

Action: Either check the above error or set 

USNOWORKPATHSIZETEST in usenv.dat to avoid testing for 

work path size. 

Srv9183W Unable to get work path free space available  
Reason: Reservoir will no longer test for free space. 

Action: Either check the above error or set 

USNOWORKPATHSIZETEST in usenv.dat to avoid testing for 

work path size. 

Srv9184E Work path (%s) free space (%s bytes) is too small  
Reason: If the work path file system free space falls below the 

designated size of 100MB, then Reservoir is terminated and all 

running functions will fail to avoid loss of information and log 

entries which can occur if all free space is exhausted. 

Action: Either free space in the work path, move the work path to a 

directory with more space (call tech support for help with that) or set 

the environment variable USNOWORKPATHSIZETEST to any 

value in usenv.dat to skip this test. 

Srv9185E Badly formatted conversation start - retry  
Reason: The data in the conversation start is not correct. Just try 

again. 

TCP/IP errors 

Srv9193E Connection closed unexpectedly  
Reason: Check messages on both systems. 

Srv9194E Error creating socket from parent 

Srv9195E Error writing socket pipe 

Srv9196E Error writing socket pipe 

Srv9197E Error creating socket pipe 

Srv9198E Timeout in send (%u seconds) 

Srv9199E Timeout in receive (%u seconds) 

Srv9200E Error in initial socket call  
Reason: To begin listening for requests, there was a TCP/IP error in 

the initial socket call. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9201E Insufficient memory  
Reason: While allocating memory for a small internal buffer (TCP 

listen buffer) there was a memory shortage. 

Action: Close applications or Free disk space. 

Srv9202D Error in reusing address  
Reason: A non-fatal TCP/IP error occurred in the 

SO_REUSEADDR called to allow the socket to be quickly reused. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9203E Error in binding to socket  
Reason: A fatal error occurred binding to a listening socket. 

Action: Most likely this occurs when the listening socket is bound to 

another application. 

Srv9204E Error in listening on socket  
Reason: A fatal error occurred listening on a socket. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9205E Error in setting socket (non)blocking  
Reason: A fatal error occurred setting the blocking status of a socket. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9206E Error accepting remote connect 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9207E Insufficient memory  
Reason: While allocating memory for a small internal buffer (TCP 

accept buffer) there was a memory shortage. 

Action: Close applications or Free disk space. 

Srv9208E Error checking for pending receive data 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9209E Error receiving data 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9210E Error sending data 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9211E Error disabling the Nagle algorithm 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9212E Error setting keep alives 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9213E Received length incorrect  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9214E Error in initial socket call  
Reason: While attempting to connect via TCP/IP there was an error 

in the initial socket call. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9215E Error in connect  
Reason: While attempting to connect via TCP/IP there was an error 

in the connect call. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9216E Broken connection  
Reason: While attempting to send, the remote process disconnected. 

Action: Restart the remote process and retry. 
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Srv9217D Error setting send buffer size  
Reason: This may affect performance, but the operation should be 

successful. 

Action: See TCP/IP message. 

Srv9218D Error setting receive buffer size  
Reason: This may affect performance, but the operation should be 

successful. 

Action: See TCP/IP message. 

Srv9219E Error creating listening semaphore 
Action: See OS message. 

Srv9220E Error beginning listening thread. 
Action: See OS message. 

Srv9221E Error waiting for thread 
Action: See OS message. 

Srv9222E Insufficient memory 
Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv9223E Select error 

Srv9224D Receiving data (peek) 

Host communications errors 

Srv9225E State error - check for previous error. 
Action: If there is not an error above, check to see if there is an error 

on the storage server. If not contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9226E Remote system error  
Reason: The above message came from the remote system. 

Srv9227E Expected data  
Reason: While expecting data, received a "receive" indicator. This is 

an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9228E Expected data  
Reason: While expecting data, received a "deallocate" indicator. 

Often this indicates a previous error. 

Action: Check the logs from both sides for any additional 

information. 

Srv9229E Expected data  
Reason: While expecting data, received a "confirm" indicator. This 

is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9230E Expected confirmed  
Reason: While expecting a confirmed, received another data type. 

Action: See subsequent messages. 

Srv9231E Unexpected data type on confirmed 

Srv9232E Insufficient memory  
Reason: While allocating memory for record packing 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv9233E Invalid packing type received 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9234E Length in packing block too large 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9235E Pack record length too small 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9236E Standard packing invalid 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9237E Fixed packing invalid 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9238E Variable packing invalid 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9239E Request to send invalid 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9240E Insufficient memory 
Action: Close programs or free memory. 

Srv9241E Handle not found  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9242E Expected data, but went into %s state 
Action: See prior messages. 

Srv9243E Expected to receive but no data.  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: See prior messages. 

Srv9244E Error receiving a remote error 
Action: See prior messages. 

Srv9245E Remote disconnected while receiving an error 

Srv9246E No default handles during %s 

Srv9247D Error setting linger  
Reason: This may cause errors sending out the last data. 

Srv9248E Invalid IP Address/Port %s/%u  
Reason: You must not specify an address or port which resolves into 

all zeros or all high bits. 

Action: Respecify 

Srv9249E Expected data and none received  
Reason: Typically this occurs when a process crashes or a denial of 

service attack is occurring. 

Program execution errors 

Srv9250E Error starting program 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9251E Insufficient memory  
Reason: There was a memory shortage allocating memory to track 

started task instances. 

Action: Close applications. 
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Srv9252E Error checking for program  
Reason: While checking the execution status of a USTASK 

program, the following error was encountered. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9253E Error terminating USTASK 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9254I Normal USTASK start 

Srv9255I Normal USTASK termination 

Srv9256E USTASK failed 
Action: See earlier in this log. 

Srv9257E Error attaching to console facility 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9258W Task to kill not found  
Reason: The console user requested a kill of a specific task which is 

not found. Most likely the task already terminated. 

Srv9259E Error creating UNIX process  
Reason: This message should not occur 

Action: Call tech support. 

Srv9260E Error checking on a running process. 

Srv9261E Error killing a process. 

Srv9262E Error creating a new process. 

Srv9263E Error opening socket shared named pipe 

Srv9264E Error closing inherited socket 

Srv9265E Error closing inherited console socket 

Srv9266E Task entry not known (0x%x) 

Srv9267E Extracting program task name exceeded buffer (%u > 

%u) 

Srv9268E Input buffer malformed (%u > %u) 

Srv9269E Error #%u creating output pipes for job execution 

Console access 

Srv9270D Status message lost: %s, Location: #%u, Question: %s 

Srv9271D Error going into receive state with console  
Reason: Problem resetting console state 

Srv9272D Error checking console response  
Reason: Problem getting console response 

Srv9273D Error sending console running message  
Reason: Problem sending status to console 

Srv9274D Error building console running message  
Reason: Problem sending status to console 

Srv9275E Error connecting to console 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9276E Error occurred during wait for console response 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9277D Unexpected received console type (0x%x) during %u  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9278I Trace toggled %s by external request 

Srv9279E Task killed by external request 

Srv9280E Task terminated by external request 

Srv9281E Invalid console state %u  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9282E Error processing hold tape request. 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9283I Received choice from client: %s 

Srv9284I Received hold tape response 

Srv9285I Received hold tape hold for %s 

Srv9286I Received console running request 

Srv9287I Request for %s 

Tape access errors 

Srv9288E Timeout clearing UNIT_ATTENTION on drive 

Srv9289E Missing device name 

Srv9290I No high-speed tape search enabled 

Srv9291D Error releasing exclusive lock on tape 

Srv9292D Error disabling RSM interface. 

Srv9293E Error listing SCSI drives 

Srv9294E Error getting tape parameters 

Srv9295W Error unlocking tape 

Srv9296E Error locking tape 

Srv9297E Error opening tape lock file 
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Srv9298E Error reading tape label2 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9299E No MVS label2 on tape  
Reason: An end of file or end of medium was encountered while 

reading the host label 2 on the tape. 

Action: Mount the correct tape. 

Srv9300E Insufficient memory  
Reason: There was a memory shortage allocating memory to list 

tape drives. 

Action: Close applications. 

Srv9301I Error obtaining inquiry data for device  
Reason: There was a Windows NT error obtaining inquiry data for 

the following device. 

Action: Contact your FDR/UPSTREAM administrator. 

Srv9302E Insufficient memory  
Reason: There was a memory shortage allocating memory to open 

the tape device. 

Action: Close applications. 

Srv9303E Error opening drive 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9304E Error accessing tape information by name 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9305E Name is not a tape drive  
Reason: The SCSI name you passed in is not a tape drive. 

Action: Respecify the name. 

Srv9306E Error reading block limits 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9307E Error determining if a tape is mounted  
Reason: While determining tape information, there was an error 

determining if the tape is mounted. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9308E Error testing if the tape unit is ready 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9309E Error rewinding tape getting tape info 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9310E Error rewinding tape 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9311E Error spacing over the tape 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9312E Error reading the tape position 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9313E Error reading from the tape 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9314E Initial tape block not in expected location, at %u (raw 

%u)  
Reason: Usually, this means that the tape is not in MVS data format 

Action: Mount the correct tape. 

Srv9315E Error reading tape label 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9316E No MVS label on tape  
Reason: An end of file or end of medium was encountered while 

reading the MVS label on the tape. 

Action: Mount the correct tape. 

Srv9317E Host label not correct  
Reason: This tape is missing the prefix label of "VOL1" on the tape 

header. 

Action: Mount an UPSTREAM tape. 

Srv9318E Error reading tape label1 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9319E No MVS label1 on tape  
Reason: An end of file or end of medium was encountered while 

reading the host label 1 on the tape. 

Action: Mount the correct tape. 

Srv9320E MVS label 1 not correct  
Reason: This tape is missing the prefix label of "HDR1" on the tape 

header. 

Action: Mount an UPSTREAM tape. 

Srv9321E Tape not mounted 
Action: Mount a tape. 

Srv9322E Error reading device configuration 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9323E Tape target/LUN not found  
Reason: During the open the specified target/LUN was not found on 

the specified SCSI device. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv9324E Bad tape device name 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9325E Error ejecting tape 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9326W Wrong tape  
Reason: The tape you used has a different file name than the last 

one. 

Action: Insert the correct tape. 

Srv9327W Wrong tape  
Reason: The tape you used is the wrong tape in sequence 

Action: Insert the next tape in the sequence. 

Srv9328E Error inquiring on drive 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9329E Error reopening drive after eject. 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9330E Writes not supported  
Reason: You must enable the Windows driver interface to perform 

backups. 

Srv9331E Error occurred during a write to tape 
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Srv9332E Error writing a tape filemark 

Srv9333E Error setting tape variable blocksize 

Srv9334E Error rewinding to read tape label. 

Srv9335E Expected '85' in data, got %x at %d in block %d 

Srv9336E Error setting block size 

Srv9337E NULL handle %s 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9338E Invalid block size. Specify a size > %u 
Action: Respecify the profile definition. 

Srv9339E Insufficient memory 
Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv9340I Hardware supports fixed blocks only; using blocksize 

%u 

Srv9341I Invalid fixed block size %u, using %u 

Srv9342E Unexpected EOF: %d, or EOM: %d  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9343E Wrote %u bytes of %u bytes, but got error %u (%s) 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9344E Error occurred at beginning of data area 

Srv9345E Unexpected %s at beginning of data  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9346E Invalid block size during space (block size %u) 

Srv9347E Error reading the tape position 

Srv9348E Invalid block size during read position (block size %u) 

Srv9349E Error getting media types 

UNIX tape access errors 

Srv9350E Error setting record block size 

Srv9351D Error getting tape drive info 

Srv9352E Error rewinding tape 

Srv9353E NULL handle during %s  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9354E Error during setup for get tape drive info 

Srv9355E Error spacing through the tape 

Srv9356E Error reading tape position 

Srv9357E Error reading tape 

Srv9358E Error clearing drive booleans  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9359E Error setting drive booleans  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9360E Unknown tape dev type (0x%x)  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9361E Exceeded max tape drives  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9362E Error testing whether unit is ready 
Action: See subsequent messages. 

Srv9363E Error reading block limits 
Action: See subsequent messages. 

Srv9364E Block size %u must be between %u and %u 
Action: Adjust your block size in the UPSTREAM Profile 

configuration definition. 

Srv9365E Error setting block size 

Srv9366E Block position missing  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9367E Unexpected end of medium  
Reason: Internal error 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9368E Unexpected position. Expected file %u, block %u, got 

file %u block %u after %s 

Srv9369E Can't use SAN on AIX on same machine  
Reason: When the UPSTREAM client and server are the same 

machine, due to AIX system limitations, SAN support can't be used. 

Action: Turn off the SAN option. 

Srv9370W No sense code. ASC: 0x%x ASCQ: 0x%x Status: 

0x%x Status2: 0x%x  
Reason: SCSI return code. May be successful or may be filemark, 

end of medium or illegal length. 

Action: The ASC and ASCQ can be looked up in the SCSI 3 RFC, 

page 81. 

Srv9371W Recovered error. ASC: 0x%x ASCQ: 0x%x Status: 

0x%x Status2: 0x%x  
Reason: SCSI return code. 

Action: The ASC and ASCQ can be looked up in the SCSI 3 RFC, 

page 81. 
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Srv9372W Not ready. ASC: 0x%x ASCQ: 0x%x Status: 0x%x 

Status2: 0x%x  
Reason: SCSI return code. 

Action: The ASC and ASCQ can be looked up in the SCSI 3 RFC, 

page 81. 

Srv9373W Medium error. ASC: 0x%x ASCQ: 0x%x Status: 

0x%x Status2: 0x%x  
Reason: SCSI return code. 

Action: The ASC and ASCQ can be looked up in the SCSI 3 RFC, 

page 81. 

Srv9374W Hardware error. ASC: 0x%x ASCQ: 0x%x Status: 

0x%x Status2: 0x%x  
Reason: SCSI return code. 

Action: The ASC and ASCQ can be looked up in the SCSI 3 RFC, 

page 81. 

Srv9375W Illegal request. ASC: 0x%x ASCQ: 0x%x Status: 

0x%x Status2: 0x%x  
Reason: SCSI return code. Internal error. 

Action: The ASC and ASCQ can be looked up in the SCSI 3 RFC, 

page 81. 

Srv9376W Unit attention. ASC: 0x%x ASCQ: 0x%x Status: 

0x%x Status2: 0x%x  
Reason: SCSI return code. Indicates that the removable medium may 

have been changed or the target has been reset. 

Action: The ASC and ASCQ can be looked up in the SCSI 3 RFC, 

page 81. 

Srv9377W Data protect. ASC: 0x%x ASCQ: 0x%x Status: 0x%x 

Status2: 0x%x  
Reason: SCSI return code. Verify that you do not have the write 

protect tab set for this media. 

Action: The ASC and ASCQ can be looked up in the SCSI 3 RFC, 

page 81. 

Srv9378W Blank check. ASC: 0x%x ASCQ: 0x%x Status: 0x%x 

Status2: 0x%x  
Reason: SCSI return code. Blank media or format defined end of 

data. 

Action: The ASC and ASCQ can be looked up in the SCSI 3 RFC, 

page 81. 

Srv9379W Vendor specific. ASC: 0x%x ASCQ: 0x%x Status: 

0x%x Status2: 0x%x  
Reason: SCSI return code. 

Action: The ASC and ASCQ can be looked up in the SCSI 3 RFC, 

page 81. 

Srv9380W Copy aborted. ASC: 0x%x ASCQ: 0x%x Status: 

0x%x Status2: 0x%x  
Reason: SCSI return code. 

Action: The ASC and ASCQ can be looked up in the SCSI 3 RFC, 

page 81. 

Srv9381W Aborted command. ASC: 0x%x ASCQ: 0x%x Status: 

0x%x Status2: 0x%x  
Reason: SCSI return code. 

Action: The ASC and ASCQ can be looked up in the SCSI 3 RFC, 

page 81. 

Srv9382W Obsolete. ASC: 0x%x ASCQ: 0x%x Status: 0x%x 

Status2: 0x%x  
Reason: SCSI return code. 

Action: The ASC and ASCQ can be looked up in the SCSI 3 RFC, 

page 81. 

Srv9383W Volume overflow. ASC: 0x%x ASCQ: 0x%x Status: 

0x%x Status2: 0x%x  
Reason: SCSI return code. Reached end of partition with data in 

buffers. Internal error. 

Action: The ASC and ASCQ can be looked up in the SCSI 3 RFC, 

page 81. 

Srv9384W Miscompare. ASC: 0x%x ASCQ: 0x%x Status: 0x%x 

Status2: 0x%x  
Reason: SCSI return code. Source does not match data read. 

Action: The ASC and ASCQ can be looked up in the SCSI 3 RFC, 

page 81. 

Srv9385W Reserved. ASC: 0x%x ASCQ: 0x%x Status: 0x%x 

Status2: 0x%x  
Reason: SCSI return code. Internal error. 

Action: The ASC and ASCQ can be looked up in the SCSI 3 RFC, 

page 81. 

Srv9386E Can't release reserve 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9387E Tape access error. 

Srv9388I Eject requested but drive already empty 

Srv9389E Not a tape device. Type: 0x%x 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support for an 

interpretation of the peripheral qualifier. 

Registered name file access errors 

Srv9390D Error opening registered name file. 

Srv9391D Error reading registered name file. 

Srv9392E Error reading registered name file. 

Srv9393E Error writing registered name file. 

Srv9394E Error deleting registered name file. 

Srv9395D Registered Name file invalid (%s)  
Reason: Please send this file to FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9396D Deleting old registry entry %s (last used %s) 

Srv9397E Cache memory shortage: %s 
Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv9398E Registry entry %s not found: %s  
Reason: Internal error 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9399D Error creating registry profile file 

Intercomputer structure errors 
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Srv9400E Insufficient data  
Reason: There must be at least 3 bytes passed to the parsing 

routines, and there was less. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9401E Unexpected structure received 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9402E A required field is missing  
Reason: Occurred during string parsing. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9403E Field exceeds data  
Reason: During a parse, the field position plus the field length is 

greater than the structure length. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9404E Field length exceeds field  
Reason: The length of a field is larger than the size given to hold the 

data. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9405E Struture has too few fields. 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9406E A required field is missing  
Reason: Occurred during string parsing. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9407E Password change not supported.  
Reason: Slashes are also not supported in the password. 

Action: Respecify your security information. 

Srv9408E Unknown console subtype 0x%x  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9409E Unknown utility subtype 0x%x  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9410E Buffer exceeded  
Reason: While constructing an intercomputer structure, the internal 

buffer length was exceeded. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9411E Remaining data too large for field (%u > %u)  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9412E Unknown profile subtype 0x%x  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9413E Unknown tape library subtype 0x%x 
Action: Upgrade the Reservoir version. 

Srv9414E Unknown UPSTREAM/SOS subtype 0x%x 
Action: Upgrade the Reservoir version. 

Srv9415E Unknown subtype (0x%x)  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9416E Unknown shared tape subtype (0x%x)  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9417E Unknown duplicate mgmt. subtype (0x%x)  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9418E Bad size - Usually corrupt data  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9419E Unknown trace subtype (0x%x) 

Tape label access errors 

Srv9420E Tape labels must be 80 bytes.  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9421W Bad tape number  
Reason: This tape can't be used. 

Srv9422W Bad tape identifier  
Reason: This tape can't be used. 

Srv9423E Internal label record build error  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

USLabel media labeling library errors 

Srv9430W Invalid tape label  
Reason: The tape label appeared to be an UPSTREAM tape but on 

further inspection failed integrity checking. 

Action: Reformat this tape. 

Srv9431I UPSTREAM formatted tape: VolSer: %s 

Srv9432I Non-UPSTREAM formatted tape: %s 

Srv9433I Appears to be UPSTREAM formatted tape VolSer: 

%s, but %s 

Remote storage manager access errors 

Srv9434E Error reallocating a tape. 
Action: See additional messages 

Srv9435D Invalid VOLSER (%s) - %s - a new one will be 

assigned. 

Srv9436E Expected partition for media %s 
Action: Validate the state of this media in Computer Management. 

Srv9437D Error getting library for media 
Action: See return code. 

Srv9438E Error getting partition info  
Reason: While determining if a given media is free, an error was 

detected. The search will continue. 

Action: See additional messages 
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Srv9439E Free tape not available in the %s pool 
Action: Add a new tape to the pool. 

Srv9440E Error loading RSM module 
Action: See additional messages 

Srv9441E Error opening NTMS session: %s 

Srv9442E Insufficient memory getting GUID list 
Action: Free memory or close applications 

Srv9443E Error getting RSM list 
Action: See additional messages 

Srv9444W Error getting drive information 
Action: See additional messages 

Srv9445W Error getting media information 
Action: See additional messages 

Srv9446E Error ejecting tape 
Action: See additional messages 

Srv9447W No media found for the given drive  
Reason: The media may already be ejected 

Srv9448E Drive not found  
Reason: The drive was not found in the removable storage manager 

list. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9449E Eject information not found  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9450D Eject timed out.  
Reason: The process will continue. 

Srv9451E Error getting object information 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9452E Object not found 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9453E Error getting pool information  
Reason: If the additional messages indicate that the object is not 

found, you must create a storage pool with the Object name below in 

Windows Computer Management. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9454E Error allocating media. 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9455E Error mounting media 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9456E Error getting drive name mounting a new tape 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9457E Improperly formatted GUID  
Reason: The GUID is used to address remote storage manager 

objects, and must be 38 characters. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9458W Error occurred releasing a tape. 

Srv9459E Error occurred while mounting a tape. 

Srv9460W Error occurred unmounting a tape.  
Reason: This tape will have to be unmounted manually. 

Srv9461E Error occurred updating tape label. 

Srv9462I Dismounting %s %s 

Srv9463E Error getting partition list size  
Reason: When allocating new media, there was an error determining 

the size of the list of existing partitions in the UPSTREAM pool. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9464E Error getting partition list  
Reason: When allocating new media, there was an error getting the 

list of partitions in the UPSTREAM pool. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9465E Insufficient memory 
Action: Free memory or close applications 

Srv9466E Media not found (%s)  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9467E Error determining new VOLSER.  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9468E Error getting PMID for media 

Srv9469W Error getting physical media info for UPSTREAM 

media. 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9470E Error while getting scratch tape. 

Srv9471E Error getting pool information  
Reason: While getting the pool info to determine the media's GUID, 

there was a Windows error. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9472E Error allocating media from import pool 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9473E Free pool not found  
Reason: The free pool for this media type was not found in the list. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9474E Error moving unrecognized media to free pool. 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9475E Error moving unrecognized media to UPSTREAM 

pool. 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9476E Attempt to re-find allocated tape: %s failed 
Action: Retry the attempt after a tape refresh. 
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Srv9477E Timed out allocate of unrecognized tape 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9478I Releasing tape. VolSer: %s, Media: %s 

Srv9479I Allocating tape. VolSer: %s, Media: %s 

Srv9480I Assigned VolSer. VolSer: %s, Media: %s 

Srv9481D Media missing for VolSer: %s, trying imported media 

in pool: %s  
Reason: The media listed above is not found when we attempted to 

access it. Now we're going to search the pool above for media with 

the specified VolSer. This happens when RSM loses its knowledge 

of media, and you reinject the media back into RSM. Subsequent 

errors may indicate problems finding this media. 

Srv9482E Error occurred reallocating missing media. 
Action: See subsequent messages. 

Srv9483E Missing media not found - VolSer: %s 
Action: Make the VolSer above available to RSM. 

Srv9484D Reallocating VolSer %s  
Reason: An attempt will be made to use this media. 

Srv9485D Retrying operation with modified media ID  
Reason: Similar media has been found and will be used. 

Srv9486D Media found in %s pool, but marked as free  
Reason: UPSTREAM will allocate this media now, but you should 

verify that no other media is in an position to be lost through 

reallocation. 

Srv9487D Searching all pools for media 

Srv9488E Media found but an error occurred getting pool 
Action: See subsequent messages. 

Srv9489D Media found in %s pool...reallocating 

Srv9490E Error occurred while retrying missing media 
Action: See subsequent messages. 

Srv9491E Error moving to UPSTREAM pool. 
Action: See subsequent messages. 

Srv9492E Error locking media we own (%s) 
Action: Retry later. 

Srv9493E Error locking media we own (%s) 
Action: Retry later. 

Srv9494I Mounting VolSer: %s %s 

Srv9495E Unexpected hold type 0x%x  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9496I Tape mounted: %s, drive: %s 

Srv9497E Library type not supported on this platform 
Action: Specify in usserver.cfg a supported LIBRARYTYPE for this 

platform. 

Srv9498W Missing media not found to delete - VolSer: %s 
Action: You will need to deallocate this tape manually after 

verifying it's not used by active backups. 

Intermediate disk/tape access errors 

Srv9499E Data larger than buffer (%u > %u)  
Reason: Either the record size is too large or the data buffer size in 

the profile is set too small. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv9500E Attempt to write NULL record  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9501E Bad length on disk/tape  
Reason: This disk/tape may not be usable. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9502E Bad record type on disk/tape 
Action: Verify that this is UPSTREAM media. 

Srv9503E Insufficient memory 
Action: Close applications or free disk space. 

Srv9504E Error parsing disk/tape catalog record 
Action: See additional messages 

Srv9505E Bad disk/tape record length 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9506W Not C record  
Reason: Repeating C records were supposed to follow the non-

repeating C record. This is not a fatal error. 

Srv9507E Error parsing disk/tape catalog repeated record 
Action: See additional messages 

Srv9508E Error parsing disk/tape file info record 
Action: See additional messages 

Srv9509E Error build non-repeating catalog disk/tape record 
Action: See additional messages 

Srv9510E Error writing a record to disk/tape. 
Action: See additional messages 

Srv9511E Invalid record type (0x%x)  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9512E Insufficient memory  
Reason: Can't allocate write disk cache memory. 

Action: Close programs or free memory. 

Srv9513E Can't convert media to binary  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 
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Srv9514E Unknown record type (0x%x) at block #%u  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9515E Error reading record 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9516E Expected 'C' record, found %c record  
Reason: Internal error. Indicates corruption. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9517E Insufficient memory  
Reason: Insufficient memory to allocate a temporary write buffer. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv9518E Expecting media record  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9519I Error parsing remove file structure on disk/tape.  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Dispatcher errors 

Srv9520I (Dispatcher) Loading schedules from %s  
Reason: Dispatcher started. 

Srv9521E (Dispatcher) Schedule file(s) in use by process #%s  
Reason: Dispatcher can not be started. 

Srv9522E (Dispatcher) Schedule file(s) not found in %s  
Reason: Dispatcher was not started. 

Srv9523E (Dispatcher) Error creating Dispatcher PID file: %s 

%s  
Reason: Dispatcher was not started. 

Srv9524E (Dispatcher) Dispatcher is stopping.  
Reason: Dispatcher was not started. Try later. 

Srv9525E (Dispatcher) Dispatcher is reloading schedules.  
Reason: Dispatcher was not started. Try later. 

Srv9526E (Dispatcher) Dispatcher is in unknown state.  
Reason: Dispatcher was not started. Try later. 

Srv9527I (Dispatcher) No schedules found.  
Reason: Dispatcher was not started. 

Srv9528E (Dispatcher) Error parsing parameters from: 

Srv9529E (Dispatcher) Error processing schedule parameters 

from: 

Srv9530E (Dispatcher) Schedule "%s" on %s: %s 

Srv9531I (Dispatcher) FDR/UPSTREAM (schedule "%s") on 

%s finished %s 

Srv9532I (Dispatcher) FDR/UPSTREAM started from "%s, 

%s" on %s 

Srv9533E (Dispatcher) FDR/UPSTREAM start failed 

Srv9534E (Dispatcher) Error reading schedules 

Srv9535E (Dispatcher) Error checking contingency for %s: %s 

Srv9536E (Dispatcher) Error saving running schedules: 

Srv9537E (Dispatcher) Error getting saved schedules: %s.  
Reason: The state of your Schedule Sets and Scheduled Commands 

is lost. You may see your scheduled task starting up again even 

though they did run today or were suspended. 

Srv9538E (Dispatcher) Error writing schedule set file. 

Srv9539E (Dispatcher) Error processing Dispatcher update 

request.  
Reason: There were errors updating this schedule set. Due to these 

errors schedule set data may be lost: 

Srv9540I (Dispatcher) Reloading new schedules from %s. 

Srv9541E (Dispatcher) FDR/UPSTREAM (schedule "%s") on 

%s failed. 

Srv9542E (Dispatcher) FDR/UPSTREAM (schedule "%s") on 

%s failed to start.  
Reason: Unable to start USTBATCH or communicate with the 

target. 

Srv9543I (Dispatcher) Started %s, ended %s 

Srv9544E (Dispatcher) Error.in time spec.  
Reason: Dispatcher command failed. 

Srv9545E (Dispatcher) Time passed.  
Reason: The time specified for the command passed. 

Srv9546E (Dispatcher) ScheduleSet file error. 

Srv9547E (Dispatcher) Error processing Dispatcher command. 

Srv9548I (Dispatcher) Received a command: 

Srv9549I (Dispatcher) Command processed. 

Srv9550E (Dispatcher) Unknown command. 

Srv9551E (Dispatcher) Error deleting DispatcherID file.. 

Srv9552I (Dispatcher) Dispatcher is stopped now. 

Srv9553I (Dispatcher) All schedules resumed. 

Srv9554I (Dispatcher) All schedules suspended. 

Srv9555I (Dispatcher) Dispatcher DISABLED. 

Srv9556E (Dispatcher) Error processing Dispatcher info request. 
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Srv9557E (Dispatcher) Error processing Dispatcher update 

request.  
Reason: Due to previous errors the schedule set was reset to the 

original state. 

Srv9558E (Dispatcher) Dispatcher is stopped (or stopping).  
Reason: Requested operation was not performed. Try later. 

Srv9559I (Dispatcher) Schedule "%s, %s on %s" resumed. 

Srv9560I (Dispatcher) Schedule "%s, %s on %s" suspended. 

Srv9561E (Dispatcher) Schedule to suspend not found. 

Srv9562E (Dispatcher) Schedule to resume not found. 

Srv9563E (Dispatcher) Error sending schedule set info. 

Srv9564E (Dispatcher) Schedule to unload not found. 

Srv9565I (Dispatcher) Schedule "%s" unloaded. 

Srv9566I (Dispatcher) All schedules unloaded. 

Srv9567I (Dispatcher) Schedule "%s" loaded. 

Srv9568E (Dispatcher) Schedule to reload not found. 

Srv9569E (Dispatcher) Schedule processing error: 

Srv9570D (Dispatcher) Scheduled job skipped. 

Srv9571E (Dispatcher) Scheduled job violation.  
Reason: Running in violation of the current contingency:. 

Srv9572E (Dispatcher) Another Dispatcher is running.  
Reason: Dispatcher was not started. 

Srv9573E (Dispatcher) Wrong check date format. 

Srv9574E (Dispatcher) Security error.  
Reason: User either not logged in, or not authorized to work with the 

Dispatcher. 

Srv9575E (Dispatcher) "Show" request error.  
Reason: Insufficient memory. 

Srv9576W (Dispatcher) Unknown command "%s", ignored. 

Srv9577E (Dispatcher) Start Job command error.  
Reason: Schedule - Target combination not found: 

Srv9578E (Dispatcher) Start Job command error.  
Reason: Schedule was suspended: 

Srv9579E (Dispatcher) Start Job command error.  
Reason: Schedule is currently running: 

Srv9580E (Dispatcher) Start Job command error.  
Reason: RUNTIME name for the Schedule not found: 

Srv9581I (Dispatcher) Suspended (initially or from the previous 

run): 

Srv9582E (Dispatcher) Communication error.  
Reason: Error negotiating resources with the Storage Server. 

Srv9583E (Dispatcher) Memory allocation error.  
Reason: Memory allocation error processing delayed SUSPEND 

command. 

Action: Free memory and restart Dispatcher. 

Srv9584E (Dispatcher) Memory allocation error.  
Reason: Memory allocation error processing delayed RESUME 

command. 

Action: Free memory and restart Dispatcher. 

Srv9585E (Dispatcher) Memory allocation error.  
Reason: Memory allocation error processing delayed UNLOAD 

command. 

Action: Free memory and restart Dispatcher. 

Srv9586E (Dispatcher) Memory allocation error.  
Reason: Memory allocation error processing delayed RELOAD 

command. 

Action: Free memory and restart Dispatcher. 

Srv9587E (Dispatcher) Memory allocation error.  
Reason: Memory allocation error processing delayed STOP 

command. 

Action: Free memory and restart Dispatcher. 

Srv9588E (Dispatcher) Job to remove is running: 

Srv9589E (Dispatcher) Job to remove not found: 

Srv9590E (Dispatcher) Memory allocation error.  
Reason: Memory allocation error processing delayed START 

command. 

Action: Free memory and restart Dispatcher. 

Srv9591E (Dispatcher) Memory allocation error.  
Reason: Memory allocation error processing delayed START JOB 

command. 

Action: Free memory and restart Dispatcher. 

Srv9592E (Dispatcher) Error.in time spec.  
Reason: JOB was not started. 

Srv9593E (Dispatcher) Wrong flag.  
Reason: Wrong flag in the Dispatcher command. 

Srv9594E (Dispatcher) No UPSTREAMPATH.  
Reason: Environment variable UPSTREAMPATH was not set. 

Please check your start up script or contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech 

Support, 

Srv9595E (Dispatcher) Command not found.  
Reason: Deferred Dispatcher command to REMOVE not found. 

Srv9596E (Dispatcher) Command not found.  
Reason: Deferred Dispatcher command to Execute Now not found. 

Srv9597E (Dispatcher) Scheduled job skipped. 
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Srv9598E (Dispatcher) Unable to get exclusive lock. 

Srv9599W (Dispatcher) Warning processing schedule sets. 

UPSTREAM Server tasking errors 

Srv9600E Error getting socket from UPSTREAM Server  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9601E Error receiving initial request 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9602E Insufficient memory  
Reason: Error allocating task buffer. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv9603E Error occurred while getting initial task data 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9604E No data to receive (socket %s)  
Reason: There was no data pending in the initial receive from the 

remote. This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9605E Error parsing start conversation  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9606E Error receiving task from remote  
Reason: After receiving the start conversation, there was an error 

receiving the remote request. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9607E Unsupported task  
Reason: The specified task is not currently supported. 

Action: Request a supported task. 

Srv9608E Unsupported initial task  
Reason: The specified task is not currently supported. 

Action: Request a supported task. 

Srv9609D Host send performance test 

Srv9610D Host receive performance test 

Srv9611E Host send performance test 

Srv9612E Host receive performance test 

Srv9613D Security validation 

Srv9614E Security validation 

Srv9615D Performance test successful 

Srv9616D Security validated%s 

Srv9617D Registration request 

Srv9618D Inquire versions 

Srv9619E Inquire versions 

Srv9620E No tape drives found 

Srv9621E Drive selection during inquire versions 

Srv9622E User requested termination 

Srv9623E Error opening drive 

Srv9624E Unexpected end of tape/disk file 

Srv9625E Unexpected end of tape/disk media 

Srv9626E Unexpected tape record type 

Srv9627E Backup profile on tape does not match request 

Srv9628E Version on tape does not match request 

Srv9629D File inquiry 

Srv9630E Error occurred during file inquiry 

Srv9631E No files matched specification 

Srv9632D File inquiry sent %ld files (skipped %ld files) 

Srv9633D Restore request 

Srv9634E Error occurred during restore 

Srv9635D Restore successful, sent %ld files (skipped %ld files) 

Srv9636E File transfer not supported 

Srv9637E Too many duplicates  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9638E Insufficient memory  
Reason: During the file sort there were too many files for the amount 

of available memory. 

Action: Free memory and/or disk, close applications, or use the 

USDNOINQUIRESORT environment variable. 

Srv9639E Error parsing  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9640E Insufficient memory  
Reason: During the restore there were too many files for the amount 

of available memory. 

Action: Free memory and/or disk, close applications or specify a 

single version restore. 

Srv9641E Insufficient memory  
Reason: During a file inquiry there were too many files for the 

amount of available memory. 
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Action: Free memory and/or disk, close applications or specify a 

single version restore. 

Srv9642E Unknown console task  
Reason: The request was not known by this version of UPSTREAM. 

Action: Verify that the console is running the same version of 

UPSTREAM as this facility. 

Srv9643D Regen process 

Srv9644E Error occurred during a regen 

Srv9645D Regen backup complete %ld files/dirs 

Srv9646D Regen tape complete %d backups %ld files/dirs 

Srv9647W Error sending status messages  
Reason: The process will continue. 

Srv9648E Exceeded maximum mount retries 

Srv9649E Exceeded maximum mount retries (on secondary tape) 

Srv9650D Backup request 

Srv9651E Error occurred during backup 

Srv9652D Backup successful, received %s files, %s directories, 

%s bytes (%s transmitted) 

Srv9653E Insufficient memory  
Reason: Could not allocate media list 

Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv9654E Error occurred while writing a tape label.  
Reason: This is the first write generally performed. May indicate a 

problem with the device driver. 

Srv9655E Unexpected end of medium  
Reason: The tape was too short to write tape header info. 

Action: Retry with a longer tape. 

Srv9656I Performing system maintenance (v%s, OS: %s) 

Srv9657D Beginning %s backup, Profile: %s, Version date: %s 

%s 

Srv9658D Backup broken but preserved  
Reason: The backup had a communications error, but is being 

preserved for partial restores or a later restart. 

Srv9659E Backup failed. 

Srv9660E Error writing tape trailer 

Srv9661E Insufficient memory  
Reason: While setting up for a file inquiry. 

Action: Free memory or close programs. 

Srv9662E No backups found  
Reason: No backups were found that matched the combination of 

backup profile and version date that you specified on the inquiry. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv9663D No files found that match inquiry request 
Action: Respecify. 

Srv9664E Error occurred during registration. 

Srv9665E No registered clients found. 

Srv9666I Registration %s request successful %s 

Srv9667E Insufficient memory  
Reason: While allocating a small amount of memory to begin 

mounting tapes or disk files. 

Action: Close programs or free memory. 

Srv9668D Not a MVS formatted tape  
Reason: Please insert the requested tape. 

Srv9669D Wrong tape. Expected VOLSER: %s, got %s  
Reason: Please insert the requested tape. 

Srv9670E Error seeking to tape start 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9671E No data on tape  
Reason: End of media or end of file occurred on the first file entry. 

Action: Bad tape - exclude this backup from your selection. 

Srv9672E Error reading profile info (%s) 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9673I Using global configuration for profile %s 

Srv9674I Using default configuration for profile %s 

Srv9675E Database must be enabled 
Action: Run the web configuration and enable the database. 

Srv9676I New tape label. VolSer: %s 

Srv9677I Updated tape label. VolSer: %s 

Srv9678I Remove backup request. Profile: %s, Version: %s 

Srv9679E Error occurred during remove backup. 

Srv9680I Remove backup successful. 

Srv9681I Tape label corrupt (%s) - rewriting... 

Srv9682E Invalid tape label (%s != %s)  
Reason: The RSM indicates a tape label on a tape which actually has 

a different label. 

Action: Examine the tape. If the label on the tape matches the first 

name in parens above, do a full inventory of the library. Otherwise, 

verify that the correct tape is mounted. 

Srv9683E Insufficient memory  
Reason: When receiving merge full backup information, there was 
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not enough memory to allocate the required data structure. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv9684E Insufficient memory  
Reason: When receiving merge full backup information, there was 

not enough memory to add to the required data structure. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv9685E Unexpected end of media list (%s)  
Reason: While performing a sequential scan through the backup 

media (typically for a full merge backup), the media list ended 

unexpectedly. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9686E Error occurred during merge phase 2 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9687E Security insufficient 
Action: Login with a different user. 

Srv9688E Insufficient security 
Action: Login with a different user. 

Srv9689E Expected records  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9690E Error occurred during merge phase 2 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9691I Restart backup request. Profile: %s, Version: %s 

Srv9692E Error occurred during a backup restart 

Srv9693D Restarted backup successful. 

Srv9694E Requested backup:%s not found  
Reason: This backup can not be restarted. 

Srv9695E Backup past restart or not restartable  
Reason: This backup can't be restarted. 

Action: Re-run the backup in its entirety. 

Srv9696E Attempt to append with no prior tape. 
Action: Perform a first full or retry the backup. 

Srv9697D Backup restartable. Last successful file: %s 

Srv9698E Error writing tape end of volume. 
Action: See subsequent messages. 

Srv9699E Expected tape while processing tape backup %s  
Reason: Internal error 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

File info package errors 

Srv9700E Insufficient memory  
Reason: While allocating memory for a FileInfo handle, there was 

insufficient memory. 

Action: Free memory and/or disk, or close applications. 

Srv9701E Error creating database 
Action: See file I/O messages. 

Srv9702E Error writing database header block 
Action: See file I/O messages. 

Srv9703E Error deleting file info file 
Action: See file I/O messages. 

Srv9704E Error writing backup description 
Action: See file I/O messages. 

Srv9705E Error writing backup description 
Action: See file I/O messages. 

Srv9706E No repeated list  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9707E Error creating database index 
Action: See file I/O messages. 

Srv9708E Error allocating memory 
Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv9709E Error writing file information 
Action: See file I/O messages. 

Srv9710E Unqualified file name  
Reason: During an index operation an unqualified file name was 

detected. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9711E Insufficient memory  
Reason: There was insufficient memory adding an index entry to the 

directory list. 

Action: Close applications or free memory 

Srv9712E Insufficient memory  
Reason: There was insufficient memory adding an index entry to the 

directory list. 

Action: Close applications or free memory 

Srv9713E Insufficient memory  
Reason: There was insufficient memory adding an index entry to the 

files list. 

Action: Close applications or free memory 

Srv9714E Error writing index header 
Action: See file I/O messages. 

Srv9715E Error writing index directory entry 
Action: See file I/O messages. 

Srv9716E Error writing index file entry 
Action: See file I/O messages. 

Srv9717E Error opening file info file 
Action: See file I/O messages. 

Srv9718E End of file in read of partial length  
Reason: This backup has a damaged index which may indicate a 

damaged backup. 
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Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support for help in 

determining how to deal with this backup. 

Srv9719E Read data greater than the maximum 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9720E End of file when expecting data  
Reason: You may need to delete this file. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9721E Error reading file info header  
Reason: You may need to delete this file. 

Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9722E Invalid structure type 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9723D Invalid header  
Reason: The header fields do not match the file. The file will be used 

anyway. 

Srv9724E Invalid file version  
Reason: The file info file has a greater version than supported by this 

version of the program. 

Action: Upgrade this program. 

Srv9725E Error reading index header 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9726E Index does not match the file info file  
Reason: The file will be reindexed now. 

Srv9727W Index not completed  
Reason: The file will be reindexed now. 

Srv9728E Error reading non-repeating description 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9729E Error reading repeating description 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9730E Error reading file info for reindex 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9731E Error parsing file info during reindex 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9732E Error searching for backups (first) 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9733E Error searching for backups (next) 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9734E Error adding file to index 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv9735E Bad file info file name (%s)  
Reason: This is an internal FDR/UPSTREAM error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9736E Error deleting file info file 
Action: See subsequent I/O messages. 

Srv9737E Error deleting directory index file 
Action: See subsequent I/O messages. 

Srv9738E Error opening index of files 
Action: Verify that you have both the directory and file index files 

for a given file info file. 

Srv9739E Error reading files index file 
Action: See subsequent I/O errors. 

Srv9740W Files index file bad  
Reason: An automatic reindex will be performed. 

Srv9741W File info data size too large  
Reason: This file will be skipped (assumed to be bad). 

Srv9742E Error writing tape record. 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9743E Insufficient memory 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv9744E Insufficient memory 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv9745E Insufficient memory 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv9746E No backups found  
Reason: No backups match the backup profile/version date 

combination that you specified. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv9747E Invalid file spec - No level above  
Reason: Your file spec must include a slash or backslash. 

Action: Respecify 

Srv9748E Occurred during directory search read 

Srv9749E Occurred during a file list (by index) 

Srv9750E Occurred during a file list (by entry) 

Srv9751E Occurred during file information processing 

Srv9752E Exceeded maximum number of tapes (%u > %u) 
Action: You will need to increase the maximum number of tapes in 

the UPSTREAM configuration and then re-run your backup. 

Srv9753E Internal read error 

Srv9754E Error reading directory index file 
Action: Reindex this backup. 

Srv9755E Error reading file index file 
Action: Reindex this backup. 

Srv9756E Unexpected EOF reading file index file. 
Action: Reindex this backup. 

Srv9757E Insufficient memory 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 
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Srv9758E Backup #%d not found  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9759E Exceeded number of tapes (%u > %u)  
Reason: Usually indicates an unexpected end of file. Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9760E Error reading tape entry from file info file.  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9761E Error deleting file index file 
Action: See subsequent I/O messages. 

Srv9762E Error creating backups directory 
Action: See subsequent I/O messages. 

Srv9763E Error creating backup directory 
Action: See subsequent I/O messages. 

Srv9764E Backup profile lost (%s missing searching for %s)  
Reason: Internal error 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9765E Error deleting empty backup directory 
Action: See subsequent I/O messages. 

Srv9766E Insufficient memory  
Reason: When receiving merge full backup information, there was 

not enough memory to add backups to the required data structure. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv9767E Insufficient memory  
Reason: When receiving merge full backup information, there was 

not enough memory to add media to the required data structure. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv9768E Error creating fake directory entry 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9769E Error locking backup version. 
Action: Wait for the backup to be released. 

Srv9770E Error locking backup version (non-exclusive). 
Action: Wait for the backup to be released. 

Srv9771E Backup version locked 
Action: Wait for the backup to be released. 

Srv9772E Error locking backup version (non-backup). 
Action: Wait for all operations to cease 

Srv9773E Can't create non-exclusive semaphore 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9774E Can't release semaphore 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9775E Empty tape set: %s for version %s  
Reason: The tape set contains no tapes at all. 

Action: Rebuild the tape set using the Director and then regen all of 

the backups back in. 

Srv9776E Error reading file info data  
Reason: This backup has a damaged index which may indicate a 

damaged backup. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support for help in 

determining how to deal with this backup. 

Srv9777E NULL file info search handle  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9778E Deleting incomplete backup index, Profile: %s, 

Version: %s  
Reason: The indexes for this backup are corrupted and can't be 

recovered. 

Action: You will need to manually delete the backup media or regen 

the backup. 

Srv9779E Bad file info handle during %s  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9780E Error reading vault profile %s, %s %s 
Action: See message above. 

Srv9781E Vault profile %s can't use default or global values 
Action: Specify the characteristics for the profile above. 

Srv9782E No files match: %s 
Action: Respecify. 

Srv9783E Error creating version lock. 

Srv9784E Lock handle missing.  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9785E Error reading vault profile %s, %s %s 
Action: See message above. 

Srv9786E Error creating profile directory 

Srv9787E VolSer %s in multiple filesets. Deleting older.  
Reason: This is a serious error and should never occur. Please 

contact UPSTREAM technical support immediately! UPSTREAM 

will automatically delete the older backups and fileset to keep this 

problem from escalating. Please contact UPSTREAM technical 

support so that it can be avoided in the future. 

Srv9788E Dup tape %s backup, Profile: %s, Version: %s  
Reason: This tapeset should be examined. If it is indeed duplicate, 

you may choose to delete it. 

Srv9789E Insufficient memory  
Reason: Allocating search handle. 

Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv9790D Error reading file info - retry (%s) (%s)  
Reason: There was an error reading a backup. It will be retried and if 

it continues to fail, the operation will fail. 

Srv9791D Error creating vault once file for %s  
Reason: The result is that this backup may be vaulted multiple times. 
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Srv9792D Error writing vault once file for %s  
Reason: The result is that this backup may be vaulted multiple times. 

Srv9793D Request to convert backup to existing type (%s)  
Reason: The backup is already the type requested. 

Srv9794E Error renaming index files converting to incr. 

Srv9795E Disk name length invalid - reconverting to full. 

Srv9796E Insufficient memory - sort backups 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv9797E No files found to restore 

Srv9798W No files match: %s 
Action: Respecify. 

Srv9799E Error while creating file info used file 

Garbage collection errors 

Srv9800E Insufficient memory  
Reason: Garbage collection can't be performed. 

Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv9801I Releasing tape: %s (volser %s) 

Srv9802I Deleting backup. %sProfile: %s, Version date: %s %s 

Srv9803E Error reading profile definition for %s  
Reason: During garbage collection there was an error reading the 

profile .prf file. 

Action: See additional messages 

Srv9804E Tape set contains an active backup  
Reason: Only tape sets without active backups can be deleted. 

Action: Delete any active backups and the tape set will be 

automatically deleted. 

Srv9805E Insufficient memory  
Reason: Garbage collection can't be performed. 

Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv9806E Insufficient memory  
Reason: Garbage collection can't be performed. 

Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv9807D Not deleting last full: %s/%s  
Reason: As part of standard garbage collection, this backup would 

be deleted, but UPSTREAM will preserve it because it's the last full 

for this profile. If you want to delete this backup, you must delete it 

manually. 

Srv9808D Not deleting incr after last full: %s/%s  
Reason: As part of standard garbage collection, this backup would 

be deleted, but UPSTREAM will preserve it because it's an 

incremental which is part of the last full for this profile. If you want 

to delete this backup, you must delete it manually. 

Srv9809D Not deleting interrupted last full: %s/%s  
Reason: As part of standard garbage collection, this backup would 

be deleted, but UPSTREAM will preserve it because it's interrupted 

and an interrupted backup can't be the last full. If you want to delete 

this backup, you must delete it manually. 

Srv9810D Not deleting interrupted incr after last full: %s/%s  
Reason: As part of standard garbage collection, this backup would 

be deleted, but UPSTREAM will preserve it because it's an 

incremental which is part of the last full for this profile. If you want 

to delete this backup, you must delete it manually. 

Srv9811E Insufficient memory allocating GC trees. 
Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv9812E Expected version for profile  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9813D Disk backup missing. Profile: %s, Date: %s, Type: %s  
Reason: The index files for this backup will now be deleted to keep 

the backup from improperly being preserved as the last full. 

Action: If you can recover the disk backup you will also need to 

recover the index files. 

Tape set errors 

Srv9814E Backup not found for position: %s in Pool: %s, DSN: 

%s %s 

Srv9815E Attempt to read deleted tapeset %s/%s  
Reason: Internal Error 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9816D Disabling cache: %s  
Reason: Tape Set Cache is now disabled, but all functions will still 

work, but at a degraded speed. 

Srv9817E Unexpected EOF reading tape #%u in %s 

Srv9818E Insufficient memory (allocate tape set tree) 

Srv9819D Can't find backup %s/%s to change typele type of %s 

Srv9820E Error writing file to convert file type 

Srv9821E Error reopening file to convert file type 

Srv9822E Backup not found in tapeset file %s  
Reason: Conversion of full to incr has failed. 

Srv9823E Insufficient memory in caching tapeset list 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv9824E Error deleting append checkpoint file 

Srv9825E Error creating tape set directory %s %s 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9826E Error creating tape set file. 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9827E Insufficient memory 
Action: Close applications or free memory. 
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Srv9828E Error opening tape set file. 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9829E Error writing backup to tape set file. 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9830E Error writing tape to tape set file. 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9831E Error deleting tape set file. 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9832E Error opening tape set file for read. 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9833E Error reading tape set file. 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv9834E Unexpected end of file on tape set file %s 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9835E Invalid tape set record length %u in %s 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9836E Unexpected end of file on tape set file %s 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9837D Invalid tape set name %s, %s 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9838E Missing tape set name value %s during %s 
Action: Specify the name correctly. 

Srv9839I Creating tape set: %s 

Srv9840I Deleting tape set: %s 

Srv9841E Unexpected EOF in tape set: %s  
Reason: Internal error 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9842D Deleting tapeset %s  
Reason: All of the backups are deleted in this tapeset, so we're 

freeing the contents. 

Srv9843E Can't create auto-GC suppression file  
Reason: This tapeset will probably be automatically garbage 

collected. Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9844D Attempt to write invalid backup record to tapeset  
Reason: This record will be ignored. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9845E Error creating checkpoint file 

Srv9846E Error writing creating checkpoint file 

Srv9847E Error opening to read checkpoint file 

Srv9848E Error reading checkpoint file 

Srv9849E Unexpected EOF in checkpoint file %s 

File synchronization errors 

Srv9850E Bad file name  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv9851E Can't run restore during backup  
Reason: This backup profile is currently performing a backup at this 

time and restores can only run when there are no backups running. 

Action: Wait until the backup completes. 

Srv9852E Can't run backup during restore  
Reason: This backup profile is currently performing a restore at this 

time and backups can only run when there are no other operations 

running. 

Action: Wait until the backup completes. 

Srv9853E Backup profile busy %s %s.  
Reason: Error creating synchronization file. Typically this means 

that another operation is in progress. 

Action: Wait until the other operation completes. 

Srv9854E Insufficient memory  
Reason: While creating a tape sync buffer, there was insufficient 

memory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv9855E Waiting pending release cancelled 

Srv9856E Timed out waiting release of profile %s  
Reason: You may need to manually kill that process. 

SAN drive file errors 

Srv9875E Insufficient memory  
Reason: While allocating the SAN drives file handle 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv9876E Error opening SAN drives file. 
Action: See subsequent messages. 

Srv9877E Error reading SAN drives file. 
Action: See subsequent messages. 

Srv9878E Remote drive: %s not found 
Action: Specify a different drive 

Srv9879E No remote drives found 

Srv9880E Error deleting SAN drives file. 

Srv9881E Local drive %s not found in mapping file. 
Action: Respecify your SAN Drives mapping file. 

Srv9882E Error writing to the SAN Drives mapping file. 

Srv9883D Auto-association drive not found: %s, Serial: %s  
Reason: Auto-association is not working 

Action: Either specify the environment variable USNOSANASSOC 

or fix the drive access on this machine. 
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Srv9884I SAN Express Auto-assoc. complete, %u tape drives 

PlugIn errors 

Srv13000E No free slots 

Srv13001E Insufficient memory  
Reason: While listing libraries 

Action: Free memory or close applications 

Srv13002E Error reading library: %s %s 
Action: See details above. 

Srv13003E Error writing library: %s %s 
Action: See details above. 

Srv13004E Error setting to add drive to library: %s %s 
Action: See details above. 

Srv13005E Error adding drive to library: %s %s 
Action: See details above. 

Srv13006D Error opening library during list 

Srv13007E Error obtaining tape drive OS name. 

Srv13008E Insufficient memory.  
Reason: During library buffer allocation. 

Action: Free memory or close applications 

Srv13009D Library can't be accessed  
Reason: There was an error obtaining mode sense information for 

the library. 

Action: If you are using direct SCSI or fibre the SAN addresses may 

have changed. Thus, you may need to delete the *.library files, exit 

the Director, run maint, re-associate the drives, and set the "Use 

VolSer Index" checkbox. 

Srv13010E SCSI busy 

Srv13011E SCSI Reservation Conflict 
Action: Find the other system that has reserved the device and have 

it release it. 

Srv13012E Unknown status (0x%x) 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv13013E Invalid mode sense lengths (0x%x > 0x%x) for %s  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv13014E Error getting list of drives in library 

Srv13015E No drives found in library for %s 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv13016E Media type not available  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv13017E Specified drive/library not found (%s)  
Reason: Verify that the drive/library is attached. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv13018E No libraries found 
Action: Enable or connect a library 

Srv13019E Scratch pool %s not found or emptied  
Reason: You specified to not use unrecognized tapes and the scratch 

pool does not exist or there are no unrecognized tapes. 

Action: Manually create and populate the scratch pool. 

Srv13020E No available free tapes in %s scratch pool 
Action: Add tapes. 

Srv13021E Error during SCSI Initialize Element Status 

Srv13022E Find requested but no drive or library  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv13023E A specific library was requested but it's not enabled 

or present (%s) 
Action: Enable the library and retry. 

Srv13024E A specific drive was requested but it's not enabled or 

present (%s) 
Action: Enable the library and retry. 

Srv13025E Element Address Assignment not available (%s)  
Reason: UPSTREAM can not support this drive. 

Action: This drive will be disabled. 

Srv13026E Error in read element status  
Reason: The command used to perform a tape inventory failed 

Srv13027E For library %s, received inventory type %u  
Reason: When performing a slot inventory, instead of receiving type 

2 structures, we received the type above. 

Srv13028E Descriptor length 0 for %s  
Reason: Internal library error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv13029E Insufficient memory.  
Reason: When creating inventory array. 

Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv13030D Library: %s Slot %u, ASC: 0x%x, ASCQ: 0x%x %s  
Reason: For the slot in the library above, there is a problem detected 

in the inventory. 

Srv13031D Adding Uncataloged VolSer %s to scratch pool %s 

Srv13032D MTF label found on tape, but can't be used, creating 

label %s 

Srv13033D No label on tape, creating label %s 

Srv13034E No available tapes in pool %s 
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Srv13035E Can't unmount tape %s in drive %s - no free slots  
Reason: The tape will remain in the drive until you free a slot using 

the Director and then unmount the tape. 

Srv13036D Error ejecting tape to unmount 

Srv13037E Error moving tape from drive to slot 

Srv13038E While dismounting tape %s %s 

Srv13039E Can't dismount VolSer %s Drive %s - element 

addresses not obtained 

Srv13040E Error while mounting a tape 

Srv13041E VolSer too long (%s > 6 bytes)  
Reason: Specify a shorter Prefix. 

Srv13042D Error while creating drive structures 

Srv13043E Error while creating library structures 

Srv13044E Insufficient memory  
Reason: While clearing a unit attention 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv13045E No enabled libraries to get scratch tape from 
Action: Attach and enable a library 

Srv13046E Timed out waiting to detect %s in %s  
Reason: Check drive/library. Could be an association issue or no 

additional free drives to try. 

Srv13047D Mounting %s in %s 

Srv13048I Mounting %s on %s %s 

Srv13049I Releasing tape %s 

Srv13050I Deferred dismount of %s on %s 

Srv13051E Can't find drive for VolSer %s  
Reason: You may need to manually dismount the tape and delete the 

drive lock file. 

Srv13052I Unmounting %s on %s 

Srv13053E Insufficient memory 
Action: Close programs or free memory. 

Srv13054D Unmounting tape left mounted in %s  
Reason: This happens if a process doesn't complete. Verify that the 

tape is not orphaned. 

Srv13055E Library not found 
Action: Specify another library. 

Srv13056E Error during library sequencing  
Reason: While attempting to allow only one application at a time to 

access the library, this error occurred. 

Srv13057E Error injecting a tape 

Srv13058D Injecting tape: %s 

Srv13059D Ejecting tape: %s %s 

Srv13060E Error ejecting a tape 

Srv13061I VolSer %s not found to eject  
Reason: The tape was not found in any active inventory. It may have 

been ejected earlier. 

Srv13062E Expected tape in %s %s pool, found in %s %s pool 
Action: Repair can be complex, we recommend that you contact 

FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support 

Srv13063E Expected tape in %s %s pool, found in %s %s pool 
Action: Repair can be complex, we recommend that you contact 

FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support 

Srv13064D Wrong VolSer found when ejecting %s (ejecting %s) 

Srv13065E Wrong VolSer found when ejecting %s 

Srv13066D Bad label in drive (OS Name): %s 

Srv13067D Error disabling bad drive %s %s 

Srv13068W Error reserving library  
Reason: There was an error reserving a library so that other systems 

can not access it. 

Srv13069W Error releasing library  
Reason: There was an error releasing a library so that other systems 

can access it. 

Srv13070I Reserved library %u/%u/%u 

Srv13071I Released library %u/%u/%u 

Srv13072E Eject request with no tape in drive 

Srv13073E Error setting drive #%u in library %u/%u/%u %s 

%s 

Srv13074E Library not found during assoc./deassoc. 

Srv13075E Drive not found during assoc./deassoc. 

Srv13076D Automatically deassociating drive in library 

Srv13077I Element address already assigned - de-assigning 

%u/%u/%u 

Srv13078E Error deleting stand-alone drive during assoc. %s %s 

Srv13079E Element specified: %u out of range %u-%u 

Srv13080E Tape %s found in %s%s pool and %s%s pool  
Reason: For safety sake the tape will be deleted from both pools. 
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Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support for assistance in finding 

out why this occurred. 

Srv13081E Insufficient memory for pool maintenance 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv13082D Tape%s%s %s moved %s 

Srv13083E Error flushing inventory file 

Srv13084E Duplicate tape %s (%s pool: %s)  
Reason: In allocated pools, this tape will be preserved to maintain 

backup integrity. In scratch pools all duplicate instances are deleted. 

Srv13085E Timed out relocking library: %s 
Action: Retry the operation when it is less busy 

Srv13086E Association would result in too many drives (> %u) 
Action: Deassociate some drives until this message no longer 

appears. 

Srv13087D Notifying target %s: %s 

Srv13088E Error during library status initialization 

Srv13089E Error locking library during discovery 

Srv13090E Error locking library during SCSI call 

Srv13091E Error locking library getting scratch tape 

Srv13092E Error locking library updating inventory 

Srv13093E Error locking library during unmounting tape 

Srv13094E Error locking library during mounting tape 

Srv13095E Error locking library getting CAP inventory 

Srv13096E Error locking library getting drive inventory 

Srv13097E Error locking library injecting tape 

Srv13098E Error locking library ejecting tape 

Srv13099I Locking library %s 

Windows specific SCSI library errors 

Srv13100E Error listing SCSI libraries 

Srv13101E Insufficient memory  
Reason: To allocate Windows SCSI structure 

Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv13102E Error opening hardware registry key 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv13103E Error reading hardware registry key 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv13104E SCSI Registry key not a string 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv13105E Error opening device 

Srv13106E Error getting drive for library 

Srv13107E Expected drive for library %u/%u/%u  
Reason: Automatic drive association may not be working. 

Srv13108E Expected drive for library %u/%u/%u but got %u 

Srv13109E Error opening SCSI port key 

Srv13110E Drive name not found for %u/%u/%u  
Reason: UPSTREAM was not able to find the SCSI device for the 

registry key: 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\HARDWARE\DEVICEMAP\Scsi\ 

Scsi Port n\Scsi Bus n\Target Id n\Logical Unit Id n 

Srv13111E Insufficient memory allocating library 
Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv13112E Error opening tape to get address: %s 

Srv13113E Error getting device list #%u  
Reason: This keeps us from determining IBM formatted changers. 

SCSI library errors 

Srv13150I Unlocking library %s 

Srv13151E Timed out updating library listing slots during %s 

Srv13152E Timed out updating library finding free slot during 

%s 

Srv13153E Timed out updating library finding volser during %s 

Srv13154E Error locking the Import/Export port 

Srv13155E Error unlocking the Import/Export port 

Srv13156I Medium destination full  
Reason: This often occurs because a library takes a little while to 

auto-catalog the elements. The operation will be retried. 

Srv13157I Medium source empty  
Reason: This often occurs because a library takes a little while to 

auto-catalog the elements. The operation will be retried. 

Srv13158I USNOLIBMAINT specified to skip tape library maint 

Srv13159D Can't retrieve source element for drive %s  
Reason: This may cause problems later if you are using a profile set 

and an autoloader rather than a true library. 
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Srv13160D Retry mount tape: %s 

Srv13161D Can't find library for drive, retrying 

Srv13162D Error reading tape file %s, %s %s 

Srv13163D Error setting up tape file %s, %s %s 

Srv13164D Error initializing tape file %s, %s %s 

Srv13165D Library file failed after first passing  
Reason: Internal error. Fix: Call tech support. 

Srv13166D Tape %s already mounted (Task ID: %u) on drive 

%s. Will try to use it.  
Reason: Tape is locked by another task. We will verify that This task 

is terminated and then use the tape. 

Srv13167E Error listing tasks to use mounted tape 

Srv13168D Task ID: %u still running. Waiting until tape is free 

Srv13169E Tape %s not found on any drive 

Srv13170I Wait for tape to appear after mount set by env. var. 

%s to %u seconds 

Srv13171D Existing label too long, can't be used (%s) 

Srv13172D Missing label 

Srv13173D Error on drive %u/%u/%u 

Srv13174E Tape %s expected in %s pool, but not in any pool 
Action: Before moving this tape into a scratch pool we recommend 

running a tape history report to verify that the tape is not currently in 

use. 

Srv13175I Tape %s requested mount twice.  
Reason: Minor internal bug. 

Srv13176D Tape %s found in wrong allocated pool %s, moving 

to %s pool 

Srv13177D Tape %s found in %s scratch pool, moving to %s 

allocated pool  
Reason: This is unexpected but will be handled. 

Srv13178D Error re-reading the library config %s %s 

Srv13179W Error opening drive to dismount tape  
Reason: This may result in a tape left in a drive 

Action: Visually inspect the drive. 

Srv13180W Error opening drive to eject a tape  
Reason: This may result in a tape left in a drive 

Action: Visually inspect the drive. 

Srv13181D Inventory timeout set by environment to %u seconds  
Reason: Using the USINVENTORYTIMEOUT environment 

variable you set the inventory timeout. 

Srv13182D Tape %s on drive %s was owned by task %u, task 

not found; dismounting  
Reason: This appears to be an orphan tape. Will attempt to take 

ownership and dismount it. 

Srv13183E Tape %s not available and profile set to not wait 
Action: Pre-mount this tape or set the profile to wait. 

Srv13184E When attempting to eject %s, the import/export 

ports were full 
Action: Retry eject after clearing the ports in the library. 

Srv13185E Add tapes to the %s scratch pool 

Srv13186E While running 'intervention' script 

Srv13187E 'intervention' script requests job failure 

Srv13188E 'intervention' script returned illegal return code: %u 

Srv13189E Error finding %s in all libraries while %s 

Srv13190E 'intervention' script not found 
Action: An intervention script was configured, but not installed. The 

event will be failed. 

Srv13191I Library/Drive Auto Association Disabled  
Reason: You specified the environment variable 

USTAPELIBNOAUTOASSOC which disables drive to library 

element automatic association. 

Srv13192I User set USTAPELIBDRIVESUP which forces a 

drive ascending search 

Srv13193I User set USTAPELIBDRIVESDOWN which forces a 

drive descending search 

Srv13194E Missing Element Address Assignment Page  
Reason: When performing a MODE_SENSE for all mode pages, the 

element address assignment page was missing. This library will be 

disabled for now. 

Action: It is recommended that you delete this library file and run 

mainteance at your first opportunity. 

Srv13195I Tape/Library wait for %s 

Srv13196I Tape/Library wait completed successfully 

Srv13197I Tape/Library wait failed 

Srv13198E Script return code said to try once and then fail. This 

was our second try 

Srv13199D Found stand alone drive mapped in library 

%u/%u/%u. Deleting stand-alone file: %u/%u/%u  
Reason: The library file above has definitions that are in a stand-

alone drive. This duplication is invalid so the stand-alone drive is 

deleted. 

Srv13200E Error deleting duplicate library file 

Tape inventory management errors 
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Srv13201E Error during library inventory create 

Srv13202E Error during library inventory open 

Srv13203E Tape inventory file not found 

Srv13204E Error writing tape inventory header 

Srv13205E Error writing tape inventory data 

Srv13206E Insufficient memory.  
Reason: To allocate tape inventory handle. 

Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv13207E Error reading tape inventory header 

Srv13208E Error reading tape inventory header 

Srv13209E Invalid header size (%u != %u)  
Reason: This inventory may have been created with a newer version 

of the Reservoir and is incompatible with this version. 

Action: Use the version that created this inventory. 

Srv13210E Invalid header type (0x%x)  
Reason: This inventory file may be corrupt. 

Action: Reinventory. 

Srv13211D Error deleting tape inventory file  
Reason: This may be normal. 

Srv13212E Invalid handle: %s  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv13213E Invalid header read in (%s)  
Reason: This inventory file may be corrupt. 

Action: Reinventory. 

Srv13214E Insufficient memory.  
Reason: To allocate tape inventory slots. 

Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv13215E Error reading inventory slot data  
Reason: This inventory file may be corrupt. 

Action: Reinventory. 

Srv13216E Error locking inventory during create 

Srv13217E Error locking inventory during open 

Srv13218E Inventory header missing (%s) 
Action: Run maintenance. 

Srv13219E Inventory header incomplete 
Action: Run maintenance. 

Srv13220D Invalid header read in (%s)  
Reason: This inventory file may be corrupt. 

Action: An automatic reinventory will be done. 

Srv13221I Tape library locked by task (%s) 

Srv13222I Tape library unlocked by task (%s) 

Srv13223I Tape library inventory doesn't exist (%s)  
Reason: Will be recreated. 

Srv13224I Tape library zero length (%s)  
Reason: Will be recreated. 

Srv13225E Error reading global header (%s) (%s) 

Tape drive lock management 

Srv13251E Error writing tape drive lock file 

Srv13252E Error creating tape drive lock file %s %s %s 

Srv13253E Error deleting tape drive lock file 

Srv13254E Error reading tape drive lock file 

Srv13255E Error opening tape drive lock file %s %s %s 

Srv13256E Unexpected EOF in lock file %s %s %s 

Srv13257E Invalid data in lock file %s, %s, %s 

Srv13258D Bad VolSer in locking file for drive %s  
Reason: This file will be considered corrupt and it will be deleted. 

The operation will continue. 

Srv13259D Tape drive %s is locked; will wait 

Srv13260E Tape drive %s is locked; USNOWAITDRIVELOCK 

is set to not wait 

Srv13261D Tape drive %s is no longer locked  
Reason: Processing can now continue. 

Additional generic tape access errors 

Srv13275E Error while setting block size to write a label 

Srv13276E Error while setting block size after writing a label 

Srv13277E Tape status error 0x%x 

Srv13278E Error allocating memory 

Srv13279E (Linux) DRIVER_BUSY (driver status: 0x%x)  
Reason: The device driver is too busy to service this request. The 

system did not recommend a retry. 

Action: Update the device driver for this SCSI/Fibre card. 

Srv13280E (Linux) DRIVER_SOFT (driver status: 0x%x)  
Reason: The device driver received a soft error from the device and 

the system did not recommend a retry. 

Action: Check any system logs for the device. 
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Srv13281E (Linux) DRIVER_MEDIA (driver status: 0x%x)  
Reason: Media error. This media is defective. 

Action: Replace the media at the next possible opportunity. 

Srv13282E (Linux) DRIVER_ERROR (driver status: 0x%x)  
Reason: Generic device driver error. 

Action: You may need to upgrade the device driver for the 

fibre/SCSI card. 

Srv13283E (Linux) DRIVER_INVALID (driver status: 0x%x)  
Reason: Invalid function. Internal error. 

Action: Call tech support. 

Srv13284E (Linux) DRIVER_TIMEOUT (driver status: 0x%x) 
Action: Set the environment variable USDRIVETIMEOUT to 

increase it above the default 180 seconds, if there was not an error. 

Srv13285E (Linux) DRIVER_HARD (driver status: 0x%x) 
Action: Check any system logs for the device. 

Srv13286E (Linux) Unknown driver error (driver status: 0x%x) 
Action: Call tech support. 

Srv13287D Tape drive: %s needs cleaning 

Srv13288E (Solaris) Unexpected SCSI command: 0x%x 
Action: Call tech support 

Srv13289E (Linux) Sense buffer output 

Srv13290E (Linux) Unexpected SCSI command 0x%x  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Call tech support. 

Srv13291E Error obtaining inquiry info from drive. 

Srv13292D Error getting inquiry pages to associate drives with 

library 

Srv13293D Error writing message to tape drive 

Tape library tasks 

Srv13301E Error during tape library task 

Srv13302I Library list 

Srv13303I Library function successful 

Srv13304E Direct-connect SCSI only function 
Action: Respecify or reconfigure 

Srv13305E Error writing library info %s %s 

Srv13306E Error writing drive info %s %s 

Srv13307I Library update 

Srv13308I Library drive update 

Srv13309I Get inventory of %s 

Srv13310E Insufficient memory  
Reason: Listing tape inventory. 

Action: Close programs or free memory. 

Srv13311I Move tape %s to %s 

Srv13312E Function requires ACSLS or direct SCSI support 

Srv13313E VolSer not found  
Reason: During a move, the specified VolSer was not found in any 

pool. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv13314E VolSer %s in use in backup DSN: %s 

Srv13315I Inject tape(s) into %s 

Srv13316E Error during inject tape process. 

Srv13317E Tape specified for delete not found in any pool  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv13318E Import/Export Ports are empty or busy  
Reason: To inject a tape you must insert a tape into an Import/Export 

port (CAP). 

Action: Retry 

Srv13319E No more free slots  
Reason: To inject tapes, you must remove them first 

Srv13320I Eject tape %s from %s 

Srv13321E Error during eject tape process %s 

Srv13322E No free CAP (I/E) slots  
Reason: Make sure that there's a free slot in the import/export port. 

Srv13323E Error during CAP lock/unlock %s 

Srv13324I Lock/unlock CAP on %s 

Srv13325E Error during tape label process %s 

Srv13326I Label tape %s in %s 

Srv13327E VolSer %s in existing inventory 
Action: Respecify. 

Srv13328E VolSer %s in existing pool %s 
Action: Respecify. 

Srv13329E Labeling can only be done on standalone drives  
Reason: This function is invalid for libraries. 

Srv13330E Error during tape mount process %s 

Srv13331I Mount tape %s 
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Srv13332E Tape not in any pool 

Srv13333E Error during tape unmount process %s 

Srv13334I Unmount tape %s 

Srv13335E Tape not in any pool 

Srv13336E Tape has existing label %s in pool %s 

Srv13337E Drive in use 
Action: Retry when it's idle or after maintenance. 

Srv13338E Library or drive not enabled 
Action: Enable both the drive and library before using it to label 

tapes. 

Srv13339E Library %u/%u/%u active - can't be deleted 

Srv13340E Drive %u/%u/%u active - can't be deleted 

Srv13341E Error deleting library %s %s 

Srv13342D Deleted library %u/%u/%u 

Srv13343I Associating drive %s 

Srv13344I Deassociating drive %s 

Srv13345I Unexpected unusable drive %s 

Srv13346E Available only on primary tape controller %s  
Reason: This is a secondary machine; these functions need to be 

performed on a primary tape management machine. 

Action: Connect and retry on primary machine. 

Srv13347E Library matched tape but drive not found 
Action: Run maintenance to unmount the tape. 

Srv13348E Timed out in library inventory injecting tape %s 

Srv13349E Timed out in library inventory injecting tape %s 

Srv13350E Timed out in library inventory labeling tape %s 

Srv13351I Unmount not using a preferred slot (first available) 

Srv13352I Unmount can't use preferred slot (%u already filled) 

Srv13353I Unmount using preferred (original) slot 

Srv13354I Tape EOF Position off, but in valid range (%u,%u) 

Srv13355E Tape EOF Position off, but not in valid range 

(%u,%u)  
Reason: You can set the range with the environment variable 

TAPEOFFOK. 

Srv13356I You used the TAPEOFFOK env. variable, set to %u 

Srv13357D Timed out waiting for tape: %s to appear on drive 

%s  
Reason: The tape will be dismounted and this drive will be disabled. 

Another drive will be tried until it works or we have disabled all 

drives. 

Action: Verify that this drive is working. 

Linux specific SCSI library errors 

Srv13401E Expected drive for library %u/%u/%u  
Reason: No additional devices found 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv13402E Expected drive for library %u/%u/%u got %u  
Reason: Wrong device found. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv13403D Drive OS name not found for %u/%u/%u 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv13404E Insufficient memory 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv13405E Insufficient memory 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv13406E Error opening library. 

Srv13407E Insufficient memory 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv13408D Error getting inquiry info from library 

Srv13409E Inquiry of %s failed. Status: 0x%x, ASC: 0x%x, 

ASCQ: 0x%x 

Srv13410E Library call (get inventory) made with tape drive 

(%s) at %u/%u/%u 
Action: Delete your library files and run maintenance to perform the 

correct reassociation. 

Srv13411I LINTAPE library call error #%u using %s 

performing %s  
Reason: This may be normal or it may be serious if you end up with 

no library files. 

Additional generic tape library errors 

Srv13425I Set default tape library timeout from %u to %u 

seconds 

Srv13426I Auto association info missing for library: %u/%u/%u  
Reason: You will need to associate this library manually. 

Srv13427D Can't get library inventory: %s not usable 

Inject program errors 

Srv13450I inject program completed successfully 

Srv13451E inject program failed 
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Srv13452E Error during inject tape 

Srv13453E Error injecting tape reading configuration 

Srv13454E To run this program you must be an administrator 

Srv13455E Unexpected end of conversation injecting tapes 

Srv13456E Unexpected state #%u injecting tapes Eject program 

errors 

Srv13475I eject program completed successfully 

Srv13476E eject program failed 

Srv13477E Error during eject tape 

Srv13478E Error ejecting tape reading configuration 

Srv13479E To run this program you must be an administrator 

Srv13480E Unexpected end of conversation ejecting tapes 

Srv13481E Unexpected state #%u ejecting tapes Additional 

tasking errors 

Srv13501E Tape should be mounted but isn't  
Reason: Verify that the tape didn't get dismounted 

Action: Retry. 

Srv13502E Error forwarding existing tape. 

Srv13503E Error during mount of existing tape 

Srv13504I Using profile prefix %sfor profile %s 

Srv13505E Unexpected EOF/EOM on tape %s  
Reason: This tape can not be used for an append 

Srv13506E Unexpected EOF/EOM on tape %s  
Reason: This tape can not be used for an append 

Srv13507D A fatal error occurred but the operation will continue  
Reason: Thus, the final result of this operation will be a failure. 

Srv13508E Insufficient memory in disk backup maintenance 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv13509E Insufficient memory in VolSer listing 
Action: Free memory or close applications 

Srv13510E Insufficient memory in VolSer listing 
Action: Free memory or close applications 

Srv13511E UPSTREAM/MVS Duplicate support not supported  
Reason: The client performed a function which is only available if 

UPSTREAM/MVS duplicate checking is enabled. Use Reservoir 

specific duplicate support. The backup will be failed. 

Action: Respecify the backup 

Srv13512E 0 duplicate database specified illegal. 
Action: Use a non-zero duplicate database number. 

Srv13513E Error reading dup DB %s %s 

Srv13514E USTDxxxx profile only valid to add to dup  
Reason: You can only use this profile to add to the duplicate 

repository run performance tests and perform a regen. 

Action: Specify a different profile. 

Srv13515I Adding to duplicate database #%u 

Srv13516E UNIX type backup mismatch with dup database 
Action: Specify a different dup database. 

Srv13517I Adding to duplicate database #%u 

Srv13518D Error during check of duplicate database 

Srv13519D Duplicate file UNIX mismatch  
Reason: The backup and the duplicate definition do not match UNIX 

types. 

Srv13520I Backup was converted from full to incremental  
Reason: It will be preserved as incremental. 

Srv13521E Duplicate file #%u unexpected EOF %s 
Action: Regen this file. 

Srv13522D Error occurred during merge of dup files 

Srv13523D Error occurred with input parameters: %s, %s 

Srv13524D Profile: %s, Version: %s previously converted to %s 

Srv13525E Error reading dup #%u profile %s %s 

Srv13526W Dup #%u disabled; %s skipped  
Reason: This file is skipped based on duplicate configuration 

Srv13527W Dup file %s not found in DB #%u 

Srv13528W Dup file %s not supported for this version (DB #%u) 
Action: Restore with a newer version of the software. 

Srv13529E Duplicate file backups can use SAN Direct 
Action: Respecify without SAN option. 

Srv13530E Feature not supported for duplicate profile 
Action: Specify a profile without a USTD prefix 

Srv13531E Duplicate profile but dup. support not enabled 
Action: Specify a non-dup profile (no USTD prefix) or enable 

duplicate files in the configurator. 

Srv13532E Duplicate profile name error %s %s 

Srv13533W Error reading duplicate configuration %s %s 
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Srv13534E Placeholder record illegal during duplicate backup  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv13535E Placeholder record illegal during duplicate backup  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv13536I Skipping: %s, %s 

Srv13537D Dup DB #%u (%s) may be corrupt  
Reason: But we will continue to add to the database. 

Srv13538D Added to dup DB #%u, %s files, %s bytes (%s bytes 

skipped) 

Srv13539D Error, but Added to dup DB #%u, %s files, %s bytes 

(%s files skipped) 

Srv13540D %s chars/sec (%s raw chars in %s seconds) 

Srv13541D Dup DB #%u has %s files and %s client bytes (%s 

total bytes) 

Srv13542D Failed backup exceeded retries and deletion 

requested  
Reason: This backup will now be deleted. 

Srv13543D Failed restartable backup exceeded retries deletion 

requested  
Reason: This backup will now be deleted. 

Srv13544I Inquire versions successful, sent %u profiles, %u 

backups 

Srv13545I Summary request of %s through %s 

Srv13546E Error during summary request 

Srv13547E Error accessing log file %s %s 
Action: Messages above may help in determining repair action. 

Srv13548I Restarting restore at: %s 

Srv13549I Report requested eject of tape %s 

Srv13550E Function failed with early success  
Reason: A PREJOB ran successfully, but the end result of the 

function was that it failed. 

Srv13551E Can't add to duplicate DB on tape. 
Action: Specify that the destination be disk. 

Srv13552E Can't use a merge backup type to add to dup DB 
Action: Specify "non-merge". 

Srv13553E Can't use a migrate only type to add to dup DB 
Action: Specify a standard non-merge backup. 

Srv13554I Adding to dup DB #%u %s, %s bytes, modified %s 

Srv13555I Copying from dup DB #%u, %s, %s bytes 

Srv13556I Pointing to dup DB #%u, %s, %s bytes 

Srv13557I Version locked, not included (profile: %s, date: %s, 

type: %c) 

Srv13558E Error getting profile set members %s %s 

Srv13559E Error getting max dup number in negotiation: %s 

%s 

Srv13560E Error during duplicate management 

Srv13561D Tape %s with write protect in scratch pool  
Reason: This tape will be removed from all pools. 

Srv13562D Error occurred in disk backup: %s 

Srv13563E Too many retries trying to find a writable scratch 

Srv13564D Encrypted backup skipped for no encryption info 

(%s/%s) 

Srv13565D Duplicate database #%u disabled 

Srv13566D Duplicates to %s for dup DB #%u disabled 

Srv13567E Error reading duplicate data during restore 

Srv13568E Error reading duplicate data for %s in dup DB #%u 

Srv13569I Taking dup DB #%u, %s 

Srv13570E Tape not found on mounted drive (association error) 

on %s  
Reason: After mounting a tape, the drive is found empty. This is 

typically an association error. 

Action: Reassociated the drives. 

Srv13571E Duplicates not supported (%s)  
Reason: Use a version of Reservoir which supports duplicate files. 

Srv13572E For a duplicate file report must specify a full 

USTDxxxx profile 

Srv13573E Error occurred during duplicate file list 

Srv13574I Duplicate file list for dup #%u 

Srv13575E Unexpected EOF reading data from index (Position 

#%s) 
Action: Reindex the data. 

Srv13576E Search for disk backup to regen failed. 
Action: Specify a backup which can be found. 

Srv13577D USDISKTEST set to O to force use of profile 

overflow path (%s) 
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Srv13578D USDISKTEST set to force use of profile disk path (no 

space test) (%s) 

Srv13579E Search for tape backup to regen failed (%s). 
Action: Specify a backup which can be found. 

Srv13580E Error listing profiles %s %s 

Srv13581D Registered name %s, IP address changed from %s to 

%s 

Srv13582I Environment variable USNOVAULTLOCK set  
Reason: This means that multiple vaults for the same vault number 

can run at the same time. This can cause problems with deadly 

embraces, but if you're careful you can avoid them and there are lots 

of advantages of running simultaneous vaults for the same vault 

number. 

Srv13583I Duplicate backups (Profile: %s, Version: %s, Type: 

%s)  
Reason: A backup matching the pending backup has been found. It 

will be added separately and thus the second copy will be used. 

Srv13584D Append disallowed (backup listed as on disk): %s  
Reason: Append requires indexes to find the end of prior backups on 

tape and that's not available in this case. 

Action: Specify no append or append to an indexed tape. 

Srv13585D Append disallowed (backup listed in wrong vault %u 

!= %u) %s  
Reason: Append requires that the tape appended to be in the same 

vault and this one is not. 

Action: Specify no append or append to an indexed tape. 

Srv13586D Append disallowed (append only valid with indexed 

operations)  
Reason: You can not append with a copy; only vault or migrate 

operations will result in successful appends. The operation will 

continue to a new tape. 

Srv13587I Locked backup skipped from report %s/%s/%c 

Srv13588I Starting next tapeset pool: %s, DSN: %s 

Srv13589I Estimating %s %s backups, %s client bytes, %s files  
Reason: The actual number will be reported at the end. 

Srv13590E No data to %s  
Reason: No operation can be performed; This is a fatal error. 

Srv13591D Allocating incremental %s: for full pointers 

Srv13592D No longer skipping incremental %s: for full pointers 

Srv13593E Insufficient memory (sort by source init) 
Action: Free memory or close applications and retry 

Srv13594E Insufficient memory (sort by source add) 
Action: Free memory or close applications and retry 

Srv13595E Missing VolSer for %s, %s, %s  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Call tech support. 

Srv13596E Missing first entry during sort  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Call tech support. 

Srv13597E Can't find backup type of profile: %s version: %s  
Reason: This fatal error keeps us from being able to use this 

specified backup. 

Srv13598E Error spacing past backup during vault/migrate/copy 

Srv13599I Restoring Version: %s, %s, %s 

Solaris specific SCSI library errors 

Srv13600E Non-retryable error 

Srv13601D Error opening library/drive 

Srv13602D Error getting device minor name 

Srv13603D Device name %s not in correct form 

Srv13604D Insufficient memory 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv13605D Error getting inquiry info from library 

Srv13606D Inquiry of %s failed. Status: 0x%x, ASC: 0x%x, 

ASCQ: 0x%x 

Srv13607E Closest drive to library %u/%u/%u not found 

Srv13608E Expected drive for library %u/%u/%u  
Reason: No additional devices found 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv13609E Drive OS name not found for %u/%u/%u 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv13610E Error opening library. 

Srv13611E Insufficient memory. 
Action: Free memory or close applications 

Srv13612E Insufficient memory. 
Action: Free memory or close applications 

Srv13613D Error reading symbolic link for tape device 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv13614D Bad device link for %s  
Reason: Expected to find /devices in the name 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv13615D di_init system call to list tapes failed 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv13616D Missing comma in bus name %s in %s 
Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 
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Srv13617D Missing device definition for %s 

Srv13618D Reserve release failed for %s Status: 0x%x Sense: 

0x%x ASC: 0x%x ASCQ: 0x%x 

Srv13619D Error during library list 

Srv13620E Insufficient memory  
Reason: During IBM changer library inventory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv13621E Bad changer address  
Reason: During IBM changer library inventory. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv13622E Unknown SCSI command (0x%x)  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Call UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

AIX specific SCSI library errors 

Srv13701D Error getting address for device 

Srv13702E Insufficient memory allocating tape lib structure 

Srv13703E Insufficient memory allocating tape dev structure 

Srv13704E Expected device not found (%u/%u/%u) 

Srv13705E Error opening library 

Srv13706E Error during list of libraries 

Srv13707E Error opening library during list 

Srv13708E Insufficient memory allocating inquiry data 

Srv13709D Error getting inquiry info from library 

Srv13710D Inquiry of %s failed. Status: 0x%x, ASC: 0x%x, 

ASCQ: 0x%x 

Srv13711E Error getting drive for library 

Srv13712E Closest drive to library %u/%u/%u not found 

Srv13713E Insufficient memory 

Srv13714E Error in ODM initialize 

Srv13715E Can't find CuDv ODM definition for: %s 

Srv13716E Error finding CuDv ODM definition 

Srv13717E Missing adapter number in parent %s of device %s 

Srv13718E Location info (%s) in ODM for device %s invalid 

Srv13719E Missing target number from %s 

Srv13720E Missing LUN number from %s 

Srv13721I Using uschg interface rather than smc 

Srv13722D (AIX) Found device %s not valid  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Call tech support. 

Reservoir UPSTERAM/SOS errors 

Srv13801E Error during UPSTREAM/SOS function 

Srv13802I UPSTREAM/SOS Disk List 

Srv13803I UPSTREAM/SOS format of %s 

Srv13804I UPSTREAM/SOS function completed successfully 

Srv13805E Invalid VolSer SOS file contents (%s) 

Srv13806E Disk too small (%uK)  
Reason: This disk is too small for local backup use. 

Action: Specify a larger disk. 

Srv13807D Only partial disk will be used (%uK > 60000000K)  
Reason: UPSTREAM can only use a portion of this disk. 

Srv13808E Not licensed for this function 
Action: Contact your IDP sales rep. 

Reservoir UPSTREAM/SOS local update errors 

Srv13851E Error during transfer disk update 

Srv13852I Delete on disk %s backup %s/%s 

Srv13853I Lock disk %s for client access 

Srv13854I Transfer disk update successful 

Srv13855E Disk %s not found. 
Action: Define disk or run maintenance 

Reservoir UPSTERAM/SOS mid-level errors 

Srv13901E Error opening VolSer/Location mapping file 

Srv13902E Error writing to VolSer/Location mapping file 

Srv13903E Error opening VolSer/Location mapping file to read 

Srv13904E Error reading VolSer/Location mapping file 

Srv13905E Invalid disk mapping read (%s->%s) 
Action: Manually repair the mapping file 

Srv13906E Unable to lock shared disk VolSer %s 
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Srv13907D Deleting UPSTREAM/SOS VolSer mapping file %s  
Reason: This file no longer points to a local backup disk 

Srv13908E Error deleting invalid UPSTREAM/SOS file. 

Srv13909D Deleting Existing backups on disk: %s 

Srv13910I Deleting retained transfer disk backup. Profile: %s, 

Version: %s 

Srv13911E Dynamic profiles disallowed for %s 
Action: Modify this definition or specify a different profile 

Srv13912E VOLSER %s not defined  
Reason: If you believe the VOLSER should be on the system, run 

system maintenance to have disks detected. 

Srv13913E Can't restart backup on disk %s, profile %s not 

found  
Reason: This backup must be run from scratch. 

Srv13914E Can't restart backup on disk %s, backup %s/%s not 

found  
Reason: This backup must be run from scratch. 

Srv13915E Can't run backup on disk %s, backup %s/%s not 

found  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv13916I Resolved transfer disk volser: %s to disk %s 

Srv13917I Using USMINLCLBKPKB of %uK rather than %uK 

Srv13918I SAN Express Passthru maintenance disabled  
Reason: By the presence of the USNODISKMAINTENANCE 

environment variable. 

Srv13919I SAN Express Passthru maintenance not performed  
Reason: You are not licensed for this feature. 

Srv13920E Disk VolSer (%s) doesn't match file volser (%s)  
Reason: The volser file doesn't point to a disk with the correct 

volser. You need to run maintenance to have this feature corrected. 

It's important that you not have the USNODISKMAINTENANCE 

environment variable specified or else disk maintenance will be 

skipped. 

Srv13921I SAN Express Passthru maintenance cleanup disabled  
Reason: By the presence of the USNODISKCLEANUP environment 

variable, disk detection will be performed, but disk cleanup will be 

skipped. 

Duplicate repository indexing errors 

Srv14001E Error creating duplicate repository directory 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv14002W Duplicate repository busy 

Srv14003W Duplicate repository busy (non-exclusive) 

Srv14004E Error creating duplicate repository semaphore 

Srv14005E Error releasing duplicate repository semaphore 

Srv14006E Duplicate repository semaphore busy 

Srv14007E Error creating duplicate repository lock file 

Srv14008E Insufficient memory adding file to dup index 

Srv14009E Invalid key to parse (%s)  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv14010E Duplicate repository lock missing. 

Srv14011E Insufficient memory to allocate duplicate handle 

Srv14012E Bad duplicate handle at %s 

Srv14013E Unexpected EOF reading duplicate file length 

Srv14014E Invalid duplicate repository structure 

Srv14015E Data size larger than expected buffer  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv14016E Unexpected EOF reading duplicate file data 

Srv14017E Error writing duplicate repository header 

Srv14018E Error creating duplicate repository index 

Srv14019E Insufficient memory initializing duplicate index. 

Srv14020E Create Dup DB #%u out of range of %u-%u 
Action: Specify a number in range. 

Srv14021E Error locking database during creation. 

Srv14022E Error creating duplicate file info. 

Srv14023E Error loading the duplicate index file 
Action: Reindex this duplicate repository. 

Srv14024E Unexpected EOF loading the duplicate index file. 
Action: Reindex this duplicate repository. 

Srv14025E Error writing duplicate file 

Srv14026E Error writing duplicate index file 

Srv14027E Error writing duplicate index header 

Srv14028E Error locking duplicate database 

Srv14029E Error opening duplicate database 
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Srv14030E Error reading duplicate header 

Srv14031E Invalid duplicate database version 
Action: Upgrade UPSTREAM to match the version of the duplicate 

repository. 

Srv14032E Duplicate database doesn't match file  
Reason: Internal error 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support 

Srv14033E Error reading duplicate index header 

Srv14034W Duplicate index header doesn't match info 

Srv14035W Duplicate index not completed 

Srv14036W Duplicate index header bad 

Srv14037E Deleting bad duplicate repository #%u 

Srv14038E Error reading duplicate data. 

Srv14039E Error reading duplicate data to reindex. 

Srv14040E Error parsing file info to reindex dup db. 

Srv14041E Bad duplicate repository file name (%s) 

Srv14042E Error reading duplicate data 

Srv14043E Unexpected End of File in Duplicate Repository #%u 

Srv14044E Error reading duplicate repository (wildcard) 

Srv14045E Unexpected End of File in Duplicate Repository #%u 

Srv14046E Error deleting duplicate file info 

Srv14047E Error deleting duplicate file info index 

Srv14048E Error updating last access date 

Srv14050E Insufficient memory in duplicate list 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv14051E Insufficient memory in duplicate list 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv14052E Unexpected missing first entry in dup list 
Action: Internal error, contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv14053E Error opening duplicate database 

Srv14054E Error reading duplicate header 

Srv14055E Invalid duplicate header version 
Action: Upgrade to the version that created this duplicate database. 

Srv14056E Invalid duplicate header 

Srv14057E Insufficient memory  
Reason: During creation of duplicate index tree 

Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv14058E Error reading duplicate index header 

Srv14059W Duplicate index doesn't match header  
Reason: Internal error 

Action: Reindex will be done automatically. 

Srv14060W Duplicate index not completed  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Reindex will be done automatically. 

Srv14061W Duplicate index bad  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Reindex will be done automatically. 

Srv14062E Duplicate raw data too large  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv14063E Error writing to duplicate repository 

Srv14064E Error adding to dup DB (dup #%u != %u)  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv14065E Attempt to add %sUNIX data to %sUNIX DB 
Action: Specify the appropriate duplicate database. 

Srv14066E Attempt to add %s endian data to %s endian DB 
Action: Specify the appropriate duplicate database. 

Srv14067E Error reading duplicate config info %s %s 

Srv14068E Error locking version in duplicate DB 

Srv14069E Error occurred in duplicate database 

Srv14070E Insufficient memory  
Reason: While adding to duplicate database 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv14071E Error during dup database indexing 

Srv14072E Invalid duplicate key (%s)  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv14073E Error reading dup cfg during DB open: %s %s 

Srv14074E Circular action list  
Reason: Internal error 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv14075E Error getting duplicate list #%u: %s %s 

Srv14076D Error reading duplicate file index #%u  
Reason: An automatic reindex will be performed. 

Srv14077D Added to dup DB #%u %s files, %s logical bytes 
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Srv14078E Directory %s added to index and not found  
Reason: Internal error 

Action: Call tech support. 

Remote library errors 

Srv14101E Remote library address not configured. 

Srv14102I Release tape: %s 

Srv14103D Tape in %s %s pool, moving to %s %s pool 

Srv14104E Error connecting to remote library 
Action: See subsequent messages 

Srv14105E Error releasing tape 

Srv14106E Remote library attempting maintenance  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv14107E Primary library maintenance file error.  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv14108D Waiting for maintenance to complete 

Srv14109E Error creating secondary sync file. 

Srv14110E Error getting scratch tape. 

Srv14111E Error reallocating tape. 

Srv14112E Error unmounting tape. 

Srv14113E Error mounting tape. 

Srv14114E Must use a pre-labeled tape  
Reason: The remote library facility does not support the generation 

of VolSers so you must use a tape which has been bar-coded or pre-

labeled. 

Srv14115E Error listing a pool. 

Srv14116E Unexpected receive state (%u)  
Reason: This error occurred during a pool list. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv14117E Error listing allocated tapes. 

Srv14118E Unexpected receive state (%u)  
Reason: This error occurred during an allocated pool list. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv14119E Error listing pools 

Srv14120E Error during pool list - unexpected state (%u) 

Srv14121E NULL pointer in remote library %s  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 

Srv14122E Insufficient memory during remote library access 
Action: Close programs or free memory. 

Srv14123E Error during eject of specific tape volume 

Srv14124E Error during release/hold 

Srv14125E Error setting source element 

Srv14126E Error updating VolSer for media 

Srv14127E Error listing allocated tapes 

Srv14128E Error during tape list - unexpected state (%u) 

Srv14129E Error during library group startup 

Srv14130E Unable to resolve IP address for Master server at: %s 

Remote regen errors 

Srv14201E Unknown regen parameter or missing value: %s 
Action: Respecify 

Srv14202E Can specify master or key but not both. 
Action: Respecify 

Srv14203E Must specify both POOL and DSN for a tape regen 
Action: Respecify 

Srv14204E Error building regen structure  
Reason: See additional messages 

Action: Respecify 

Srv14205E Error sending regen structure  
Reason: See additional messages 

Srv14206E Error in regen  
Reason: See server messages 

Srv14207E Error connecting to Reservoir server  
Reason: Verify reservoir is up and running. 

Srv14208E Error building start conv. structure  
Reason: See additional messages 

Action: Respecify 

Srv14209E Error sending start conv. structure  
Reason: See additional messages 

Srv14210I Command line regen, pool=%s, DSN=%s %s 

Srv14211E Bad vol ser length (%u) - %s 
Action: Respecify. VolSers must be 6 characters or less and comma 

separated. 
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Srv14212E Error adding VolSer 

Srv14213E Must specify both DISKPROFILE and VERSION for 

a disk regen 
Action: Respecify 

Srv14214E This character '%c' is not valid in any parameter 

(%s) 
Action: Respecify 

Srv14215E Parameter: %s, value invalid length (greater than 0 

or less than %u) 

Reservoir tree tuning notification 

Srv14275I USTREEALIGN set  
Reason: This will cause UPSTREAM to align trees on 8 byte 

boundaries 

Srv14276I USTREENOALIGN set  
Reason: This will cause UPSTREAM to not align trees on 8 byte 

boundaries 

Srv14277D USTREEBLOCKSIZE out of boundary; will not be 

used  
Reason: Block size must be greater than 1024 bytes 

Srv14278I USTREEBLOCKSIZE set to %u 

Srv14279D USTREEFORESTSIZE out of boundary; will not be 

used  
Reason: Forest size must be greater than 1024 bytes 

Srv14280I USTREEFORESTSIZE set to %u 

Remote library task errors 

Srv14301E Error occurred during remote library function 

Srv14302I Opening remote library access 

Srv14303I (Rmt Lib) Get scratch, pool:%s, drive: %s 

Srv14304I (Rmt Lib) Mount tape: %s 

Srv14305I (Rmt Lib) Unmount tape: %s 

Srv14306I (Rmt Lib) Reallocate: %s 

Srv14307I (Rmt Lib) Eject: %s 

Srv14308I (Rmt Lib) Function completed 

Srv14309I (Rmt Lib) List pool: %s 

Srv14310I (Rmt Lib) Allocated tape list 

Srv14311I (Rmt Lib) List all pools 

Srv14312I (Rmt Lib) Release hold of: %s 

Srv14313I (Rmt Lib) Function completed successfully. 

Srv14314E (Rmt Lib) Error while waiting for library function 

Srv14315E (Rmt Lib) Secondary version (%s) != Primary (%s)  
Reason: The version of the secondary storage server must match the 

primary storage server. 

Action: Upgrade all storage servers at the same time. 

Srv14316I (Rmt Lib) Eject drive: %s 

Srv14317I (Rmt Lib) Marking source element 

Srv14318I (Rmt Lib) Updating label 

Srv14319I (Rmt Lib) Releasing tape: %s 

Srv14320E (Rmt Lib) Error getting a scratch tape for a remote 

Reservoir. 

Srv14321E (Rmt Lib) Error mounting a tape for a remote 

Reservoir. 

Srv14322E (Rmt Lib) Error unmounting a tape for a remote 

Reservoir. 

Srv14323E (Rmt Lib) Error releasing a tape for a remote 

Reservoir. 

Srv14324E (Rmt Lib) Error reallocating a tape for a remote 

Reservoir. 

Srv14325E (Rmt Lib) Error ejecting a tape for a remote 

Reservoir. 

Srv14326E (Rmt Lib) Error listing a pool for a remote Reservoir. 

Srv14327E (Rmt Lib) Error listing allocated tapes for a remote 

Reservoir. 

Srv14328E (Rmt Lib) Error listing pools for a remote Reservoir. 

Srv14329E (Rmt Lib) Error releasing a tape hold for a remote 

Reservoir. 

Srv14330E (Rmt Lib) Error ejecting a tape for a remote 

Reservoir. 

Srv14331E (Rmt Lib) Error setting the source for a remote 

Reservoir. 

Srv14332E (Rmt Lib) Error denoting an updated label for a 

remote Reservoir. 

Reservoir additional tape errors 

Srv14350E When seeking to block %u reach end of data at block 

%u  
Reason: This tape may be corrupt. You may need to get your files 

from a different backup. 

Action: Contact FDR/UPSTREAM Tech Support. 
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Srv14351E Tape not moving from block #%u - usually end of 

medium 
Action: Validate other data on this tape. There may be corruption. If 

the data is unneeded, the easiest fix is to delete all data on the tape 

and start over. 

Srv14352D Error getting tape drive information. 

Additional file info errors 

Srv14400E Insufficient memory creating dup used tree 
Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv14401E Insufficient memory creating dup used subtree 
Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv14402D Error opening dup list file for restart  
Reason: Operations will continue. 

Srv14403E Insufficient memory adding to dup used tree (restart) 
Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv14404E Insufficient memory adding to dup used tree 
Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv14405E Error opening dup list file to fill 

Srv14406E Error writing dup used files 

Srv14407I File info buffer size set to %u 

Srv14408E Pool and DSN values invalid 

Srv14409D Error opening DTGC.txt expiration simulation file 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv14410D Error reading DTGC.txt expiration simulation file 
Action: See additional messages. 

Srv14411D DTGC has bad format: %s 

Srv14412I Using Expiration Simulation Date: %s (from %s) 

Srv14413E Tape set file found and not expected (%s) 
Action: Call tech support 

Srv14414E Tape set file not found and expected (%s) 
Action: Call tech support. 

Srv14415E Specified version not found. 

Srv14416E Insufficient memory  
Reason: Insufficient memory allocating to delete a tapeset entry. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv14417E Insufficient memory  
Reason: Insufficient memory allocating to manage deleted tapesets. 

Action: Close applications or free memory. 

Srv14418E Missing profile or version date while opening 

database  

Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Call tech support. 

Srv14419E While opening backup %s/%s, missing backup type  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Call tech support. 

Srv14420E Tapeset missing while creating backup list: %s  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Call tech support. 

Srv14421I Missing tapeset, but acceptable; continuing 

Srv14422E VolSer: %s found in multiple tapesets.  
Reason: The older backup has been overwritten by the newer one. 

Action: Call tech support. 

Srv14423E Got exclusive lock, but couldn't get non-excl. lock  
Reason: Unexpected. 

Action: Call tech support. 

Srv14424E Profile configured to fail backup if prior backup 

access fails 

Srv14425D Profile configured to continue if prior backup access 

fails 

Srv14426W Deleting profile %s transactional incremental 

version %s INVALIDATES further incremental backups until 

the next full backup.  
Reason: We strongly recommend that you RUN A FULL AS SOON 

AS POSSIBLE. 

Srv14427E Error locking tapeset 

Srv14428D Not deleting full with dependent Full To Master: 

%s/%s  
Reason: As part of standard garbage collection, this backup would 

be deleted, but UPSTREAM will preserve it because it's pointed to 

by a full to master backup. If you wish to delete it, you must first 

delete the dependent backups. 

Srv14429D Not deleting full with dependent differentials: %s/%s  
Reason: As part of standard garbage collection, this backup would 

be deleted, but UPSTREAM will preserve it because it's pointed to 

by a differential. If you wish to delete it, you must first delete the 

dependent backups. 

Additional tape access errors. 

Srv14450E Error reserving the tape drive. 

Srv14451E Error opening tape drive. 

Srv14452D Error #%u testing if drive is writable 

Srv14453D Error reading existing tape drive info 

Srv14454I Tape drive info for %s 

Srv14455D Error setting tape drive info 
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Srv14456I Set tape info for %s 

Srv14457I Set tape env. variable %s to %s 

Srv14458D Error getting inquiry product data  
Reason: This may make auto-sensing tape drive associations 

impossible; you may need to do this manually using the Director. 

Reservoir duplicate file utility errors. 

Srv14501I Duplicate database list request 

Srv14502E Dup DB list error %s %s 

Srv14503E Error reading Dup DB Cfg #%u %s %s 

Srv14504E Error occurred during dup list 

Srv14505I Dup DB configuration list, sent %u entries. 

Srv14506D Deleting duplicate repository #%u 

Srv14507W Error reading repository config %s %s 

Srv14508W Error while deleting duplicate repository 

Srv14509I Duplicate database %u successfully deleted 

Srv14510D Duplicate database %u deleted with errors 

Srv14511I Updating duplicate configuration #%u 

Srv14512I Creating duplicate configuration #%u 

Srv14513E Error testing existence of dup entry %s %s 

Srv14514E Error occurred during dup config create/update 

Srv14515E Error occurred during dup read %s %s 

Srv14516E Error occurred during dup update %s %s 

Srv14517E Error occurred during dup write %s %s 

Srv14518I Adding file: %s, date: %s, size: %s, to dup DB #%u 

Srv14519E No active data for profiles in dup #%u  
Reason: Can not populate repository at this time. 

Action: Try again when data is available 

Srv14520E Error during duplicate auto-population 

Srv14521D Auto-population successful, dup DB #%u, %s files, 

%s bytes 

Srv14522E Error reading dup cfg #%u, %s %s 

Srv14523E Dup DB #%u disabled - can't be populated 

Srv14524E Dup DB #%u populate, insufficient memory during 

%s 
Action: Free memory or close applications 

Srv14525E Expected data for %s to add to dup #%u but not 

found 
Action: Regen this database 

Srv14526E Expected start of file to add to dup #%u but got type 

%u 
Action: Regen this database 

Srv14527E Expected: %s, but got: %s adding to dup #%u 

Srv14528E Error occurred during duplicate maintenance 

Srv14529E Error occurred during duplicate maintenance list: 

%s %s 

Srv14530E Error occurred during duplicate maintenance read: 

%s %s 

Srv14531D Error reading profile config during dup #%u pop: 

%s %s 

Srv14532E Error during duplicate delete 

Srv14533E Error reading dup cfg #%u, %s %s 

Srv14534E Error writing dup cfg #%u, %s %s 

Srv14535D Request for deletion of dup DB #%u 

Srv14536E Dup DB #%u has %u profiles pointing to it: 

Srv14537E Dup DB #%u could not be deleted: %s %s 

Srv14538E Dup DB #%u configuration could not be deleted: %s 

%s 

Srv14539D Dup DB #%u was deleted successfully 

Srv14540E Dup DB #%u - illegal to change disk path in define 
Action: You must use a different method to change the disk path of 

the duplicate database. 

Srv14541E Dup DB #%u, Exclude file %s doesn't exist  
Reason: Exclude files must be on disk and accessible to the 

Reservoir or else they can not be activated. 

Srv14542D Dup DB #%u; Compacting (%u%% deleted) 

Srv14543E Error during duplicate auto-population compaction 

Srv14544D Compaction of Dup DB #%u successful (%u files 

removed) 

Srv14545E Compaction of Dup DB #%u failed - see messages 

above. 
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Srv14546E Error during duplicate file move 

Srv14547D %s request of Dup DB #%u 

Srv14548E Config %s failed of Dup DB #%u %s %s 

Srv14549D %s of Dup DB #%u completed successfully 

Additional high-level tape errors (RSM). 

Srv14550E Tape library request made with no library 
Action: Define a library or change to a disk request. 

Srv14551D (Tape) Running intervention script: %s for: %s 

Srv14552D (Tape) Intervention script result: %s 

Console program messages. 

Srv14575E Error during list of tasks. 

Srv14576E Error during console request. 

Srv14577I Console receive error Additional task console messages. 

Srv14585E Error locking task file.  
Reason: This file should be available to this task. 

Srv14586E Error deleting task file. 

Srv14587E Insufficient memory allocating task list handle 

Srv14588E Error deleting task file  
Reason: This indicates that this task may be still running when it was 

expected to be stopped. 

Additional job execution errors. 

Srv14600E Error starting new process (fork) #%u 
Action: Look up I/O error above in OS error manual. 

Srv14601E Error redirecting std files to pipes 

Srv14602E Error past execle 

Srv14603E Insufficient memory to allocate execution memory 

Srv14604E Error #%u opening usjob-.trc file 

Srv14605E Structure not found for PID #%u 

Srv14606E select to see if any data failed #%u 

Srv14607E Unexpected data absense after select returned. 

Srv14608E Error #%u reading pipe 

Srv14609E Unknown UPSTREAM Code - UPSTREAM 

Function can't be determined.  
Reason: Thus the base subtask will be run. 

Srv14610E Invalid UPSTREAM Code - UPSTREAM Function 

can't be determined.  
Reason: Thus the base subtask will be run. 

Srv14611E Subtask executable missing, like: %s 
Action: Reinstall your software. 

Srv14612E Insufficient memory to create execution tree 
Action: Close programs or free memory 

Srv14613E Insufficient memory to add to execution tree 
Action: Close programs or free memory 

Srv14614E Error deleting task file 

Srv14615E PID #%u terminated by signal #%u 

Srv14616E PID #%u stopped by signal #%u 

Additional tasking errors. 

Srv14650D Deletion of migrated entry expected  
Reason: As part of migration an attempt to access a deleted entry is 

expected; all parts were migrated or else the deletion would not have 

worked. Normal message and migration will continue as normal. 

Srv14651I For profile: %s version: %s %s VolSer %s is media 

#%u 

Srv14652E VolSer %s not found for profile: %s version: %s  
Reason: The VolSer is expected as part of the media list for this 

backup. This is a fatal error. 

Action: Regen the backup after making sure ALL of the tapes are 

included in the tapeset. 

Srv14653D For profile: %s, version: %s; wrote no data  
Reason: For the profile/version above, data was not found. The 

operation will continue. 

Srv14654E Insufficient memory  
Reason: While checking for duplicate entries, ran out of memory. 

Action: Free memory or close applications 

Srv14655E Insufficient memory  
Reason: While processing a received placeholder, ran out of 

memory. 

Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv14656E Insufficient memory  
Reason: While processing a received placeholder, ran out of 

memory. 

Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv14657E No backups for referenced files  
Reason: There are files which reference previous backups but they 

can't be identified with the information available. 

Action: Call tech support. 
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Srv14658E Full only backup, with pointers to incrementals  
Reason: This backup contains pointers to previous incrementals and 

you specified a FULLONLY option. Without the incrementals, you 

will be missing files. 

Action: Respecify with a different option than FULLONLY. 

Srv14659D Referenced file not found: %s  
Reason: The file above was referenced to a file in a previous 

incremental on the same tape but could not be found. This file is 

missing from the backup. 

Action: If this is an important file, verify it's on other backups. Call 

tech support. 

Srv14660D Expected %u mismatched files, found %u  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Call tech support. 

Srv14661D Error opening simulation date file USTIME.txt 

Srv14662D Error reading simulation date file USTIME.txt 

Srv14663D Simulation date file USTIME.txt not in 

YYMMDDHHMMSS format: %s 

Srv14664D Using simulation date: %s (from %s) 

Srv14665D Beginning retrieving referenced files (%u files, %u 

files found) 

Srv14666E Did not write any data  
Reason: This is a fatal error. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv14667D "uscopytestonly" file found - operation will not be 

performed 

Srv14668D For Profile: %s Version: %s APPEND would put it 

on same tape - No Append  
Reason: This particular backup would end up going to the same tape 

that it's on. Turning off append. 

Srv14669E 8f records found but none in tree.  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Call tech support. 

Srv14670E Error creating 2nd 8f tree  
Reason: This is a memory shortage that will keep this backup from 

completing. 

Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv14671E 8f records found but not last  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Call tech support. 

Srv14672D 8f file can't be used (disk): %s 

Srv14673D 8f file can't be used (skipped): %s 

Srv14674D 8f file can't be used (fake): %s 

Srv14675E Insufficient memory.  
Reason: Error adding 8f pointer to tree 

Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv14676E Unexpected empty 8f tree  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Call tech support. 

Srv14677E Can't find tape #%u for %s 

Srv14678E Can't match 8f backup profile: %s version: %s  
Reason: The 8f backup above could not be found in the list of 

backups. 

Action: Call tech support. 

Srv14679E Unexpected D record during %s 

Srv14680D Remove file encountered during %s  
Reason: During file reference lookup the file was marked to be 

removed. Thus the file will not be saved. 

Srv14681E Unexpected record type: %u processing %s 

Srv14682D Copied %u referenced files 

Srv14683E Expected 8f file: %s  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Call tech support. 

Srv14684E Expected continuation of %s/%s but new tape starts 

%s/%s  
Reason: While processing a backup, an End of File indicator was not 

found and the profile/version date don't match. 

Action: The tape just mounted is either written over or from a 

different backup. The current file being restored is invalid. 

Srv14685E For Profile: %s Version: %s APPEND would put it 

on same tape - illegal  
Reason: This particular backup would end up going to the same tape 

that it's on. This process is illegal for migration as it would end up 

freeing half of a tapeset. 

Srv14686I Backup missing, can't resolve: %s 

Srv14687E Error during processing tracing 

Srv14688E Unknown tracing subtype: 0x%x 

Srv14689E Unexpected tracing receive type: %u 

Srv14690E Error during tracing flush to file 

Srv14691E Unknown tracing subtype: 0x%x during flush 

Srv14692I Resolving file pointers: %s, %s, %s 

Srv14693E Read tape position (%s) WAY off of actual position 

(%s)  
Reason: The tape may have been rewound externally of the 

knowledge of the program. This is a serious error and the data on the 

tape may not exist! 

Action: Rerun the operation. Look for devices which may have a 

power-on reset, Windows RSM or other factor which may affect a 

tape it does not own. 

Srv14694E Read tape position (%s) WAY off of actual position 

(%s)  
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Reason: The tape may have been rewound externally of the 

knowledge of the program. This is a serious error and the data on the 

tape may not exist! 

Action: Rerun the operation. Look for devices which may have a 

power-on reset, Windows RSM or other factor which may affect a 

tape it does not own. 

Srv14695E Read tape position (%s) WAY off of actual position 

(%s)  
Reason: The tape may have been rewound externally of the 

knowledge of the program. This is a serious error and the data on the 

tape may not exist! 

Action: Rerun the operation. Look for devices which may have a 

power-on reset, Windows RSM or other factor which may affect a 

tape it does not own. 

Srv14696D Can not append - no valid backups to append to  
Reason: A new tape will be started. 

Srv14697E Encryption disallowed for this function - only 

backups 

Srv14698E Insufficient memory parsing log, getting message 

memory 
Action: Free memory or close applications 

Srv14699D For Profile: %s Version: %s APPEND would put it 

on same tape - No Append  
Reason: This particular backup would end up going to the same tape 

that it's on. Turning off append. 

Srv14700E Expected structure or VolSer while repairing 8f files  
Reason: Internal error. 

Action: Contact Tech Support. 

Srv14701E No data to process  
Reason: When all of your specifications were examined there was 

nothing to do. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv14702E Pool can't be found for backup profile: %s, version: 

%s  
Reason: For tape backups, if the pool can't be found, the operation 

can't be performed. 

Action: In most cases you will need to delete this backup. See prior 

messages to see what may be the root cause of this problem. 

Srv14703E No tapesets in Pool: %s, DSN: %s 
Action: Call tech support. 

Srv14704E No tapesets in Pool: %s, DSN: %s, Tape #%u 
Action: Call tech support. 

Srv14705E Expected tape %s in pool: %s, DSN: %s, tape #%u, 

have: %s 
Action: Call tech support. 

Srv14706E Error for profile %s, version: %s 

Srv14707E Expected first tape %s in pool: %s, DSN: %s, have: 

%s 
Action: Call tech support. 

Srv14708E Insufficient memory adding to group list 
Action: Free memory or close applications. 

Srv14709W Restore finished - last file received was the last file to 

restore  
Reason: This means that the restore is done. 

Srv14710E Attempting to append to tape %s, but it's unwritable 

(write protect tab?)  
Reason: Retry the operation after resetting the tab 

Srv14711I Performing system maintenance (v%s, OS: %s) 

Srv14712E Error reading config during %s: %s %s 

Srv14713D Delete partial vault 

Srv14714D Error reading backup; profile: %s, version: %s. Try 

to save it.  
Reason: Since more than one file was completely written to the 

backup, the data transferred will be preserved if possible. 

Srv14715D Partial file in process marked as removed: %s  
Reason: While saving this backup, the file above was not completely 

processed, so a remove file marker will be written to the output. 

Srv14716E Error attempting to preserve partial backup. 

Srv14717D Skipping task file maintenance.  
Reason: You specified the USNOTASKSMAINT environment 

variable and thus task file maintenance will not be done. This may 

result in tasks not being correctly identified as terminated. 

Srv14718D Unexpected eof %s reading duplicate file from 

repository: %s 

Srv14719D Dup #%u at %s/%s, expected F record, got type #%u 
Action: Internal error, call tech support. 

Srv14720D Error reading dup #%u for %s %s %s  
Reason: This file will not be included in the operation. 

Srv14721D File not found in dup #%u: %s  
Reason: This file will not be included in the operation. 

Srv14722D Dup file info not found in dup DB #%u: %s  
Reason: This file will not be included in the operation. 

Srv14723D Error opening duplicate exclude file  
Reason: Duplicate processing will not be performed during this 

maintenance run. 

Srv14724D Error reading duplicate exlude file  
Reason: Duplicate processing will not be performed during this 

maintenance run. 

Srv14725D Error creating duplicate exclude tree  
Reason: Duplicate processing will not be performed during this 

maintenance run. 

Srv14726D Error adding to duplicate exclude tree  
Reason: Duplicate processing will not be performed during this 

maintenance run. 

Srv14727E Incr. with duplicate enabled, but no dup. number in 

profile 
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Action: Either respecify the backup without duplicates or specify a 

duplicate number in the profile. 

Srv14728D Read of file: %s failed because pointer exceeds file 

length  
Reason: This file can not be restored and the indexes are bad, but the 

restore will continue as best as possible. 

Action: Regen this backup. 

Srv14729E %s of Dup DB #%u failed  
Reason: See messages above. 

Srv14730D Regen of Dup DB #%u successful for %u files 

Srv14731E Regen of Dup DB #%u failed  
Reason: See messages above. 

Srv14732E Regen of Dup DB #%u failed as there were no files 

Srv14733I Dup #%u define %sok 

Srv14734D Dup #%u definition %sfailed 

Srv14735D Removing from Dup #%u %s, %s bytes, modified 

%s 

Srv14736E Error in duplicate DBs list: %s %s 

Srv14737E Error in duplicate DBs read: %s %s 

Srv14738E Error in duplicate report, check dup exists #%u %s 

%s 

Srv14739E Dup #%u does not exist - respecify 

Srv14740E Dup number can't be specified more than once per 

group 

Srv14741E While processing for dup report, insufficient memory 

during %s 

Srv14742E Duplicate Detail Report - No files match 

Srv14743E If you specify a filter you must specify a duplicate 

number 

Srv14744E Error reading dup #%u %s %s 

Srv14745E Error in duplicate details report 

Srv14746E Dup #%u has no files in it 

Srv14747I Marking unused files as deleted for dup #%u 

Srv14748I Marking deleted dup #%u, %s, %s bytes, modified: 

%s 

Srv14749I Dup #%u, marked %s files, %s bytes deleted 

Srv14750D Repairing Dup #%u by truncating from %s to %s  
Reason: This should leave the database now in a position to be 

functional to be added to and allow restores. 

Srv14751D Dup file: %s, Size: %s, Date: %s from dup DB #%u 

not included  
Reason: There was an error accessing this file. 

Action: This duplicate repository should be regen'd so that the file 

can be marked as deleted and then re-added. 

Srv14752D Dup file info deleted in dup DB #%u: %s  
Reason: This file will not be included in the operation. 

Action: Wait for this file to be re-added to the database. 

Srv14753D %s files and %s bytes of duplicate data not copied 

Srv14754D Backup points to dup #%u, %s files, %s bytes 

Srv14755D Backup copied from dup #%u, %s files, %s bytes 

Srv14756D %s files, %s bytes of duplicate data used 

Srv14757D %s files, %s bytes of duplicate data used 

Srv14758D Dup DB #%u has reached capacity.  
Reason: Files are being excluded because the database has reached 

the specified maximum size. 

Action: Increase the maximum size, compact the database or accept 

that new dups may not fit. 

Srv14759D Dup #%u, file: %s, %s bytes not added as it will 

exceed max DB size 

Srv14760E Too many tape drives to negotiate  
Reason: The expected maximum number of tape drives of 256 was 

exceeded. 

Action: Contact tech support for an update. 

Srv14761E Maintenance can only be run on primary server: %s 

Srv14762E Server file not found for DB Group server: %s 
Action: Reconfigure your server and specify a DB Group. 

Srv14763E Error reading DB Group server file. 
Action: Reconfigure your server and specify a DB Group. 

Srv14764E Invalid port number in DB Group server file. 
Action: Reconfigure your server and specify a DB Group. 

Srv14765E Unexpected end of file reading DB Group server file: 

%s 
Action: Reconfigure your server and specify a DB Group. 

Srv14766E Record size larger than packing size  
Reason: The packing size must always be at least 4 bytes larger than 

the record size. 

Action: Respecify. 

Srv14767I File inquiry: %s %s %s 

Srv14768E Requires parallel restores. Use profile: %s  
Reason: There may be additional profiles as well. It is recommended 

that you verify the restore by not using the virtual profile. 
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Srv14769E Failing restore as it would require parallel 

processing. 

Srv14770E Failed to find expected version (%s/%s) 

Srv14771E Expected volumes searching parallel: %s/%s 

Srv14772E Error building parallel structures. 

Srv14773E Expected first parallel structure 

Srv14774D Client should now start %u parallel restores 

Srv14775I Skipping %s 

Srv14776I Ignoring request to register 0 port number 

Srv14777I Full back to master, using master taken: %s 

Srv14778D Full back to master, no master found  
Reason: All files will be requested and this will be marked a master. 

Srv14779I Full back to master %s files matched, %s remaining 

Srv14780I Profile: %s, Version: %s has full to master files (%s) 

Srv14781W Profile: %s, Version: %s has full to master files but 

master missing  
Reason: All of the files in this backup may not be restorable. 

Srv14782E (Vault) Profile: %s, Version: %s has full to master 

version %s not included  
Reason: You must include the master of a full to master backup in 

the vault. 

Srv14783I Mismatch file phase 2: %s 
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